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Wingate
Jot for beginnerem
The discriminating sensibilities of the
true audiophile are developed gradually as an
acquired taste. Naturally, then, we realize
that the Wingate 2000A is an extraordinary feat of engineering that far exceeds
the understanding or appreciation of the
novice. Instead we suggest this incomparable Pure Class A amplifier only for the
audio connoisseur whose trained ear will
recognize absolute purity of sound.

Wingate Audio Corporation
P.O. Box 9121, 423 4th St., SW
Hickory, NC 29603
7

04 - 324-03341wml, r NC)

TOLL FREE: 1-800-2-CLASS-A

100 w/ch dual-mono power MOSFET Pure
Class A amplifier with zero-negatiye feedback

© 1986 Wingate

design for unprecedented signal transparency
and resolution.
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A Product to Hear,
At Any Cost
A recent trip to the far-flung reaches of the
east coast exposed me to a dramatic advance in CD playback. Unfortunately, only
atiny percentage of audiophiles will be able
to avail themselves of this advance. The
price, at $7000, is daunting, but that's not
the half of it! The real problem is that only
three of these players have made it into the
country, and only 40 will probably arrive
before next summer. Based on a limited
audition-45 minutes at New York's Lyric
Hi- Fi —the product is arevelation
Irefer to the Accuphase DP-80/DC-81
combination of CD player and digital processor. I've studied their product literature,
and don't have space here to go into the
technical stuff, which, in any case, seems to
be meticulous attention to detail rather than
dramatic breakthrough (though there may
be an exception). What matters most is the
sound quality attainable with the Accu phase. For the first time, this digiphobe
wanted to hear CD after CD. For the first
time, I marvelled at low-level detail in
superabundance. For the first time, Iwas

Production Manager Suzanne Vilmain

tempted to remark that CD reproduction—

Production Janice St. Marie

which has been touted as such all along—
reminded me most of master-tapes.

Ad Copy Manager Kathleen Visintine
Cover & Features Michael Motley

For those of you able to visit an Accu phase dealer to hear the 80/81 combination—and Iwould recommend all such

Copy Editor Richard Lehnert

dealers to have one on hand simply as apub-

Cover Image Vilmain: An Electronic Studio

lic service to their customers—listen for the

Typesetting Copygraphics
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remarkable detail and the lack of artificial
tizzies. The detail seems to come about
through the lowering of what I'd like to call
a noise floor, though it's one I've been
unaware of in CD auditioning to date. What
Ihear with the Accuphase is a kind of
quietness between notes that allows you to
hear all the detail that is there.
The Accuphase player is like a beacon
shining through the fog, and we should be
thankful that Accuphase were willing to support such an absurd notion as a$7000 CD
player.
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AS WE SEE IT

STEREO
&

the Soundstage
John Atkinson
The accuracy of a hi-fi system's "soundstage" reproduction seems to be of paramount importance these days, just as acomponent must now have "transparency" to
possess hi-fi righteousness. If the system in
which that component is used doesn't give
good soundstage, then the system's owner
has definitely fallen by the wayside. But
what defines a good soundstage? Stereo
imaging must have something to do with it,

has far less to do with hi-fi than with good
writing, something I'm sure we agree has
no place in a hi-fi magazine.) OK, what
defines good stereo imaging?
Silence.
A hand goes up at the back. Surely good
stereo imaging is tied to asystem's ability to
present precisely positioned images in the
lateral plane between the loudspeakers?
Well...yes and no. As AJ van den Hul

Ihear you all cry. (I would have said stereo

points out in his interview in this issue,

imagery until LA pointed out that imagery

many hi-fi systems bave good stereo (left -
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right) imaging, but the image is flat, like
wallpaper. This, typically, is true for inexpensive CD players, which produce well-

from, and can do so for every sound wave
making up the soundstage, including all the
reflected sound waves (the reverberation or

defined lateral stereo images but signally fail

"echoes"), then you will be able to repro-

to provide the requisite degree of depth.
Smiles break out. Obviously, good sound-

duce afacsimile of the original soundstage,

staging is dependent on the ability of a
system to reproduce recorded reverberation tails, the ambience.
Well. ..yes and no. Mono 78s can accurately reproduce reverberation, yet no-one
could accuse amono system of having any
soundstaging ability. It must be something
to do, therefore, with the fact that without
ever questioning the fact, all of us have
systems that use two signal channels, driving two loudspeakers to produce two sets
of soundwaves that coincide at our two ears.
It's obviously time to dig up afew basics.

accurate in every detail. In addition, because
the spatial relationship between the direct
and the reflected sounds will be preserved,
that reproduced soundstage will give arealistic illusion of depth.
The Blumlein Patent Application mentions that the simplest way of carrying out
the preservation of the soundstage is to use
two microphones—spaced as far apart as
the average pair of ears—when recording
and playback over headphones: the "binaural" technique. This, however, makes
headphone listening mandatory; history

Reviewed in this issue is an AES Anthology

proves that headphones are about as popular as aheadcold for relaxed, social listen-

of historic papers on "stereo." It includes a
document (celebrating its 55th anniversary

ing. Blumlein was concerned with asystem
for playback over loudspeakers, and pro-

this month) that pretty much defined the
whole field of stereo reproduction, in-

posed amethod of recording directional information as aratio of amplitude differences

cluding the 45 °/ 45 °stereo groove and the
moving-magnet stereo cartridge. That
document, a1931 British Patent Application

between the two signal channels.
A murmur comes from the floor: surely
the ear/brain uses more than amplitude

written by the English engineer Alan Dower

information to determine the direction of

Blumlein, is worth quoting at length:

sound sources?
This is true. The brain does use the

"The fundamental object of the invention is to provide asound recording, reproducing and/or transmission system whereby
there is conveyed to the listener arealistic

amplitude difference between the signals
reaching the two ears above about 2kHz,
but below about 700Hz, it determines direc-

impression that the intelligence is being

tion by looking at the phase difference be-

communicated to him over two acoustic

tween the signals; i.e., it uses time informa-

paths in the same manner as he experiences

tion. (Both frequencies are proportional to

in listening to everyday acoustic intercourse
and this object embraces also the idea of

the head size, so there will be a spread
among individuals.) Things get abit ambi-

conveying to the listener atrue directional

guous between those two frequencies, but

impression ...
An observer in the room is

there are two other mechanisms still at

listening with two ears, so that echoes reach

work: first, the frequency-response modi-

him with the directional significance which

fications due to the shape of the pinnae dif-

he associates with the music performed in

fer according to the direction of the per-

such aroom. ..When the music is reproduced through asingle channel the echoes

ceived sound, and second, the head is in
continual lateral motion, sharpening up all

arrive from the same direction as the direct
sound so that confusion results. It is asubsidiary object of this invention so to give
directional significance to the sounds that
when reproduced the echoes are perceived
as such."
In other words, if you can record not only
asound but the direction in space it comes
6

IBlumlein's bald paragraphs, written in inelegant, poorly
punctuated, legalese, are concerned with preserving
lateral directional information. John Shuttleworth,
responsible for the excellent recordings on the Meridian
label, has pointed out that, as the reverberation also has a
contribution from reflections of the direct sound from the
floor and ceiling of the room, the aural clues enabling a
listener to infer image beigbt will also be preserved. But
this is dangerous ground; Iwill leave discussion of it for
afuture issue.
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the mechanisms by introducing second-

front will reach the right ear around 0.7ms

order (rate-of-change) information. The
result is that human beings—and animals—

later, the time taken for the wave to travel
around the head, and therefore can ignore it.
So there we have it: aperfect stereo image

are very good at determining where sounds
come from (unless they happen to consist
of pure tones in the "forbidden" region,
which is why birds, for example, use such
tones as warning signals).
Blumlein's genius, however, lay in the fact
that he realized that the low-frequency
phase information can be replaced by corresponding amplitude information. If you
have two independent information channels, each feeding its own loudspeaker,
then the ratio of the signal amplitudes be-

implies aperfect soundstage. All is rosy in
the audiophile garden.
}hum. Asuspicious word, perfect. Where's
the catch?
Well, we have only been discussing the
interaction between the two loudspeakers
and the listener. What about the amplitudeinformation only, two-channel recording?
Where does that come from?
When it comes to recording music, there

tween those two loudspeakers will define

are two mutually incompatible philosophies.
One is to capture as faithfully as possible

the position of avirtual, phantom, sound

the acoustic sound produced by abunch of

source for acentrally placed listener equi-

musicians, in effect treating aperformance

distant from them. For any ratio of the

as an event to be preserved in adocumen-

sound levels of the two speakers, this virtual

tary manner. The second, which is far more

source occupies a dimensionless point
somewhere on the line joining their

widespread, is to treat the recording itself as
the event, the performance, using live

acoustic centers. The continuum of these

sounds purely as ingredients to be mixed

points, from that represented by maximum-

and cooked. This, of course, is how all

left/zero-right to that represented by zeroleft/maximum-right, makes up the conven-

sound of an instrument or singer is picked

tional stereo image. If there is no reverberant

nonclassical recordings are made. The

information, then the brain will place the

up with one microphone, and the resultant
mono signal, either immediately or at alater

virtual image of the sound source in the
plane of the speakers; if there is reverbera-

mixdown session, is assigned alateral position in the stereo image with apanpot. As

tion recorded with the correct spatial rela-

this is adevice which by definition produces
aratio of amplitudes between the two chan-

tionship to the corresponding direct sound,
if it is "coherent," then the brain places the
virtual image behind the speakers, the exact

nels, it would seem that every recording
made this way is a true amplitude-stereo

distance depending on the recorded direct-

recording, capable of producing awell-de-

sound/reverberant-sound ratio.

fined stereo image.

Thus by recording amplitude information only in atwo-channel system, we can
create a virtual soundstage between and

associated with that image, however?

behind the loudspeakers.
Hands go up everywhere: but ...
but ...
but surely both ears receive the signal from
both loudspeakers. Shouldn't this acoustic
crosstalk work against the creation of a
stereo image?
The facile answer is that, as the vast majority of people can perceive stereo images, it

Do such recordings have a soundstage
Sometimes.
When producing such arecording, the
producer decides how much and what type
of reverberation should be associated with
each of the mono sound sources, and also
decides where in space that reverberation
should be positioned. There is no reason at
all why the ambience surrounding, say, a
centrally placed lead vocalist, should have

doesn't. The real answer is that, contrary to

any relationship with that around the

what you might have read in Polk's advertis-

drums. Or the guitar. Or the synthesizer.

ing, the brain is able to work out which
signal is intended for which ear. If a

And if it doesn't, then the listener doesn't

wavefront reaches the left ear from the left

of individual musical events, bearing no

speaker, the brain knows that that wave-

spatial relationship to one another. Early

Stereophile

hear asoundstage. Rather, he hears acollage
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THIS
EARm?

The audio critics of the world hardly
ever agree on anything. But when it comes to
superlative CD players, Ken Pohlmann, Len
Feldman, Masamitsu Fukuda, Ulrich
Smyrek, David Prakel, Yoshiyuki Ishida, Artur
Jung, and Hideo Kaneko recommend one
model with amazing consistency: the Denon
Jiff
DCD-1500.
tiLE
How did Denon achieve this exalted
status? Not by offering useless buttons,
UENON DCD-1500
switches and fluorescent displays. But by
CD PLAYER
developing better digital circuitry, building
to higher standards, and using better parts.
Our proprietary Super Linear Converter is
the only one that actually corrects D/A
transfer distortion. Each circuit gets its own
separate power supply. And our filters are
computer-analyzed for linear phase. So you
hear sound that rewards the most critical
listening.
Pte. 0 1 6
M
Urger. 13 Mon.
In aplayer as reasonably priced as
Abmetwrne
43..8.9105 cm13,,C,1
the DCD-1500, these refinements are enough
Damon Elleltoma GmbS
11.111mtu eta 32
to make even ahard-boiled critic stand up
.030 Rattmen 1
and cheer. And now there's more cause for
\ Pro tint% KOntl.
.-. n.na
celebration: three new Denon CD Players.
AUtletallun;
VUllabedung
• felnbed,enue.g
They're built on the some principles as the
Preisbezogene
DCD-1500, and they're even more
Wertungen
affordable.
Klan: set lie
Fehteeterroktur: put bile
So if you want to hear the best that
sehr Cut
urtattung Ibeht gut
Votatt,elumr. sew let
the Compact Disc format has to offer, get
HIFI Nostoo-orteo
ourself to aDenon dealer. And don't forget
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stereo rock recordings, such as the Airplane's

nearly often enough.

After Bathing at Baxter's, illustrate this
graphically: while such a recording can

all about the horrors of misjudged multi-

undoubtedly be satisfying musically, asoundstage it just doesn't have. Since the late '60s,

But were audiophiles, aren't we? We know
miking, don't we? We believe in "simple"

dinate the artificial ambience on rock recor-

microphone techniques, and in honesty in
recording. We believe in stereo imaging and
the existence of the soundstage.

dings to result in the production of aconvincing soundstage. Recordings from Paul

Put up two or three microphones in front

producers nearly always take care to coor-

Simple miking. A simple concept, surely?

Simon, Andreas Vollenweider, and Clannad,

of the orchestra, in positions where the

for example, create awholly artificial, but

sound of the monitors sounds like that of

nevertheless effective, sound stage hanging
between and behind the speakers, which

the real thing, and everything should be
hunky dory, right?

bears no relation to anything that might
have existed in real life.
With classical recording, we do have an
original event. Composer, conductor, musi-

Well.. .yes and na Remember that atrue
stereo image is produced by atwo-channel
recording consisting of amplitude information only. What if the microphones are sepa-

cians, and even the designers of concert

rated in space, not by asmall distance, but

halls, work very hard to ensure that the

by adistance larger than the wavelength of

listener to live classical music is presented

most of the musical sounds—ten feet, say?
Unless an instrument or voice is exactly
halfway between the two microphones,

with areal, musically balanced, image. All
that is necessary, it might therefore be
thought, is to record that image in such a
manner that all spatial relationships are
preserved as amplitude relationships between the two signal channels. Both areal

there will be, in addition to the amplitude
information, atime delay introduced between the electrical signal it produces in
one channel and the signal it produces in

stereo image and atrue soundstage will be

the other. Such time information pulls the

the undoubted outcome.
Yes, you're right. It hardly ever happens!

image of the source further toward the nearest speaker, resulting in an instability of cen-

In general, classical recordings from major

tral imaging and atendency for sources to

companies are produced as if they were
rock recordings. Each instrument or group

"clump" around the speakers. Add to that

of instruments is allocated its own microphone, and the balance engineer panpots
the mike outputs into an arc across the
stereo stage, sometimes adjusting their
levels to approximate the real-life balance,

the fact that the inter-channel amplitude
differences produced by spaced microphones
do not have alinear relationship with angular direction of the sound sources, and it is
hard to see how apair of spaced microphones
can produce any image at all.

very often to "improve" on what the com-

This can easily be shown with the Delos

poser thought correct. Ambience microphones introduce pools of reverberation at
strategic locations; sometimes even elec-

recording of the Ravel String Quartet,
recorded by Stan Ricker with two omni

tronic reverberation is added to an other-

mikes spaced about 12 feet apart. The recording is rich, alive, and has agreat feeling of

wise completed picture to fill in the gaps
and create an artificial soundstage. The

between the two channels that it cannot be

space. But there is so much time disparity

result, given gifted producers and engineers,

considered astereo recording at all; rather,

can bear asurprisingly close resemblance to
areal soundstage. When you listen critically,

it is two different recordings of the same
performance that happen to be played back

however, the joins between the elements of

pretty much simultaneously.

the collage can become all too clear, par-

"Different?" Yes, and it is easy to prove.

ticularly if the playback medium—how can

Speakers for the playback of stereo recor-

Isay it? —throws away some of the fine

dings should be in phase, as atrue stereo

detail obscuring those joins. Again we have
atrue stereo image, but asoundstage? Not

recording has aconsiderable degree of correlation between its two channels; i.e., the

10
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same signal appears to differing extents in

mike. Rediscovered in the '50s, this presents

both. When the speakers are out of phase,

the two outputs in matrix form, as sum and

this correlation results in cancellation and
phasey effects, something with which Iam

philosophy behind the Soundfield micro-

difference signals, 2 and is the basic

sure you are all familiar. Connect your

phone. Second is to arrange two figure-

speakers out of phase with this Delos recording and you hear no difference between
this sound and the sound with the speakers

eight microphones horizontally coincident

in phase! The recorded time information

dent" technique as used for early EMI

totally swamps the fact that the speakers are

stereo recordings, by James Boyk for his

out of phase.
If two spaced microphones do not have
sufficient correlation between the two chan-

Performance Recordings piano records, and

at 90°, each positioned at 45 °to the forward direction. This is the classic "coinci-

by Sheffield for their recent Firebird. Of all

nels, why not add a third, central micro-

the "simple" techniques used to capture
live acoustic music, these two, in all their

phone, the output of which can be fed to

ramifications, are the only ones to produce

both left and right channels? Won't this

real stereo imaging from loudspeakers. As a

pull the image in from the sides and firm up
the central image?
Well...yes and no. This is the classic

ding classical music to give good soundstage
Iam certainly not saying that only recor-

Mercury Living Presence technique, echoed
in recent years with much success by

dings made in this manner are worth listening to. This discussion of stereo imaging has

Telarc's Jack Renner. There is now agreater

ignored such equally important aspects of

result, they are the only techniques for recor-

sense of solidity to the sound, with stable

miking as frequency response and balance;

center images, while the effortless sense of
space and depth from the use of omni micro-

microphone coloration, distortion, and

phones is true to the needs of the music.

noise; capturing the true dynamics of the
music; the quality of the concert-hall acous-

But is there atrue stereo image? No, as the

tic; getting the most musically desirable

original directions of sources are only ap-

ratio between direct and reverberant sound;
and even the time available to find the best

proximately preserved. And neither, therefore, is there atrue soundstage. Recordings

places in which to position the mikes.

made with widely spaced microphones are

When all these are taken into consideration,

analogous to Impressionist paintings:
wonderfully pleasing to the eye and capable

any good recording engineer will tell you
that he often has to sacrifice the potential

of evoking adeep emotional response, but

for true stereo imaging, in Blumlein's

when you get right down to it, hardly

amplitude sense, to gain benefits elsewhere.
And if the results are still musically justi-

realistic in literal terms.
To make arecording capable of producing atrue soundstage, we have to go back to
Blumlein's 1931 paper, in which he outlined
two microphone techniques producing
outputs containing amplitude information
in the correct linear relationship with the

fiable, why not?
There's no reason at all why not. In art,
you can always make agood case for the
ends justifying the means. But... those
who write about recordings, and how well
technical aspects of those recordings are

direction of the sound sources. First is the

preserved or changed by hi-fi equipment,

M-S technique, where a sideways-facing

have a duty to ensure that they do not

velocity (figure-eight) microphone is

mistake attributes of the hardware for those

spatially coincident with aforward-facing

of the software. The next time you read a
review in which the writer enthuses over
the soundstaging performance of apiece of

2The July 1986 issue of Studio Sound has afascinating article by Michael Gerzon, of Ambisonics fame, outlining
how boosting the bass of the difference information in a
true Blumlein amplitude stereo signal can beneficially increase stage width. This is also the principle behind the
Carver ''Time Lens," but again is adirect corollary of the
ideas suggested by Blumlein in 1931.

Stereophile

equipment, ask yourself whether he has
been using recordings possessing the ability
to throw areal soundstage, or whether, in
fact, he has been led by his ears into an aural
non sequitur.
11
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In the trendy world of
-4kle
high tech electronics-of-the-month,
Peter Perreaux makes each unit
as if it were his last...
and yours.
Perreaux audiophile components are
distributed exclusively in the U.S. bv

Signet, 4701 Hudson Drive, Stow, Otis )14224

LETrERS
We regret that time does not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and noted, only those of general
interest are selected for publication.

On what is state-of-the art

closed copy of alater article on the micro-

Editor:

psychiatric applications of thiotimoline,

In Vol.9 No.7 (p.68), an editing error in my

however, though by now a deep yellow,

report on the Sonographe SG-3 turntable
made it appear that Iwas saying that con-

could be duplicated. May you enjoy it as

rad-johnson was not state-of-the-art gear.

much as Idid 33 years ago.
One reason you probably have received

The paragraph in question should have read:

more answers than you really wanted is the

"I'm not saying that the Sonographe SG-3

high correlation between audiophiles and

is state-of-the-art. But then neither is

readers of science fiction. Iused to read
Asimov and the others while waiting for the

conrad-johnson (i.e., they're not saying so,
either]. In fact bill conrad and lew johnson
never make extravagant claims about anything."
Just for the record, Ipersonally own a

soldering iron to heat. Then someone invented circuit boards, transistors, and computerized design, spoiling all the fun. About
the same time (causal or reciprocal relation-

conrad-johnson PV5 preamp and an MV50

ship?), science fiction went off in the op-

power amplifier. Ithink conrad-johnson is
afirst-rate manufacturer, my favorite man-

posite direction and became indistinguishable from fantasy.
The articles and impassioned arguments

ufacturer, in fact, since they actually make
Sain Tellig

in Stereophile are delightful, although, for
me, the points that are debated are largely

Wilton, CT

academic—my ears have deteriorated to the

good-sounding stuff that people can afford.

Thiotimoline #1

point where I'm not always sure of the dif-

Editor:

ference between FM and AM radio. When

In response to JA's request for the name of

are some of the electronic geniuses on

Isaac Asimov's "mythical chemical sub-

whose marvels you report going to give

stance" ("Zen and the Art of DIA Conver-

some thought to designing and building a

sion," Vol.9 No.6), it is thiotimoline, asup-

hearing aid that will help differentiate and

posedly ultra-hydrophilic molecule. It was
first reported in "The Endochronic Proper-

clarify sounds instead of simply making the

ties of Resublimated Thiotimoline," pub-

chaos louder? If Icould hear the difference,
Imight be tempted to buy some of their

lished in the March 1948 issue of Astound-

subtly superior components.

ing Science Fiction and reprinted in The

Anyhow, my thanks to JA for "Zen and

Analog Anthology #1 (Davis, 1980). Thank

the Art of DIA Conversion" —incidentally,

you for this opportunity to combine two of
my interests, audio and science fiction.

is he familiar with Pirsig's Art of Motorcycle

Now how about that free year's subscrip-

Maintenance?—and to all of the other
editors and contributors who brighten the

tion to Stereophile?

pages of Stereophile.
A. Elgin Heinz

Will Chamness

San Rafael, CA

Ann Arbor, MI

Thiotimoline #2
Editor:
1am probably the 789th person to remind
you that Dr. Asimov's endochronic sub-

Indeed /am familiar with the Pirsig work,
abook that should be on every audiophile's
list of required reading.

Thiotimoline #3

stance was thiotimoline. Icouldn't locate

Editor:

the article that first reported on it; probably
it has crumbled away completely. The en-

In JA's article on D/A conversion (Vol.9,

Stereophile

No.6) he mentioned a substance which
13

Revox
cassette transport
turns pro.
For consistently superior results in home audio recording, you need aprofessional
tape transport. So we put one
in the Revox B2 15 cassette
deck. Our company philosophy would allow nothing less.
Studer Revox of
Switzerland is the world's
leading supplier of audio
tape decks to recording
and broadcast studios
Every transport we build
,
1
1
adheres to the same strictly
professional design criteria
The B2 15 is no exception
1ADie-Cast Aluminum Alloy
Chassis—Stamped or rolled
metal is not acceptable because it could warp or bend
over time, also, it cannot be
milled and drilled with the required precision The B2I5
chassis reflects the same massive stability seen in every
Studer Revox recorder right up
through our S70.000 24-track
machines
2Direct Drive Motors—The only
alternative is belts and gears,
both of which degrade performance over time To avoid such
compromises. the B215—and
only the B215—has four tape
drive motors two quartz-locked
Hall-effect motors for the dual
capstans. and two microprocessor-controlled DC spooling
motors

3An Azimuth Stable Fieadblock—
This is difficult to achieve in
the cassette format because
the headblock must move in
and out of the cassette shell
Nearly all other decks use an
inherently unstable "sled"
mechanism But the B2I5 uses
apivoting die-cast headblock
mounted on precision bearings
001 mm tolerancei to assure
the stability required for optimum high frequency response.
4Gentle, Safe Tape Handling—An
on-board microprocessor tone
of three) monitors all tape motion in the B2I5 Optical servos
govern the spooling motors to
give constant winding speed.
controlled tape tension, and smooth tape
wrap The motors
gently slow the tape
just before the end to
prevent tape-stretching

jerks Tape damage of any kind
is virtually impossible
Such uncompromisingly
professional transport design
brings extraordinary performance to the home recordist:
incredibly low wow-and-flutter,
extended frequency response,
and consistently repeatable
results time after time, year
after year
For one astute listener's
evaluation of the B21 5's sonic
qualities, please note the review in Volume 8. #7 of Stereophile Reprints are available on
request to the address below

ïP

Studer Revox America. Inc •
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville,
TN 372101615) 254-5651

R EVOX

Revox has
a20-second solution to your
tape selection problems.
No matter how good your
cassette deck and your tape,
you cannot achieve peak
performance unless your
deck Is calibrated for the
tape you're using. Solution:
the Revox B2I5.
The Incomplete Calibration Compromise—Most home recordists
realize you should adjust the
bias when changing from one
tape formulation to another And
most better cassette decks have
facilities for this one adjustment
But, as any recording professional would tell you, simply
adjusting the bias is—at best—an
"iffy" compromise For optimum
performance in magnetic recording. three interdependent parameters must be precisely calibrated
for each tape formulation: bias.
record sensitivity, and equalization In the studio, this is done
by amaintenance engineer who
records aseries of test tones,
-tweaks" the adjustment pots.
and checks the results
The Microchip Engineer—With its
powerful microprocessor and
proprietary software, the B2I5
performs this calibration automatically in amere 20 seconds
You simply press the red "align"
button The B2 15 records test
tones i400 Hz. 4kHz. 17 kHzi.
makes required adjustments
through digital attenuator networks, and checks again All

three parameters—bias,
record sensitivity, and equalization—are optimized for peak
performance
20 Seconds Too Long?—Once the
procedure is complete, calibration data can be stored in nonvolatile digital memory Up to six
different tape formulations can
be stored for instant
pushbutton recall
tArt Setting Option
—The B2I5 also
offers aunique automatic level
setting feature Simply play a
loud passage of the music to be
recorded while holding down the
"level set" button. The B2I5 samples the incoming signal and
sets the record level for the best
overall performance. For unusual
recording situations, manual
level setting is also available
The Best from the Best—The Revox
B2I5 also provides Dolby BC'"
noise reduction and Dolby HX
Pro' headroom extension Put it

all together and you have everything you need for making the
best possible recordings from
today's best tape formulations—
all of them. without compromise

lifTreM
Plohps rrucrodop rs
protrammed to test.
analyze and cahbrate

Naturally you will find that
cassettes recorded on the B2I5
will sound best when played
back on the B215 But abettersounding cassette will also
enhance your listening pleasure
on just about any reproduction
system You will likely note adistinct improvement if you have
aquality automotive system.
and even better portable players
can benefit from the superior
quality of tapes produced by
the Revox B2I5
Studer Revox America. Inc.
1425 Elm Hill Pike. Nashville,
TN 37210 16151 254-5651

e7111)DEP REVOX

Features
borrowed from "big brother."
‘11111 -amp

--

1 COpp

The Revox B215 cassette
deck comes equipped
with along list of standard features. Each
has aspecific nononsense purpose.
Taken together,
they enable the serious home recordist to duplicate key auxiliary functions
of professional studio recorders like our Studer
A820.
Right on Cue-A pro recorder always lets you
know where you are on the
tape, and then helps get you
where you need to go-quickly
and accurately B2I5 cueing features include
•Automatic Cue to Tape Oxide-After rewind. the B2I5
cues past the clear leader
to the beginning of tape
'Real Time Counter-Under
microprocessor control the
counter computes elapsed
time even when you insert
apartially wound cassette
*No Memory Locate Buttons-Each quickly fast
winds to any point you select on the tape
•Record Start Locate-Every
time you go into record.
the start time is entered
into Locate Imemory
Essential Monitoring-Because the
B215 has separate record and
play heads, you can monitor
your recording as you make it

trol transmitter The same unit
also operates all other Revox
audio components IIn addition, with an eye toward future
computer controlled systems.
the Revox B2I5 can be controlled through its serial data
port

Other monitoring features
include
@Automatic Tape Source
Switching-When you start
recording. the B2I5
switches the outputs from
source to tape monitoring
Manual override possible.
of course
*Headphone lack-Ample
output power and avolume control Truly useful
Automatic Fade-1n Fade-OutProfessional-sounding quick
fades 12 secondl from silence
to full level
Playback Features
•LOOP-Repeats tape segment of any length
*SAVE STATUS-Sets B215 to
record or play when external timer comes on
External Machine Control-When
you need to operate your recorder from elsewhere in the
room, the B2I5 responds to an
optional infrared remote con-

euurED)Ep

REVOX

Programmed for aPurpose-Our sophisticated microprocessor
controls were programmed for
apurpose to offer professional
recording capabilities to the
home audio enthusiast How
well we accomplished the ¡ob
is for you to judge If you are
interested in making cassette
recordings of the finest quality.
we invite you to evaluate the
B2I5 at your nearest Revox
dealer ¡Sorry. aStuder A820
will not be available for comparison IFor more information
contact Studer Revox America.
Inc, 1425 Elm Hill Pike. Nashville, TN 37210.1615¡ 254-5651
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dissolved before the addition of water. The

dent 5or aDavid Goldblume DG20. Proper

name of this substance is thiotimoline and

evaluation of the two components would
not take more than 16 hours, including

its properties were first accurately described
in Isaac Asimov's paper "The Endochronic

breaks. So you prepare two telechronic bat-

Properties of Resublimated Thiotimoline,"
which was published in the March, 1948
issue of Astounding.'

teries with 16-hour time constants. Just
before beginning the comparison you vow

Because of the temporal extension of

President 5and to battery Bif you prefer the

to add water to battery A if you prefer the

their carbon bonds, thiotimoline crystals

DG20. At this point the last photocell in one

dissolve approximately 1.12 seconds before

of the batteries will trip and you will know

the introduction of asolvent, usually water.

the results of your comparison test without
ever having had to perform it. If neither

The most common use of thiotimoline's endochronic properties is in the construction

photocell trips you will know that 16 hours

of "telechronic batteries."
The principle behind the telechronic bat-

again the next day.

wasn't enough time and you'd have to try

tery is easy to understand and home ex-

By a modified use of this technique it

perimenters will have no trouble construct-

would be possible for audio reviewers to
evaluate equipment without wasting their

ing their own. A test tube containing properly purified thiotimoline is placed between

time listening to the components, giving

a low-powered laser and a photoelectric

them far more time to investigate methods

cell. When the thiotimoline dissolves, 1.12

for taking ten paragraphs to communicate

seconds before the addition of water, the

one sentence's worth of ideas.

formerly opaque thiotimoline becomes

Experimenters should be warned that
thiotimoline can be dangerous. Last week,

transparent and the photoelectric cell is
tripped. This in turn results in water being

in the presence of atelechronic battery with

added to another test tube containing

a 10-hour time constant, Iinstructed an

thiotimoline. The thiotimoline in the sec-

assistant to add water to the battery 10 hours

ond test tube will, of course, dissolve 2.24

hence. Because of the assistant's long history

seconds before water was added to the first

of accuracy, the last photocell tripped immediately. In an effort to show that the

tube. By cascading these "endochronometers" it is possible to create atelechronic

telechronic battery could be fooled Ithen

battery of any desired time constant. Cas-

locked the battery in the basement and

cading 3215 endochronometers, for example, results in a battery in which the last

melted down the only available key. Well, as
you probably know, the Chicago area last

tube's thiotimoline dissolves about 1hour

week suffered the worst flooding in its

before water is added to the first tube.
The enjoyment of music is, of course, the

history .
Scott Soloway

end to which all audiophiles aspire. Unfortunately, most of our time is spent compar-

Skokie, IL

ing components in order to decide which

Digital Madness & Fanfare

ones would give us the most enjoyment if

Editor's Note: the following letter was sub-

only we had the time to listen to them in a
relaxed manner. Proper use of the tele-

mitted to Fanfare magazinefor publication,

chronic battery would enable us to make

phile discussion of theJudith Reilly micro-

valid decisions without ever having to do
any auditioning of the components in

cracks affair, we asked (be autbot; Clark
Johnsen, if we could publish it in Stereo-

question.

phile. He agreed.

Suppose, for example, that you wanted to
decide whether to buy adobler-smith Presi-

Editor:

but was rejected. As it refers to the Stereo-

"What a thrill! My finger, instead of the
onion!"

IAsimov published atotal of four papers on thiotimoline,
which can be found in the following Asimov compendiums: Only u MUlon, Opus I00. BuyJupiter and Other
Stories.

Stereophile

Poet Plath's metaphoric edge is confidently fingered by every correspondent to Fanfare. Later, there they are then, on the cut17

ting board, bloody chunks of one's thought,

Iwould, but Neil Levenson's sharp reprisal

sliced and diced by the professional critic,

was so scattershot, Imust wonder whether

while that smelly old onion goes unscathed.

he may switch allegiance yet. That is not,

What athrill. Iscrutinize each sentence to

however, the intent of this letter.

block every avenue of escape, yet that pun-

Briefly in rebuttal, the logic and execution

gent, wily vegetable rolls aside, substituting
my finger. Poetic justice!

of my experiment, which negated the Reilly

That blade Ilifted in Fanfare last March/

Neil simply found himself "at aloss to com-

April forced me to think thrice before again
raising the lid to the Post Office's gloomy

prehend" why Iattempted no further cor-

chute. Ihad not conceived how anyone

none was necessary after Reilly's basic

could respond, apart from thanks for work
well done, to my solid disproof of Judith

hypothesis was disproved, on turntables she
herself had already checked and declared

Reilly and her digitized turntables. Not that

diseased. In defense of her primitive ex-

findings, were never seriously questioned.

roboration, ignoring my conclusion that

Ianticipated seeing, "Johnson really opened

perimental gear he wrote, "Its appropriate

her eyes: boy, was Ifooled!" Love it indeed

use, as stated, is to monitor rotational speed

-.remarkable!
Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener
Paradigm is abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides a
level of musical truth that
simply must be heard.
Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance? Well
that's even more remarkable
ItradVn

•

AO\

music . .above all.
In the US AudioStream Corporation, Box 1099, Buffalo, NY 14210
In Canada Paradigm Electronics Inc. 4141 Weston Rd #5, Weston, ON M9L 2S8
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audio" magazine supporting mid- '80s

It is not intended as adevice for spectrum
analysis purposes." Very well, but later he
stated: "The tachometer does not reveal
'speed decreases'. ..
rather it reveals speed

digital audio embodiments, sometimes
even bending over forwards to accept

variations." He cannot have it both ways.
His response to other dissident letter-

editorial stance, they seem to me like good
people, deserving of the Fanfare spotlight:

them. Nevertheless, despite this unwonted

writers strikes the same attitude. "Those

"Prof. Reilly averred that Linn [turntable

versed in acoustic emission see no reason to
doubt her theory." How can he be so cer-

makers] had talked to her about the problem, and were taking steps to address it. We

tain? "Mr. F. seems uncomfortable with at-

mentioned this to them. They expressed

tempts to delve beneath the surface." "Mr. A.
ought to have attempted to disprove, amore

dismay at her findings, and could find

valuable service to our readers than unsupported conjecture." "Instead of grandstanding, the correspondent should carry out, on

tables to confirm them. VPI was said to

his own, the procedure he suggests." But

cally that he had never talked to her on any
subject. Prof. Reilly said that SOTA wanted

Neil, look what happened to one who did
carry it out, on his own! He was assaulted

nothing in the performance of their turnhave 'come to her' with problems they had
found, but Harry Weisfeld stated unequivo-

nothing to do with her; this turned out to

helter-skelter by ajournalist who to date has

be true, but SOTA is trying to duplicate her

named no sources apart from Reilly, while
staking great claims on many experts and

results, so far with 'no success.' Isuspect

manufacturers who secretly sustain him.

roborating her findings." (Prophetic man!)

that others will have no better luck cor-

Scientific discourse yours is not; yet, as a

"Both investigators [Neil and Judy] possess

trained practitioner myself, Iactually prefer
your unsettled ambiguities, and the wholly

avery hazy grasp of many technical aspects

subjective tastes of the excellent Aaron
Shatzman, to the bogus assertions of
Howard Ferstler and the techno-babble of
Al FasoIt. What say ye?
Lest Fanfare readers gag at further
enmeshment in the frayed gears of our controversy, Ishall hurry on to fresh material.
The subject merits additional time here
because here it all began, and has spread to
become acause celebre in the audio world.
From tempest in a teapot to stormy skies
everywhere! Readers deserve an accurate

of digital sound reproduction in particular and
science in general. Ithink Prof. Reilly and
colleague should button up in print, until they
have work that can stand the light of day."
That colleague, by the way, was espied
shepherding Judy around the October 1985
AES Convention in New York and the 1986
Winter Consumer Electronics Show in Las
Vegas, besides joining her in Minnesota to
address the local AES. "Shepherding" was
uttered by an independent observer, not
myself, Iswear. At any rate, this extremely
unflattering article provoked an uncharac-

weather update, which Ican supply, in

teristic blast from Levenson in Fanfare: "As

spades. The evidence against turntable digitization has become so rife, Ifeel almost

Iread the Stereophlle cover story Icould not
hold my coffee cup still, so overtaken was I

sorry for Neil and Judy; more than Iexpressed

with disgust and anger at J. Gordon Holt's

in my previous epistle, it seems the Reillys
are culpable of self-delusional, banal scien-

journalistic burlesque. ..
Meeting Holt later
in the day, Ispent an hour very patiently going

tificism, and Neil Levenson of extravagant
open-mindedness. As the Reilly profession-

over facts with him, and he apologized to

al resume was submitted, Iimmodestly offer
my own: aHarvard degree in physics and
many years' experience in optics. Here goes.
The lead article in Stereopbile. December
1985, consists of six pages by both editor
and publisher, reprimanding the Reillys. Its
title: "Stop Digital Madness." It so happens
that Stereopbile is the only "underground
Stereophile

me for having caused such extreme illfeeling ...
So numerous are the article's
shallow-minded comments that it would be
silly to draw attention to them by laborious
comments ...
Judith Reilly has submitted a
rebuttal to Stereopbile ...
touching upon a
few of the many inaccuracies. As long as
they print it word-for-word as submitted to
them, the matter will rest. . as the article
19
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THE No 23 DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

The N(223 announces anew generation of technical refinement in dual
monaural amplifiers. The Ng 23 amplifier has apower output of two hundred
watts per channel at eight ohms,
allowing you to realize the full potential
of your system at all times.
Experience alevel of craftsmanship
that sets the standard for technical
artistry and stands the test of time.

Mark Levmson• products are manufactured and drstrtbuted ,vorldwIde by MADRIGAL, Ltd., PO Box 78 I. Mrddletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158

seemed more a result of sheer incompe-

Other observers echo these themes. Neil

tence rather than any malice on the part of
Stereophile"
Well! Rest it may, but not likely. Levenson

mentioned, in his rejoinder to me, aBoston
music critic with whom Judy had established
prior contact. That man, it develops, thinks

leaves the impression of achastened and

she is full of stuffing, and of Neil he said, "I

tractable J. Gordon Holt, who nevertheless
relapsed after setting the Reilly reply in type.

of technical detail leaves much to be desired."

[The Reilly rebuttal appeared in Stereopbile

On one occasion Neil and Judy were inter-

Vol.9 No.1.1 She claimed to have devoted a
phenomenal 20,000 hours to her turntable

viewed for a nationally syndicated radio
show for audiophiles. The producer reports

research. The editor kindly noted, "We hope
that all 20,000 hours were not spent by Prof.

he never aired the episode because he was

admire the work he does, but his execution

Reilly alone; that amount of time represent

leery of their technical approach, especially
to data reduction. Perhaps now is the mo-

9.6 years of solid 40-hour weeks, in addition

ment to repeat the words Neil cropped from

to her full-time job at Quinsigamond Community College." Then he posed ten detailed

my original letter, words he described as
"completely insupportable by the facts." On

questions to Neil and Judy, mostly but not
altogether well-taken. His conclusion: "While

the contrary, they are excellently supported
by facts and agreed to by nearly tout le

Neil Levenson is alikable chap and ares-

monde. Here is the offending sentence:

pected audio reporter, he has never laid claim
to astrong technical background. His failure,

"Unfortunately, the Reilly work was dimensionally incompatible with the magnitude

in his Fanfare report on Prof. Reilly's activi-

of error involved, and simply too inaccurate,

ties, to answer the questions Ihave just raised

and aliased, to justify her stated conclusions."
Finally, Icite once more the Reilly charge-

again in this magazine, may have compromised his reputation more than anything

depletion in-digitized-electronics theory,

the specifics of a700-flash-per-revolution
stroboscopic examination of Linn turntables

which Ichallenged Neil to elucidate, since
he first broached it in Fanfare. He offered
no substantive response, Ithink because

conducted by Audiophile Systems and concluded, No effects whatsoever were ob-

Judy expounded this dramatic effect, how-

Isaid about him." His publisher appended

served in testing the Reilly hypothesis."
Then in April 1986, Hi-Fi News& Record

such depletion does not happen. When
ever, she also claimed that digital signals
degrade loudspeakers and cartridges! Here-

Review appeared in Britain with these lead

with are two passages from her rejected ar-

remarks by then-editor John Atkinson: "If

ticle for The Absolute Sound, which has
lurked until now in the wings. Asmall por-

Reilly and Levenson are right, then the sheer
act of owning arecord collection with asigni-

tion shall now see the light of print, that all

ficant proportion of recent LPs will destroy

may read and judge whether it merits full

the pitch stability of your hi-fi system. How-

publication. This excerpt concludes my

ever, Ihave to admit to feeling alittle skeptical. ..
As my own Linn has played no end

painstaking summary of digital madness on
the material level. (I still dislike how digital

of 'digital' albums, one would have thought
it should exhibit the speed instability due to

sounds; besides, it gives me aheadache.)

microcracks. Iplayed the 3kHz tone from a
test record ...
and used afrequency meter

right speakers (those closest to the cartridge
in my set-up) suffer the greatest damage.

to count the number of cycles per second,

The domes buzz more frequently and must

thus repeating, after afashion, the Reilly ex-

be replaced before the left ones. Moreover,

periment. A perfect record and turntable

in two cases, the right tweeters ceased to

will give acount of 3000 every time: over
one minute my Linn gave an average count

function ...The fact that all box-type loudspeakers Ihave listened to, after digital ex-

of 3001. ..with speed stability within 0.1%

posure, resonate at or about the same frequency, would, Ithink, remove the blame
from flaws in speaker design and link it to a
constant such as sampling frequency. But

limits. These results are almost an order of
magnitude below those quoted on an [almost]
identical basis by Professor Reilly."
Stereophile

"The data gathered to date show that the
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()COUNTERPOINT
The best high-end hybrid
actually costs less than an
audiophile might expect

SA-20

Stereo Hybrid Amplifier—
pure Tube/MOSFET performance

This stunning blend of
AI
Hybrid World Leader
two technologies results in
$1995
Since 1978, engineers at
an amplifier possessing the
IT'S
Counterpoint have develsuperb sweetness and diA BARGAIN
oped and perfected hybrid
mensionality of tubes...as well as
technology. For example, your
the clarity, power, and authorSA-20 is easily upgradeable to
ity of the very best solid-state
an SA-20/20 dual system...
designs. SA-20 gives you the best
delivering an incredible 600
of both worlds,
watts per channel R.M.S.
SPECIFICATIONS
• 200 W/Channe1/8g; 1000 W (Peak)
• Bridgeable to Nearly Three Times
the Power
• Massive 1KVA Custom Transformer
• Gold Plated/Teflon Connectors
• Vacuum Tube Rectification
• Hand Selected Tubes and
MOSFETS

Learn more
about Hybrids
Call 800-247-6468 (or (619)
453-9090 if you live in California) and we'll send you our
in-depth report on the new generation of hybrid MOSFET technology—FREE.

()COUNTERPOINT
Counterpoint Electronic Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 12472, Dept. S. La Jolla. CA 92037
Telex 284902 CPT UR

how is this frequency carried through intact

and Washington state. After waiting over two

to the speakers? And why is the distortion
partial to the right speaker? If ultrasonic
waves were generated at the cartridge, by
the inverse square law of radiation, the right

months, Ireceived aone-page "brochure"
with acolor photo and spec list and acouple
of reprinted reviews (including the one by

speaker, being closer, would receive afar
greater amount of emitted energy. The dis-

Stereopbile). There was no price list, no
dealer list, not even aform letter acknowledging my request. If Iactually wanted to

covery that buzzing can be stopped, while

know alittle more about this company, Iam

the domes are still relatively new, by

still no farther ahead after this response.
These small and obscure companies are des-

decoupling them from the enclosure further
suggests energy radiated from the cartridge
rather

than

a wave

passed

through

tined to remain small and obscure—and
possibly defunct—with this type of public
relations.

electronics.
"And now the most insidious attribute of

Gilbert Wong
Sidney, BC, Canada

all emerges. When the left speaker was
replaced by anew undig,itized one, the right
speaker, after being subjected to opera,

Something Missing?

mechanically vibrated in such amanner as

Ireally hope that The Absolute Sound wasn't

to couple with the new left one and to cause

right.
Ihave been reading Stereopbile and TAS
for about three years. Iread TAS because it's

sympathetic vibrations within it, certain
evidence that the deformation is permanent. Removal of the offending right speaker restored tranquillity."
Can you believe it?

Clark Johnsen
The Listening Studio
Boston, MA

Sweet, Fat & Lucid
Editor:
Istill enjoy reading Stereophile, but several
issues ago you promised to print aglossary
of subjective terminology that you use in
your equipment reports (e.g. "sweet," "fat,"
"lucid," "musical," being only minute examples). So far as Iknow, you still have not

Editor:

fun, not just because of their arrogant attitude but because of HP himself. Anybody
who takes himself that seriously and who
wants to be the High Priest of High End
Audio that badly has got to be all bad, and
you just have to love him for it.
Stereopbile is also entertaining, but it's informative and deals with the real world. It's
very well done. Igot into the High End
because of Stereopbile, and Ilook forward
to each issue.
However, in Issue 41 of TAS, it was said
that Stereopbile was changing directions,

produced one! This glossary would be very

going mid-fl, as it were, and would try to
compete with Audio for the larger market. I

helpful for newer readers as well as longtime readers such as myself. Much of the

can see a change in the last couple of
issues—something is different, something is

time Iam just guessing as to the meaning

missing. The old zing isn't there. As Iwas
reading Vol.9 No.6, with all that technical

behind these words used by your writers. I'll
never know if Iam right until you have a

crap about CD, Ithought Iwas reading

glossary to which Ican refer. Please make

Audio. The only thing missing was the

this apriority project.
Also, you have stated in the past that much

graphs!
And in that issue you committed the

of the equipment that you favorably review

ultimate sin: you took the Audio Cheapskate

is made by very small manufacturers with
limited distribution and availability. This is

away from me!
If you are changing, you might as well go

fine, but when Iwrite direct to these com-

to the regular magazine style so that Ican
find you at the corner newsstand next to
Stereo Review, Modern Photography, and

panies Iexpect a better response than I
received recently. Following your review of
the B&K ST-140 power amp in Vol.7 No.4 I
wrote to B&K Components for literature,
prices, and adealer list for nearby Oregon
Stereophile

Popular Mechanics.
Bernard Kilcoyne
La Habra, CA
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Stereophile has no intention of becoming

tries to compromise, who speaks "down the

att.ything like the magazines you mention;

middle of the road," is nothing but apuppet

reading HP 's various diatribes made me

on astring. JGH is a puppet! Stereophile

think that JA's imminent arrival in Santa

stands to make more $by being Pro-Digital.

Fe had served as aperfect stimulus to his

Do you laugh your way to the bank?

not-bard-to-discern paranoia. We're sorry
you didn't like lb/. 9Na 6; perhaps the "zing"

Ihave been around audio for 20 years,
and Iknow the "truth" lies in both analog

you miss is the rampant disorganization
that pircededlA's editorial steu.ardship. —LA

Something Definitely Missing!
Editor:
Ihave been asubscriber to Stereophile for
one year. In the course of that year Ihave
been very pleased with the tests, articles,
and personalities your publication has offered my most critical eye.
It may come as acomplete surprise to
you, therefore, to learn that this satisfied
reader is not renewing his subscription! I
feel that honest men deserve honest explanations and not some mindless disregard. Iwould also like to point out that admittedly my suggestion is slightly farfetched, but it is, Ifeel, one that warrants
consideration.

and in tubed equipment with quality tubes.
JGH has been in audio longer and has heard
more components than I
—how can he
sleep at night after writing "The Question of
Bits" in Vol.9 No.6?
Howard Shelton
Kansas City, MO
JGH listens to tubes, analog, solid-state,
digital, lite music, and the Publisher's
various harassments, but be doesn't sleep
on or with any of them. He actually sleeps
on a Sealy.

A Unique Experience
Editor:
Well, I've finally read my first entire issue of
Stereophile. It was, shall Isay, aunique experience. Inever knew that it was possible

Iam an avid electronics nut with amind

to spend $80 for apair of RCA cables. Gosh!

toward the future. Ifeel that your undying
concern for excellent home entertainment

come! Now if Ionly had some. At least the

overlooks a piece of equipment that is
destined to be part of every elite sound
system—the Computer. True, most of the
digital influence affects commercial sound,
and most of the tedious design is left to people with "tin ears," but without experienced,
educated input from people like yourselves,
the stereophonic microprocessor interface
evolution will take aback seat.
Thomas Caputo
Clifton, NJ

How CanJGH Sleep?
Editor:
Ihave just about had it with Stereophile.
AHC and acouple of other reviewers are the
only reason Iremain asubscriber. Ihave
been noticing an improvement in Audio
Magazine but you are getting more like
Stereo Review.
Sometimes it hurts to speak the truth: you

New things to do with my disposable inCheapskate told me about a power amp
costing only 1100 bucks. And Ithought Iwas
going to have to spend alot of money to get
one! Whew.
Actually, Ido realize that high-end equipment does sound markedly better than
lower cost gear, and Ialso realize that all
components do not sound alike. To this end,
Stereopbile renders asignificant service to
its readers, even ones like myself. Who
knows, someday Imay rush out and buy a
couple of hundred dollars' worth of banana
plugs.
There was one significant problem,
however. Irefer to the so-called "record
reviews." It might interest you to compare
your reviews of the music with those of the
devices intended to reproduce it. For example, in Vol.9 No.4, no facet of the SP-11 is
allowed to escape the reader's attention,
from its circuitry to the tiniest details of its

may be harrassed by the multitudes or it
may even hurt your reputation at work. A

sound quality. On the other hand, in the

man who knows the truth and speaks it is a
real man, but one who knows the truth but

leben in Vol.9 No.5, violinist Peter Mirring,
". ..
is marvelous, his intonation superb, his
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review of the Denon/Blomstedt Ein Heiden-

Stereophile

POWER
PLAY.
Introducing the New Monster "M•Series"
Sonic Reference Standard Audio Cables
Thrilling! Dynamic! Exciting!
Like anew component, our MI Speaker
Cable and M1000 audio interconnect
cables lets you hear all of your favorite
recordings as anew sonic experience.
Time compensated cable windings with atotally new development. "MicroFiber — .
The heart of the M•Series is our new
MicroFiber insulation combined with our
sophisticated new cable constructions.
We've found that second only to cable
windings, dielectric insulating material is
the most influential factor in how an
audio cable sounds. By precision wrap
ping MicroFiber around selected
conductors, we've enabled the audio
signal to travel faster, cleaner, with
less signal loss, and more uniformly
through the cable than with other
materials.
The M•Series gives you 5significant advances in cable
technology.
Sounds/age. Ultra precise. Ultra wide.

MicroFiber dielectric precision
wrapped around each conductor group.

MonsterCable

Buie. Less "intertransient noise" so
quiet passages are even more quiet.
Fast. Transients are audibly quicker, razor
sharp and incredibly clear.
Deep Bass. Bass you can feel. Earth
shaking if your system goes down
low.
Dynamics. More powerful. More precise.
More like real music.
Available for immediate audition
at your Monster M•Series dealer:
The Monster MI. Our most advanced
speaker cable design that will put you
back into your listening chair.
The Interlink M1000. Featuring our
renowned "Bandwidth Balanced*"
technology along with our latest cable
construction using MicroFiber for a
new level of audio interconnect cable
performance.
Although not inexpensive. each
M•Series cable costs less than other
components that you might consider, but
provides sonic performance equal to
equipment costing many times more.
Together, they are the world's most
exciting cables to listen to and are
sure to make asonically rewarding
addition to your sound system.

M1000 uses Monster's patented
"Bandwidth Balanced" dual conductor
construction.

Monster Cable Products, Inc
101 Townsend, San Francisco, CA 94107
Tel 415 777-1355 Telex: 470564 MCSYUI

The Next Logical Step ...
Meridian, the company which led the
way in demonstrating the true sonic
possibilities of the CD medium, continues to lead the industry with the
introduction of their new model 207
Professional compact disc player.
The 207 is built on two chassis. The
transport and all mechanical components
are housed in achassis which offers
front loading convenience while carefully
isolating both the disc drive and laser
mechanism from external vibrations. A
separate chassis containing the audio
and control electronics is entirely free of
the electromagnetic radiation of the
transport motors and any microphonics
that might be introduced by their operation. These factors contribute to the
207's ability to reproduce the more
subtle nuances of amusical event.

The full function remote control capability of the 207 includes arecently
designed circuit for controlling the
output level. This revolutionary electronic gain control provides the highest
audible quality ever available with a
remote control, allowing
the 207 to be conveniently used to
directly drive active loudspeakers or a
power amplifier without requiring a
preamplifier.
In addition, the 207 provides an
auxiliary high level input and afull tape
loop, making this product essentially a
CD player plus preamplifier. The 207's
innovative design can simultaneously
improve your sound quality and simplify
your home entertainment by performing
as the control center for your system.
Select Meridian and take the next logical
step.

BOOTHROYD STUART

/MERIDIAN
Exclusive U.S. Distributor MADRIGAL LTD., RO. Box 781.Middletown, CT 06457
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playing as sweet as you can imagine.. .It is

subscription department to extend the

divine.. ."
What about Mirring's attack, his bowing,
his attention to dynamics and his faithful-

length of my subscription at the "old price."
My first thought was, "Might be agood idea
if my subscription is to expire within ayear

ness to Strauss' score? Does the orchestra

or two."
Ithen took alook at the mailing label on

support him? Does the recording locate him
correctly on that soundstage you have gone
to such lengths to reproduce? JGH, in his
review of the Sheffield Firebird, does de-

the invitation to check my subscription expiration date. Lo and behold, the label was

vote abit more time—four sentences—to

devoid of all those curious letters and
numbers that magazine publishers usually

the performance, but mostly pays attention

use on labels, and it contained only my

to details of the recording.
How would you feel if somebody reviewed
atuner (say) as follows, "This is avery nice

name and address.
Inext went to the mailing label on arecent issue of Stereophile to find my expira-

beautifully. It is one of the best tuners Iever

tion date and despite the fact that there
were, in addition to my name and address,

tuner. It sounded divine. WFLN came in
heard even if PDQ doesn't think sa"? Don't

no less than 32 numbers and letters on the

tell me that all of the details Imentioned

label, there was nothing that I(a reasonably

anent Mr. Mirring were included in your
general language. You would not make such

could decipher as my expiration date. Per-

an assumption with regard to apiece of electronic gear. Nor can you hide behind a

haps aMensa qualifier could figure it out,
but Icouldn't.

intelligent fellow with two college degrees)

defence of "Our readers are only interested

Now please, dear sir, can you tell me why

in equipment." Or Iwould at least hope you

Stereophile—such an intelligent and straight-

could not; isn't music what it is all supposed
to be about?

scriber's expiration date from him or her?

Ihave asimple suggestion which might
go along way to alleviate this problem: use
the heading—"Record Reviews: see the
latest issue of Gramophone."
Incidentally, Iown Polk Audio speakers.
This probably renders any opinions Imight
have invalid by your standards. This notwithstanding, can you recommend agood
volume control knob for less than $100?
Les Berkley
Norristown, PA
As you may notice, the Record Review section of Stereophile is taking new direction
with the writings of Christopher Breunig.
With respect to the review of Ein Heldenleben, we don't feel there's too much to apologize for The principle enjoyment from any
performance is in bearing it, not reading

forward publication—seeks to hide asubWhy don't you make the label on Stereophile just as honest and intelligent as those
used by other fine magazines?
DuWayne Kloos
Golden Valley, MN
It isn't intuitively obvious, but the first full
line of gobbledeygook on the label (the one
that starts just above your name) can be
understood as follows: the first five digits
are your zipcode, the sixth, seventh, and
eighth characters are the first, third, and
fourth letters in your last name, then come
the first three numerals of your street address followed by the first and third letters
of your street name. Right above the lastmentioned letters is the number that will
allow you to figure out bow many issues

about it. If we find something great, we

are left in your subscription; it will be an
"097" or "089" or something like that

recommend, with only briefjustification,

(greater than "086"). Since at Stereophile

you go out and buy. Regarding agood vol-

we don't use adecimal system for number-

ume control knob, well, wait until Vol.10

ing issues, the subscription service has
assigned us onefor each issue. The number

Na I

by itself on the top line of the label is the last

Subscriptions & Numbers
Editor:

issue you will receive unless you send us
more money; the current issue is indicated

Irecently received an invitation from your

by the last three numerals of the line ofgob-

Stereophile
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The reference standard—experience it at CSA Audio
CSA Audio, 193 Bellevue Avenue, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
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bledygook (this number also appears inside

Mr Cooper makes a good case, but be is

each issue, with the postal information on

looking at the situation from the wrong

page 4). Subtracting the current issuefrom

viewpoint. He is talking about sonic wave-

your expire issue will tell you bow many

lengths along the direction of the groove,

issues you have left, but figuring the

which govern the highest-possible frequen-

amount of time is more difficult, though

cy that can be preserved, whereas be should

straightforward. Example: The issue you
are reading is Number 86; your expire

be looking at the groove from the point of

issue is 97; therefore, you will receive eleven

placementsfrom the groove center position.

view of amplitude, the size of lateral dis-

more issues. This will take you to the same

This, in the form of its analog, velocity, ac-

issue next year (Vold° No.8, December

tually represents the music envelope. In

3 issues

theory, the groove could be displaced any

beyond—Vall Na3 (Apri11988, probably).

amount, no matter how small. In practice,

1987), which is 8 issues, and

Nou; it should all be simple—unless we

there is alower limit set by the tendency of

change to more issues per year in which case

the lacquer master (and the vinyl) to spring

this whole explanation will be revised. By

back to its usimodulated shape. Just what
this limit is, Idon't know.

the way, every magazine Iget has a more
incomprehensible label than ours!

—LA

I3111 Sommerwerck & Wool
Editor:
Someone's been pulling the wool over Bill
Sommerwerck's golden ears (eyes?)—that
bit about ". ..
finest groove modulations are
smaller than awavelength of light .. "in the
comments on the Finial Laser llarntable in
Vol.9 No.5. Since the same "fact" has also
been reported by Peter Mitchell, Iassume it
was part of Finial's marketing spiel. Ihope it
wasn't from one of their engineers.
My humble encyclopedia gives the wavelength of red light as 0.72 micrometers, or
about 30 micro-inches. The smallest inner
grooves on my LPs are about 4.5" to 5"in
diameter, say about 14 "in circumference. At
33 1
/
3 rpm, this works out to about Hips.
The wavelength of red light, therefore, is
equivalent to arecorded frequency of about
(8/30)x1,000,000 or 270kHz. Idoubt even
the most golden of ears will worry much
about the musical significance of such
groove modulations, let alone even smaller
ones.
It seems that at least the question of how
light waves can possibly track the groove
modulations can be put to rest. Of course, if
Finial are using deep infra-red, the problem
could reappear. But why not use visible light
or near infra-red?
Thanks to all of you for one of the most
consistently informative and interesting
magazines, in or out of audio.
Ron Cooper
Manhattan Beach, CA
Stereophile

But consider a 440Hz tone with an average recorded velocity of 5cm/s. (5cm/s is
the recommended maximum recorded velocit): although peaks and climaxes often
reach 14dB or more higher) This will correspond to a recorded amplitude of (v/2P14)
= 18um. Now consider, say a violin playing its open A string al that same 440Hz
frequency 28dB below this level, the sort of
level at which asoloist in a violin concerto
will cruise. The recorded amplitude will
110W

be just 0.7um, almost exactly the red-

light wavelength instanced by Mr Cooper
In addition, the listener can still recognize the tonal quality as being that of a
violin, which means that the harmonics contributing to the violin timbre will have been
recorded intact. The amplitude of these harmonics, according to Harry Olsen in Music,
Physics and Engineering (Dozer 1967), will
vary between 5dB and 25dB below that of
the 440Hz fundamental, apart from the 71b,
which is almost as strong. Take the 12th harmonic at 5280Hz, which is around 24dB
down. The level of this harmonic will be
boosted by the R1AA equalization by about
I2dB compared with the fundamental when
the record is cut, meaning that it will be
around 40dB below the 5cm/s reference
level. This corresponds to a recorded amplitude of 150nm i.e., equivalent to the
wavelength of near ultra-violet light!
This throws doubt on the ability of the
Finial laser turntable, even

if it does have a

quarter-wavelength resolving power as
described by Peter Mitchell in "Shop Talk"
29

MOGEL FICOUSTICS, INC.
Designers and Manufacturers of the World's
Only Full Range Ribbon Speaker Systems

Selected
Design and Engineeving
"Innovations '86"
841111eP CES

58"x 26"x 2"

"DUETTA SERIES II"
AUDITION THIS ACCLAIMED LOUDSPEAKER
AT YOUR NEAREST HIGH END DEALER.
rIPDGEE FICOUSTICS, INC.
35 York Industrial Park • Randolph, MA 02368
Telex: 928121 APOGEE RAND

in this issue, to retrieve as much low-level

D250, C-J Premier 5, etc. What is Carver up

information as a conventional (good) LP

to? Is he using the experimental unit's
desirable sonic characteristics to sell his
mid -ri sound? Iwonder. The production

player In addition, as the recorded amplitude decreases with increasingfrequency—
apart from the region between 500Hz and
2kHz, (be groove is cut with constant recorded velocity—the Finial player's resolv-

Carver M-1.0t Iheard lacked depth presen-

ing power will decrease with increasing

sary in a"reference amplifier."
Irecommend that you obtain atrue pro-

frequency.
It kind ofgives you an increased respect
for the century-old stylus/groove interface,
doesn't it?

A Carver Challenge Update

tation, three-dimensionality, imaging, and
high-end sweetness; characteristics neces-

duction unit from anearby dealer and compare it to the "reference amplifier." Please
publish the results of your findings.
One other point. In Carver's ads, in Audio

Editor:

and Stereo Review, he refers to a"pair of
legendary, esoteric mono amplifiers which

Irecently had the opportunity to participate
in alistening comparison using the Thresh-

report refers to a "very expensive stereo

old SA-3 50W stereo class-A amplifier and
the new Carver M-1.0t amplifier, the ampli-

retail for over five times as much." Your
unit." Which is it?
S. Telcher P.E.

fier featured in the Stereopbile challenge

Santa Clara, CA

(Vol. 8No. 6), the results of which have been

Part of the agreement with Carver was that

widely used by Carver in its advertising.

neither party would identify the unit to

The equipment used was as follows:

which Bob Carver attempted to match the

Threshold FET-10 preamplifier; PS Audio

M-1.0t's sound quality. We will leave it,
therefore, as either apair of mono units or

CD-1A CD player; SOTA Star Sapphire/Eminent Technology II/van den Hut MC-10 LP

a stereo unit. We fully intend to carry out

player; MIT-330 and MIT-750 interconnects

further listening on production M-I.0ts and

and speaker cable; Infinity RS-lb loudspeakers with Threshold S-500 for the bass

will report early in 1987.

module (Vandersteen Ilcs used for full-range

Disastrous sound?

auditioning). Source was various CDs and

Editor:

LPs of recognized high quality and the free-

Iwas surprised to read in Vol.9 No.6 that

standing room was fully 'Me-Trapped.
Almost immediately it was apparent that

George Graves recommends the RCA Sunset
Boulevard CD for its sonic qualities. Except

the Carver had no depth presentation, nor

for the first two tracks, which are fine, the

was there any high-end sweetness. The

sound is a disaster, mainly because RCA

Carver M-1.0t sounded like other typical
mid -fi solid-state amplifiers: fiat soundstage,

somehow allowed what sounds just like a
dirty analog tape head to muffle complete-

upper frequency glare, and an apparent
boost in the 2-5kHz range. The Carver
amplifier's serial number was above 150.
This seems to be important, since the Carver

ly the high frequency response on the left
channel only. Needless to say, this kills the
spatial balance, and is impossible to compensate for without the use of an equalizer

numbers above 100 were individually nulled

on the left channel. This defect was pointed
out in the American Record Guide, and based

to sound like the reference amplifier.

on letters received by ARG, the review copy

What prompts me to write to you is that
Stereophile's reputation may come under

isn't harsh!

company stated, via telecon, that serial

was no isolated case. No wonder the sound

attack (not from me). Ihave no doubt that

Mark Koldys

what you heard was as you described. What
bothers me is that the production unit does

We discussed the matter with George, and

Dearborn, MI

not sound like a "reference amplifier." It

his copy of Sunset Boulevardfeatures afull

certainly didn't sound like the Threshold

set of high frequencies in the left channel.

SA-3. Iknow it doesn't sound like an ARC

We suspect, therefore, that RCA remastered

Stereophile
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An unusual hybrid design
with greater output
efficiency from patented
Audio Research circuitry.

INTRODUCING THE

Recently, Audio Research Corporation
developed and patented (pending) new
circuitry allowing hybrid utilization of Field Effect
Transistors (FETs) with vacuum tubes in ways
which can bring out the best in both devices.
Most hybrid power amplifier designs use small
signal-input vacuum tubes, then rely on FETs for
the output stage. Audio Research has chosen
instead to eliminate these low-level input tubes
— tubes which can be prone to problems. The
new FET "front end" is combined with Audio
Research's patented cross-coupled circuit to
provide adesign offering stability, reliability (low
maintenance), and superior performance.
These advances have been coupled with yet
another Audio Research patent: an output stage
utilizing vacuum tubes, and partially
cathode-coupled, but with the screen grids
operating with asignal voltage precisely in phase
with the cathode voltage. True "pentode"
operation and efficiency is thereby achieved;
however, all the advantages of partial cathode
coupling are maintained.

HIGH DEFINITION® MUSIC REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

M300

HYBRID MONAURAL
POWER AMPLIFIER
Preliminary Specifications

POWER OUTPUT: 300 watts minimum
continuous with 8ohms for 16Hz to
25kHz with less than 05% total harmonic
distortion (typically below 005% at 1
watt)
HUM & NOISE: Less than 2mV RMS
90dB below rated output
(broad-bandwidth unweighted, inputs
shorted)
POWER SUPPLY ENERGY STORAGE:
Approximately 350 joules
DIMENSIONS: 19" (48 cm) W (standard
rack panel) x10 5" (27 cm) H x16" (41
cm) D (front panel back)
WEIGHT: 110 lbs (50 kg) Net. 126 lbs
(57 kg) Shipping
TUBES REQUIRED: 8-6550 Power
Output (Matched pairs will yield
marginally better performance )

milk, research
acorporation
6801 Shingle Creek Parkway
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55430
Area Code 612/566-7570
Telex .290-583

the CD after the first production run, from

those qualities that brought me into the

which Mr Koldys' sample bad probably
come. Remember that, unlike LPs and ex-

Stereophfie fold, circa 1969.

cept for obvious bestsellers, CD production
runs tend to be of the order of only afew

Since its early days, Stereopbile has undergone some changes, many laudable, and I
commend Mr. Archibald on his business

thousand at atime.

acumen and scheduling ability. Something,
however, is shaking the very underpinnings

A CD problem

of our beloved rag, something more serious

Editor:
Ihave encountered aproblem with compact
discs. A new CD would fail to load on my

and more insidious than tube vs. transistor
or analog vs digital. By ashow of hands,
how many Stereopbile contributors remem-

Magnavox FD-2040. Upon closing the
drawer the player would emit asquealing

ber the landmark "Winter-1971/72" issue?

sound and the error light would come on.
With repeated attempts the load would at
last be successful. This disc differs from
others in my collection in that it was

How many understood it? How many still
use that lexicon? A prodigious tester like
AHC certainly spews out the equipment reports, and they are interesting, Iguess, but
where is our once-vaunted frame of refer-

manufactured in the US, at DADC, while the

ence? Whether or not one "likes" asound is

others were made in West Germany. The

immaterial as long as we can agree on what

American-made disc has concentric ridges
near the center hole while the German discs

that sound "is."
Just for the record: Live, acoustic music is

are completely smooth from the disc edge

the only basis for judging reproduced

to center hole. The German discs flawlessly

music. Right ...
?

load each time with no squealing. Iexchanged the American disc for another
which, so far, loads successfully but the
player still seems to squeal some. I'm
wondering if the different manufacturing
methods have something to do with this.
Randy D. Moench
Watertown, SD

Paul C. Stangeland
No address given

Analogique Service
Editor:
In Vol.9 No.3, you published aletter from a
Mr. Grant complaining about the service he
had received from our company. Mr. Grant's

The Polygram-produced discs have acenter

"unfortunate experience" with Analogique

bole punched out as the last part of the pro-

began with aphone estimate he states he
received several years ago. Having said that,

duction process while Japanese and USproduced discs have tbe center bole moulded in. In theory, there should be no difference. However, it is my experience that the
incidence of faulty discs increases in inverse proportion to the length of time the
plant bas been operating. Even Polygram,
afterfour years ofproduction, were experiencing reject rates of up to 15% earlier this
year; and it must be very tempting for anew
CD plant to lower their apparent reject rate

he implied that we now have afree estimate
service that we did not have at that time.
This is not correct. Analogique has never
charged for estimates on electronics. Our
hourly rates are prominently posted on the
wall, and we give acounter card to each
customer. Mr. Grant brought us his Quad
amplifier which, his letter to Stereopbfie
said, had "blown afuse." We estimated the
unit, and found both channels blown and a

—JA

problem in the power supply. Mr. Grant
declined the estimate and his amplifier was

Editor:
Icouldn't agree more with James Boyk's

friend who had received from us a fourhour estimate at $55 /hour "for having his

by passing on discs to the consumer which
should really bave been trashed.

The Sounds of Music

observations about the "sounds" of music
(Vol.9 No.6). In fact, it was JGH's sensitivity
to sonic qualities and his ability to describe
Stereophile

returned to him without charge.
Mr. Grant then goes on to mention a

McIntosh tuner realigned." It does not take
four hours to realign atuner, but Mr. Grant
does not give any details. Were there parts
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needed? Were there other problems? He

make a profit. We do not charge for our

doesn't even mention what model was in-

estimates on electronics in order to avoid

volved (some units are much more complex
than others).
Mr. Grant is angry because he could not

decline a repair without obligation. Mr.
Grant's time would be better spent seeking

have repairs on his Quad carried out at a

the repairs he desires than maligning

price he found acceptable. We can sym-

Analogique for "experiences" he did not
have.

pathize with him, but our labor charges and

misunderstandings and permit our clients to

the price of the new parts preclude fixing
his amplifier for less money. He mentions in-

Peter Green
Analogique Systems Laboratories Ltd.,

expensive estimates he received by phone.

17 West 17th Street, New York, NY

None of these dealers, however, were willing to perform these "simple" repairs.
Our rates reflect the cost of doing business in Manhattan, given the very high rents
and overhead here. Many service busiresses
have closed because of that very reason. To
demand ahigh quality but "cheap" repair in
New York is tantamount to walking into a
good French restaurant and asking to set the
price for the meal you are about to eat. Try
it!
Analogique endeavors to perform the

AM & Homework
Editor:
Reader Paul Lehndorff did not do his
homework when he stated that the AM
radio band starts at 500kHz (Letters, Vol.9
No.3). Section 73.2 of the FCC Rules and
Regulations states that "The term AM broadcast band means the band of frequencies
extending from 535 to 1605kHz."
If one nitpicks, it should be done using
correct facts.

highest quality service possible. We try to

E. Thomson

please our customers and, of course, to

Rockville, MD

FMS Gold
The only interconnecting cable worthy to live
in the shadow of the great FMS Blue 2.
Recently introduced, the FMS Blue 2is asignificant improvement
over the already legendary FMS Blue. The FMS Gold uses the same
design as the Blue 2, but uses bare OFHC copper instead of litz
and foam polypropylene instead of teflon. If FMS Blue 2is above
your budget, then FMS Gold is the cable you can't afford not to have.
distributed by

audioquest

Unprecedented
Introductory
Offer:
FREE Shure
V15 Type V-MR
Cartridge
with purchase of
Ultra D6000
CD Player.

4

Nobody else could make this offer
because nobody but Shure brings
you both apremier-quality Cl)
player and the cartridge many critics
rate as the best you can buy
- We

were hardly surprised to find that the

V15 TV pe V.MR is asterling performer
uich unsurpassed clarity and freedom
frorn distortion .Shure has made one of
the world's hest cartridges es cn better"
High aid. Magazine

A$250 value that also protects
your valuable records.

The purest sound ever
to come from amachine.
The ULTRA D6000 Compact Disc Player. Touch the remote
control and the music begins, with an authority and intensity
you've never heard outside a concert hall. Natural, rich bass.
Highs shimmer with sweet clarity The sophisticated design eliminates every hint of graininess, harshness, ringing. You are swept
away by the music.

The D6000- with the industry's first 5-year laser warranty*

frelefrelieeee-uSH
ME,

A

Ihi. i.iw prod.11,11.r.bulcdc,clu.,,el> Ihrough Mum ULTItA Gruedealen
.inJ
mi. wur newt,'Jrakr...111100-25741173.
IAX/-624-8522.
.scr >our deal. for Jciall•

With its revolutionary Micro-Ridge
Tip and extraordinary Beryllium
Stylus Shank. the VIS Type V-MR
Cartridge redefines the upper limits
of high-frequency trackability for
superb sound reproduction. It also
provides excellent protection against
wear and damage to your priceless
records that could be impossible
to replace.
The VIS Type V-MR Cartridge
plus the Ultra 1)6000 Cl) Player will
make two valuable additions to your
hi-fi system. They're the best of two
audio worlds. And right now you
have an unprecedented opportunity
to get one of them free.
But this unusual opportunity positively ends January 31,1987. For the
name of your nearest participating
Shure dealer, call 1-800-257-4873.
(In Illinois 1-800-624-8522)

Offer
ends
January 31,1987
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PLATINUM GROUP DELAY GOLD AERO 12AX7

HAS YOUR EQUIPMENT LOST DETAIL IN
THE HIGHS? DOES YOUR BASS GO "THUD"?
IS YOUR IMAGE DRIFTING? WHERE DID
ALL THAT NOISE COME FROM?
You need GOLD AERO premium, selected audio tubes. GOLD AERO has
in stock all of the tubes you need to give your fine audio equipment anew
lease on life. Whether you have aMAF1ANTZ 10B tuner or an AUDIO
RESEARCH D-250 mkII SERVO amplifier, we have the tubes! At GOLD
AERO, tubes are selected and matched from stock selected for excellence and
high yield. All tubes are tested by analog methods, then sent to the
computerized testing facilities, where they are tested and graded for noise,
gain, and susceptibility to microphonics. After these tests, the tubes are
separated into STANDARD and M.G. PHONO grades, as well as candidates
for PLATINUM grade. The PLATINUM grade tubes are chosen by FASTFOURIER TRANSFORMATION (FFT) analysis and selected for linear
frequency response and group delay up to 100 kHz. Plots showing test results
are supplied with each tube. Power tubes are selected for GM, plate and
screen current, linear amplification characteristics, etc. These testing
procedures insure GOLD AERO's ability to provide our customers with the
finest tubes available, and your satisfaction is guaranteed for 120 days.
GOLD AERO tubes will reduce noise and microphonic susceptibility
allowing low-level details to break through the noise floor. The GOLD AERO
PLATINUM tubes are so quiet, you may not hear any noise at all!! In
addition, the linear group delay performance of the PLATINUM tubes will
give you that rock-solid image your equipment has been striving for. New
GOLD AERO power tubes will give your bass that old punch and breathe
new life into your highs and midrange.
Give us acall at GOLD AERO. Whether you are replacing your old, wornout tubes or would just like to hear the performance your fine equipment is
capable of... you will never go back to the tubes you were using after you
hear the quiet, extremely detailed sound of the GOLD AERO premium
audio tubes. Call today... you'll be glad you did!!!
2129 Venice Boulevard, Los Angeles, Cl 90006 •(213)737-7070 •Telex: 673565 •Cable: AERO LSA
TOLL FREE: (inside California) 800-556-6700 •(outside California) 800-421-4219

THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE
Sam Tellig spends time with cartridges & Gruv-Glide
Did you see the front-page headline on the
September 10 issue of Variety?

high-output moving-coils. (By "high output" Imean an output of 2.0mV or better.)
They have tended to sound gritty, with

You didn't.
MOTOWN BANGS NAIL

zingy, rising high-ends. Still, Ihad to respect

IN LP COFFIN!!!!!

Ortofon; they didn't exactly rush to market

The article goes on to explain that
Motown Records has dropped the black

with ahigh-output coil. Maybe they'd done
it right.

vinyl disk from its mid-priced catalog line.

Well, it appears they have! The X3 -MC is

Record dealers predict the policy will soon

the best high-output coil I've heard to date.

spread to other labels. CD has finished what

So good that Ihave to talk about shot glasses
and sexual innuendos since Ihave so few

the cassette started: the death of vinyl.
And this is the Christmas when the kids
get CD players. Come December 24, all

criticisms of the sound.
Ortofon touts the X3 -MC as a break-

those CD players will be off dealers' shelves

through. (Better late than never, Ortofon.)

and under the tree. "There's going to be a
real run on these things," says my friend at
the local Crazy Eddie.
This intro is by way of build-up for a
Cheapskate devoted (mainly) to new
cartridges.

Ortofons (various)
These may be tough times in the cartridge
patch, but Isee good things for the consumer: great cartridges for not much money. I
received one such cartridge from Ortofon
recently: the new, high-output X3-MC. This
$140-list cartridge came with ashot glass
and acard that read, "It's not how high you
get it, it's how you get it high." Yes, Icaught

While other manufacturers go merrily off to

the innuendo. A few days later Igot apress

make surround-sound boxes or affix their

kit on the cartridge. The X3-MC comes with

names to CD players, Ortofon has concen-

"cash-back" guarantee. If you don't like the

trated on cartridges, or so the press release

X3-MC better than what you have now, you

implies. ,They claim to have found away to

can return the it to your dealer within 30

wind coils from 18um copper thread—

days "for afull, on-the-spot cash refund."

about one-third the thickness of the copper

Does that sound alittle like desperation to

normally used. This is combined with anew
high-flux, samarium/cobalt magnet and a

you?

new miniature armature. In other words:

Maybe not.
It may mean Ortofon thinks this cartridge
is terrific; maybe Ortofon is confident and

thinner wire, stronger magnet; less mass,

desperate at the same time. Hell, you're

X3-MC is mass-produced by an assembly

lucky if some exotic and expensive moving-

line of very smart and highly skilled Danish
robots.

coils last 30 days. And amonth is certainly
long enough to tell whether you really like it.
Regular readers of this column will recall
that, for the most part, I've been down on
Stereophile

fewer windings. Ortofon hints that the

IThey have been expanding adivision specializing in the
production of computerized production line test equipment, however.
—JA
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Enjoy the Music
as Well as
the Convenience
The SONOGRAPHE SDI
features analogue circuits by
conrad-johnson to bring musical
accuracy to the compact disc
format.

the conrad-johnson group
2800R Dori. Avenue
Fairfax, Virginia 22031
(703) 698-8581

The X3-MC would work fine in your new

output

moving-coil,

the

metal-bodied

Dual CS5000. ft's not too heavy-4.5 grams.
Compliance is moderate-14cu (lcu =

MC20 has 0.2mV output. You need atransformer, headamp, or preamp with amoving-

lum/mN). Output's healthy-2.5mV. The

coil gain stage. Still, the output is an improve-

stylus is fine-line. Ifind the X3-MC has the
detail I normally expect from a good
moving-coil—namely the apparent ability
to get more information off the record

ment over certain other Ortofon models,
with outputs of 0.05mV and 0.09mV.
Not much to say about the MC20 Super.

grooves than can amoving-magnet. Yet the

Can't get all that excited, can't fault it much
either. For starters, at 9 grams it's not too

X3-MC doesn't have the stridency and raspi-

heavy acartridge for your Dual CS5000; it

ness I've found in other inexpensive highoutput moving-coils. It's not as smooth and

more massive, more rigid arm ...like the

silky as some moving-magnets (including

balances out (barely), but really requires a

Ortofon's), but very involving and musical:

Rega RB300. In fact, on the Dual, the X3-MC
sounds almost as good as the MC20 Super,

dynamic, with very good depth and sound-

for afraction of the price.

stage width.
An absolute killer cartridge it's not, however. My Shinon Red sounds richer, smoother, more detailed, and also perhaps alittle

With the Rega arm on aSonographe SG-3
table, the MC20 Super shows its superiority:
more openness, more detail, more definition.
The cartridge is very smooth, but appears

more romantic than life. (I called the Shinon

to have aslight rising high end, which of

Red "the Carnegie Hall of cartridges" before

course is the moving-coil kick many people

Mike Kay borrowed the name for his new

like. If it's more open than the X3-MC, the

cartridge.) But the Shinon Red lists for $600.
Audition the X3 -MC. What have you got

on run-of-the-mill everyday source material.

to lose?

Your move.

MC20 Super is also less forgiving, particularly

Ortofon also sent me some other car-

Curious that the more costly MC20 Super

tridges—the 0M40 Gold ($300) and the

does not come with a"cash-back" guaran-

MC20 Super ($300). Briefly, the 0M40 Gold

tee. Does that mean Ortofon considers the

is a very smooth, silky, sweet-sounding,

X3-MC abetter deal?

low-mass moving-magnet with avan den
Hul Type 2stylus. Ifound the sound satisfy-

The Denon DL -160

ing, but perhaps atad too comfortable; too

And still they come—more new cartridges.

nice. The sound is very clear and clean —

The top of my record cabinet is just littered

thanks, in part, perhaps to its van den Hul

with them. I'm beginning to feel like ABC.

stylus. But what Imissed was some of the

There's nothing like being a reviewer —

detail, some of the bite Iheard with the

"a cartridge aday keeps the blues away."
Iwas especially excited to receive anew

X3 -MC. This cartridge may be too polite.
Ihave abone to pick with Ortofon: Why

high-output moving-coil from Denon —the

entomb the 0M40 Gold in acostly wooden

$115 DL-160, with 1.6mV output (actually,

treasure chest? Its avery nice treasure chest —

nearly 2.0mV for my sample). After all,

Danish, you know. But who wants it? What
the hell do you do with it? Its only purpose,
so far as Ican tell, is to make the cartridge
more "giftable." (Here, Dad, we bought you

Denon produced one of the best-sounding
cartridges of all time, the DL-103D, now apparently out of production.
The DL-160 is very much in the 103D tra-

this expensive cartridge for Christmas.) I

dition, but it sells for less than half the price

can't imagine anyone buying acartridge for

and has almost ten times the output. It

himself in an expensive box like this. If you
want an Ortofon moving-magnet, you can

compliance is low (10cu), the cartridge

probably get amuch better deal on adiffer-

works well with the lowish-mass Dual

ent model with more modest packaging.

CS5000 turntable arm. Weight is 4.8 grams.

needs no step-up device. And while its listed

And now the MC20 Super, which, even

Here is the distinctive Denon cartridge

though it lists for the same price does not

sound: very smooth, with adramatic sense

come locked inside atreasure chest. A low-

of depth, excellent detail, and nary atrace of

Stereophile
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...audible results
with the finest
in connecting
components.

SOUND •CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
14932 N.Florida Tampa,FL 33612 (813)961-3319
In Canada: Korbon Trading LTD., 1020 Meyerside Dr.,
Unit 8, Mississauga, Ont. LSTIK7, Phone (416) 676-1260

rising high end. Weaknesses? The cartridge
is abit bass-shy. The Denon is quite acontrast to the Ortofon X3-MC, which sounds

ferent sort of product. Gruv-Glide makes no
claim to being arecord preservative.

more forward and punchy, less smooth and
laid-back, but, like the Ortofon, is an excel-

in Vegas this winter and hit him up for acou-

more dramatic than with Last, which is adif-

I'll have to visit Irwin at his CES hotel suite

lent buy. Iwould rate the DL-160's sound

ple of free cans—perks of the press. Idon't

quality as quite comparable with that of the
103D. Denon also sent me the $85 DL-110,

think Irwin is getting rich off Gruv-Glide; it

which my son installed in his Dual CS5000—

appears to be asideline of his chemical specialty business. Actually, he's an audiophile,

the sound is similar, but for another $30

probably gives him akick, being part of the

why not go for the DL-160? It's smoother,

industry, and may have invented the prod-

more delicate, and a bit more detailed.

uct for himself.

There's such athing as being too much of a
Cheapskate!

takes some macaroni-shaped pieces of

Which cartridge do Iprefer? It's hard to

Ienjoy watching his demonstration. He

make achoice, and fortunately Idon't have

Styrofoam, which have astrong affinity for
staticky vinyl records. Then he treats one

to; I'm keeping both. There are times—par-

band with Gruv-Glide. Lo—the record

ticularly with jazz recordings—when Ipre-

repels the macaroni. I've duplicated his

fer the more lively, more forward and

demonstration at home. More to the point,
most of the tics and pops are gone, surface

dynamic sound of the Ortofon. With Haydn
symphonies played first thing in the morn-

noise is greatly reduced (usually), and the

ing—my usual wake-up ritual with The New

record sounds cleaner and louder! "Brings

York Times-1 prefer the more relaxed pre-

you closer to the live performance," Irwin

sentation of the Denon. Iguess I'm going to

says, right on the can. And it's true.

do alot of cartridge-switching on my Dual
CS5000.

It also says something else on the can:
"DANGER! Harmful or FATAL if swallowed."

The irony is, we may have Compact Disc

And then: "Vapor harmful. Avoid breathing

to thank for all of this. Ortofon and Denon

of vapor or spray mist and prolonged contact with skin." Well, isn't that the way with

probably both realize that they have to
come up with great cheap cartridges to grab

most good things in life? Of course, Iinevita-

the audiophile's attention. They have 1relish
the prospect of more cheapo 'coils!

bly breathe in some of the stuff each time I
use it. But Itry to minimize my exposure.

And now, on to Rozoil.

my breath, spray on the Gruv-Glide, dash

No, Larry Archibald has not started anew

back up to my listening room, and buff the
record.

magazine for Mercedes owners. Irefer to
Gruv-Glide, made by one Mr. Irwin Rowe,
of Las Vegas, Nevada. Rozoil's the name of

What Ido is, run down to the garage, hold

Gruv-Glide can be found at some dealers

his company. And Ireally groove on Gruv-

and record stores—price is $21.95 for a
complete 4.5 oz. kit—but distribution is

Glide. If Isound too high, though, maybe

spotty. You can also order directly from

it's because I've been breathing too much of
the stuff.

stuff is then $21.95 for one can, $20 each for

What is Gruv -Glide? Irwin's not saying.
It's some sweet-smelling chemical lubricant,

Rozoil: call (702) 451-0134 for details. The

that comes out of acan in afine, aerosol

two, $18.50 each for four, $17 each for 12,
etc. It sounds more expensive than it is.
Once treated, a records stays treated—at

spray with an odor reminiscent of Marvel

least for awhile Igo through two cans ayear.

Mystery Oil. You spray two brief bursts on a

The stuff does seem to lubricate the
record, but when used as applied, it doesn't

black powder puff, rub that puff against
another—I'm just following Irwin's instructions—then buff one side of your record. A
little goes along way. What it does, superbly,

leave any icky film or grundge up the stylus.
Ilove it.
Excuse me while Irun to the garage. 11

is clean and destaticize your record. And
make it sound better. The sonic difference is
Stereophile
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Teac

For over thirty years Teac has been
famous for building precision tape
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HFI iii ne extreme.

recording equipment. But, we're not
willing to rest on our reels. So now Teac
offers its most comprehensive line ever.
From audio and hi-fi video recording
equipment, to compact disc players, to
graphic equalizers, speakers, and acomplete line of audio and video accessories.
One thing, however, will never change
at Teac —our obsession with creating
the most advanced, feature-filled,
superbly executed audio and video
equipment we can make.

TEAC

meanwhile,
back in the

John Atkinson reports
from the Hi-Fi News show

I

•

tsastrange feeling to visit an event
which you played amajor role in con-

ceiving, whose politics and additional

‘‘ t
irk load exerted considerable pressure oil
your personal life, and which you now have

nothing to do with whatsoever. Such was
the case with the 1986 Hi -Fi Show, held at
London's Heathrow Penta Hotel in September. The show was organized by the British
magazine Hi -Fi News & Record Review
which, of course, Iused to edit before joining Stereophile.
Way back in the early '80s, there were a
large number of consumer -oriented hi-fi
shows held in the UK, all organized 1
)
dealers. Not only did Ifeel very strongly
that the politics became unmanageable
when adealer organized ashow, there were
far too many shows, diluting the resources
of the exhibitors. After all, ahi-fi manufacturer exists in order to make and sell his
products, not to spend Wednesday through
Thursday traveling to ashow and setting up.
Friday through Sunday manning the exhibition room, and Monday traveling back
again. And in 1982 there were shows
somewhere in the UK almost three
Stereophile

Challenging
Design.
FOR UNDER $500 YOU CAN OWN AN
AMPLIFIER JUDGED TO HAVE THE EXACT
SOUND CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ESOTERIC
$3000 MODEL.
audiophile
world by winning achallenge that no other amplifier
designer could ever consider.
The new M-1 Ot was judged, in extensive listening
tests by one of America's most respected audiophile publications, to be the sonic equivalent of a
PAIR of legendary esoteric mono amplifiers which
retail r t'v

threw in the towel and conceded Bob the ri
According to the rules Bob had won"
BRAIN CHALLENGES BRAWN. Below is a
'.1-10t Above
,
,
,
genclary mono

Pare

it

• Has acontinuous FTC sine-wave output conservatively rated at 200 watts per channel *
• Produces 350-500 watts per channel of RMS
power and KO-1100 watts momentary peak power
(depending on impedance)

CARVER'S GREAT AMPLIFIER CHALLENGE.
the editors of Stereophile Magazine, one of Amen.
cas exacting and critical audio publications He
would make his forthcoming amplifier design sound
exactly like ANY high-priced, esoteric. perfectionist
amplifier (or amplifiers) the editors could choose.
In iust 48 hours In ahotel room near Stereophile's
offices in New Mexico ,As the magazine put it "II it
were possible, wouldn't it already have been done?
Bob's claim was something we Just couldn't pass
up unchallenged
What transpired is now high fidelity history From
the start the Stereophile evaluation team was skep
tical (Mt wanted Bob to tail lit wanted to hear a
difference') They drove the product of Bob's roundtheclock modifications and their nominees for "best
power amplifier" with some of the finest components
in the world Through reference speakers that are
nothing short of awesome. Ultimately, after exhaustive listening tests with carefully selected music
ranging from chamber to symphonic to high-impact
pop that led them to write, ". each time xe ki put the
other amplifier in and listen to the same musical
passage again, and hear exactly the same thing On
the second day of listening to his final design, we

CMVER
POWERFUL

ADESIGN FOR THE CHALLENGES OF
MODERN MUSIC REPRODUCTION.
-M-1.0t's
.
.
.[put and
tfAllUblVt operation features mane pertect for the
demands of compact digital discs, video hi-fi and
other wide dynamic range playback media The
M-1.0t

• Delivers 1000 watts continuous sine wave output
at 8ohms in bridging mode without switching or
modification
• Is capable of handling unintended 1-ohm speaker
loads without shutting down.
• Includes elaborate safeguards including DC Offset and Short Circuit Power Interrupt protection.

amplifiers used in the Stereophile challenge Even
individually, they cari hardly be lifted and demand
stringent ventilation requirements. And yet, according to some of the most discriminating audiophiles
in the world, Bob's new design is their sonic equal.
The M-1 Ot's secret is its patented Magnetic Field
Coil. Instead of increasing cost size and heat output
with huge storage circuits, Magnetic Field Ampfif
cation delivers its awesome output from this small
but powerful component The result is adesign with
the dynamic power to reproduce the leading edge
attacks of musical notes which form the keen edge
of musical reality

SNARE TR RESULTS Of WM. We invite
you to compare the new e 1
01 against any and all
competition Including the very expensive amplifiers that have been deemed the M-1 0th sonic equivalent. You'll discover that the real winner of Bob's
remarkable challenge is you. Because world class,
superlative electronics are now available at reasonable prices simply by visiting your nearest Carver
deair*SPECIFICATIONS Power. 200 watts/channel into
8ohms 20H: to 20 kHz. both channels driven with
no more than 0 IS", THD Long Serin Sustained
RMS power.
Bridged Mono power
Noise
Weight

PO Box 1237 Lynrwood.WA 99946
MUSICAL

ACCURATE
Distributed in Canada Is

implubon
ted-noiogv

weekends out of four from Labor Day to

attract ordinary music-lovers, the kind of

Christmas. (Remember that in the main,

people who hitherto had not spent agreat

even amedium-size high-end company has

deal of money on reproducing music in the
home. While undoubtedly alaudable long-

only ahandful of key personnel. And even
hi- fi people have personal lives.)
Hi -Fi News had been exhibiting and presenting lectures, listening tests, and semi-

term aim, we felt this to neglect two factors:
first, only enthusiasts ever attend specialist
exhibitions—how many people who have

nars at shows since the Autumn of 1981,

never been interested in yachts ever attend

and, based on that experience, early in 1983
we decided that what the UK needed was

aboat show?—and second, as mentioned
above, such ashow had failed catastrophi-

one central, independently organized, consumer show, exclusively dçvoted to "real"

cally in 1983. The FBA, therefore, advised
UK companies not to exhibit at the 1985 Hi -

hi-fi and reproduced music. We ran our first
Show at the Heathrow Perna, therefore, in

Fi News show, but to support the wider aim.

September of that year. A hotel venue would
not be the best option in the long term, but

thus it was with the FBAs show policy. Amid
considerable acrimony, the F13A plan for real

any event has to start in arelatively small
way. If it's successful, then it's possible to

into sponsorship of three small dealer-or-

persuade those in charge of finances to dig
deeper into the capital reserves next time.
(Many people forget that to run any kind of

Lofty ambitions rarely come to fruition;

hi-fi to reach awider audience degenerated
ganized shows, of aformula that, with one
exception—the London show organized by
high-end dealer Audio T—had already proved

exhibition requires considerable financing

inadequate. This dismal plan had the full

well ahead of time. It's not just amatter of

support of BADA, three of whose members

booking afew hotel rooms and throwing

stood to make money from it, and Iam sure

open the doors the day the show starts.)

you will appreciate that adealer organization can apply considerable commercial pres-

Though our first show was relatively small,
with an attendance of perhaps 12,000, it
was still amoderate success, thrown into
sharp contrast by the simultaneous failure
of the "Great Home Entertainment Spectacular." Supported by the Japanese and includ-

sure to the manufacturers whose products
they sell. The result was that the Hi -Fi
News Show, which had proved its ability to
draw enthusiasts from all over England to a

ing video, TV, computers, electronic games,

London location, became starved of exhibitors, although not to the point where it lost

and even microwave ovens, in addition to hi-fi,

viability.

the "Spectacular" was widely promoted as

The result was predictable, however. Although as many people visited the 1985 show

attracting 300,000 people, but ended up
with about 10% of that figure.

as in 1984, there were continual complaints

The following year, we got even nearer
our goal because the Federation of British

that Quad wasn't at the show, KEF wasn't at
the show, Linn, Celestion, etc. These com-

Audio (the trade organization representing

plaints were not just from members of the
British public but also from Continental deal-

makers of "real" hi-fi) and the British Audio
Dealers Association, came in as cosponsors,
adding to the razzmatazz and ensuring in-

ers, who find it very easy to take aday-trip

creased numbers of exhibitors and visitors.

based at Europe's busiest airport.

from Paris or Frankfurt or Milan to ashow

But in the wake of the 1984 show, the FBA

Something that particularly irked me as

adopted ashow policy first mooted by Quad's

organizer was that, having been subjected

Ross Walker, which aimed at abandoning

to considerable criticism from the FBA that

hi-fi shows such as that promoted by HFN/

the timing of our show, mid-September, was

RR on the grounds that such shows only attracted hi-fi enthusiasts. In effect, we were
the victim of our success. Their appetite

wrong for the introduction of new products,
Linn chose to launch their new amplifiers
and Celestion their SL6S loudspeaker dur-

whetted by the fact that ahi-fi only show

ing the days of the show. At receptions in

could be viable, the FBA wanted to expand
their horizons and support ashow that would

central London, the two non-exhibiting com-

Stereophile
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in town of all their dealers. In addition, sev-

that if that scheme—which HFN/RR did

eral FBA companies also not at the show

not intend to oppose—fell through, then a

had their entire sales forces present in the

1986 HFN/RR show would get their support.

Heathrow Penta lounge on the trade days,

Again, this was not to be the case. As des-

doing considerable business despite the fact

cribed by Alvin Gold elsewhere in this issue,

that, again, the FBA had criticised the tim-

the FBA decided to repeat the Great Home
Entertainment idea in alarge London Ex-

ing as not being optimum for such business.
In fact, it was really only Quad who, having

hibition Hall. Now you don't have to be an

announced that our show was not right either

audiophile to realize that such halls, resem-

for their product or marketing plans, did us
the courtesy of staying away completely.

gar with smaller doors, are about the worst

As for the FBA dealer shows, HFN/RR exhibited at all three so that we could see for
ourselves how successful they were. They
fizzled; apart from at the London show which

bling nothing so much as an airplane hanplace to hold ashow dedicated to the idea
of using sound quality to turn on visitors to
the idea of appreciating how good hi-fi
equipment can change their lives. Hotels

followed ours by two weeks, attendance

may not be the optimum venues for hi-fi

was poor. This was despite extensive publicity for these shows in the three Haymar-

shows, but at least they have rooms broadly

ket Publishing magazines Hi -Fi Answers,
What Hi -Fi, and New Hi -Fi Sound, Hay-

music at home. Use of alarge hall dictates

market having the contract for publishing
the programs for the FBA shows. (It galled

similar to those people use for listening to
that companies exhibiting will have to spend
aconsiderable sum of money to set up soundproof listening rooms, and that this will put

me that although Hi-Fi News carried adver-

up the cost of exhibiting at such ashow

tising for the FBA shows, this was not echoed in the Haymarket magazines, it being

considerably, perhaps so much that asmall
company—small meaning one with an an-

explained to me variously that: our adver-

nual turnover of less than $3m—would not

tising copy didn't arrive in time; our copy

be able to attend. "If that's the case," an FBA

did arrive in time but was unsuitable; our

spokesman told me last Easter, "then such

show was not important enough; Haymar-

companies have no right to be in business!"

ket had apolicy not to promote the activities of rival publishing houses.)
1986 obviously required anew strategy

The implication was that such troublemaof producing high-quality audio equipment

from the UK hi-fi industry, and last Novem-

to the big boys.

kers should fade away, leaving the business

ber Ross Walker came up with what prom-

More realistically, such ashow would be

ised to combine what he saw as their needs
and what HFN/RR had already done. This

viable if one or more "sugar daddies" could

was to run ahi-fi only show in conjunction

small companies could have their costs sub-

be found to underwrite the costs so that

with an exhibition devoted to musical instru-

sidized. And who else to play the role of

ments and amplification: the British Music

sugar daddy than the Japanese companies

Fair, scheduled to take place in July. Asimilar

who, as in the US, have made the mass mar-

formula had made the Italian SIM probably
the best-attended consumer show in Europe,

ket in the UK their own?

so it would appear that this plan would reconcile all sides of opinion. Unfortunately,

whole ball game to join Stereophile,' there

the organizers of the Music Fair vetoed the
idea, leaving avacuum into which HFN/RR,
in the person of its Advertising Manager
Mark Fisher, strode by announcing that there
would be a1986 Hi -Fi News show in September. This didn't cause agreat deal of surprise, as the FBA had had avote among its
members at the 1984 AGM (where Ross had
announced the Music Fair idea) indicating
46

In May, therefore, when Iabandoned the
were two shows planned for the Fall of
1986: the Hi -Fi News show, definitely
planned for late September, hotel-based and
therefore relatively inexpensive for exhibiIThus do the fates conspire against one: when Iarrived
in Santa Fe Iwas greeted by LA with the words,"Do you
think Stereopblie should organize aconsumer-oriented
high•end hi-fi show?"
And we are hoping to do so. to be held at the Bayview
Plaza Hotel in Santa Monica. C.A. from March 2'th
through the 29th. Full details in Vol.10 No. I.
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Magnificent
Reception.
THE TX-11 aCOMBINES CARVER'S
REVOLUTIONARY ASYMMETRICAL CHARGE
COUPLED FM DETECTION CIRCUITS WITH AN
AM STEREO SECTION CAPABLE OF
FM-QUALITY RECEPTION.
The ,
AM-FM Tuner is the
most Car
•
oroadcast reception
component ever offered It is atechnical tour-deforce which further distances Bob Carver's unique
products from traditional electronic components
First by eliminating forms of FM distortion and inter
ference that even the most expensive tuners available can't correct And second, with aunique
additional tuning section capable of making
AM stereo sound as good as FM!
THE SUITT TREATMENT. While AM stereo
may not yet be available in your area, you can
receive FM stereo. Including stations so fraught with
interference and distortion that you may be tempted
to return to mono AM. That's why the TX-11a
includes the first circuitry to remove hiss. "picket
fencing" and the myriad other unpredictable noises
which often disturb FM listening Without reducing
stereo imaging, frequency response or dynamic
range.
Part of the FM signal, the left minus right portion. Is extremely prone to "ghosting," or multipath
interference caused by hills, buildings and other
obstructions Bob Carver's Asymmetrical Charge
Coupled circuitry cancels distortion-causing "dirty
mirror" images before they can reach your ears It
fitters out noise and restores the part of the signal

C

I

needed by our ears and brain to cur
•• ',imaging Reintroduced into the mono )L+ R) signal
matrix anet reduction of 93% -or better than 20dB
of noise reduction -is achieved All ambient and
localizing information is recovered Only hiss and

At apress conference in front of America's top
stereo writers, Bob Carver unveiled alow powered
C-QUAM format AM stereo broadcast transmitter
with aCarver Compact Disc Player as asource The
CD source and the TX' lia were also routed directly
to apreamplifier and speakers for comparison
When Bob switched back and forth, most listeners had difficulty distinguishing between the
straightwire CD player and the TX-11a's over-the-air
AM stereo receptor":
••
differer
at all!
HUMAN ENGINEERED FEATURES AND CONVENIENCE.

distortion are left behind Or, as High Fidelity magazine put " clean, noise-free sound out of weak
or multrpath-ridden signals that veuld have you
lunging for the mono switch on any other tuner"
Ovation magazine observed that the circuit
" may well mean the difference between marginal
reception of the station signals you've been yearn.
Ing to hear and truly noise. free reception of those
same signals"
Audio magazine called it 'An FM tuner
breakthrough"
TIM MT AINNOMIRE MA STEREO
CIRCUITRY. Contrary to popular belief. most AM
stereo stations have frequency response (20-15kHz),
separation (35dB) and signal-to-noise ratios (70dB)
audibly indistinguishable from FM stations of equal
strength But only Carver offers the ,echnolcgy to
appreciate this hidden performance.

light and complex programming hirteen presets,
wide/narrow band selection, automatic/manual
scanning as well as Multipath and Noise Reduction
buttons are inset into the burnished anthracite metal
face Full instrumentation including digital display,
6-step signal strength LED's and other monitor functions are tastefully recessed, visible but not garish.
The result is performance without theatricality,
access without complication

CLEAR THE AM by visiting your nearest Carver
dealer Ask to hear the most expensive tuner they
sell (It probably won't be the Carver TX-11a) Tune a
multipatnravaged. hiss-filled FM station on it then
the same station on the TX-11a Stereo AM-FM
Tuner Now press the Carver Mulfipath and Noise
Reduction buttons You'll hear why High Fidelity
Magazine called it "By lar the best tuner we
have tested "

RVER PO Box 1237 Lynnwood WA 90046

POWERFUL

MUSICAL

ACCURATE
arciiiihon
Distributed in Canada by recnnoiogy

Edinburgh dealers Hi -Fi Corner, but Scotland is effectively adifferent country when
you are discussing aLondon-based show.)
As you can imagine, Iwas somewhat apprehensive as Ientered the Heathrow Penta the first night of the show. Should Ihave
been wearing sunglasses and adisguise, a
false beard perhaps?
It didn't matter; Iwas able to merge with
the crowds.
Crowds?
Yes, there were people thronging the corridors, and exhibitors aplenty. In fact, it is
almost easier to list the British manufacturers
not exhibiting—Quad, KEF, Linn, Naim,
A&R Cambridge, and Exposure. But without further delay, this is my alphabetically
ordered answer to that oft-asked question,
"Did you hear anything good at the show?"
The ABSOLUTE SOUNDS demonstrations have proved to be the most popular at
any UK show, and when you consider that
the product lines imported by this small company include Audio Research, Krell, Magneplanar, Goldmund, Koetsu, Apogee, Siltech,

Celestions System 6000, which adds apair of battle-less
subwoofers, each using two long-throw 12-inch drivers, to
the established SL600 speaker via an active crossover/
equalizer designed by Malcolm Hawksford, was unfortunately being demonstrated in too small aroom to allow
its low bass capabilities to be to be evaluated The imaging, however, was nothing short of magnificent

tors, with deposits already taken from pro-

Robertson, and Counterpoint (in his time AS's
Ricardo Franassovici has also introduced
the UK to the delights of Precision Fidelity,
DCM, Beveridge and Jeweltone), you will
understand why the queues leading to these
two rooms stretched up and down the corridors. Two systems were set up: in room
one, the Mk.II Duettas (over which AHC

spective exhibitors, and which didn't need

lost his cool in Vol.9 No.7) were being

the presence of the Japanese mid -fi manufacturers to be viable; and the FBA-planned

driven by the monstrous Krell Reference

show, tentatively-booked for mid-Novem-

pest and Kinergetics CD players; in room

ber, but one without, as far as Iwas aware,
exhibitors firmly booked, and which, with-

two, biamped Magnepan 'Tympani IVAs got

out being underwritten by the Japanese,
would not get off the ground.

Mk.II, the front end an Oracle mounted with

Well, for one reason or another, the ma-

aCarnegie cartridge. Ihadn't heard the Car-

amplifiers, the front-end including CAL 'km-

their urge from Krell KSA-100s and an SP-10
the Swedish Air-Tangent tonearm sporting

jor Japanese companies decided not to sup-

negie before, but was impressed. Offering a

port the FBA show, and with the benefit of

very different tonal balance to the Koetsus,

20/20 hindsight, it is hard to see why they

lighter and more airy at HF, it sounded quite

should. They were being asked to underwrite
ashow aimed at promoting the idea of buy-

wonderful on The Falling, the LP by singer

ing British hi-fi. Much as in the distasteful

one of the best vocal techniques Ihave heard

Richard Bachman (Stephen King) novel where
runners who dropped out of arace were

from a popular singer since Boy George.
(No, Iam not joking.) Bill and Nancy John-

shot, Hi -Fi News became the sole remaining English show organizer for 1986. (Scot-

proceedings, and Bill let slip that the M300

land has asmall but healthy show run by

hybrid power amplifier, launched in the
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Carmel (London LONLP 17), agirl who has

son were on hand to add authority to the
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Wnter and revIev.er Ken Kessler enjoys some Inverted logic
in Stereophule Vol 9Not

four years or so after Absolute Sounds, but
the rivalry between the two has become intense. Automation Sciences handles anumber of US products, including the Well-Tempered and Eminent Technology tonearms,
Conrad-Johnson and Cello amplification,
What was once a BBC-Intluenced two-way monitor has
become a high-tech design with a horn-loaded tweeter
and astepped battle. The new 770 Freedom reflects Mission founder Farad Azima's quest to increase loudspeaker
sensitivity.

Fall, would soon be joined by the SP-9

and Martin-Logan and Infinity loudspeakers.
They also distribute van den Hul cartridges
and cables, and ahighlight of the show was
being able to meet AJ van den Hul again in
their room. The Cello Audio Palette is perhaps the most versatile tone control—so

preamplifier, apparently ababy brother to
the '11. Ilook forward to visiting the Audio

much more than just an equalizer—I have

Research room in Las Vegas in January.
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH introduced their

Suite preamplifier is reputed to give the
SP-11 arun for its money, but it was just on

ever used, but at aprice! The Cello Audio

attractive line of electronics, designed by N

static display when Ivisited the room. ASC

'Pang, an electronics wizard from the Tai-

were demonstrating anew tube amplifier

wanese company Fulet, who manufacture
products for NAD. These worked well with

from Denmark, the class-A Copland,
which, at 12W/channel, must be one of the

the new range of loudspeakers designed by

smallest amplifiers sold. Apparently, it sounds

English ex hi-fi journalist Dave Berriman,

alot bigger than this modest rating would

which seem to combine the virtues of UK

suggest.
BEARD AUDIO is the one of the longest-

design—neutral tonal balance and tuneful
bass—with those of the US—high power
handling, sound pressure levels, and dynamics. Ifound it harder to drag myself away,
however, from alive Tina 'Rimer video, the
sound being handled by abunch of their
new Sound Partners powered speakers.
Distribution company AUMMATION SCIENCES COMPANY arrived on the UK scene

Stereophile

established British manufacturers of tube
electronics, but unfortunately lost its US
distribution in August when the American
company's parent folded. To judge by the
quality of their new M70 monoblock and
CA506 tube preamp, Beard should soon
find someone new. How's this for an unprejudiced test? Iwalked in the Beard room
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THE FINE SCIENCE OF
COMPONENT CABINETRY
This fully modular,
flexible cabinet
system in Natural
Oak features our
wine rack, bronze
tempered glass
doors, solid oak
doors and Interior
cabinet lights

HIGH PERFORMANCE: Audio science and the craft of fine cabinetry are married
in the CWD modular component cabinet system. Designed to the sound
principles of audio and video performance, all CWD cabinets are hand-crafted
from select hardwoods and lovingly hand-finished.
A SYSTEM THAT GROWS WITH YOU: Start small; add as you need. The
completely modular design allows you total flexibility. Add on, arrange and
rearrange for virtually any configuration. Easy to tailor, our cabinets fit both
your lifestyle and your audio/video components, even big screen. Add awine
rack, drawers, stunning glass doors they're all part of the fine science of
the CWD system.
REMARKABLE OUALITY: You won't find abetter cabinet for the money. From
the precision hardware to the natural oiled finish, ever-yCWD cabinet is afine
piece of furniture you'll cherish for years. But see for yourself.
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-323-2159 for the dealer nearest you,
(in Illinois call 312-563-1745i.

High performance modular furniture that keeps pace with your electronic system
All CWD cabinets and accessories available
in handsome Dark Oak (shown here),
contemporary Natural Oak, and classic
Natural American Walnut
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Stereophile contributor Christopher Breunig (left)

preamplifier at the show, but introduced arange of cables:
athree-core type for speakers (allowing for negative feedback to be taken from the speaker terminals) using
0.65mm 2 single conductors; and atwo-core, using spaced

discusses cables with Denis Morecroft, a UK amplifier
designer who has pioneered the use of ultra-thin, singlestrand cables, both for interconnect and speaker connection. Morecroft was not exhibiting his plastic-chassis DNM

0.2mm , conductors, for interconnect.

and sat down to listen to the tall, two-way

of the data on the disc. He had some inter-

Driade speakers from Holland, which Beard
is thinking of distributing in the UK. I

esting ideas on oversampling, explaining
that each time you increase the oversampl-

couldn't see the turntable, but soon felt that
there was something wrong with the stereo,
which, though precisely defined laterally,
threw very little depth. The people moved
away from the equipment and Isaw that the

ing rate by afactor of two, you can reduce
the number of DAC bits by one. Rather than
go to DACs with an increased number of
bits in the future, and suffér even more of
the problems afflicting Philips, Bob feels

source was ...CD!
Seen in prototype form in Chicago in

that the sensible policy would be to use
DACs with even fewer bits—which would

June, the BOOTHROYD STUART MERI-

be cheap, very accurate, and reliable—and

DIAN 207-PRO CD player made its public

recover the resolution by oversampling ac-

debut at the Heathrow Show. Quite the prettiest player I've seen, the two-box 207 uses

cordingly. For example, use of 12-bit DACs

the Philips 4x oversampled, 14-bit DAC cir-

resolution.
The 207 will cost $1400 in the US, and

cuitry featured by its predecessor, the Pro
MCD, but is based on aUK-manufactured
chassis rather than one from Philips. Bob

with 16x oversampling will still give 16-bit

has some improvements "suggested by US
dealers." Ishuddered to learn this, wonder-

the original 14-bit chip set as the new Phil-

ing if artificial ambience or surround-sound
had been added, but Iwas reassured to learn

ips 16-bit electronics were "not right yet;
not reliable; and don't sound right." Bob

programming. A unique facility of the 207

feels that Philips' decision to introduce 16bit DACs to use with their oversampling cir-

is that it has two line-level inputs as well as
outputs, so the player can be used as are-

Stuart told me that he decided to stick with

cuitry was amove inspired more by mar-

that the additional facilities involved the

mote-control preamp. The 207 was demon-

keting rather than areal improvement in per-

strated at the Penta with Mark Levinson Na

formance, as the oversampled 14-bit electronics already achieve the 16-bit resolution

with Meridian's own active M-100 speakers

Stereophile

20s driving Quad ESL-63s in one room, and
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When you do something this well
yéeu çan't-do it for everyone.
—

a

'

Look closely. This is an audio cabinet
unlike any other. Handcrafted from solid
wood and gleaming marble. Accented
by the glint of solid brass hardware and
beveled glass. Hand rubbed to adeep
gloss. Elegant. Timeless. A Talwar cabinet. Individually crafted to your exacting
specifications.
Now look inside. At joints reinforced
for rigidity. A shelf support system that
provides proper air flow on all sides. Features such as an 8-outlet power strip, concealed wire management system, heavy
duty casters, and removable back. Plus
sophisticated options. Like equipment
cooling, vibration isolation, power filtering, electrostatic control, time delay
power-up, and grounding bus bar.

Talwar cabinetry. An elegant home for
your equipment. An elegant addition to
your home.
For more information, write the Talwar
Company, 311 West Point Terrace, West
Hartford, CT 06107. (203) 521-2263.

TA [WA R

Music to your eyes.

in the other. The sound of the new Peter
Gabriel album through the Quads was one
of the best I've heard from CD, although the
room, even with llibe Traps, was not very
helpful in the upper bass.
Glenn CROFT has been getting superb
reviews for his ridiculously inexpensive tube
preamp, which, Iwould wager, sounds good
because of the simplicity of its circuitry and
the directness of its signal path. Making its
debut at the show was his two-box Mega
Micro preamp, topologically similar to its
baby brother, but using four completely separate HT supplies, each with its own line
transformer. Unusually, Glenn, who despises
zener diodes, has used neon tubes for his
voltage references. The sound, through SD
ACOUSTICS SD-OBS2 open-baffle speakers

(which combine moving-coil woofer and
ribbon tweeter), driven by the Croft Series
2 110W (8 ohms) OTL tube monoblocks,

Meridian's Bob Stuart shows off the production remote
control for the new 207 CD player. It also controls the new
Meridian 201 preamp and 204 tuner/timer.

was among the easiest to listen to, the vocal

scarfed joint to amagnesium headshell to

sound on Paul Simon's "Diamonds on the
soles of her shoes" being delicate almost to

give great rigidity without the usual mass

the point of exquisite purity.
Max Townshend used to be Australian Ho-

penalty.
Would you believe that ordinary loudspeakers on superb stands will sound better

bic Cat champion; 1can't see why that should
make his ELITE TOWNSHEND Rock turn-

than excellent speakers on mediocre stands?

table so effective, but apparently it helps. I
enjoyed avariety of music on asystem based

manufacturer of the £250 Pi stands, was do-

on Snell Type Es and Beard electronics in Max's
room, ranging from Simply Red's "Holding
Back the Years — ,through the Hollies'
Greatest Hits, to arecording of the British
pianist John Ogdon playing Chopin on the
small Lazarus label. The latter two LPs were
-cut

by John Dent at the Sound Clinic using

Tim de Paravicini's tube electronics. The
Ogdon was very much the LP of the show.
Max introduced anew tonearm at the show,

No way, right? Well, FOUNDATION AUDIO,
ing alot to prove common sense wrong.
Now no-one would feel that the 11-yearold LS3/5A was still among the best speakers in the world, yet apair, sitting on dedicated Foundation stands in ashoe box of a
room, were making some of the most musical sounds at the show with aLinn/Syrinx/
Dynavector DV17 front end. Foundation
stands are not distributed in the US, but

the Excalibur, which features a0.01" wall

should be!
The revitalized GALE company proudly
showed the Carver "Time Lens"-equipped

thickness stainless-steel tube attached by a

CD player with their 301 and 402 speakers,
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AUDIO TODAY
Southern California's Most Refreshing
Home Entertainment Center
Presents

conrad-johnson

Premier Series

Acoustat
Boston Acoustics
Conrad Johnson
Dahlquist
DBX
Denon
ESB

ET Tonearm
Fosgate
Grado
Hafler
Kimber
Luxman
Magnat

Magnum
M. C. Cable
Magnasphere
Mission
M +K
Perreaux
Pioneer Video

P S. Audio
Shinon
Sonographe
Sony ES
Spica
VPI
Yamaha

714 891 7575
14306 Beach Blvd. Westminster, CA 92683
Showroom hours: M-F 12 to 7:30 Sat 11 to 6:30
Established since 1978

This is the Swedish Air Tangent tonearm, being
demonstrated to good effect in one of the Absolute Sounds
.rooms. Designed by Leif Haggmark, the long-time
Magneplanar distributor in Sweden, the AT is an airbearing design like the Eminent Technology. It differs from
the US arm, however, in that the sleeve moves over afixed piston, rather than the other way around, giving, potentially, alower horizontal moving-mass.

on an LM318 op-amp input circuit (the '318
is one of op-amp guru Walt Jung's favorites,
One of the most ambitious British power amplifiers is this
Croft OTL monoblock, which made some of the best
sounds at the show via SD Acoustics hybrid speakers.

apparently) and parallelled MOSFET output
stage, with 110,000uF power supply capacitance, delivers 185W in class-A into an

but Ifound more interesting their introduc-

8-ohm load; it sounded surprisingly

tion of anew model, the 302, which shares
drivers. Gale will be tackling the US market

delicate driving Vandersteen 2Cs.
ORTOFON, who introduced the X3-MC
budget MC at the show, have dominated the

in aserious manner in 1987, and have set up
arrangements to have their speakers manu-

cartridge market in the UK; their UK subsidiary has expanded into general distribu-

factured in Canada.
As usual, good music was to be had in the

tion—got to keep those reps busy—handl-

MUSICAL FIDELITY room (British Fidelity
in the US), as well as the opportunity to share

ers from Germany. Despite asomewhat bright

the 301's unique styling but uses two 8-inch

ing Koss headphones and Canton loudspeaktonal balance, these sounded excellent in a

system that included the Eminent Technolwith MF's founder Antony Michaelson. I ogy tonearm and the HFN/RR preamp.
Having worked with Ken Kessle4 the world's
listened to two CDs of particular interest
foremost DECCA cartridge enthusiast, Ihad
while Iwas there: aToshiba-EMI import of
to pay homage to the PRESENCE AUDIO
Mozart Divertimenti for three basset-horns,

some delicious French pastries over coffee

and aDG CD ofJS Bach's Concerto for four
"pianos," featuring West German Chancel-

room. Presence, who distribute Decca in
the UK, is run by genial ex-racing driver

lor Helmut Schmidt as one of the soloists

Brian Smith, and concentrates on marketing

(415 655-2). That sure beats Bedtime for

good-pedigree products from Europe, including the Dutch Audiostatic speakers, Vec-

Bonzo as astatesmanlike contribution to
world culture. Enough of the software, apart

teur cable, and Jecklin headphones. The

from noting that people who attend hi-fi
shows seem to be acut above those of afew

sound of the little Ensemble PA1 speakers
from Switzerland, driven by Vacuum 'Pibe

years back, when the mere act of reaching

Logic amplification, was excellent, being

for Winterreise would empty aroom faster

transparent with excellent imaging. These
speakers use a high-quality aluminium-

than it takes an amplifier to blow its output
transistors. Not only did Antony have the
A-1 and A-100 class-A integrated amplifiers

coated styrofoam woofer with arear-facing

on show (a matching tuner is promised), he

themselves. The Presence room also gave

KEF ABR, and deserve to make aname for

was demonstrating his humongous A-370
stereo power amplifier. Designed by Tim de

me an opportunity to meet up with Dr.
Malcolm Hawksford, of the University of

Paravicini, this elegantly simple design, based

Essex, who had written some earthshaking
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run for audiophile credibility. There does,
however, seem to be asplit in the world
audiophile community as to whether Apogee's Mk.II Duetta or the older Scintilla best
represent ribbon speaker sound (or lack of
it). Ihave to admit that, impressed as Iam
by the Duettas and Calipers, the Scintilla is
still my favorite.
Back in the early '70s, John Wright used
to design transmission-line loudspeakers
which were sold under the IMF label (IMF
standing for Irving M. Fried, with whom John
was in partnership). John and Bud broke up
in somewhat acrimonious circumstances

AIL;

some years back, and John is now associated with TDL, who make, that's right, trans-

A smiling Dr Malcolm Hawkstord, standing by the prototype of his no-compromise LFD MC preamplifier

mission-line speakers. The sound of John's

articles for me on amplifiers and cables

"Reference Standard" flagship, which uses
ametal-dome tweeter coupled with asup-

when Iwas at HFN/RR—earthshaking, that
is, if you could wade through the math.

central array, and two elliptical woofers,

er-tweeter and two midrange drivers in a

Malcolm is unusual for an academic: he has

each loaded with its own line, was rather

put his ideas on circuit design to the test by
letting them appear in commercial products.
He designed one of my favorite solid-state
preamps, the French Nuance from Famco

old-fashioned, but that's not meant in ape-

(which unfortunately is no longer distrib-

pled with the fact that bass quality from
conventional closed-box systems has

uted in the US due to the parlous state of the
dollar against the franc), and had on show
in the Presence room aprototype batterypowered solid-state MC preamplifier. The
LFD is designed to take the output of atypical MC cartridge and deliver it, RIAA equal-

jorative sense. Rather, it reminded me of the
virtues of traditional design—good stereo,
neutral midrange, clean high-end—cou-

definitely improved in recent years, making
the extension-above-all philosophy behind
TL design alittle irrelevant.
Well, those were the rooms that stuck in
my mind the most. My apologies to those

ized, at a500mV level (a little low, but this is

exhibitors Ihaven't mentioned; in some

a function of the circuit topology) to the

cases—the Yamaha demonstration of their

power amplifier. Manufacturer and price
had still to be fixed, but the latter will undoubtedly be high, the parts cost alone—
including low-loss capacitors and precision

new DSP surround-sound processor, for
example, or Vital Systems' Quicksilver demonstration—I couldn't get in the room
due to the crush of people. In other cases,

switched attenuators—being over $750!
Walking down the corridor, Iheard the

not showing anything different from pre-

familiar strains of the Sheffield Lab James
Newton Howard record, with abass quality

unhealthy) obsession with the new. One

that sounded both familiar and superbly

image sticks in my mind, and reminds me

the companies were doing aworthy job but
vious years, and magazines have a(perhaps

well-defined, coming from the TANDBERG

why Ienjoy editing "real" hi-fi magazines:

room. Yes, they were using apair of Apogee

at one point, answering consumers' ques-

Scintillas, driven in biwired mode by their

tions on the HFN/RR stand, were reviewers

high-current TPA3016 stereo power ampli-

Martin Colloms, Christopher Breunig, and

fier, with aLinn front end. lb be able to drive
Scintillas and produce music earns alot of
points for an amplifier, and since their finan-

Ken Kessler, new HFN/RR Editor Steve Harris, and amplifier designers Ben Duncan

cial problems afew years back, the Norwegian company has been making aserious
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and Malcolm Hawksford. Can you imagine
Julian Hirsch or Len Feldman being that
eager to press the flesh?
Stereophile

With 237 brands of loudspeakers out there, it takes considerable expertise to make the right
choice. You've got to have agood ear for sonic nuance, adiscerning eye for styling, and the sense to
discriminate between gimmickry and appropriate technology. To do this takes aconnoisseur. And
that's exactly who Acoustic Research had in mind when we built the new Connoisseur Series.
Connoisseur Series speakers take advantage of the Acoustic Suspension bass
loading we invented, the wide-dispersion soft-dome tweeters we introduced,
polypropylene drivers, and low-diffraction cabinets covered by natural
walnut veneers. In fact, you'll find everything that has made Acoustic Research
products the most imitated speakers in history Not everyone will appreciate
ACOUSTIC
them, buta connoisseur will insist on nothing less.
RESEARCH
Sr TELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
330 Turnpdre Street. Canton. MA 02021

(ma it tern ,
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IS THE RUMOR TRUE?
There is arumor that arevolution is about to take place
in the audio industry. That acorporation has been formed
to bring America and the world the ultimate of quality
and value in audio components.
The rumor is true! The company is Mondial Designs,
Ltd. The man behind the company is Anthony Federici.
His task: To form acoalition of some of the world's finest
engineers, designers and production facilities and to
bring to the public the best value in electronics and
speakers.
Unfortunately, no electronic audio components
presently being manufactured satisfy Mondial's requirements of quality andvalue. At Mondial, we believe
that quality need not exist only for those capable of
paying several thousand dollars for a pre and power
amp combination. Toward that goal of quality and value
Mondial has created anew component line.
Available this winter will be power amplifiers of the
highest quality at the reasonable cost of under $1,000
for 100 wpc and $1,500 for 200 wpc. The preamplifiers
will be available this spring, allowing you to acquire a
high quality pre and power amp combination for well
under $2,000. These are not "garage" made audio components that trade off reliability for sound quality.
Mondial Designs will bring you the highest sound
quality with the utmost reliability due to our advanced
manufacturing and engineering techniques.
If you're considering the purchase of an audio component, do yourself afavor and write or phone for more
information.

MONDIAL
Mondial Designs, Ltd.
2 Elm Street
Ardsley, New York 10502
(914) 693-8008
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A pre-eminent arm needs aformidable combination of strengths.
It must combine almost zero friction with near-absolute rigidity.
In following the groove, it must keep side forces to aminimum—in
fact drastically improving on all pivoted arms in this regard. Its
design should ensure that resonances are reduced to insignificant
levels. It must be easily adjustable in every way that affects
performance, including VTA, azimuth, and dynamic balance.
The Eminent Technology Tonearm 2achieves all this*. More
important, it extracts the music from the groove, unchanged. But
don't just take our word:
"...A product that transcends subjective preferences to
(potentially) become an objective standard."
—Thomas O. Miiller, The Absolute Sound, Issue 39
"It did not take very long to discover that here was one of
the world's finest-sounding tonearms."
—Hi-Fi News & Record Review, July 1986
"It may have no sonic equal at any price."
—Anthony H. Cordesman. Stereophile, Vol. 8, No. 7
The Eminent Technology Tonearm 2. Priced at $850, it is an
air-bearing, straight-line tracking arm in aclass by itself. The
pre-eminent tonearm. Call or write for more information.
EMINENT
TECHNOLOGY
INCORPORATED
508 Cactus Street
Tallahassee, FL 32304

TEL 904

575-5655

UPDATE NEWS: Our new van den Hul
monocrystal silver lead wire offers improved signal transfer and flexibility:
standard on new arms, available as an
update for S50. Also, remember that
you can trade in your ET Tonearm 1for
our Tonearm 2for just S250. Contact
your dealer or Eminent Technology.

And the Ad Exec sayeth unto the Editor, "Lo,
this is the season for giving, and thou shouldst
exploiteth thine own pages for the express
purpose of parting thine readers from their
shekels."
Or something like that.
He needn't have bothered, because we're
well aware of the time of the year, what
with Chanukah and Christmas popping up
with perennial regularity. Commercial aspects aside (
— Think of the ad revenues!"),
it was deemed wise that we lead Stereopbile's readers toward the kind of gifts
which will make their audiophile buddies
forever indebted to them. Worse, we realized
that this article would serve as agreat "Wants

this contact treatment, which guarantees
that those trick leads and iridium-plated
phono plugs are mating with the sockets
like the kiss of aIlk hooker. Measurements
exist which prove the claims, but any human
being with apair of functioning ears will
hear the improvement. A bargain at twice
the price, one bottle will serve the truly
fastidious recipient until next Christmas.

3WBT PHONO PLUGS
You want a mechanical connection between plug and socket that Stallone can't
violate? Try these exquisite plugs from Germany, which lock on to any RCA-type
phono receptacle with enough grip to
enable the manufacturer to display them

List" for them to photocopy, with the ap-

with 5kg weights hanging from the cables.

propriate goodies ticked off, for the perusal
of friends, relatives, and spouse.

The fact that they look sexy as hell is irrele-

Before you wade through this list of stock-

back-to-front: like Tweek, the WBTs offer

ing fillers, be cautioned that, although hi-fi

out-of-sight, out-of-mind peace and security.
Luxury goods, to be sure, the giver will pro-

accessories are, in reductio ad absurdum,
simply great executive toys, we have resisted
including anything that we wouldn't want
for ourselves. No shlock, no rubbish, no
gimmicky notions that you unwrap, admire,
and promptly forget or discard. The items
below, we can say with hand on wallet, will
enrich anybody's hi-fi experience.
In no particular order, therefore, here are
20 ways to further the cause:

1SUMIKO FLUXBUSTER
This is a truly great gift idea, because it

vant, unless you display your hardware

bably end up buying afew pairs for himself.

4THE BEST OF SAM AND DAVE
This budget compilation from the nice
folks at Atlantic Records—it should set you
back less than five bucks—will teach the
willing what Emotion In Music is all about.
Sonically it sucks, which goes to prove that
it's the singer, not the system.

5 RATA TORLYTE TURNTABLE
TABLE

meets one particular criterion which separates nice presents from brilliant ones: it's the

This prime display of British tweak eccen-

kind of thing everyone wants but wouldn't
buy for themselves. It's pretty hard justify-

Anglophile buddies. A stylish support for

tricity at its finest will really thrill your
your favorite record-playing apparatus, the

ing the purchase of acartridge demagneti-

Torlyte stand will remove all manner of

zer, when the whole concept stinks of Black

grundge from the playback of LPs. Kiss
feedback and low-level garbage goodbye,

Magic and rabid tweakery. Those who have
experienced the joy of afreshly demagnetized cartridge swear by the Fluxbuster,
however, and no self-respecting moving-coil

and make manufacturer Russ Andrews a
happy man.

6VPI BRICKS

or Decca owner should go without. In real

More black magic, eh? Wrong! These lam-

terms, it's slightly to the left of electric car-

inated steel constructs, when placed on of-

ving knives and trash mashers, but the hard-

fending power supplies, buzzy mesh cages,

core vinyl junkie will shower you with kisses.

and rattling tin cases, remove layers of filth

2TWEEK

from the sound, tightening things up like a
wrench to anut. The mass alone damps out

spec charts can't argue with the benefits of

resonances in amore aesthetically pleasing
manner than an ordinary rust-colored brick,

Even the dried-up old miseries who live by

IKen Kessler is Assistant Editor of
News & Record
Review and UK correspondent of The Absolute Sound.

Stereophile

and the design itself is alleged to suck up
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stray fields around power supplies. Whatever, send apair to your tube-loving comrades and they'll probably buy you Courvoisier next year instead of Ripple.

7CALIFORNIA PROJECT
Papa Doo Run Run's Beach Boys homage on
Telarc is one of the very few CDs which
even the most analog of anti-digitals can ad-

9 MONSTER CABLE
X-TERMINATORS
These do for banana plugs what the WBTs
do for phono plugs. Terminate your speaker
cables with Noel Lee's little gems, and you'll
forever stop worrying about the integrity of
the connection. Available in showoff gold

mire. But to hell with the awesome bass, the

or Yuppie matt-black, acouple of pairs of
these will add weight to the toes of any

heart-stopping drums on "Surfin' USA," the
delicious harmonies—the music is

Xmas stocking. (Note: they serve nicely as
ahi-fi equivalent of Greek worry beads, as

devastating!!!! If you don't adore the Beach

they're great fun to fiddle with in idle
moments.)

Boys, you're either (1) under 30, or (2)
humorless. Surfs up. ..
in December!

8 TIPTOES
The Mod Squad is rapidly becoming the

10 NAGAOICA INNER SLEEVES
During the rush toward silver discs, too

Cartier of accessories, creating devices

many people have forgotten that black vinyl
pressings will have the same cachet as il-

which not only do what they're supposed
to do, but look good while they're doing it.

luminated manuscripts or pulp detective
magazines. Naturally, pristine samples will

Tililbes are their response to the industrially
styled spikes which now proliferate; elegant,
machine-turned sculptures which look
great under those speaker stands or turntable feet. Available in avariety of forms,
and indisputably worthwhile.

be far more desirable than scratched, dirty
ones, so start preserving them now. Slip a
Nagaoka inside the coarse'n'cruddy paper
inserts most labels provide, starting with
that quasi-sandpaper inner sleeve in firstedition copies of Neil Young's Harvest.

THE REFERECICE
ALPHASON HR 100 S MCS

For more information on the whole range
of Alphason tone arms please contact

may audio marketing ltd
0 Box 1048 Champlain
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N Y 12919 Tel

(51-4 651-5707
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11 CD/MATE

a screwdriver, and a nail-file which will

And don't think that the concerns voiced in

double as aPhilips screwdriver if you think

Item 10 are restricted to LPs. Those CDs
you've been using in the car and with that

laterally. If only they'd throw in a set of
Allen keys. ..(Note: these are available in

cute little Discman have probably picked up

black as well as the traditional, familiar red,

the odd scratch or three. This nifty wallet
holds six CDs without their jewel cases—

just in case the recipient would prefer it if

which makes them awhole lot easier to get
to when you're driving along—in alined

14 MISSION ISOPLAT

container you can stick to things with velcro tabs. Too clever for words, and under
$10. Your digitized friends will add your
name to their prayers.

12 HI-FI MAGAZINE
SUBSCRIPTION
If your friends really are dedicated, they
probably already read every hi-fi magazine
of note. If there are lapses in their libraries,
buy 'em gift subscriptions. Naturally, we expect you to start with Stereopbile, but
voracious, intelligent readers will also enjoy
The Audio Amateur, The Absolute Sound,
International Audio Review, and Hi -Fi
News & Record Review. Just think: every
new issue will remind the recipient of your
largesse, even if it isn't quite the same as
Wine of the Month Club.
13

SWISS ARMY KNIFE

Okay, so the Yup. ..er, conspicuous consumers have trivialized these alongside

the knife matched the Nakamichi.)
Not everyone has the floor space for a
bunch of RATA Torlytes, which work
wonders for preamps and CD players as
well as turntables, so an alternative must exist. It does, in the form of the nifty Mission
Isoplat, aboard of "dead" material resting
on top of four energy-absorbing Sorbothane feet. Simply slip one under the
component you wish to isolate from vibrational nasties. Other than asmall gain in
height, it takes up no more space than the
component on its own, If you want to get
really tweaky, put your component on TipToes, which then bite into the Isoplat,
which is resting—naturally—on a RATA
Torlyte ...

15 TONEARM ISOLATORS
OR "TAILS"
No hard-and-fast recommendations here,
because four able manufacturers each have
mouthwatering examples on offer. These
handy devices serve two functions, in that
they (1) make it much simpler to set up turn-

Lamy pens and Filofaxes, but they're still

tables with springy suspensions, and (2)

the handiest thing you can fit in your

enable the user to swap leads between
tonearm and preamp with the same ease of

pocket after an Amex Gold Card. They actually have a model called "The Electrician," but even the funky old "Executive"

going between preamp and power, or tuner
and preamp. Consisting of a5-pin connec-

will give you tweezers, scissors, two knives,

tor to insert into the base of the arm, ashort

An Amplifier beyond specs.
A Company beyond reproach.

A power amplifier built by acompany whose commitment to quality
demands that the final calibration
of every unit be performed by the
designer himself. Perhaps this is
why BEL can offer a 5-year warranty
and why, in the fickle audiophile
world. BEL has attracted such a
fiercely loyal following.

3EL1001
Brown Electronic Labs

1233 Somerset Dr.
San Jose CA 95132
(408) 259-8648

SIEFERT RESEARCH

HYBRI-DOME...A

,

•

NEW ERA IN LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN
Featuring the revolutionary new HYBRIDOME High-Frequency Driver C), Siefert
Research's new Magnum Ill 3-way Loudspeaker System ushers in anew era in loudspeaker performance.
Key to Magnum Ill's natural sound is its
exclusive HYBRI-DOME high-frequency
driver with its hybrid mating of metal and
polyamide. This two-piece construction uses
an optimally-stiff aluminum dome supported
by ahighly-compliant polyamide plastic suspension. Aluminum's stiffness extends
response to over 24 kHz whereas the compliant polyamide suspension permits operation down to 1500 Hz. Also, this provides
transverse-wave absorption and edge termination that can't be achieved by one-piece
metal assemblies. (Frequently-used onepiece soft plastic or fabric domes experience

mid-spectrum breakup difficulties highlighted in widely-published laser interferometry photos.)
Thus, the HYBRI-DOME provides unmatched sound
smoothness, transparency and an effortless, uncolored reproduction of complex tonalities.
At the heart of the Magnum Ill is anew, unique Six-Octave Midrange Driver C). The
exceptionally-smooth response (100 Hz to 8kHz, ±2dB) of this four-inch, polypropylenecone driver extends with minimum group delay one octave on either side of the 250/3000Hz crossover frequencies.
Magnum Ill uses an expensive Third-Order 250-Hz Crossover Network C) that is just
below middle C (262 Hz). This locates any crossover phase changes well below the extrasensitive 400- to 1500-Hz sound region.
The final element providing arobust low end to below 36 Hz (-3 dB), is the Integrated
Tuned Port C) that shares the enclosure's 3
/ -inch wood material. Others use alower-cost
4
cardboard tube that causes audible air turbulence.
The synergism afforded by Magnum Ill's features gives it extraordinarily-low-group delay,
exceptional imaging and 38-Hz to 24-kHz response within ±2dB.
The compact enclosure (only 22H x13.5Wx14D) is available in walnut, oak, or blacklacquered natural hardwood.
We invite you to audition the Magnum Ill at home for 30 days. If it does not meet your
requirements, the purchase price will be refunded with no hassle.
For the complete story on the Magnum Ill, or its highly-regarded predecessor, the Maxim
Ill (2-way system), call or write. VISA and MASTERCARD are accepted. PRICE: $699/pair,
plus $36 UPS.
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stretch of extra-flexible cable, and a ter-

think, and these handy tools have other

mination box housing apair of top-quality

uses, too, like setting identical levels when

phono sockets, these isolators are essential
if your friends are not the types to set up

you want to run an A/B test proving that
LPs blow away CDs. Or vice versa.

their systems and leave them alone for a
year at atime. Randall Research, Sumiko,
and the Mod Squad will gladly help you
knock apurchase off your gift list; it's up to
you to find out which friend has recently
purchased anew arm or turntable without
giving away the surprise. Masochists will
hate this. Which is probably agreat reason
for giving them.
16 ASC TUBE TRAPS
Hey, so they won't fit into stockings smaller
than Paul Runyan's, but what the heck. JGH
has already enthused about these marvelous devices, which allow you to fine-tune
your room with the facility of an acoustician, so amere reminder will suffice. Unlike

19 GOLDMUND REFERENCE
TURNTABLE
You have to be pretty well-to-do to give
these out on the eighth day of Christmas or
Chanukah, and the recipient has to be
mighty special to deserve it, but there are
crazier things you could do to show goodwill. What's a$17,000 Goldmund in comparison with his'n'hers helicopters from
Neiman-Marcus? Of course, shlepping two
wooden crates into your friend's house the
night of Santa's visit may seem suspicious,
particularly if the lucky party is hip enough
to know that that's how Goldmunds are
packed, but we doubt that such foreknowledge will diminish the surprise.

other solutions to room problems, these are
attractive, don't take up much space, and

20 CONCERT TICKETS
So they'll remember what it's all about.

cost no more than acase of Lafitte. Giftwrapped, they'll have the recipient guess-

Who makes what.

ing like mad as they sit under the tree,
wondering why on earth you gave acollapsible post-hole digger or avery narrow keg
of beer as aChristmas present, but that's
half the fun.
17 A COMPLETE SET OF TUBES
These are your friends and/or relatives
we're talking about, aren't they? Surely you
know whether or not they use tube gear,
and which models they own. Why not
hurry down to the local hi-fi specialist and
pick up a complete set of replacement
tubes? There's all that time over the
holidays to trickle Week onto the pins, and
to bias the things, so what better time than
during the Rose Bowl Parade to change all
the 6550s in the D-250? (Hint: if you're
broke, look for friends with Counterpoint
SA7s, which require only four tubes.)
18 AN SPL METER
Find a friend with really miserable
neighbors, or apain-in-the-ass spouse, and
give one of these so he or she can prove
that the playback levels are agood 20dB
less than those at the Motley Crue concert
to which they've been likened. Radio Shack
has aneat one for less money than you'd
Stereophile

If those pre-Christmas shopping days are
evaporating faster than the time it takes a
CD player to lose ambient information and
you still haven't found a source for that
special gift, the manufacturer should be
able to point you in the right direction.
Fluxbuster, Tweek, lbw:arm
Sumiko, PO
Box 5046, Berkeley, CA 94705. Tel: (415)
843-4500.
RATA Torlyte stands, WBT Phono plugs: May
Audio Marketing, PO Box 1048, Champlain, NY
12919. Tel: (514)651-5707.
VPI Bricks: VPI Industries Inc., PO Box 159,
Ozone Park, NY 11417. Tel: (718)845-0103.
Tiptoes, lbnearm
The Mod Squad, 542
Coast Hwy #101, Leucadia, CA 92024. Tel: (619)
436-7666.
X-Terminators, lbnearm Tall: Monster Cable,
101 Townsend Street, San Francisco, CA 94107.
Tel: (415) 777-1355.
Nagaoka Inner Sleeves: Angstrom Associates,
2175 Dunwin Drive, Unit 7, Mississauga, Ontario,
Canada L5L IX2. Tel: (416)828-9141.
Mission Isoplat: Mission Electronics Corp. of
America, 5985 Atlantic Drive k6, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L4W 1S4. Tel: (416)673-3777.
ASC lbbe Traps: Acoustic Sciences Corporation,
PO Box 11156, Eugene, OR 97440. Tel: (503)
343-9727.
Tonearm Tail: Randall Research, 17925 Sky Park
Circle, Irvine, CA 92714. Tel: (714) 261-9141. S
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Wear your passion!
Big, bright Stereophile logo
screened on quality Hanes
50/50 T-Shirts.

Colors as shown:
A Orange/cream on Burgundy
B Pink/orange on Blue
C Blue/orange on Fuschia
D Rainbow on Black
in Small, Medium, Large, X•Large
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The Outrageous Stereophile T•Shirts
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Send check, money order, or MC/VISA information
to: Stereophile, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502
Name
Address
City State Zip
Ej MC D VISA No.
Exp. Date
Quantity
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into
the
COPTiC
Barry Fox'looks at the evolution of practical
data storage for digital audio

D

ream of amicrochip, looking much
like asugar lump, which can freeze

stereo music. Compression techniques,

an hour of hi-fi sound.

which depend on the fact that changes in

One day that dream may come true, but
probably not until the 21st Century. Con-

therefore, can store just one second of hi-fi

the music require less description and
hence storage than the music itself, reduce

trary to popular misconception, solid-state

the number of bits needed by a factor

storage remains both expensive and limited
in capacity when compared with media

which depends on the musical content. But
the 1-Mbit chip would still offer only

which move physically past arecord/read-

around one minute of playing time.

out station.

Random access memory (RAM) chips are

To record music in stereo with hi-fi quali-

at present at the 1-Mbit stage of develop-

ty, you need two signal channels, each of
20Hz to 20kliz bandwidth. If these two sig-

well as most of the Japanese electronics

ment. Philips and Siemens in Europe, as

nals are to be converted into digital code,

companies, are working on a4-Mbit RAM.

each must be sampled at least 40,000 times
a second, then coded into 16-bit words.

The technology is daunting. In the '70s,
microchip manufacturers were proud to

Even without any extra digital bits for in-

produce a memory of several kilobits'

dexing tracks and protecting the signal
against errors, this adds up to adata stream
of well over one million bits of information
per second. A one megabit memory chip,
Stereophile

IEx-jazz double-bass player Barry Fox has been writing
about audio and video technology for two decades His
writings have appeared in such magazines as Hi -Fi News &
Record Review. New Scientist, and Studio Sound.
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Major Credit Cards Accept

EnergyIESM • Goldmund • Grado • Hafler • JadisAnywhere...
We Ship
Linn Sondek • Madrigal • Magneplanar • Mark Levinson
Meridian
Nitty Gritty

• Monster/Alpha
• Quad

Rowland Research

• NAD

• Rega

• Sota

• Nakamichi

• Revox

• Spectral

• Rogers
• Spendor

To be on our mailing list
send us your name and
address or $5.00 for a
Mark Levinson Catalog.

Spica •Stax •Sumiko •Thiel •Van den Hul •Wharfdale

646 North Robertson Blvd Los Angeles CA 90069 213-858-811

capacity with the circuit lines spaced by

re-record. The density of recordings possi-

6um (micrometers or microns). By com-

ble on magnetic media is continually in-

parison, the width of ahuman hair or acon-

creasing. There is no sign yet of any ceiling.

ventional gramophone record groove is
around 50um.

Cost is comparatively low.

Current memories of well under megabit
capacity are mass-produced with lines of
2um spacing. The next generation of multi-

Recording density is directly related to the
shortest wavelengths which a recording
medium can resolve. The shorter the wavelength, the higher the analog frequency and

megabit chips will demand the routine pro-

the faster the stream of digital bits the

ducion of line detail below the micrometer

medium can capture and reproduce with ac-

mark. ITT is looking at 0.5um, for example.

curacy. If amedium has poor resolution, it

This is close to the wavelength of the ultraviolet light used for lithography in chip fac-

must be moved rapidly under the recording

tories; closer spacing can only be achieved

enough to be resolved, or the pulses of digi-

head so that the wavelength is stretched far

by drawing the lines with an electron beam—

tal code spaced far enough apart to keep

just as an electron microscope is needed to

them from merging into each other. A fast-

resolve detail too small for aconventional

moving medium is relatively expensive to
use because the recording consumes it in

light microscope. The design drawing must,
of course, be handled by computer. The lay-

bulk. A medium capable of resolving small

out program for amegabit chip must han-

wavelengths can be moved slowly under the

dle 50 million geometric details.
But making these chips is abrute—largely
because the world is so dirty. One speck of

recording head and is thus cheaper. It also
offers more efficient access, because it is

dust can ruin the whole thing. With vital

quicker to search through ashort length of
densely packed recording than through a

dimensions at sub-micron levels it becomes

large area of widely-spaced information.

almost impossible to filter air and water to

The advantages of optical storage, now in

the necessary cleanliness, rendering useless
at least half the production yield.
The next stage of development will be

our homes as compact disc and Laservision

three-dimensional chips, with a stack of
megabit —or multi-megabit—layers. But

permanency (the information stays there
when the power goes off, and when you

RAM is "volatile"; unless the chips are de-

press the "record" or "erase" button by mis-

videodisc, are very high density (a lot of information can be stored on asmall disc) and

signed to hold a signal when the power

take). For aprice premium, an optical disc

supply is off, a recording is all too easily
lost. Recording into Read Only Memory is

can also permanently record signals. Tech-

usually afactory process.

nology under development allows an optical
recording to be erased.

The computer industry has in the past

All optical storage—whether hi- fi, audio,

become very excited about the promise of

color TV pictures, or computer data—stems

cheap, nonvolatile, memory from magnetic

from the same origin: videodisc. Twenty

bubbles. A slice of iron oxide with arare-

years ago, electronics laboratories around

earth constituent can store data semiper-

the world were all shooting at the same tar-

manently as apattern of local magnetic do-

get, adisc like agramophone record that

mains. But the electronics industry has lost

would reproduce color TV pictures and

fortunes on bubbles. The technology is

sound, instead of just sound alone.

never quite cheap enough to wean people

Philips in Holland pursued the optical ap-

away from using RAM as abuffer and mo-

proach. The signals are recorded as pits ar-

bile media as abulk database. And, for ex-

ranged in aspiral track on the surface of a

actly the same reasons, mobile media re-

reflective disc. As the disc rotates the spiral

main by far the best bet for audio (and

track is scanned by afinely focused laser

video) recording.

beam, which is reflected by the disc surface

Mobile magnetic recording provides the

onto aphotoelectric sensor. The passage of

ideal medium for storing information
robustly, but with the facility to erase and

beam fluctuate in strength; these fluctua-

Stereophile

pits through the beam makes the reflected
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OW
YOU
WON'T
BE DISAPPOINTED
N WITH
THE
SECOND BEST
For years the Linn Sondek
LP12 has set the standards by which
all other turntables are judged.
Our engineers built the new
Linn Axis with the same precision
as the Sondek ... but they've made
it more affordable.
In fact, for alower price,
we've given the Axis advanced
features you won't find in any other
turntable at any price!
Exceptional precision is
provided by apair of low
distortion, class A amplifiers
driving each of the motor phases.
A "smart" controller senses
the motor load and provides
higher voltage during
startup and reduces

the voltage (and noise) once the
platter reaches speed.
Electronic switching turns the
Axis on or off and provides a
smooth transition from 33 to 45
rpm.
An ingenious self-aligning
suspension system isolates the arm
and platter from the motor, base,
and external disturbances.
Of course, the Linn Sondek
LP12 remains the reference, but we
know you won't be disappointed
with our second best.
We haven't cut corners on our
legendary engineering..
only on the price.
LINN

PRODUCTS

Linn Hi-Fi
is distributed by:
udiophile Systems Ltd.
8709 Castle Park Dr.
Indianapolis, IN 46256
Aldburn Electronics
127 Portland Street
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M5R2N4
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It won't replace magnetIc storage—Sony's CD-ROM

tions are converted into an electrical signal.

In the USA, RCA was also developing a

The pits can represent either an analog wave-

grooved disc— CED —which worked on a

form, as in videodisc, or adigital pulse train,

different principle—capacitance. The disc is
pressed from electrically conductive materi-

as in CD. In analog storage the pits vary in
length to represent awaveform from which

al and the groove is physically pitted. The

the top peaks have been sliced away. For dig-

stylus, actually a conductive electrode,

ital representation, the pits are simply either

tracks the groove and reads changes in ca-

there or not there, so that the reflected beam

pacitance caused by the passing pits. The

is switched on or off and zeros are grouped

CED system (Selectavision) was also sold,

together in digital words, which convey a

both in America and Great Britain. But pre-

message, like amodern version of Morse

dictably, that too failed. Although playing

code.
Engineers at Philips Laboratories in Eind-

time could reach one hour aside, the physi-

hoven made their first working videodisc
prototypes in the early '70s. The system was
demonstrated as soon as it was technically
possible because Philips hoped to create a
standard trend of technology. Other laboratories at that time were working on mechanical systems of recording video onto disc.

cal contact between stylus and disc caused
wear in use. Also it becomes more and more
difficult to record ahigh quality picture signal as the stylus tracks towards the center of
the disc, and the groove diameter becomes
smaller and smaller. This is an important
consideration, which bears on optical
technology.

For instance léldec, ajoint venture between

In Japan, JVC developed the VHD system,

Telefunken of Germany and Decca of Great

which borrowed ideas from both RCA and

Britain, came up with agrooved disc (TeD)

Philips. The VHD disc is smooth, without a

which had mechanical modulations tracked
by asuperfine stylus. TeD was even sold on

groove (like an optical disc), electrically conductive with capacitance pits, and tracked

the Continent of Europe but failed commer-

by an electrode stylus (like CED). As well as

cially. Playing time was short (around 10
minutes for asmall disc) and picture quality

information signals, the pits and stylus produce servo control signals which are used to

was poor.

keep the stylus in line with the spiral track.

Stereophile
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"It is so clearly superior
to past amplifiers in the low- to
mid-priced range—not to mention
most amplifiers two to three times
its price- that Ican unhesitatingly
recommend it for even the most
demanding high end system!'
Anthony Cordesman

AMOK CFA-555.
MU POWER, HIGH CORREM
_
_

ADCOM

11 Elkins Road, E. Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S .A.
Telephone: 201-390-1130 Telex: 844430
ChstrIbuted in Canada te,r PRO ACOUSTICS INC
Pointe Clore. Quebec 4904%5
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VHD is sold as adomestic videodisc system

stead of analog video, on videodiscs was

in Japan and used industrially in some Euro-

logical: optical videodisc has awider band-

pean countries, thanks to backing from

width and better recording capability than

Thorn-EMI in Britain. Although JVC engi-

most videotape machines. The first digital

neers have shown remarkable ingenuity in

audio disc experiments, by Philips, Sony,

developing VHD so that it can store digital

Teac, and Mitsubishi, used 12-inch discs.

audio, 3-dimensional pictures, high-defini-

This worked perfectly well, but the 12-inch

tion still pictures and computer data, it must
surely prove adead end technology. VHD

disc was inconvenient on two counts; it

would have long since died had not JVC

stored too much audio, several hours aside
being possible, and was too large for use in

been earning valuable revenue from its VHS

cars, portable players, or small domestic

home videotape system.

systems.

The quality of picture recordings available from VHD are not up to the standard
possible from optical disc, and there is the

In Holland (around 1975/1976), aPhilips
engineer working in acorner of the videodisc laboratory tried recording on a mini

same problem of wear that afflicted the ear-

disc, which became compact disc. Philips

lier grooved disc systems. Although Thorn-

showed the first prototype to the press in

EMI has researched asystem of reading VHD

Holland, in March 1979. The system demon-

discs by laser (shades of the Finial laser turn-

strated was similar but not identical to the

table), all the VHD equipment so far on sale

CD system which finally went on sale in

has relied on physical contact between disc

Japan in October 1982, and Europe in March

and stylus; adegree of wear is inevitable.
The first optical discs rotated at constant

1983. The original CD was slightly smaller,
and the digital coding was in 14-bit words

speed (1800 rpm in the USA and 1500 rpm in

instead of the 16-bit words now used. The

Europe) to match the television frame rate

mini video disc was upgraded in the late '70s

(30Hz in America and 25Hz in Europe). This
meant that the system faced the same diffi-

when Sony and Philips agreed to pool their
patents and know-how on all optical tech-

culties as Teldec's TeD, RCA's Selectavision,

nology. The two companies had found that

and JVC's VHD—the turns of the spiral get

they were falling over each other's patents;

smaller in diameter as the center of the disc

it was to their mutual advantage to work

is approached, and the information must be

together rather than compete and litigate.

packed much more densely at the center of

Although a 12-inch disc was—as engi-

the disc than toward the outer edges.

neers found out ten years ago—more than

(Although all the Philips optical disc formats

enough for an hour of digital audio, the cur-

track from the centre of the disc out, instead

rent CD size (just under 5inches) is barely

of toward the center like conventional LPs,

enough for 16-bit code with extra indexing

this does not avoid the basic problem of

and error correction bits. The target set was
74 minutes, based on the duration of the

high information-packing density toward
the center of the disc.)
Philips was by no means alone in its re-

longest classical works. A 5-inch CD manages this thanks only to atechnique adopted

search on optical videodisc. MCA in America

to extend the playing time of optical video-

and astring of Japanese companies were

discs. This technique takes advantage of the

working on similar technology. But Philips

fact that the outer regions of the disc can

was ahead, and the owner of valuable patent

store more information than the small diam-

cover on the basic technology. All round the
world in the mid '70s, engineers had asimi-

eter turns of the spiral toward the center.
Instead of rotating at constant speed (1800

lar idea at much the same time—why not

rpm or 1500 rpm) along-playing videodisc

record digital audio on the disc instead of

rotates at aspeed which continually varies,

color TV pictures and analog (FM) sound? In

to keep the tracking velocity (i.e. the relative

Japan,

was

speed between the laser and disc surface)

already recording sound in digital code on
amodified video tape recorder.

Nippon-Columbia

cope with both types of disc. They switch

The step to recording digital audio, in-

automatically between CAV (constant angu-

Stereophile
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constant. All optical videodisc players can
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However you define this product, it does truly alter the
sound in your room. The
physical laws of acoustics are
exploited to effect enhanced
sound in your listening
environment.
J.G.H. Vol. IX, No. 3:
Like all great inventions, the TUbes are a
masterpiece of elegant simplicity. What is most
remarkable about them, though, is how well
they work. Just two of these tubes, in the corners behind the loudspeakers, make aclearly
audible difference in LF smoothness and detail.
Floor-to-ceiling columns in all four room corners produce an improvement that can only be
described as dramatic. Additional ones, along
the walls, can make the room as acoustically
dead as you want it to be.
L.A. Vol IX, No. 3:
There aren't many products that lthink make
an astonishing difference, but Tubes are
definitely one of them.

CP,Uq

J.G.H. Vol IX, No. 3:
There are few "accessories" Ican think of
that Iwould consider to be absolutely
necessary for good audio system performance,
but the ASC =le eap is one of them. Icannot
recommend them too strongly!

ACOUSTIC SCIENCES
CORPORATION

P.O. BOX 11156 EUGENE, OREGON 97440
INQUIRIES: 1-800-ACS-TUBE

lar velocity tracking, with rotational speed
constant) and CLV (constant linear velocity,
with rotational speed varied to keep the
tracking speed constant). All compact discs
work on the CLV principle. The player
rotates the disc at aspeed which varies continually as the laser tracks from the inside
toward the outside periphery. In practice,
the rotational speed varies between 20Orpm
and 50Orpm to keep the linear scanning
velocity constant at 1.3m/s.
About the same time that lone Philips engineer was working on compact disc, another Philips engineer in the same videodisc
laboratory was thinking of another possible
use—storing computer data, text, and programs. As so often happens in technology
today, other engineers around the world
were working quite independently for other
companies along similar lines. When the
time is ripe for an idea or invention, several
people will make it at the same time; probably due to the ease with which information
is spread by television, technical publications, and industry conferences.
For all kinds of disc (video, compact
audio, and data storage) the surface pits are
of similar size, and less than one micron
wide (i.e., one fiftieth the width of an LP
groove or human hair). A lens focuses the
laser beam into aspot around one millimeter
in diameter and the transparent coating
material of the disc refines the focus down
to amicron spot. It is easier to focus the
beam with this degree precision if the wave-

slow and erasable technology is not ready
for marketing.
In aWORM system the blank disc (of glass
or plastic) is vacuum-coated with a thin
layer of tellurium metal alloy into which pits
are burned by the recording laser. The blank
disc must either be molded with agroove,
or pre-mastered with asequence of servocontrol pits, to keep the laser on track during recording. Obviously the pre-grooving
or pre-pitting costs money at the production stage.
Both Hitachi and Philips have been developing disc coatings which change color
when exposed to alaser pulse. Hitachi has
coated discs with an alloy of silver and zinc
which turns pink after heating to above
300° centigrade. When heated again it returns to its original silver color. If the disc is
played like an ordinary videodisc, the tracking laser senses color changes as reflective
patterns comparable to those caused by the
pits in aconventional videodisc.
Philips is working with organic dyes
which change their optical characteristic
when struck with a laser beam. Unfortunately, only afew dyes adequately absorb infrared light at the wavelength (around
0.8um) used for digital data recording with
asolid-state laser. Two dyes, SQS (a squarylium nucleus with thiopyrylium end groups)
and TPMP (tetradimethyl aminophenyl pentamethine perchlorate), fit the bill. They are

length of the beam is short. The first optical

stable, easy to apply, and readily melt in a
laser beam to produce readable pits.
But acurious combination of optical and

data storage recorders, like the first videodisc players, used abulky helium/neon gas

to low-cost, high-density data storage with

laser to achieve this. But all compact disc
players, from day one, have used solid-state
gallium arsenide diode lasers, and modern
videodisc players also use diode lasers. It is
now possible to drive adiode laser so hard
that it will record signals on aspecially prepared disc as well as read it by reflection.
This is how optical disc recorders store
computer data for processing.
However, the technology of recordcapable optical storage is expensive because
it is complex. The bugs are taking longer to
iron out than even the data processing industry anticipated. Although WORM equipment and discs are available, sales are still
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magnetic technology may hold the final key
the option to erase and re-record. NHK, the
Japanese state broadcasting corporation,
and KDD, the nation's international telecommunications monopoly, have been
working on this approach, as have Sharp,
Matsushita, Philips, 3M, and Sony. A blank
disc of glass is coated with an alloy of cobalt
and arare earth metal, such as gadolinium,
and exposed to alaser beam modulated with
the signal to be recorded. At the same time
the disc is bathed in aconstant DC magnetic
field. Where the beam strikes, the alloy
material gets hot and switches its magnetic
polarity under control of the enveloping
field. To replay the disc, apolarized beam of
75

laser light is focused on the surface. The
magnetic

pattern

on

the

disc slightly

changes the direction of polarization of the

sition over aperiod of hours or even days.
The cost of magneto-optical discs is, so far,
prohibitive.

light reflected off the disc surface. These
changes are read by aphoto cell, as in acon-

An alternative approach is to coat the disc
with amodified tellurium alloy and record

ventional video or digital audio disc player.

onto this coating with alaser beam strong

The disc has amulti-layer coating so that the

enough to alter the chemical structure but'
not strong enough to melt the metal and

light bounces back and forth afew times to
exaggerate the polarization shift. The signal
can be erased by recording over the disc
with abeam of constant power.
KDD plans to use the erasable magnetooptical disc for storing records of telephone
calls. Philips and Sony want to use it for an
office data system. Philips has demonstrated
digital audio recordings made on amagnetooptical disc and NHK has used it to capture
color TV pictures in real time. Although the
idea of a record- and erase-capable disc,
compatible with existing video, digital
audio, and data-storage players, sounds exciting, there are very real snags in practice.
The alloy coating must be amorphous, without any crystal structure. It must be applied,
very slowly, by sputtering or vacuum depo-

ablate pits. By juggling the heating and cooling rates, it is possible to change pit areas of
the coating between amorphous and crystalline state, and back again. The different
states have different reflection characteristics, so the pits can be read by alaser beam.
Because the effect is reversible, the recording is erasable. But all the erasable systems
are still at the laboratory stage. When they
are ready for sale the price will still be very
high, because of the difficulties inherent in
making the blank discs.
Thus videodisc and compact disc, are (so
far, at least) read-only media. So are CD
ROM discs which store text, like an encyclopedia, instead of music. They are mass-produced by replication. The jargon phrase for
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and much more.
SoundVision by Marc's is proud to announce the addition of
Randy Forman as their new General Manager.
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this is "optical publishing."
Although CD replication is derived from
the original technique of pressing gramophone records, it is much more complex.
Hence the high cost and shortage of compact discs at the present time. But this becomes less relevant when the compact disc
stores non-musical material, for instance
pictures, words, or computer data which

recording data. The discs, sized at 12, 8,
5.25, and 3.5 inches to match magnetic
discs, run at constant rotational speed (CAV)
and are thus tailored for fast access with a
computer. There is no compatibility with
CD discs, not just because of the disparity in
size, but because of basic variations in digital
coding and the radically different natures of
CLV and CAV rotation.
These data processing discs use WORM

have high copyright value.
The CD-ROM standard defines only very

technology (Write Once Read Many times).

broadly how the information on aCD-ROM

This means that the optical disc records data

disc must be stored and indexed. The indi-

which can then be read out but not erased.

vidual blocks of data (each containing 2048

In the future this industry will develop
downwards, to read-only 0-ROM discs (Op-

8-bit bytes of information) are individually
identified with aheader, like atitle page.
Control signals from acomputer tell the

tical ROM), which are comparable to CD-

player which block to search out to retrieve

tion characteristic. The industry will also
develop upwards to erasable discs.

a particular piece of information, for instance achapter in an encyclopedia. This is
then displayed on screen. Large numbers of
blocks can be grouped together to make a
"track" which is comparable to the music
track on a CD audio disc. The CD-ROM
standard, like the CD audio standard, can
cope with up to 99 tracks. In practice, one
track could contain an entire encyclopedia

ROM but different in size, coding and rota-

There is no reason, other than cost, why
the same WORM and erasable technologies
should not be spun off into the domestic
field, to make CD arecord-capable medium
for home audio and personal computers.
But the cost factor is significant. WORM
blank discs cost hundreds of dollars, and the

or one section of atelephone directory or all

record-capable player costs thousands.
Erasable discs and recorders will cost even

the maps for one city.

more. Why bother, when tape and floppy

The real difficulty—not yet widely appreciated—lies in rapidly accessing individual
blocks of data. Although each small block is

price? Who needs vast acres of dense, but
expensive, storage space for home audio

unambiguously identified by its header, all

and home computing?

the blocks on the disc are arranged one after
the other along the spiral of pits, like the hifi signal on a CD audio disc. This spiral

are balanced, aclear pattern for the future of
storage technology emerges: solid-state

would normally be about 5kilometers in

memory for temporary buffering; magnetic

length and take an hour to read. The CD-

media for semipermanent storage; read or
play-only optical discs for publishing sound
or data (e.g. CD music discs or CD-ROM

ROM player skips the laser across the disc,
sampling brief snatches of data (like amusic
disc in fast search mode) until it finds the
right header. Although this can be done sur-

discs do asimilar job for afraction of the

When price, capacity, and convenience

discs); WORM optical discs for permanent
high density storage, and for storage of large

prisingly rapidly, it can still take up to two

quantities of auser's own material at even

seconds (on average one second), which is
agonizingly slow by computer standards.

higher cost. In the audio field the new

Computers manage to read from amagnetic
disc because it rotates at constant speed like
aCAV video disc or gramophone record;
this means that the information stored can
be divided up into neat pie-shaped sectors
which are much easier to search through.
This is why the optical disc industry is

record-capable DAT format will offer obvious benefits over existing analog tapes and
will coexist happily with play-only CD. It
may also prove equally useful as a highdensity storage medium for small computers.
And as for the distant future? Our great
grandchildren probably will be using solidstate storage—but it will be molecular! S

creating aquite separate set of standards for
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THE INCREDIBLY PERFECT
SOUND STAGE
The Beveridge System 6represents the very
latest in electrostatic speaker design. By successfully combining asix foot electrostatic line source
with anewly designed polypropylene subwoofer,
the system overcomes the inherent limitations of
each technology. The result is unrivaled accuracy,
imaging and musical realism. It surpasses even its
predecessor, the legendary System 2SW2, once
called "The Prime Contender for the World's Best
Speaker".

THE INCREDIBLY BEAUTIFUL
SOUND STAGE
The sound of this system is rivaled only by its
appearance. Its unique design permits the use of
an unlimited number of architectural tambours,
in avariety of woods, metals, acrylics and
laminates.
In sum, the new Beveridge System 6is nothing
less than astunning technological and aesthetic
achievement. It is intended for those of you whose
standards are as uncompromising as our own.
For the name of aquality dealer in your area
please contact:
CALIFORNIA AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
8141 East Second Street, Suite 510
Downey, California 90241
(213) 861-3306
Parts and service now
available on System 2SW2Models 3and 4
as well as current
Models 5and 6.

Beveridge
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or anFIVI miss?
Don Scott

A

nnounced at the Chicago CES in
1985, FMX is astereo broadcasting
system proposed by the CBS re-

The end result is aimed at increasing the S/N
ratio, particularly for weak signals, and thus
increasing the range over which an FM sta-

gation problems inherent in the regular FM

tion can be received in stereo Does it work?
Recently, Ihave been asked by five tuner

multiplex format. Asecondary 38kHz subcarrier, also carrying the L-R audio, is super-

along my answers here in answer to that

search laboratories to overcome the propa-

manufacturers what Ithought of FMX. Ipass

with a90 °phase difference. Unlike the con-

question:
WFMT tested FMX earlier this year and

ventional multiplexed system, the L-R audio
on the "new" subcarrier is heavily com-

evoked abarrage of phone calls asking what
was wrong with their audio. The complaints

pressed, using a noise-reduction system
with variable descending compression ratio

centered around increased distortion and
poor reception in areas featuring aweak sig-

as modulation level increases and a cor-

nal, and ahigh incidence of multipath distortion. The equipment was installed by

imposed on the regular 38kHz subcarrier

responding inverse expansion on playback.
Such companding systems normally pro-

CBS technicians who, we may assume, did

duce "noise breathing" and other unwanted
audio by-products. A particular feature of

not want to put on abad show.
My own experiences listening to an FMX

FMX, however, is that expansion cues are

station in Connecticut are similar. WKPT, a
public radio station transmitting about five

taken from sampling the normal L-R audio
on the primary subcarrier, thus (in theory)

miles from my listening post, also went on

assuring accurate tracking of the expander.

the air—unannounced—with the CBS sys-
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_MVACUUM TUBE LOGIC

HAND-CRAFTED BRITISH AMPLIFIERS
"VACUUM TUBE LOGIC is a
new British company that
makes

avery

interesting line

of tube (valve) preamps and
power amps .... what Iheard
indicates that the products
may have potential as the 100
watt
monoblocks
were
producing
THE
TIGHTEST
BASS IVE HEARD YET FROM
A PAIR OF QUAD ESL63's
DRIVEN BY TUBES."
Robert Reina, THE ABSOLUTE
SOUND, Issue 43, page 169,
Sept/Oct 86.

WITH BALLS.
Minimal preamplifier

495

Stereo 50/50 amplifier

Standard preamplifier

1475

750

50 watt Monoblock pair

1650

100 watt Monoblock pair

2290

Deluxe preamplifier

1295

Stereo 16/16 amplifier

600

100 watt Deluxe Monoblock pair

Stereo 30/30 amplifier

2400

995

200 watt Monoblock system

3000

VTL of Great Britain
Unit K
8-14 Norwood Road
Southall, Middlesex
UB2 4DL
Tel: 01-574 4814

VTL of America Inc.
Luke Manley
219, Atwells Avenue
Providence
R.I. 02903 U.S.A.
Tel: (401) 272 2172

VTL Australia
Mike Kontor
164, Buckingham Street
Richmond
Victoria 3121
Tel: Melbourne (3) 4295884

Please write for acopy of our color brochure
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tern. There was an increase in SCA- type

stations that don't desire to be loud and have

birdies and noise that made listening intoler-

an audience completely equipped with

able. At the time Iassumed it was bad engi-

FMX receivers.

neering, and it was only later, after reading

The last problem concerning FMX is that

about the•tests NAD performed with WKPT,

of multipath reception. Multipathed signals

that Irealized the culprit was FMX. ,

contain AM components because the several

While the comments thus far are related

reflected signals tend to modulate each

to listening on non-FMX receivers, 1foresee

other owing to the phase differences be-

several problems with FMX working well at

tween them. The result is whispy, scratchy

all: the laws of physics state that it takes four

sound. Add the "new" FMX phase-differ-

times the audio power to modulate an AM
signal (such as the L-R subcarrier) from 50%

ence signal to this AM conglomeration and
you can guess what Iheard in Connecticut—

to 100%. Assuming that the "new" subcar-

the direct opposite of the reduced-noise

rier will always be heavily modulated due to

goal of the system. While Iwas listening to

the use of compression ratios as high as 20:1,

the apparent incompatibility of FMX on a

and that the basically unprocessed normal

standard FM tuner, it is more probable that

subcarrier containing and expansion cues

an FMX receiver that must detect two AM

will be much lower modulated, the cues will

subcarriers amongst multipath interference

almost always be in aposition not to track

would suffer even greater negative audio

very well with "new" subcarrier due to the

consequences.

inherent non-linearity of the AM modulation system. Severe pumping and soundstage

Up with Creek

instability will result. However, if the FMX

Of the many tuners recently tested, the only

system were designed to take its expansion

one that approached compatibility with

cues from the linearly modulated FM main

FMX in the normal stereo mode was the

carrier, then the total audio would be more

Creek 3040 (I have not evaluated the later

linear between Land R channels than it is

3140). It has astereo decoder that runs at

now under the present FM and AM mixture.

76kHz, twice the 38kHz subcarrier frequency;

FMX makes the immediate assumption

this is divided by two to phase-lock with the

that very little or no compression be used in

subcarrier and by four to lock with the 191d-lz

the station's normal audio chain because the

pilot signal. This method avoids intermodulation between the 19 and 38kHz compo-

FMX compressor is variable rate and
becomes 1:1, or nonoperative at high modulation levels. For stations using audio com-

nents and audio high frequencies. Therefore
Iurge any manufacturer considering includ-

pression to hold their average modulation as

ing FMX in FM receiving equipment, or just

high as possible, FMX would give no advan-

improving their stereo decoders for conven-

tage. If astation were to reduce its compres-

tional FM in general, to include the type of

sion and resultant high average modulation
to accommodate FMX, its present S/N ratio

design engineer. Incidentally, modern FM

circuit used by Tom Woodford, Mike Creek's

would suffer for non-FMX receivers. Right

transmitters use the same counting down

now, Ican't think of any station in acompet-

process to avoid transmitting beat inter-

itive market that wants to be the softest sta-

ference.
As AM stereo has not materialized as a

tion on the dial. But what about the improvement in sound quality due to the need for

money maker, it could be that FMX will be

less compression, Ihear you say? Actually,
many of the modern compressors and limit-

Japan's "gimmick-of-the-year" for 1987. I
have suggested to manufacturers that they

ers used by broadcasters can increase loud-

include an off switch to defuse another

ness by multi-band frequency limiting without sounding highly processed. , Conse-

potential bomb. Some thoughts to ponder:
Is there any significance that FMX is aCBS

quently, FMX has application to the very few

product being promoted by CBS publica-

IAudio, May 1986, p.60.
2Ihave yet to experience this lack of audible processing.

carrier be abetter approach to quieter FM?

tions? Wouldn't digitized audio put on asub-
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"All components in an audio system must be time coherent and amplitude correct
to recreate the musical performance as it sounded in its original acoustic environment. Audio cable is as important acomponent as acartridge, preamp. or amplifier
in creating musical realism in ahi fi system."
—Bruce Brisson, Designer
Music Interface Technologies

Photo by BurleIgh

Portland Symphony Orchestra Brace Hangen Conducting, Portland, Maine

Hear the Music as It Was Created with
Bruce Brisson's Patented Technologies
Vari-Lae Construction
The Critically Acclaimed Original MIT Technology
MIT's most complex and costly technology that insures phase and amplitude
correctness in the most critical high performance speaker cable and interconnect
applications

MIT MH-750 SHOTGUN • MIT MH-750
MH-650 • MIT MI-330

Uni -Field
Construction
The New Moderately Priced MIT Technology
An MIT technology created for Transparent Audio Marketing that employs equal
amounts of polypropylene and copper constructed according to Bruce Brisson's
computer model to reduce "eddy effects" and therefore eliminate delay and
amplitude distortion.

TAM/MIT PC-SQUARED
Interconnect
TAM/MIT PC-18° Speaker Wire
For More Information and aLocal Dealer.
Transparent Audio Marketing •• Rt. 202, Box 117 • Hollis, ME 04042
(207) 929-4553
'A diuns,on of KJS Enterprises, Inc
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Peter Mitchell takes adeeper look at
the amazing Finial laser turntable

A

in space is constantly wobbling because of

fter several years in which the most
interesting and innovative intro-

disc warps, flexure, and eccentricity (imper-

ductions

fect centering of the spindle hole).

were concentrated in

computers and video, this past June's Con-

A second problem is that LP records, at

sumer Electronics Show featured an in-

least those of classical music, contain musi-

vigorating variety of exciting new audio

cally significant groove modulations that are
similar in size to a wavelength of light—

products. One of these

was

a myth, or

a

fantasy, the Finial

meaning that, logically, they could not be

Technology turntable, which was described

accurately resolved by adirect optical scan-

at

least of

the realization of

by JGH in Vol.9 No.5. (A "finial," in classical

ning mechanism. For the latter reason, at-

architecture, is the decorated cap at the top

tempts to use optical microscopes to photo-

of acolumn. The Laser llimtable, by analogy,

graph LP grooves have always yielded some-

caps the century-long development of play-

what blurry results. The first really sharp

back technology for the analog record.)

groove photos were finally obtained about

For at least a decade, audiophiles have
speculated about the possibility that

a scan-

a decade ago, using a scanning electron
microscope.

ning mechanism might employ a laser to

(It is surprising to think that accurate LP

provide non-contact, wear-free playback of

playback requires finer resolution than track-

the grooves of an LP record. For several

ing the micron-size pits in

good reasons this was generally regarded as

tant difference has to do with the difference

a CD.

The impor-

impossible, or at least economically imprac-

between analog and digital recording. lb re-

tical. One problem was the extraordinary

produce the analog waveform in an LP, every

complexity of the control task—to keep the

detail of the groove wall must be traced.

scanning laser precisely located, with no

Error-free CD playback requires only that

physical contact, at just the right height

the laser detect where the relatively coarse

above the center of agroove whose position

pits begin and end.)
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As mentioned by JGH, the unit demon-

measures distance by combining two coher-

strated at CES was very much more than a

ent light beams into one. If the two light

prototype, looking like it could be in stores
by spring 1987. In this respect the Laser

beams have traveled precisely the same distance before being combined (or adiffer-

lbrntable is very different from the Compu-

ence in path length equal to awhole num-

sonics floppy-disk digital recorder, adevice

ber of wavelengths), their energy will add

that was announced with much fanfare two

together "in phase," reinforcing the light in-

years ago and is still along way from pro-

tensity. If one light beam has traveled half a

duction, apparently because its design re-

wavelength farther than the other, the peaks

quired special computer disk drives that

of one wave will coincide with the valleys of
the other, cancelling it out.

don't exist yet. (The latest rumor from that
quarter is that aCompusonics disk recorder

If the light beam is folded back on itself by

will soon be marketed by McIntosh. Instead

reflection, aquarter-wavelength change in

of reusable magnetic disks it will employ

the distance to the reflecting groove-wall

"write-once" optical disks that cannot be

alters the total round-trip path by one halfwavelength. Changes in the distance to the

erased, reused, or edited. The original $1000
list price has escalated to $7000 and the

reflective surface can thus be determined

blank disks, originally expected to cost

simply by counting the number of reinforce-

around $3.00 for 45 minutes of reusable

ments and cancellations, and this simple re-

capacity, will cost $100 for about 37 minutes
of mistake-free, write-once recording.)
The creators of the Laser lbrntable were
unwilling to disclose how it works, but based

flecting interferometer provides an effective
resolution of quarter of awavelength, four
times better than an optical microscope.

on what Isaw and heard, Isuspect it must

light beams in each channel: afixed refer-

be an optical interferometer, adevice that

ence beam reflecting off astationary mirror

Thus the Laser lbrntable would have two

LETS YOU MAKE BOTH ENDS MEET!

Hi-end Sound
Formerly %-n-cealie)

Low-end Cost
eat

86's Summer CES in Chicago

now brandnamed as
,e9ze
SEE US AT 87'S WINTER CES IN LAS VEGAS
9ie

,5,9e,ee

RESEARCH CORPORATION

P.O. BOX 7146 ALHAMBRA, CA. 91802-7146
TEL: (818)282-6032
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Finial Technology
Laser Turntable
and the measuring beam that bounces off

scanning spot is about half the height of the

the groove wall. (The main circuit board is
connected to the moving laser/pickup car-

groove wall. Even if adeep wear-pattern has
been engraved on one part of the groove

riage via an eight-conductor ribbon cable—

wall by repeated play with astylus, the major
portion of the scanning spot will reflect off

two conductors per channel in each direction, which seems the right number to fit

relatively unworn portions of the groove

this theory of how the system operates.)

wall, which in theory should yield fresh

After the return beams are combined, the
difference in path-length between them

sound.
Despite this, the ticks and pops from a

would be measured by counting cycles of

worn record seemed louder and sharper

light and dark.

than with anormal record player. At the CES

It takes avery powerful, very fast comput-

demo the Finial Technology people mini-

er to operate the high-speed servo mechan-

mized this noise by using a Nitty Gritty
machine to clean every disc, with dramatic

isms that would be needed to keep the scanning laser/pickup precisely positioned over
the wobbling groove, while simultaneously
counting cycles of interferometer output
and translating the accumulated path-length
measurements into arepresentation of the
groove- wall contour for each channel. A
decade ago that amount of fast computing
power would have filled aroom and cost

results: after washing, even the muchplayed record delivered surprisingly clear,
satisfying sound. Considering the formidable complexity of its task, it would have
been interesting even if it were only crudely
successful; but at its CES introduction it
worked smoothly and sounded fine.
The projected price of the Laser lurntable,

several years' salary, which is why the idea

$2500, reflects the complexity of its servos

of a Laser llirntable was dismissed as

and the powerful computer that controls

impractical.

the non-contact tracking. (Incidentally,

Isuspect that the final breakthrough that
made this product possible was the production of the 68020 microprocessor, achip
that became available to manufacturers

while most of the circuitry in the system is
digital, the audio signal path is entirely analog.) With mass-production and VLSI chips
it might be possible to reduce the cost by

about ayear ago. It is much faster, and an
order of magnitude more powerful, than the

half; but in the CD age there may not be a

microprocessor used in the IBM personal

tion viable.
In any case, the Laser llirntable is poten-

computer. And, as Brad Meyer has observed,
the other development that made this prod-

large enough market to make mass-produc-

uct practical—ironically—was the mass-

tially abreakthrough of major importance,
both for audiophiles and for those institu-

production of relatively cheap and accurate

tions dedicated to preserving and reproduc-

laser-readout hardware (including the all-

ing the large library of LP recordings that
will never be re-released on CD. Besides the

important tracking servos) for CD players.
To simulate the noise-reducing effect of a

crucial advantage of completely wear-free

line-contact stylus, the laser spot is re-

playback, the Laser Thrntable also delivers

formed (perhaps using an echelle grating—

precisely accurate frequency response,
stable stereo imaging, and complete free-

again, they weren't saying) into anarrow line
that extends up the groove wall. According

dom from the small but still significant flaws

to Finial, the width of the scanning spot was
chosen to ensure atracing loss of no more

of mechanical playback —tonearm resonance, inner-groove distortion.

than IdB at 20kHz, while the height of the
Stereophile
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Authorized New
ADS, Athena, Audible Illusions, Audio Quest, BEL, Biamp, B&K, Berning, B&W, Canon Video
Celestion, Chicago Stands, Dahlquist, DBX, Dual, Dynayector, Eagle, Eminent Technology,
Fostex,Grado, Hafler, Kinergetics, Klyne, Kyocera, Lazarus, Meitner, Monster Cable, Music Hose,
Most major credit cards accepted

704 Broadway, 3rd Floor (North of 4th St. near Tower Records)

HI-END INVENTORY
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Dealers for
Musical Fidelity, NEC, Ortof on, Parasound, Proton, P.S. Audio, Quad, Ram Tubes, Revox,
Rogers, Shure, Soundlab, Spectrum, Spendor, Spica, Stax, Straightwire, Superphon, Sumiko,
Systemdek, Talisman, Terk Antennas, Threshold, Tip Toes, Van Den Hul„ VPI, Well Tempered
Most major credit cards accepted

687-A B'way (btwn. 3rd & 4th St. opp. Tower Records) NYC 10012

NEW FROM HAFLER

THE EXCELINEAR 280
and a new listening test for accuracy

As an evolutionary development with revolutionary implications for amplifier evaluation
standards, this latest David Hafler
circuit may be the most important
power amplifier event in recent
years. Described as EXCELINEAR, it demonstrates previously unattainable levels of
amplitude, phase and transfer
characteristic linearity. For the
first time, an amplifier is so accurate, it can be directly compared with the classic zerodistortion reference: a straight
wire. In adifferential arrangement
the straight wire and the amplifier
are fed the same signal, with the
input signal to the amplifier adjusted for an overall gain of unity.
This subtracts the input from the
output of the amplifier; the difference, or residual, is the total distortion content.
EXCELINEARITY reduces all
distortions to inaudibility—even
those which have not yet been
identified or quantified. An audacious statement? Here's the proof:
In adifferential comparison test
with astraight wire the XL-280
is the first amplifier to achieve a
null (on the order of 60dB) which
taxes your perception.
The speaker reproduces only
signals which differ--on/y the
distortion—and you hear allot it,
too. This test surpasses conventional measurements in its sensitivity and precision. When it has
been tried in the past, amplifier
flaws were so apparent that input
signals had to be specially corrected. No longer. This test is
definitive with any program content. It justifies some unquantifiable 'golden ear' assessments of
differing amplifier sounds. Amplifiers which do not perform as well
on this test are, quite simply, less
accurate.

As delivered, the XL-280 has
conventional harmonic and intermodulation distortion specifications comparable to the current
Hafler DH-220 amplifier. It includes aphase correcting circuit
which enables individual adjustment for the differential null. This
has been set at the factory for optimum interfacing with a'standard' loudspeaker load. Different
speaker designs present varying
loads to the amplifier which can
introduce minute phase and amplitude related variations. This is
one reason why all amplifiers do
not sound the same, and why the
sound of any one may vary on different speakers.
For the purist, the XL-280 includes the capability for 'tweaking' each channel to optimally
match (null with) your speaker.
This range of adjustment is entirely within the XL-280's printed
specifications, and is of significance only to 'golden ears'. But
it can be performed without test
instruments, with patience, in
quiet surroundings. It does require very precise adjustment of
the amplifier's input level. The
procedure is described in the XL280's manual, and we will supply details to those who request
them. Comparing 'nulls' of other
amplifier designs is sure to provide grist for erudite discussion.

XL-280 STATISTICS
Rated Power: 145 watts into 8 ohms, each channel, both channels
driven, at less than 0.05% THD, 20-20 kHz, or 0.04% IM.
Power Output Capability:
400 watts continuous into 8ohms in mono, 20-20 kHz.
180 watts each channel into 8ohms, clipping w 1kHz.
200 watts each channel into 4ohms, 0.1% THD, 20-20 kHz.
280 watts each channel into 4ohms, clipping @I kHz.
360 watts each channel into 2ohms, clipping @ 1kHz.
325 watts each channel into 1ohm, clipping @ 1kHz.
Frequency Response: 01 Hz to 500 kHz, ±3dB (a 1watt.
Slew Rate: 75V/vs, 10 kHz, 60 volts p-p square wave.
Damping Factor: >180, 20-20 kHz into 8 ohms.
Phase Shift: Less than 1
/ degree. 20-20 kHz
2
Maximum Output Current: 20 amps RMS.

THE
5910 Crescent Boulevard • Pennsauken, New Jersey
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The XL-280 appears similar to
aDH-220, but is an inch wider. It
retains the traditional Hailer full
complementary circuit driving
MOSFET outputs. It has J-FET
input stages for lower distortion,
lower noise, and improved thermal stability. We've eliminated the
conventional input capacitor to reduce low frequency phase shift.
The output choke has vanished to
improve high frequency phase
characteristics, yet excellent stability has been retained. Overall
feedback has been reduced about
30dB. This further reduces its already low TIM distortion. And you
can switch to bridged mono operation when you need a real
powerhouse.
But the biggest changes are to
separate power supplies for each
channel, and in the output stage.
Only the transformer is common
to the two channels. Power supply capacitance is up 56%.
There are separate high and low
voltage supplies on each channel.
And we've added another pair of
the same rugged MOSFETs on
each side. The results are improved channel separation and
greatly increased power into low
impedance loads. Evolutionary
—yes. But of revolutionary significance. And the price goes up only
$100! Check with your dealer
now.

COMPANY
08109 •609/662-6355

PURE GOLD
Alvin Gold

I

don't know if John Atkinson stayed
around long enough in the UK following his visit in September to have heard

the verdict on the Heathrow Perna Hi- Fi

pone the launch until next year. ..
to allow
potential exhibitors more time to budget
and plan their public promotions for the major
audio industry showcase we envisage."

Show. It was asuccess—and that's official!

So the HFN/RR show was able to pro-

That verdict, however, is based on arather
narrow definition of the term.

ceed, picking up afew additional exhibitors

The 1986 Heathrow show, organized by

could not have claimed that it was a big
show, even by UK standards, but it attracted

the British hi-fi magazine Hi-Fi News &
Record Review and now in its fourth year,
was opposed, as it had been the previous

along the way. Its most fanatical supporters

respectable enough crowds, and by the
time the exhibitors struck their stands on

year, by FBA and BADA (Federation of

Sunday night, few had anything but good to

British Audio and British Audio Dealers

say about it.
The most prominent absentees, for the

Association, the trade bodies representing
the interests of manufacturers and dealers,

second year on the trot, were Linn Products

respectively). Instead of supporting the
magazine-sponsored show, as they had in

and Naim Audio. In 1985, this had led to
some grumbling from members of the pub-

1984, the FBA had floated a grandiose

lic about the value of such ashow, with the

scheme which would have meant involving

absence of such major players as these. This

asubstantial presence by the Japanese main-

year, however, few people missed them.
One wit even suggested that if they stayed

stream manufacturers. In effect, the specialist
manufacturers would be in aposition to ride
the mass-market companies' coattails.
The FBA show undoubtedly would have
done agreat deal of good had it come off;
unfortunately, it was fatally flawed from sev-

away from the 1987 Hi -Fi News show, the
chances are that no-one would notice.
Not that the show scene is the only area
to have been plagued with cock-ups. It's

don's Olympia exhibition hall was available

been happening to Philips too, the subject
being—predictably—compact disc, and
specifically the long-overdue introduction

to the FBA was in November, which is far

of Philips' 4x oversampling technology us-

too close to the busy end-of-year buying
season for atrade show, as well as following

ing true 16-bit DACs.

too hard on the heels of the much better

anyone outside Philips does. The corridors
of power there are so labyrinthine that even

eral angles. For example, the only time Lon-

timed HFN/RR show, which had already at-

Idon't have the full story—I don't think

tracted agood number of exhibitors. What-

deliberately inspired leaks tend to happen

ever kind of show it would have made, the

by osmosis, reaching the outside world er-

FBA plan stood no chance whatever of attracting the necessary support—not least

Ido understand, however, is that CD play-

from the Japanese multinationals, who were
not being offered anything they actually
needed.
So, not for the first time, the BADA and

ratically, late, and probably distorted. What
ers fitted with the new technology DACs
have proved disappointing. Not necessarily
wildly disappointing, but disappointing
nonetheless. You have to take into account

FBA plans were bungled. When it became
obvious, even to the promoters appointed

abackground of high, and perhaps unreal-

by the FBA, that the show just wasn't going
to work, it was cancelled, or, as the press

the 16-bit chip set, expectations that had
only increased during the innumerable

release put it "[We] have decided to post-

delays getting the ICs into production. In

Stereophile

istic, expectations that had been raised for
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one sense, the delays merely reinforced the
message by demonstrating to the whole
world that Philips was grappling with true
leading-edge IC technology that even they,
for all their recognized prowess, were finding difficult to get right.
The new machines were achieving alevel
of resolution clearly higher than the older
Philips players and their clones. In turn,
these offer much lower levels of effective
resolution than first-rate analog systems
based on technology dating from the age of

Still the best-sounding CD player? Cambridge's CD1.

steam. The new players, in this respect at

awful; it's just that they don't really improve

least, were amodest move in the right dir-

on the older 14-bit DAC models, and they

ection, astep back from the brink if you like

actually fall alittle behind in certain areas.

(though that's probably being over-drama-

The very best of the old-style 14-bit Philips-

tic). Yet, when the new chip set finally ap-

technology players—such as the Cambridge Audio CD1—remain convincingly

peared in production players, the sound
was almost indefinably wrong. The extra

the best-sounding players yet, whatever dis-

resolution was accompanied by akind of
low-level confusion. Iwrote elsewhere of

advantages they may have in other areas.
Of course, my criticisms could be dis-

this muddling phenomenon in connection
with the very first prototype Philips

missed as individual preference, faulty hear-

(Magnavox) and Marantz players, but the
words seem still to be valid when talking

Philips, but only by those in ignorance of
the situation. Iam far from being the most

about current production players. Different

vociferous critic of the new machines; there

manufacturers have gone for different compromises: some players are more detailed

are rumblings of discontent from the breadth

ing, or even a personal vendetta against

of the British reviewing community. As us-

but suffer more obviously from the effects

ual, the majority of dealers will take their

described, while others sound tidier but
less detailed and, in the end, more thread-

cues from the specialist press; Ihave no

bare. None, however, seem to have tran-

line. Meanwhile, competing manufacturers

doubt they'll soon be repeating the same

scended the root problem.

who had been watching the hyping of 16 x

The important point, of course, is that the
subjective shortfall I've described is only

4technology with more than alittle trepi-

really noticeable on the subtlest of detail,

dation are breathing sighs of relief. Maybe
the all-but-invincible Philips engine has

especially during the playing of quiet and

had its first real misfire.

delicate music It's almost like the uncertainty

Furthermore, and most damaging of all

threshold that afflicts the observation of

for Philips, at least two important compan-

atomic scale phenomena (though that, of

ies have made adecision to eschew the new

course, is aphysical law). With Philips' 16-

chips in favor of the old. One, of course, is
Meridian, who for obvious practical and

bit/4x oversampling technology, we're talking about nothing more than a practical
limitation of existing technology.

marketing reasons would have preferred
the new chips in their new players. Bob

Using criteria familiar from the judgment

Stuart assures me that there is no cost ad-

of analog systems—ambience reproduction, the way instruments and voices are

vantage in sticking with the old (and soon

separated, very subtle effects resolved in

to be defunct?) converters. The other is
America's very own ibledyne Acoustic Re-

the presence of much louder sounds, and

search. Moles tell me that the CD player in-

so on—the shortcomings of the new Phil-

cluded in their new lineup was to have been

ips players and their clones tend to become

4x oversampled 16-bit. Now they will be 4x

magnified. This doesn't mean that Philipsstyle, 16-bit, 4x oversampling players sound

oversampled 14-bit; sonic preference apparently proved the clincher.
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Accuphase •Acoustat •Athena
Audio •Audio Research
Boston Acoustics •Bryston
Et&W •Ca basse
Carnegie •Carver
Celestion •ConradJohnson •CWD
Duntech •Entec
Goldmund •Grado
Infinity. including IRS
Jadis •JVC •Kloss
Kyocera •Magnepan
Mark Levinson •Meridian
MIT •M&K •Monster/Alpha
Motif •NAD •Nakamichi •New York
Audio Labs •Parasound •Proton
Pyramid •Quad •Rega •Revox •Rogers
Shure/Ultra •SME •Sony •Sota •Spectral •Stax
Sumiko •Systemdek •Talisman •Tandberg •VPI •And other
fine lines plus alarge recommended repertory of CDs in our
Lexington Avenue store •We specialize in 220 volt equipment
for export -Hear the remarkable Duntech Sovereign now on
display in our Green Room on Lexington Avenue

2005 Broadway
New York, NY 10023
212-769-4600

1221 Lexington Ave.
New York, NY 10028
212-535-5710

146 East Post Road
White Plains. NY 10601
914-949-7500

SUBSCRIPTIONS
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STEREOPHILE, P.O. Box 364, Mount Morris, IL 61054.
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STEREOPHILE, P.O.Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502.
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AT CELESTION, THE ENJOYMENT OF MUSIC
IS THE ONLY STANDARD OF REFERENCE.
Occasionally genuine wisdom
about loudspeaker design emerges
from the yearly torrent of "speakerspeak" Ageneral consensus regarding
the goal of loudspeaker design has
finally been achieved: to help recreate
the musical sound stage without
adding coloration or distortion.
Celestion has been pursuing this
same objective for over 60 years.
We refine the essential elements in
our speakers, drivers and enclosures,
so they perform truthfully —nothing
more, nothing less. To accomplish this,
we rely on exclusive technology
like the computerized
interferometry mapping
system that visually
displays the behavior
problems of typical
tweeters and woofers.
We also employ the
most highly evolved of all
Our award-winning
audio test instruments — proprietary one-piece
educated ears. The end
tweeter dome is
designed to perform
result is sound stage
without physical,
imaging which accurately hence acoustical
conveys the dimension
distortions.
of the concert hall.
Undeterredbythesteadyflowofself-serving
buzz words and conflicting absolutes,
Celestion continues its pursuit ofthe music
with the new SL 6S. Like other Celestion
loudspeakers, its lifelike performance shows
that technology is only effective when it
serves the demands of the music.

Conventional Plastic Film
Treble Unit 8kHz.
Celestion's computerized laser interférometry
mapping system exposes imperfections in driver
performoores so we con eliminate them.

Refinements incorporated in the
new SL 65 include alighter, more
efficient aluminum tweeter a
redesigned woofer surround and
anew ultra-rigid bracing system
for the low-mass enclosure.

SCELESTION
Kuniholm Drive, Box 521
Holliston, MA 01746
(617) 429-6706

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
Sony CDP-650ESD CD
Player /DAS-703ES D/A Converter
J. Gordon Holt

Sony CDP-650 ESD CD Player and DAS- 703ES D/A Converter

Specifications (CDP-650ESDIl): Full-function CD player with l-R remote control and digital
output. Dimensions: 17"W x37/
8"H x14 3
/
8"D. Price: $1300. (DAS-703ES): Component D/A
converter for two switchable digital sources. Formats: 16-bit linear decoding at 44.1, 32, and
48kHz sampling, automatically selected. Dimensions: 17"W x41/1"H x16 1
/
3"D. Price: $1800.
Manufacturer: Sony Corp., 1Sony Dr., Park Ridge, NJ 07656. Tel: (201) 930-1000.
Here are two products whose significance

then some. It even offers remote control of
its output-volume level, making it possible

transcends the mere fact that they are the
top-of-the-line digital products from the

to use the thing directly into apower ampli-

company that co-developed the CD.

fier without an intervening preamp. (With 2

The CDP-650ESD Il is a complete CD
player incorporating every bell and whistle

drive the least sensitive power amp to over-

volts maximum output, the player can easily

the CD offers. Iwon't enumerate its features;
anyone familiar with CD will by now know
what the system can do in terms of operating versatility, convenience, and program-

load! The 650ESD II needs no additional
gain to get all the power an amplifier can

mability. Suffice it to say that the 650 does

controlled amplifiers or digitally-controlled

everything any other CD player does, and

attenuators, which can produce rather high
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deliver.) The remote volume adjustment is
not, incidentally, accomplished via voltage-
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distortion, but through the motorized drive
of aconventional volume-control poten-

richness, warmth, aliveness—as well as
those Idon't much like—midbass fatness,

tiometer, which is also controllable by a

and slight upper-midrange glare.
The PS sounds little like any of these

front-panel knob. (This also controls the
headphone output for private listening.)

units, being noticeably more withdrawn

The effect of the remote volume adjustment is alittle unnerving; the control knob

(laid back) and just ashade drier at the top,

slowly rotates, as though turned by an in-

but with asimilar low end. The Meridian
Pro, which has been superseded by the as-

At alist price of $1300, which—unlike

yet-unauditioned two-piece Model 207, has
superb soundstaging but is alittle too idio-

Sony's less prestigious lines—is not likely to

syncratic for my taste, with alow end resem-

be discounted, the 650ESD , seems competitive with such exotica as the California

bling the Tempest, amidrange like that of

visible hand.

Audio Tempest and Meridian MCD Pro
players. But it is, in fact, not directly com-

the PS, and ahigh end like the ADS. (Note
that all of these other units, apart from the
Sony 55, have received rave reviews in the

parable with them, because these and other

perfectionist audio press during the past

"perfectionist" players tend to be stripped-

year or so.)

down and souped-up versions of one or
another of the Philips decks, with few of the

judge the 650ESD as the best-sounding of

features the Japanese players offer in even

any of the players I've heard from Sony, and

their cheapest non-portable players. And
while the 650ESD is by no means the most

add that it rivals some of the better exotica

Everything considered then, I would

in some respects (while perhaps surpassing

expensive CD player available, 2 its price is

them in most). But it is not the 650ESD's

certainly up there with most of the other
"perfectionist" units. Its sonic competitors

sound that makes it unique; it is its rear-

are the ADS CD-3, the California Audio
Itmpest, the PS Audio CD-1 (at half the

panel switch and receptacle marked Digital
Out. That's right, the 650ESD will deliver a
digital bit-stream output.

price), and the Sony CDP-55 (at one quarter

Now, anumber of other recent CD players

the price).
The CDP-650ESD's overall sound—per-

have come with small multi-pin receptacles,

spective, bass performance, soundstaging—
most closely resembles that of the cheaper

some such. Most of these serve no purpose
(and are often not even connected to any-

Sony and the ADS, differing from them

thing), except to reassure the buyer that,

mainly in that it has somewhat less dryness

when the time comes when you can do
something with CDs other than just play

(a very fine-grained texturing). The 650ESD
is perhaps alittle less liquid-sounding than
the California Audio Labs tube player, with
arather less impressive soundstage presen-

tantalizingly marked "Digital Interface," or

them, their player will be ready (after afew
"minor" modifications, perhaps) to do the
new thing. The 650ESD is different. Its digi-

tation, but it also has better bass (tighter,

tal output actually delivers, when the switch

deeper) than that unit. The California Audio

next to it is set appropriately, adigital bit-

exhibits most of the traits Ilike about tubes—

stream conforming to the proposed standard for serial digital audio data. Which
brings us to the 703 converter.

IYou may recall the Esprit line of no-holds-barred components with which Sony tried to establish abeachhead on
the American perfectionist market some years ago. Despite
some of the best sound around, and for reasons Iwon't go
into now (but would make an interesting subject for a
future article), the Esprit products never got off the
ground. Esprit is dead, but its spirit (Ahem!) lives on in the
small number of Sony's top-line products whose model
numbers bear the ES suffix.
2Accuphase has aCD player priced at $7000, which is expensive enough that even the most snobbish digiphobes
will probably give it asympathetic listen. Those who have
heard it, including LA, declare that it "blows away" the
competition, but since it bas no competition, who could
argue?
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The DAS-703ES is an outboard D/A converter which will accept the bit stream from
a variety of digital playback sources and
convert it to aconventional audio signal. 3 It
has no analog inputs, but the three digital inputs are labeled Digital In 1, Digital In 2, and
Digital Tape. Inputs 1and 2are selected by a
3The 703 is not the first such outboard converter from
Sony, the similar model 702 having been available for a
year
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front-panel Input switch; digital Tape is
selected by another front-panel switch

signers who find no fault with the decks in
the best players, but have some interesting

marked Tape Monitor. The decoder's sam-

new ideas about how D/A conversion and

pling rate is automatically selected according

CD's audio circuitry should be handled. The

to what is fed into it, but only one of the

703, for its part, is an invitation to designers

three available frequencies (44.1kHz for CD)
is usable as of now. The others (48 and

to work up ano-holds-barred player deck

32kHz) are for the Rotary Digital Audio 'Pape

for use with it. Both could give rise to a
movement dear to the heart of all audio per-

(R-DAT) system which the Japanese have

fectionists: mix-'n'-match assembly of atru-

been threatening to introduce for the past

ly no-holds-barred CD player.

two years but haven't (June 1987 was a

The 703, the best digital playback

launch date a colleague heard bandied

decoder Sony knows how to build as of

around at the 'Ibkyo Audio Fair in October).
32kHz is also the sampling frequency for

right now, is atruly no-holds-barred device.
It is a dual-mono design, with separate

European digital satellite links, and 48kHz is

everythings (including power transformers),

becoming an ipso facto standard for profes-

two-times oversampling, full 16-bit D/A

sional digital recorders. It might reasonably
be said, then, that the 703 is more "digital-

converters (chip unidentifiable, but Sony

ready" than usable at present, but the implications of this arrangement are far more
significant than might otherwise appear.
The CDP-650ESD II, therefore, is aCD

says it is aSony), intrachannel time alignment, a single timing clock, fiber-optics
signal paths, linear-crystal copper wiring,
and the highest-quality audio components
available. It, too, is limited right now to

player that is not only astand-alone player,

use with Sony's 650ESD, but now that Sony

but can be fed to any DAC/audio section
you choose The fact that the 703 is the only

has broken the ice, Ithink we can expect
to see within the next year or so arising
tide of similar devices, designed to avoid

such device available as of now is beside the
point. What's important is that this pair of
devices points the way to what can be expected to be arevolution in high-end CD
reproduction.
Just two years ago, some of CD's most

whatever design mistakes are perceived as
flawing either of these Sony devices.
The add-on 703 tacks an additional $1800
to the base price of the 650ESD, which puts

vociferous critics complained that the system was so cut-and-dried that it would

that combo into ararefied price class where
it has little competition other than the
7000 Accuphase. How much sonic gain

never allow for the innovation and twealcery

does the extra money buy you? Well, I

that has made high-end audio such achallenging field. They argued that there weren't
enough bits, the sampling rate was too low,

adds quite abit.
I'm not going to claim that the difference

and that linear encoding denied the fact that

is "dramatic." But the 650ESD with the 703

sounds die out exponentially, not in alinear
fashion. And since everything about CD was

almost hate to have to tell you this, but it

does sound perceptibly different from the
650ESD alone, and that difference is all for

unequivocally spelled out in hard, cold, im-

the better. Nothing about the overall sound

mutable numbers, it would "freeze" sound

of the 650ESD is changed by using the 703;

reproduction at its present level of (rotten)
quality. CD would, they opined, take all the

reaction to that sound. Suddenly, everything

what changes seems more to be one's gut

fun out of audio.

sounds easier, more relaxed, more effortless,

We know now how wrong they were.
Already, the "perfectionist" CD player is
becoming commonplace, but all of them to

and at the same time more authoritative.
The difference is not easy to describe, but it

date have been all-in-ones, where acertain

can be readily compared with what happens
when you replace agood 100-watt amplifier

transport is tied inseparably to acertain D/A
and audio section. But now, Sony has flung

something akin to relief, as though anagging

the gauntlet. The 650ESD just begs for the
ministrations of high-end electronics de96

with asuperb 200-watter. One experiences
worry has been banished.
Highs from good discs are almost (but not
Stereophile

quite) velvety-sweet, but with an openness
and rendering of delicate detail that seems to
contradict the warmth and mellowness one
hears from reeds and softly crooning brasses. Well-made vocal recordings have a
greater sense of in-the-room reality than 1

and side walls sound more solid, while the
instruments stay put. For air, perspective,
and an almost palpable realism, try "Innsbruck" on the same disc.
Ihave never shared with some other
perfectionists the feeling that CD was fatigu-

had ever thought possible from CD, and
soundstage depth and the ambient field are

ing to listen to, but the 650/703 combination has made me aware that CD sound can

both more evident and more convincing
than Ihave heard from any CD source until

be more relaxing and ingratiating than I
have been accustomed to. It is primarily in

now.
If you get the opportunity to audition this

that area that this high-priced pair of components outclasses any other CD player I

dynamic duo next to your present player,

have tested, and thus represents yet another

you might like to conduct some of the com-

significant advance in CD reproduction.
The bad news of course is their combined

parisons Idid for this review. For massed
violins and cymbals, try the second movement of the 'Marc Rachmaninov Symphony
2. Strings take on aricher, guttier quality;
cymbals sound more like brass than steel.
For voice, try "Labyrinth" from Opus

cost, which—considering the rate at which
SOTA CD players are improving—may be
hard to justify. The choice, though, is relatively simple if you can afford alittle over
$3100 for aCD player: You can buy these

Three's Depth of Image 1st Record 1, or any
of the Amanda McBroom cuts on Sheffield.

now and enjoy better CD sound than you

Both sound more rounded, with more chest

can wait afew years and buy something just

tone. For soundstaging, listen to the opening

as good for half the money, or pay $10,000
for what will then be the newest SOTA CD

of "Tiden Bara Gar" on that Opus Three
disc, and notice how the rear wall recedes

thought was possible at any price, or you

player.

ADS ATELIER CD-3 CD PLAYER
J. Gordon Holt

ADS Atelier CD-3 CD Player
Full-featured CD player with wireless remote control. All specifications perfect, of course.
Dimensions: 17- 1/
2"W x2- 3
4 "H x14- 3
/
4 "D. Weight: 20 lbs. Price: $1250. Manufacturer:
/
Analog and Digital Systems, Inc., One Progress Way, Wilmington, MA 01887 (617) 658-5100.
This is the first CD player that I've come
across that combines what is claimed to be
"perfectionist" circuitry with afull complement of CD's features by way of an infra-red
remote control.
Stereophile

Incidentally, the word "Atelier" (pronounced "uh-tail-yay") is French for "workshop," or "studio," which seems rather irrelevant to the product at hand. But then, one
might as well ask what "spirit" was embod97

led in Sony Corp.'s "Esprit" line? (At those
prices, it certainly wasn't the spirit of
Christmas.)
The Atelier CD3's deck, claimed to be
"unique" to ADS (but looking suspiciously
like aSony design), uses athree-beam tracking system, linear-motor laser drive (similar
in principle to a loudspeaker voice-coil),
and abrushless DC disc-drive motor.' The
transport is shock-mounted on rubber, and
the laser-optical system is access-controlled
by two onboard VLSI "microcomputers."
Separate 16-bit D/A converters are used, and
the unit employs 2-times oversampling,

pushing the Start button, or you may program the player.
Other front-panel buttons allow you to
Pause the player (Start to resume), Skip to
the next selection or back to the previous
one, or fast-Scan in either direction. The
signal is audible at reduced level when scanning, and the scan has two speed levels:
slow and moderately fast. The higher speed
cuts in automatically if you hold the Scan
button down for afew seconds. Another
button, marked Return, cancels play, sends
the laser back to the beginning of Track 1,
and stops the drive motor. (If left in Pause

digital filtering prior to DIA, and minimum-

mode for more than 5minutes, the player

phase "hypersonic" analog filters afterwards.

goes spontaneously into Return mode.)
Pressing the front of the hinged panel

The CD3 is one of the most strikingly styled
CD players I've seen. Roughly half of the
CD3's controls—the ones used for straight
disc playback —are visible on the front
panel. The others, most of which are used
only for programming, are concealed behind alittle drop-front panel directly below
the slideout drawer. All LED display read-

under the loading drawer drops it open.
Pressing the button marked Index toggles
the Number display between current Index
number and the current Track number. If
Index is selected (and the disc is, in fact, indexed), hitting the Skip buttons will send
the player to the next or previous Index

outs are right on the front of the disc drawer; they slide out with the drawer, when you

points rather than to another track start.

press abutton marked Slider. Loading adisc
and then pressing Start causes the drawer to

program to be played over and over until
you go absolutely stark, raving bananas, if
that be your desire. There is also an A/B

close, and playback of Track 1to begin immediately. The only data displayed is elapsed
time into the current track.
If you want amore detailed status report
on the disc (total playing time, number of
tracks, etc.), or want time to program adisc

A Repeat button allows the entire disc or

repeat function, allowing you to repeat-play
between any specified start point and end
point.
Programming may be done at any time—
whether the unit is in Pause or Return mode,

before playing it, you press the Slider button

or in the process of playing atrack. Up to 30

instead of Start, after loading the disc. The

selections can be programmed, in any combination including repeats, just by Selecting

drawer closes, the player reads all pertinent
data from the disc, and displays the total

the Track or Index number and pressing Set

number of tracks and total playing time
across the drawer front for all of 5seconds,
then goes into Pause mode. (After that 5

for each. For each selection, the track num(However, you cannot program or call up for

seconds, you can get arecap of total play
time by hitting the RTime button in the pro-

play any track beyond Number 30, except
via the optional remote control. Neither can

ber lights up on the programming panel.

gramming drawer, but if you want to know

you do reject programming, where you

how many tracks are on the disc, you'll have

select tracks you do not wish to hear.)

to read the booklet that came with it.) You

After the program is selected, pressing the

may then elect to begin playing track 1by

button marked "Prog" starts it playing from

How, you may ask, can amotor run from DC without
brushes and acommutator? Well, there is asecond kind of
DC motor, first used in servo systems, which uses phase
sensing to synchronize its position with that of acontrolling motor. Substitute asuitable rotating-phase DC source
for the controller of this positional motor, and you have a
brushless DC motor.

are finished, the unit then goes into Return

the first selected track. After all selections
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mode (unless instructed to Repeat), or you
can cancel the program before it is over by
holding down the Cancel button for afew
seconds,until track selection lights go out.
Stereophile

Like an increasing number of new CD
players, the ADS CD3 has a so-called
"Digital Interface" receptacle on the back.
Unlike other manufacturers, however, ADS
admits that this interface exists, and takes
the trouble to explain why it is quite useless
as of now. The original Philips CD standard,
available to anyone willing to pay the multithousand-buck licensing fee to manufacture
(rather than modify) aPhilips-system player,
does define the digital interface standard but
there is no accepted industry-wide standard; there is not even aconsensus as to what
it should be used for. ADS assures us,
though, that when apurpose for the interface is finally agreed upon, they will set up
amodification program to incorporate it into CD3s.
The CD3's response and track access are
quite fast. While the drawer response (to the
Slider button) takes afew seconds, access
time from the start of 'flack 1on adisc to the
start of Track 5(a 50-minute span) took only 5seconds, while access to track 99 of the
Denon test disc took only 7.
Considering its price, and even without
consideration of its sound quality (which I'll
get to subsequently), this is an expensive
player for what it does, even if the purchaser
does now get the RO remote control unit,
originally priced at $99, included free of
charge.
"Unique" is aterm that is overused (and
abused) in audio, but it is an apt description
of the RC1. This is atruly multifunctional
control, the likes of which Ihave never seen
before. The front of the unit, which measures 8inches in length, is horizontally divided at its center by ahinged (at the top) door
with asliding cover over it. On the lower
half of the controller are anumeric keypad
(1 to 0), apair of volume buttons (+ and -),
and three others marked, respectively, with
agreen dot, an asterisk, and acrossed-off
symbol of aloudspeaker. Above these is an
Open button, which releases the door.
The door slide has anarrow window in it

that fit snugly over a5-by-5 array of 25 more
pushbuttons. As you move the slide up or
down, asmall finger at the right hand edge
of the pages indexes them so that, when you
open the door, the top page sheets are lifted
up with it, to expose the button labels appropriate to the signal source that shows
through the window. And an internal switch
coupled to the slide changes the control
codes appropriately. This eliminates the
confusion of being faced with avast array of
multicolored buttons which must be used
with various Shift or Alternate function keys
to select control codes for all the different
signal sources.
In the Compact Disc position, the keypad
markings are printed right on the controller;
all other positions of the slider window expose one or another of the "pages." The
page for "Audio" is pre-printed; all the
others are blank. Appropriate pages for
other ADS products are supplied with them,
but in order to install one, you must pull the
corresponding blank one out of the controller and snap the new one in its place.
The controller buttons for Compact Disc
(labelled with blue letters) essentially duplicate those on the CD3, plus or minus acouple. Missing are the Slider, Program, and Index buttons; added is a "GoTo" button
which serves essentially the same purpose
as Program. Other remote controller buttons, labeled in white, will operate only with
an ADS receiver or integrated amplifier.
The CD3 is undoubtedly expensive at
$1250, but this would be acceptable if its
sound equalled that of other players in its
price class. 2 In fact it is equal to some; its
biggest liability, though, is that some others
which are equally good cost alot less.
The CD3's sound is very well balanced,
with neither end of the spectrum predominating. Bass is deep, tight, and controlled,
with very good impact. This compares
favorably with the low end from recent Sony
players, which is as good bass performance
as I've heard. Midrange is uncolored and

which exposes labels for Compact Disc,
Digital 'Pape, Audio (sic), Video Disc, Satellite
"Ruler, Video Recorder, or Itlevision, depending on the position of the slide. Beneath the
door, there are six plastic "pages," all hinged
from the top, and each punched with holes
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2 During the preparation of our latest Recommended
Components listing which appeared in Vol. 9No. 7. LA JA.
nd Ihad aprotracted discussion about state-of-the-art
sound reproduction and state-of-the-art performance
from aparticular product. We agreed that aSOTA product.
such as the best current CD player. may not necessarily
provide SOTA sound reproduction.
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possesses excellent definition, being neither
forward like the California Audio Tempest
(reviewed by JA in Vol.9 No.6), nor laidback
like the PS Audio CD-1. Highs are very
smooth and open, but subtly dry. Soundstaging width is excellent, but depth is alittle less impressive than the best I've heard
from CD players. Overall, the CD3 is probably in the top rank in terms of accuracy—to
the extent that it is possible to know what
CD player "accuracy" sounds like. But is it
the best-sounding CD player? Hmmm ...
3Most Stereopbile reads rs are (or should be) aware by now
that an adequate warmup period is essential to the maximal performance of any preamp or power amplifier. We
routinely allow a24 'hour "break-in" period before testing
any product that's right out of the box, and at least an hour
for one that has been used within the past 24 hours. Nevertheless, it may be necessary for me to mention that the
same requirement applies to other active devices, such as
tuners, tape recorders and—yes, even CD players. (Loudspeakers, too, improve with use, and may be "broken in"
by feeding pink noise or FM inter-station hiss to them for
24 hours before afirst listen. Ihave yet to be convinced,
though, that the same strictures apply to interconnects,
although Ihave been proven wrong about such matters at
least once in the past.)

Direct, side-by-side comparison with the
California Audio Tempest, which JA has proclaimed to be the best he's heard to date (and
which costs $645 more), were not reassuringly conclusive. 3 To my ears, the Tempest
has adistinctly "tubelike" quality, which is
not surprising, considering that its audio
section uses tubes. Its low end is somewhat
warm through the middle and lean through
the bottom, its upper midrange somewhat
forward, its highs ashade soft and sweet but
remarkably liquid, its rendition of depth and
ambience unmatched by that of any CD
player I've heard to date. It is almost certainly amore colored sound than that delivered
by the ADS, but it is also amore seductive
and amore musically satisfying sound than
that of the ADS.
But is it fair to compare the CD3 with a
unit costing about 50% more? It's no less
unfair than to point out that the Sony
CDP-55 sounds every bit as good as the
CD3, and costs one-third the price!

B80 BEOGRAM CD-X CD PLAYER
J. Gordon Holt

B&O Beogram CD-X CD Player
Top-loading programmable CD player. Output: 2V. Power consumption: 25W. Dimensions:
16 1/
2"W x3" H x12 1
/
4 "D. Weight: 12.4 lbs. Price: $699. Manufacturer: Bang 8i Olufsen, 1150
Freehanville Drive, Mt. Prospect, IL 60056. Tel: (312) 299-9380.
The Danish B&O firm is the undisputed
leader in audio when it comes to dramatic
product styling and ease and versatility of
use. Their designs have won more design
100

awards than those of any other audio firm,
and each new lineup of B&O models seems
to offer even more control convenience
than the last batch. Sonically, none of their
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components to date has been any better
than "very good," and some have done
significantly less well than that. In review-

Just alittle bit spooky.
The touch panel is made of avery hard

ing them, we have had to compare them
with their pricewise competition among
the brands we normally think of as "highend," and B&O's components have not
stood that comparison very well.
The CD-X CD player has the same
distinctive and attractive styling that we
now take for granted in B&O products: the
sloping clear top panel—which means you
cannot stack them one atop the other, a
disadvantage in some installations; and a
glossy black "pop-up" panel which covers
the component's operating controls when
not in use. But the CD-X also has afeature
Ihave not previously encountered on any
B&O product, nor, indeed, on any other
audio product at all.
The CD-X's entire complement of controls appears to consist of nothing more
than two small pushbuttons, marked
"Eject" and "Play," protruding from opposite ends of its projecting front skirt.
That's it; there are no other "controls" of
any kind, at least in the usual sense of the
word. All other functions seem to be represented only by printed labels under aclear
plastic panel in front of the pop-up cover.
But these are, in fact, the other controls.
They are capacitance switches, which operate
merely by the proximity of afingertip.
lb activate any function on the CD-X, you
just touch the appropriate printed word or
number, and the player responds appropriately. There is no hesitation, and the
"switch" action is both noiseless and absolutely positive (usually). It is occasionally
necessary to mess down moderately hard on
the "switch" to make better contact, in order
to elicit aresponse. Moistening your finger
also works! Generally, however, operating
these controls makes one feel rather like
King Arthur's Merlin! A mere touch of the
magic finger, and my wish is its command!
I Threshold's original 800A amplifier also used a
capacitance on-off switch, and the person Ibought it
from, Max Gottschalk of llicson (store name, Imagincering) created a line of home furnishings that included
lamps with capacitance switches. Simply touch the lampshade and it was on! According to Max, the characteristic
capacitances of men and women are different, so you
could make a "sexed" lamp operable by only men—
though Idon't know why you'd want to.
—LA
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material, which might be glass. This makes
sense—the panel will need frequent cleaning
due to the buildup of finger oils, Plexiglas
accumulates afiligree of hairline scratches
when wiped off frequently.
Generally, the instruction manual for the
CD-X is exemplary in its clarity and logical
straightforwardness, qualities which other
manufacturers should emulate. My only
complaint is that nowhere is B&O's US
address listed. B&O probably assumes that
your friendly dealer will answer all your
questions, hold your hand, and take care of
any malfunctions, but not all dealers are
that eager to give you the time of day after
you've bought something from them. Some
even have the effrontery to go out of
business; in such an event it would be nice
to have the manufacturer's US address.
Clear instructions notwithstanding, unfortunately, learning to use the CD-X is not all
that easy. Operation is not intuitive from
the layout and labeling of the controls. The
front-skirt pushbuttons, being long and flat,
look as if they should be pressed down like
piano keys (it won't work) instead of pushed
inward. Then there are two controls marked
Play—the one on the front skirt, and a
touch control on the sloping front panel.
The skirt switch is used to turn the player's
AC on and off. Pressing it with the unit off
and adisc loaded will start play immediately;
pressing it subsequently will turn the unit
off. lb commence play when the unit is on,
you must actuate the other Play control.
How's that for logical simplicity?
Then there's abutton marked Stop. This
does not terminate play and send the
laserhead back to the start of track 1, as on
most other players; instead, it acts as aPause
button, though to resume play you press
Start again, which does not restart the disc
from band 1, as on most other players.
The Stop switch is also used to load the
player and Start the disc spinning, without
initiating play. Oh, wow! European manufacturers have never been world-renowned for
their human engineering, but the control
configuration on this CD player borders on
the ludicrous.
In other respects the CD-X is much bet101

teL lb open the top when the player is turned
on, you push the Eject button inward, and
as the top opens, apivoted, circular metal

20, the red display can read track numbers
up to 99 (which appears, for some reason,

shelf rises like Lazarus from the disc well.

to be the maximum number of tracks the
CD medium will allow.)

You just drop the disc on top of this shelf
and the disc seats itself properly for playing.

ing the appropriate white number and then

Lowering the lid (by pressing Play or shoving
it down by hand) causes the shelf to fold
back down into the well, settling the disc
over its center spindle. If you forgot to
remove the disc from the well before shutting the CD-X off, you can unload it
manually by unlocking the top with the
Eject button, and lifting the top by hand.
When the top door is open, the laser
assembly is clearly visible under the disc

You can select any track merely by touchtouching Play. And you're not limited here
to the displayed numbers. For example, you
can play track 99 of adisc (assuming it has
99 tracks) by touching the white 9 twice
and then the Play switch, but when playing
any track beyond number 20, none of the
display numbers will flash to indicate play.
There is not, however, any way of calling up

platform, but the laser is turned off until the

an index number on adisc that has indexing. This can only be done by cycling the
red Display to show track and index, and

door closes again. It's not possible to get
"zapped" by the laser beam, although con-

then fast-shuttling to the desired point,
which is abit clumsy.

sidering the extremely low power of CD
lasers, and the width of the beam even an
inch away from the lens, the legislator's terror of CD lasers is unjustified.
"Logging-on" to a disc—reading and
displaying its track information—may be
done in either of two ways. Gently pushing
down on the plastic top panel will cause the
motor drive to take over and finish closing
the lid, read the disc tracks, and stop the
disc from rotating. Or, you may hold your
finger on the Stop switch for 2 seconds,
which will cause the player to do the same
thing.
There are two sets of illuminated numbers (reds and greens), and arow of unilluminated (white) numbers, under the lower
front touch panel. When anewly-loaded
disc starts to play, or is logged-on, the green
numbers display the tracks on the disc (up
to number 20). When play commences,
the number of the current track blinks on
and off. The red numbers then display the
elapsed time into the current track.
Touching the Display mark on the top
panel changes the readout to show the total
time elapsed since the disc started playing,
while touching it again displays the track
number and index number (if any) of the
current track. There is no indication of total
playing time for the disc until play is completed. (This will not sit well with people
who like to make cassette copies of CDs.)
And even though the green numbers stop at
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The CD-X has apretty fast response for
most functions. It takes about 2 seconds
from the time you punch Eject until the top
cover opens, 9seconds to go from Track 1
to the start of the last track on a5-track disc
(50 minutes into the music), and aremarkable
7seconds to seek from the start of Track 1
to the start of Track 99 on the Denon
38C39-7147 lbst Record!
You can program the CD-X in two ways:
by selection or rejection. To select aprogram, you touch the white number corresponding to the first band desired, then
touch Store. All of the green numbers then
go out except the one corresponding to the
track you selected. You may then continue
programming in this manner for up to 40
selections. As with the track callout, programming calls can include any number up
to 99.
Rejection programming, which retains
the original play order but allows you to
choose those selections you don't wish to
hear, is done by touching the appropriate
white numbers, followed, each time, by the
Clear switch. There is also the option of
canceling a program while playing any
track, and reprogramming the disc without
interrupting current-track play until you're
ready to hear the new program, which you
start with the Play switch. This is an impressive lineup of operating features
indeed!
Imust confess that, even before Ilistened
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to the CD-X, one thing about it predisposed
me to expect sonic mediocrity. A Philipssystem player under the skin, it comes equipped with the cheap nondetachable 2-foot
output cable supplied with the Philips circuitry This, to me, is an indication that B&O
is not overly concerned about the perfectionist user, who considers as God-given his
right to choose one of the many varieties of
premium interconnect cables available.
So, does the CD-X sound mediocre? Well,
not really. It is, in fact, one of the bettersounding CD players I've heard recently It

of the way up the quality ladder from lousy
to state-of-the-art. This sound quality leads
me to wonder whether B&O's customizing
involved anything more than the obvious
changes in cosmetics and operating
features. Certainly, it can be argued that the
CD- X is reasonably priced for the unique
features it has to offer, but the $9 cheaper
PS Audio CD-I offers considerably better
sound, while the Sony CDP-55 also offers
rather better sound than the CD-X for ahefty
$300 less, and throws in aversatile infra-red

and the Meridians, nor does it have the

remote control unit as well.
As Isee it, the CD-X's market will consist
of those people who don't mind foregoing
some measure of sonic excellence in ex-

superb low end of the recent Sony units
(whose sound over the rest of the audio

styling. It will probably be purchased to go

does not have the suave ease of the PS Audio
or the depth and ambience of the PS, CAL,

range it closely resembles). Its bass is alittle
on the warmish side and not too strong in
the areas of heft and impact. In fact, the
B&O CD-X sounds very much like astock
Philips player, which means it's about 80%

change for B&O's unique and coordinated
with other B&O components, or not at all.
Not being abig B&O styling fan, Iwouldn't
opt to spend my $700 this way; if you are,
you will at least get basically good sound to
accompany the appearance.

VAN DEN HUL MC ONE CARTRIDGE
Christopher Breunig
Specifications: Low-output moving-coil cartridge. Channel Separation at lkHz: 40dB. Output
at 1kHz, 5cm/s: 0.35mV. Recommended tracking force: 1.3-1.5gm. Dynamic compliance:
20cu (vertical), 35cu (lateral). Mass: 7.3gm. Price: $975. Distributor: Transparent Audio
Marketing, Rt.202, Box 117, Hollis, ME 04042. Tel: (207) 929-4553.
"In matters of commerce, the fault of the
Dutch, is offering too little, and asking too
much — —thus read acoded despatch sent
to the English Ambassador to Holland, in
1826. In Stereopbde Vol.9 No.6, Anthony
Cordesman summed up the $695 van den
Hul MCIO as "designed for maximum information retrieval with very flat response. ..
without question one of the best cartridges
around."
Ihad been living (happily) with an MCIO,
mounted in aWell Tempered Arm, for about
nine months. In agreement with AHC, I'd
just say it is one of those cartridges which
makes you feel you simply haven't enough
time to listen to records. So when Iheard a
refined version was available, at a 30%
premium, Ibegan nagging the UK distributor for asample.
Stereophile

A) van den Hul had already established his
cartridge-retipping and modification service
when, in 1983, he was commissioned by the
Swiss company Empire to design acomplete
cartridge. The MC1000 was launched the
following year, then improved with monocrystal copper wire for coil windings. Sharing the same body parts, the MCIO is a
hand-assembled unit finished in adistinctive warm gold. The body panels are screwfixed to the sides to damp resonances; integral lugs are threaded for screw-fixing
from above. The four contacts are comfortably spread and color-coded. The new MC
One looks the same, except that the finish
is black, with gold front lettering (nice to set
azimuth from reflections from new vinyl),
and the cantilever housing is different: the
MCIO has along exposed boron rod can103

tilever, while the MC One's cantilever is
part-shrouded, and compliance seems
rather less. (These cartridges are easy to cue
over fine band scrolls.)
The specification sheet suggests a1.5gm
downforce, with a 15-40 ohm load im-

timal, with between 7and 8mm from stylus
tip to LP surface, with the arm held horizontal. It seemed perfectly logical to fit the MC
One in exactly these conditions. These
cartridges require arunning-in period of

pedance, the higher setting giving a less

one to two weeks, since they are initially
overbright.

dynamic impact but improved spatial reproduction. Transformer loading is not encour-

expected—the Koetsu's richness and

aged. Output is the same as for the MC10—
around 0.4mV— which should prove adequate for MM-only inputs of preamps such
as the Conrad-Johnson PV5. Optimum tonearm effective mass should be around 20gm.
A stylus life of 2500 hours is claimed. Packaging comprises along jewel case, in partsueded maroon plastic, containing, in addition to the cartridge, amirrored alignment
gauge, agood-quality screwdriver, stylus
guard and brush. A small phial contains
three lengths of alloy screws—the slots are
vulnerable to deformation with aslack-fit
driver blade. Care should be taken not to
strip the lug-thread, although quite tight
fixing is perfectly possible.
The computerized spectrum analysis
measurements for my sample showed performance to be spot on, both channels,
from 800-2000Hz, with some 0.5dB maximum variation from 20Hz to 20kHz (test
record was CBS STR-140). In the WellTempered Arm, the tracking ability of the
MC One is astonishingly good. It will clear
the Telarc bass drum in the Handel Suites at
one gram; no moving-coil that Iknow likes
the flute/harp test (level 5) on Shure
TTR115, but that is pretty unrealistically
demanding. With awell-isolated turntable
assembly, the MC One should be untroubled
by most commercial pressings—from DG's
digital pianoforte transients to soprano
voices.'
Reduced downforce brings improved
"musicality," according to van den Hul,
who also recommends aslight upward rake
to the tonearm. In fact, experimentation
with the WTA/MCIO suggested 1.3p,m as op-

Idon't quite know what sound change I
bloom? My first reaction was one of mild
disappointment, tempered with the immediate realization that the MC One carried
the soundstaging and separation focus alot
further forward than 30%. Maybe the
cipher message had it wrong.
Playing the Fennell/Cleveland Winds
Hoist/Handel coupling on Telarc 5038, I
found the cymbal clash at the end of "Song
of the Blacksmith" no longer smeary in attack, and detail across arange of material
was "tauter," tonally more accurate, with a
very dry, tight, bass quality. This was the
same sort of sound as with the MCIO, but
the MCIO was relatively "loose," sonically,
reflecting the better toleranced construction of the Black.
Iwas pretty satisfied, but there was anagging feeling that Iwasn't hearing all the
cartridge could do. Iwas told the vdH stylus
profile worked well with a slope down
from cartridge-end to arm pivot. So, experiments with VTA and downforce settings ensued. The path just led back to the
starting-point. What had Ichanged?
The answer was arm damping. Ihad
found my WTA/MCIO combination could
be "tweaked" to give a cleaner, more
authoritative presentation with an increase
to the damping rate, as set by Bill Firebaugh
for his tonearm. Reversing this—which
demands finicky setting and resetting of
suspension-thread length, and azimuth—
proved that the damping applied in the
WTA was far more critical than any pillarheight micro-adjustment. Suddenly the
music had "life," improving subjective performance by awide margin.
One of the most revealing of analog

I Incidentally, the recent Schubert "Death and the
Maiden," sung by Ann Murray as apreface to Jeffrey Taw's
ECO recording of Mahler's transcription of the complete
String Quartet D8I0 (EMI), is avaluable band for setting
up acartridge. The voice passes through various dynamic
and tonal arras, and the pianoforte image should be solid
and disassociated—well back in the staging.
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recordings is the Vegh/Casals et al Schubert
String Quintet (Philips 6570 883), from the
1961 Prades Festival. On agood system the
audience noise between Scherzo and Finale
is the place to start, with an enormous
Stereophile

depth perspective between the on-stage
group and the audience. As the Allegretto
begins, you hear Casals stamping on the
platform: the sound should be somewhat
directionless, certainly not in the horizontal band of the strings' attack.
In his review, AHC noted the "CD compatibility" of the MCIO—in fact, Dutch
Radio engineers made the comment that
the prototype MC1000 sounded just like
CD. They intended this as acompliment!
The MC One carries the neutrality and
naturalness a stage further, though on a
good analog LP there's asense of musical
involvement that CD cannot approach.
Additionally, the MC One copes equally
well with present digital and DMMtransferred material, such that although you
may miss the ultimate realism, there is
nothing harsh or unpleasant—just veiling!
(The new EMI Verdi Otello, with Domingo

level well up, but the sound lacks presence
and range.) Even overbright or tape- hissy
recordings, and early historical transfers
sthe Rachmaninov pre-electrics, prove consistently enjoyable and non-fatiguing.
In my review of the MCIO for Hi -Fi News
& Record Review (April '86), Iteasingly referred to van den Hul as alatter-day alchemist,
turning baser experiences to pure gold.
Now we have his black magic, and while I
have turned away from the vdH monocrystal
cables, at least for a while, finding their
"spatial" resolution somewhat illusory after
all, Ican confirm that the MC One is not
awkwardly cable-sensitive. It works well
with the gentle Series 2vdH tonearm cable
(screened), and with the Kimber interconnect (twisted, unscreened). There the bandwidth seems extended, the bass fuller, richer,
and the treble brighter and more open.
Despite its $975 price tag, the MC One

and Maazel, is typical: it is very smooth, the

must be counted exceptional value for

pressings are lovely, and you can turn the

money.

HIGHPHONIC MC-R5 CARTRIDGE AND
HP-S5 HEADSHELL
J. Gordon Holt

Highphonic MC-R5 Cartridge
Moving-coil cartridge with ruby cantilever and Ultra-Line stylus. Output: 0.17mV. Frequency
range: 10Hz to 75kHz. Channel separation: more than 30dB at 1kHz. Compliance: 18cu
dynamic, 45cu static. Recommended tracking force: 1gram. Weight: 65 grams. Price: $395.
Importer: Analog Excellence, 12021 Wilshire Blvd, e131, Los Angeles, CA 90025.
Stereophile
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The MC-R5 is a low-output moving-coil
cartridge with avery small, solid ruby cantilever and a high-efficiency (samarium/
cobalt) magnetic system. The cartridge body
,is machined from asingle block of aluminum, and its flat upper surface allows for
intimate contact with aflat headshell surface.
The cartridge has unusually high compliance for a moving-coil, and has the
lowest recommended tracking force of any
MC Ihave encountered. Its rated high-frequency limit is an astounding 75kHz!
Installation (in aWell Tempered Arm) was
easy and unfussy. The cartridge was initially
set to the manufacturer's recommended
tracking force, with its top surface parallel
to the disc. Listening was done with the
following combinations: the Monster Alpha
Plus and Technics SH-305MC step-ups
feeding aConrad Johnson Premier Three
preamplifier, a Mark Levinson ML-7A
preamplifier equipped with L-3-Option
preamp board for low-level MCs, or straight
into the C-J Premier Three without prepreamplification.
Initial tests, using the Technics step-up
and the Premier Three, revealed asomewhat
sizzly sound with distinct high-end fuzziness. Adjustment of the tonearm, and
hence VTA, to a downward (toward the
back) angle of about 3°, curbed both problems to the point where there was only a
subtle tizziness on cymbals and vocal sibilants. Overall detail and transparency dramatically improved. All of which merely reconfirms what we all know about line-contact
styli: they are very critical of VTA adjustment.
Torsional alignment (azimuth) is also very
critical. Because aline-contact's faces are
straight, both must be absolutely parallel to
the groove walls to maintain contact from
top to bottom along their length. Often,
merely getting the cartridge body parallel to
the disc, as viewed from the front, is not
good enough for a line-contact stylus; a
stylus tip is not always perfectly symmetrical to the cartridge body. The best approach,
Ihave found, is with test records. Here's how:
Set the tracking force low enough to get
slight buzzing from a 400Hz mono test
tone, then adjust the anti-skate for equal
buzz in both channels. (If the disc is slightly
off-center, as most are, equalize the max-
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imum amounts of buzz from each channel.)
Then reproduce a3kHz stereo tone in one
channel; listen for (or measure) the leakage
into the other channel, and adjust the headshell's axial rotation for minimum crosstalk.
Repeat the 3kHz tone test for the other
channel. If the adjustment differs from the
first, set the alignment halfway between
them. (This rotational setting will also yield
the cartridge's maximum stereo separation.)
Finally, adjust for correct operating tracking
force and antiskate.
Not surprisingly, Igot asomewhat different sound from the MC-R5 with each of
the preamplification options listed above.
Although all results were taken into account,
Itended to weight my findings toward what
I knew about the sound of the C-J
preamplifier without an external head amp.
In this configuration, Ifound the MC-R5
to be one of the most extraordinarily fast
cartridges I've auditioned, with superb
inner detailing and delineation of subtleties,
and very airy highs. In terms of spectral
balance, the MC-R5 sounds as it measured,
only more so: quite warm and laid-back,
with an exquisitely delicate, open high end
that adds a "fr quality to cymbals and
vocal sibilants, but otherwise has negligible
effect on the sound. The MC-R5 measures
out with amarkedly rising high end, but,
since the rise doesn't start until above about
8kHz, it has little effect on instrumental timbres and disc surface noise.
Because my test disc cuts off at 50kHz, I
did not expect to be able to verify Highphonic's 75kHz high-end claim, but that
50kHz limit proved more than enough to
show that the cartridge's response takes a
nosedive above 40kHz. 75,000Hz, indeed!
Tracking ability is superb—as good as
that of any cartridge Ihave used. The MCR5 is one of the very few that have been
able to play the Telarc 1812 and the Japanese
RCA Appassionata (RVL-2) without groove
skipping or gross breakup—and at only 1
gram tracking force!
The soundstage is wide and very deep,
but imaging is not as specific as Ihave heard
from some other cartridges, such as the
Ortofon MC-2000. There was no image wander, just asomewhat looser "bunching" of
the sound from instruments rich in overtone
Stereophile

content (strings, woodwinds). This is not

high-end manufacturer like Monster Cable,

worth getting upset about, though, as imag-

Signet, or Fidelity Research. (The Ortofon
MC-2000 is, Ihave reason to believe, much

ing specificity at live performances is much
more vague than 1hear from cartridges that

more accurate, but it also costs more than

are only average in this respect.
Bass performance is, of course, always as
dependent on the arm, preamp, and turn-

twice as much, and needs its own special
step-up. Shure's V-I5-VMR, at amere $275

table as on the cartridge The MC-R5 seemed
to do unusually well in the Well Tempered
Arm, with alittle less heft and richness than
Iam accustomed to, but it went deeper and
with greater control. Its low end sounded
very much like my reference standards for
bass: atop CD player reproducing the same
discs, or aPCM copy of adisc, made with
the volume turned down (to prevent any

list and heavily discounted, has better tonal
accuracy than the Highphonic, but has
neither the detail nor the delicacy of the
MC-R5.) It is also the kind of cartridge
whose adoption as a"reference" standard
will lead to the immediate conclusion that
CDs sound too damn bright! In terms of
listenability, if not accuracy, this cartridge,
from acompany few of us have ever heard
of, is one of the best MCs I've tested. The

Highphonic HP-S5 Headshell
possibility of LF "enhancement" due to
acoustic feedback).
While Ifind the Highphonic MC-R5 a
most ingratiating cartridge to listen to (probably because the speaker Iwas using at the
time of the review, the Martin-Logan Mono-

fact that it costs less than $400 must also
make it one of the best buys.

The Highphonic HP-S5
Headshell
Highphonic's HP-S5 headshell is asimple,

lith, tends toward excessive brightness), I

metal platform type with a separate, op-

must nonetheless characterize it as more
euphonic than accurate. Those who value

tional fingerlift that adds 2grams of mass. It
is free from ringing resonances, except for

soundstage width and depth above all else

a pronounced one at about 6kHz, which
(on the basis of my experience with such
things) will be audible as aspurious hard-

will love it; the slight, broad, middle-range
suckout does a nice job of exaggerating
these qualities, while the cartridge has more
plusses than minuses in other areas of performance. Its spectral characteristics are

ness or edge in the sound. (Since Iuse the
Well Tempered Arm, which has its own uni-

such that it will improve the sound of any

what Iheard from the MC-R5.) Because it is
so inexpensive, and less resonant than

system that currently suffers from abit too
much steeliness from massed violins.
In fact, this is just the kind of cartridge
sound that the high-end audio community
would embrace with enthusiasm if the cartridge had a less chintzy-sounding name
and bore the imprimatur of a"recognized"
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que headshell, the HP-S5's hardness is not

many shells supplied with tonearms (particularly those stamped from sheet metal
rather than shaped from ablock), the HP-S5
is recommended, but only after its platform
has been damped with alayer of absorptive material such as Mortice caulking. $
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NESTOROVIC ALPHA-1 POWER
AMPLIFIER
Steve Watk in son

Nestorovic Alpha-1 Power Amplifier
Vacuum tube mono power amplifier. Rated power output: 150W RMS (8 and 4ohms). Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz, +0,-0.5dB. Input sensitivity: 2x1V balanced, 2V unbalanced
for rated output. Input impedance: 220k. Weight: 27.3kg. Price: $4400 per pair. Manufacturer: Nestorovic Labs, 8397 NE 110th Place, Kirkland, WA 98034. Tel: (206) 821-0225.
The great debate that has long separated

appropriate, then, that the first amplifier to

audiophiles is tubes vs. solid-state. Other

bear the Nestorovic name transcends the expected sonic distinction between tube and

topics, CD for example, may temporarily
steal the spotlight, but year-in and year-out
no other subject is the cause of as much
controversy as whether tubed or solid-state
circuitry produces the more accurate sound.
As is typical with long-standing feuds, the
split runs deep, and tempers often flare.

solid-state to produce asound that defies
conventional labels.
In fact, the Alpha-1 defies conventional
labels in most respects. First of all, it's atube
amp that actually looks good without look-

Even if you are among the majority of

ing gaudy. Its mirrored-chrome chassis and
black cover are astriking contrast to other

audiophiles who keep open minds in this
matter, making adecision between tube and
solid-state electronics is one of the most dif-

stage props for aBuck Rogers movie. Even
with the lights off, the Alpha-1 looks attrac-

ficult choices you can face. Each technology
has its advantages and weaknesses—there is
no one right choice. Picking either means
sacrificing the virtues of the other.
Mile Nestorovic, designer of much of the

large tube amps, most of which look like

tive, with its rear-illuminated name-plate
and soft glow of the tubes visible through
the cage.
The Alpha-1 runs as abalanced output
amp—its outputs consist of hot and invertedhot terminals, as opposed to the conven-

now-legendary McIntosh tube gear, is a
hero of sorts among tube lovers, but he has

tional hot and ground connections. This

always managed to stay clear of—perhaps
"above" would be a more appropriate

significantly improves the efficiency of the
power supply (one of the greatest weak-

word—the tube vs. transistor dispute. It is

nesses in Most tube designs) and, if the out-
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put stage and power supply can handle the

of the best solid-state amps. Harmonic con-

doubled current demand, will quadruple
the rated output power compared with a

trasts and detail are rendered as well as I've

single-ended design running off the same
B+ rail. But the unique feature of the Alpha-1
for adomestic tube amplifier is its ability to
run abalanced differential input. Admittedly,
this is afeature of which few users will be

heard from any amp. The tonal characteristics of different woodwinds come through
with exceptional accuracy, and there is no
trace of grain or harshness in the violins.
The treble also is free from grain and hard-

able to take advantage, since most preamps,

ness, and has excellent detail. Although the
HF is well-extended for atube design, the

even those with aphase-inversion switch,

Alpha-1 cannot match the HF extension of

do not offer asecond pair of inverted out-

certain solid-state amps, such as my refer-

puts. But it does make anoticeable differ-

ence BEL. Still, the Alpha-1 is sufficiently
well-extended for believable reproduction

ence to the sound.
Iused aKlyne SK-5 preamplifier with the
Alpha-1, which was convenient because the

of anything found in music, and is as open

SK-5 does have two pairs of outputs in-

and clean at the top end as any. Most important, the Alpha-1 has the transparency, air,

verted in phase relative to each other, allowing me to audition the amplifier in both

to mid treble that is the hallmark of the bet-

and subtlety in revealing detail in the lower
ter tube amps. As aresult, vibes, chimes, and

balanced differential and conventional input modes. Using the single-ended input
produced arespectable but unectraordinary

other sounds with delicate upper harmonics

sound with, apart from good low-bass per-

that can equal the Alpha-1 in the lower to

formance, adistinctly tube-like character.

mid treble.
The bass is excellent for atube amp, being

All in all, agood amplifier, but not the most
cost-effective way of spending nearly five

are remarkably lifelike. I've heard few amps

tight, reasonably quick, and not nearly as

kilobucks. Running the inputs in balanced
mode, however, brings the Alpha-1 to life.

bloated in the mid to upper bass as most

The sound improves markedly, and the tube

characteristic of agood solid-state amp than

character disappears. Since it is my belief

of an amplifier using tubes (and their necessary output transformers). The midbass is

that acomponent should be reviewed at its
best, the remainder of my comments on the
Alpha-1 assume the use of the balanced
inputs.
A feature of the Alpha-1—unique in these
modern times—is afeedback adjustment
switch on the rear, which allows the level of
feedback to be adjusted between "normal"
and "low." Although the manufacturer does
not publish specifications for the amount of
feedback present at either setting, Iassume
the quoted distortion specifications are in

tube designs. In fact, the bass is far more

slightly warm, and performance does drop
off noticeably in the bottom octave, below
32Hz. This latter condition is undoubtedly
due to the current delivery limitations inherent in tube designs.
The image is wide with good depth, but
not as holographic as Ihave heard from
some tube amps. That is, the illusion of a
real body present in the physical space of
the listening room—one phenomenon
where I've always felt tubes have the upper

hand—doesn't come through as well as I
had hoped. On the other hand, the Alpha-1
mance of the Alpha-1 was clearly better with
does exceptionally well—better than most
the switch in this position. In the low feedback mode, the amp sounded slower, with a tube or solid-state amps—at such things as
separating massed instruments, particularly
distinct loss of detail, particularly from the
midrange on up. Again, my comments on strings and voices, and in giving asense of

the "normal" feedback mode. The perfor-

the Alpha-1 presume the "normal" feedback
setting.
Overall, the Alpha-1 is clean and wellbalanced, though just atouch warm in the
lower midrange The midrange is very transparent and detailed, but not as fast as some
Stereophile

height to the soundstage that allows one to
quickly tell the microphone perspective
used in the recording.
Transients are quick and dynamic, and
there is asense of more than ample power.
Even more important, the relative dynamics
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of various instruments (on properly made
recordings) are accurately preserved.
Because of its rather hefty price tag, I've
been fairly critical in evaluating the Alpha-1;
but despite my best efforts to fault it, it still

amps. Far from suffering at the frequency
extremes and in neutrality, the Alpha-1 is exceeded in these areas only by the best solidstate products. And it offers many of the vir-

comes out quite well. It manages to preserve

tues of tubes that I've always wanted in my
solid-state amps.

most of the virtues of tubes while minimizing the extent of their traditional weaknes-

all systems and tastes, the Alpha-1 is one of

ses. The overall character of the Alpha-1 is
closer to atop-notch solid-state design than
to atube amplifier, and Idon't think, therefore, that it will appeal to someone who enjoys traditional tube sound. I've always used
solid-state amps as my reference because of
their superior performance at the frequency
extremes, and because of the excessive colorations present (in my view) in most tube

While there is no one amp that is right for
avery small handful of amps, and the only
tube amp, that Iwould consider for my personal use. My one hesitation in recommending it is the need for apreamp capable of
driving abalanced input in order to realize
optimum performance. Run with asingleended input, its performance is unremarkable for its price; if you can use it balanced,
the Alpha-1 is highly recommended.

$

LUXMAN M-05 POWER AMPLIFIER
Larry Greenhill
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Luxman M-05 Power Amplifier
Solid-state class-A stereo amplifier. Rated Power: 105W per channel, continuous (8 ohms);
210W per channel, continuous (4 ohms); 400W continuous, bridged (8 ohms). THD plus
Noise: 0.008%, IM Distortion: 0.025%. Frequency response at 1W output: 10Hz-100kHz, +0,
-1.5dB. Slew Rate: 20V/us. IHF Dynamic Power: Not given. Polarity: Non-inverting. Input impedance: Direct-in, 300k; via attenuator, 45k. Gain: 32dB. S/N ratio: 120dB. Meters: dual
analog, with peak-reading circuitry and peak hold functions. Switchable for stereo or bridged
(BTL) operation. Switchable 3-speed fan. Switchable for "direct" or attenuator controlled.
Dimensions: 19"W x10 1/
2"x17 1
/
4 "D, including rear connectors. Weight: 88 pounds. Price:
$2800. Manufacturer: Luxman Division of Alpine Electronics of America, USA, 19145
Gramercy Place, Torrance, CA 90501. Tel: (213) 326-8000.

,sturcophilc

Japanese audiophiles venerate American
high-end audio components, paying huge
sums for vintage Marantz tube amplifiers,
racks of Levinson ML-2s, and early Audio
Research tube preamplifiers. The balance of
trade, at the high end anyway, hasn't been
reciprocated: Japanese high-end amplifiers
and preamplifiers have not received as

rivals the Czar's crown: gold on gold with
platinum accents and silver highlights, offset with cut crystal for the meter windows.
The Luxman's front panel is a collage of
special anodizing dyes, reminiscent of the
striking rose-gold front panel of Barry Streets'
latest amplifier. A brushed gold rear panel
frames the mixed platinum and gold sub-

positive areception here. Perhaps it was a
matter of styling, but the sonics of the Sony

panel extrusion. The square pushbuttons
are set in adark gold, and have been created

Esprit line and the class-A Stax amplifiers
did not receive the following they might

by forming adark gold sheet over aclear
plastic base; when the control is activated,

have, had the products been American.
In the past five years, anumber of Japan-

the rear-panel light shines through. The

ese mid-fl companies have quietly intro-

No handles are used on the front panel,
perhaps because they might disturb the

duced a few high-end electronic proto-

power switch has asilver-gray coloration.

These amplifiers and preamps embody many

elaborate jeweled styling. Handles can be
found at chassis rear, which is unfortunately

of the features found in the better-sounding

not helpful in picking up an amplifier that

Krells, Audio Research, and Levinson prod-

has its weight concentrated in the front.

ucts, such as dual-mono chassis, polypropy-

This makes the M-05 very awkward to
move around—one carries it with the cut-

types to American reviewers for comment.

lene coupling capacitors, and high-current,
class-A amplifier output stages.
The Luxman M-05 is just such adesign.
Relatively large and heavy for anominally
rated 105W/channel amp, the M-05 is essentially two mono amplifiers on one chassis:

crystal meter windows facing down toward
the floor.
Speaking of styling, this amplifier just has
too many controls for the type of high-end
market it is targeted for. Loads of external

two power supplies each with its own

features are suspect in ahigh-end product.

toroidal transformer, dual controls, and even

American audiophiles often equate ampli-

two line cords! The class-A circuitry utilizes

fier quality with chassis weight, clean lines,

Luxman's proprietary Duo-Beta/S design, a
negative feedback and wide bandwidth. The

and asingle power switch, not the variety
of noble metals decorating the M-05's
fascia. Controls abound, both front panel

single chassis is sturdily constructed with a

and rear. Take, for example, the two large

frame of aluminum extrusions. Large internal
heatsinks are cooled by multi-speed fans that

analog meters, each complete with separate

circuit approach that features minimal

can be turned down, but not off. OFC wir-

rotary attenuators, and "meter-off' and
"peak hold" square push-buttons. These

ing, copper-clad isolation compartments,
nonmagnetic materials, and star grounding

touches give the amp acluttered appearance I associate with lower-priced

techniques are all claimed by the manufac-

receivers, not a$3000 amplifier.
A brief internal inspection revealed ex-

turer to enhance performance. Hand
assembly is employed for the output stage.
The speaker terminals employ large plastic
screw clamps for avery tight fit, but unfortunately their terminals don't easily accom-

cellent workmanship and top-grade components. Gallium arsenide LEDs are used to
bias the output stages—an LED drops a
pretty constant voltage when it's fired up—

modate the spade lugs found on thicker

which LUX111211 claims are more desirable in

audiophile cables. Luxman has supplied the
rear panel with single-plug jacks as alter-

this application, but must be inserted onto

natives for these large-knobbed speaker

the pc boards by hand.
The M-05 was tested by Dave Clark of

terminals.
The external styling of the M-05 does not

DLC Design. The amplifier delivered a

follow the "minimalist," bare-bones design

watts into 4, virtually matching the specifi-

of the American high end. The external trim

cation. There was almost no evidence of
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minimum of 120 watts into 8ohms and 210
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"sticking" at clipping, which is an ampli -

that is remarkably exciting, wide, and deep.

flees tendency to continue clipping after

The M-05 does not "open up" the sound in

the input signal has fallen back below the

this manner; it has anatural dimensionality

level which normally makes it clip. The

that may be truer to the music. The M-05

amplifier's large signal response to 20kHz

does not act like an "expander," so those

squarewaves, driving an 8ohm load, was

interested in following the sound of loco-

excellent, with minimal overshoot on the
leading edge and no rounding on the trail-

motives crossing through their living rooms

the squarewave's period, indicating artifacts

should try adifferent product.
The M-05 strives for control, not drama.
It clearly is aproduct that should mate well

only above 100kHz, which is excellent

with voltage-sensitive electrostatics, such as

ing edge. These were well within 10% of

performance.

the Quad ESL-63. On my Snell Anype 3,

The M-05's sonics are in keeping with its
test-bench behavior. The unit has exemplary

the amps coolness and closed-down sound.

highs, and very good midrange. The overall

stage did not work as well as other dual

timbre is extended and abit distant, with a

mono amps. It did not seem to play as loud
as the Levinson ML-9 (an underrated 100W

slightly "recessed" sound in terms of

amplifier if there ever was one), but

dynamics and tonal balance This sonic pro-

"coasted along" like my "old" Threshold

file produces aclean sound, low in listener

Stasis 3 amplifier, which also strived for

fatigue.
The bass and midrange are very neutral

smoothness rather than punchiness. Compared with other amplifiers in the $25003000 range, however, it does less well than

and unobtrusive. At first listening, bass appears to be lacking, but the amplifier pro-

the competition. The Classe Audio DR-3 is

duces deep bass when the music calls for it.

more dynamic, more detailed, and does a
better job of revealing instrumental reso-

Low-frequency definition is more than
adequate, but retains the "cool" character of
the amp's upper registers. For this reason,
some audiophiles may not be tempted to

nance The Conrad Johnson tube amps have
afar more pleasing midrange presence, as
does the Audio Research D-115.

trade in their tube amplifiers for the Lux-

Luxman has given the M-05 hand-built

man M-05's accurate but subdued sonic tex-

internal circuitry, accurate sonics, class-A

ture. Its clipping performance, when delivering high sound levels, is smooth, with

operation, and dual-mono design—all

asubtle loss of detail and mild compression.
There was certainly no hashiness, static, or

manufacturer has taken the American highend market seriously. Yet the cool, closed-

severe distortion.

down sonics and the amp's overblown ex-

signs that this moderate-sized Japanese

Ihave found that dual-mono monaural

terior mean that more has to be done before

amplifiers built on two separate chassis

American Audiophiles will set aside their C-

often produce imaging and soundstaging

J, Krell, and Audio Research amps.

5.

LUXMAN C-05 "TWIN MONOLITHIC"
PREAMPLIFIER
Larry Greenhill
Solid-state, dual-mono, single-chassis stereo preamplifier. Inputs: 2phono, 1aux, 1tuner,
2tape. Controls: AC Power, Signal-Off, Recording, Mode, Dubbing, Monitor, Volume, Input
Select, Phono Select, Balance, Monitor Source, Dubbing Off. Outputs: 2tape, 2main. Frequency response: +0.2dB, 20Hz-20kHz (mc and mm phono); +0.5dB, 20-20kHz (line).
THD+N: Less than 0.005%, 20-20kHz, Volume control set at -30dB, 2V output. Rated
IM Distortion: Less than 0.005%, 2V output, SMPTE, 60Hz:7kHz, 4:1. S/N ratio (IHF, Aweighted): 250 uV, mc phono; 5mV, mm phono; 110dB (1V output) for line inputs. Phono
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Luxman C-05 "Twin Monolithic" Preamplifier
overload: 12.5mV (mc phono); 250mV (mm phono). Dimensions: 18 1/
8"W x51
/
4 "H x17 1
/
2"D.
Weight: 24 pounds. Price: $1800. Manufacturer: Luxman Division of Alpine Electronics of
America, Inc., 19145 Gramercy Place, Torrance, CA 90501. Tel: (213) 326-8000.
If "you can't tell abook by its cover" is an
overworked phrase, it applies most aptly to
this preamplifier. Pulled out of its oversized
packing carton, the Luxman C-05's silver/
gold/platinum faceplate, multiple front
panel pushbuttons, and huge volume control remind me of a Kenwood integrated
amplifier, not the high-end, no-holds-barred
preamp it actually is. Idon't particularly
fancy this kind of glitzy art nouveau high-

on how to operate the unit. Ihad adevil of
atime figuring out how to activate the tape
monitor switch, after stumbling over directions such as:
"When the recording switch is depressed
and the indicator on, recording signal is at
the REC OUT terminals (19) and (20). Set
your tape deck(s) in record mode, select a
program source, and press the RECORDING switch in. NOTE: both of the DUB-

tech styling in preamps, and it took some

BING switches (5) must be in the "off- posi-

time before Ipushed aside my spartan Levin-

tion (indicator oft)."
The instructions for tape duplicating (
- 1.

son ML-7A preamp to listen to the shiny
C-05. Living with the unit, Iwas surprised
to discover the C-05's neutral, refined
sonics, and was impressed with its state-ofthe-art internal construction.
Luxman claims the C-05's strength lies in
its "engineering excellence." Press releases
and product brochures rave about the

Follow the steps 1through 3and 5under
1.") are even more confusing. Idecided the
manual's author must have been the same
fellow who wrote the DOS software manuals
for my IBM PC—leaving me to figure things
out for myself. After madly punching the
preamp's record and monitor buttons, I

preamp's oxygen-free copper wiring, cop-

finally hit on the correct combination, and

per-clad chassis, and LED bias circuitry.

was able to make abrief recording on my

Unexplained but catchy product descrip-

Nalcamichi 600 cassette deck. Unfortunately,

tions include "Duo-Beta/s class-A Circuitry," "absolutization of zero potential,"

Ididn't write this combination down, so I
had to go through the same trial and error

and "Plus-X" (isn't that ablack-and-white

sequence at the next tape session. The
C-05's controls, at least for taping, were not

film?) dual power supplies. Isay "unexplained" because any technical description
of the C-05's design is hard to find. Luxman's product brochure shows the C-05
decorating shelves of playboy apartments
but says little about its electronic features.
This information shortage reaches apinnacle in the owner's manual, which is about
as helpful as atoaster's—terse rephrases of
the control labels with no clear instructions

Stereophile

set up in an intuitive manner; they cry out
for a decent manual. Hopefully, Luxman
will upgrade this anemic pamphlet with a
good explanation of the C-05's design, and
clarify its operating instructions.
Internally, the unit is well constructed,
and offers agood deal for its S1800 price.
Signal isolation is enhanced by dividing the
interior into 5sections with copper-coated
113

aluminum partitions.
Much like the Levinson ML-7A, the front-

(lie the squarewave's ultrasonic components
because of bandwidth limiting. The moving-

panel section has minimal electronics, only

coil stage yielded 60.9dB gain at the 50otun

control knobs and pushbuttons. Shafts run
to switches, volume, and balance controls in

input, and 62dB gain for the 100ohm input,
enough for many low output mc cartridges

arear-panel section. This gives very short

(but probably not enough for JGH's refer-

pcb runs, afeature that can reduce interchannel crosstalk. The center two sections are

put). Frequency response was close to

ence Ortofon MC-2000 with its 0.05mV out-

amplifying stages for the two channels, with

manufacturer's spec for both mm and mc

an additional copper shield between them.

phono sections, running ±0.3dB, 20Hz to
20kHz. Noise figures were excellent for the

AC switching and power supply components, located to one side, are enclosed by a
metal shield.

phono sections, running -77.5dB A (IHF) for
the mc section and -83dBA for the mm sec-

Component quality and workmanship

tion. Dave Clark found the control flexibility

are excellent throughout. Soldered connec-

excellent—he did not experience the taping
confusion Idid.

tions, instead of push-on mechanical connectors, are used everywhere In addition to
polypropylene capacitors, metal-film resistors, and discrete transistors, the amplifier
boards are populated with atotal of 36 red
glowing LEDs. Presumably they are used
for their 1.6V forward drop in bias circuits.,

When Ifirst inserted the C-05 into my
system without warming it up, Iwas unimpressed. My Levinson ML-7 had been away
at Madrigal for several weeks, to be updated
to '7A status. In its absence Ihad been using
my early Magnavox CD player to drive my

One might speculate that they also might

Levinson ML-9 power amp and Snell Type

have been used in this abundance to give
the preamp's interior afestive look.

A/III speakers directly. The introduction of

In testing at DLC Design, the C-05 showed
low distortion in the stereo mode with less

the "cold" C-05 changed things: Iimmediately noticed adistant, dry, reserved quality

than 0.0027% THD+N, 20Hz to 20kHz for

in the high end, little depth of field, and a
narrow soundstage that failed to reach the

2V output. In the mono mode, THD+N

lateral limits of the loudspeakers. Ichalked

was higher. Driving the DAD inputs, one of

this up to alack of warm-up and left the

the preamp's channels let loose a750kHz

C-05 on for two days prior to any serious
listening.

parasitic oscalation just at clipping when
the volume control was set to maximum,
but this glitch may be peculiar to this one
unit. Channel tracking for the volume con-

While waiting, Ifound the C-05 to be convenient and easy to live with. Ienjoyed the
elaborate power-up sequence, with its

trol was superb, running ±0.25dB for all
settings between OdB and -40dB. Crosstalk

automatic muting, "warm-up" indicator, and

for the DAD inputs was better than 75dB,

tween sources was quick and effortless, with

20Hz to 20kHz.

absolutely no audible crosstalk at any

The moving-coil inputs were tested next.
Standard lkHz sinewave signals yielded an
mc overload point of 11.5mV for the 50 and
100ohm inputs. With an input signal that
gives a lkHz squarewave output, preamp
input overload occurs at the equivalent of a
0.15mV sinewave. This low figure is aresult
of the C-05's design, which uses awideband headamp separate from the RUA compensation phono section, instead of ahigh-

flickering "operation" LED. Switching be-

volume control setting. Ienjoyed having
separate inputs for mc and mm cartridges,
abalance contro1, 2 and the capability to dub
between two tape decks.
So, how did the C-05 sound when properly
warmed up? It continued to have a subdued, neutral sound. Highs were delicate,
with good detail, and the midrange and
midbass were smooth but not rich. The
soundstage width now reached out to the

gain RIAA amp This latter design could han- lateral edges of the loudspeakers, with
IOther preamps using LEDs as bias elements are the
Nuance and the Pink Triangle Pip.
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2Even in these days of minimalist preamps, in my opinion
abalance control is neither ararity nor aluxury. —LA
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centerfill and inner detail improved. Time

the dynamics, musicality, and inner detail of

did not completely improve the depth of
field, which was only average for apreamp

the more expensive preamps is missing.
Perhaps it is unfair to compare preamps

in this price range. Other imaging charac-

across such awide price range. The Lux-

teristics fell short of state-of-the-art preamps,

man CO-5's sonics excel in lack of fatigue
and neutrality, and the unit itself is quite
flexible. You will no doubt welcome its

including an inability to create the sonic
illusion of an orchestra's layering of rows of
instruments. While there remained acertain

many features if you're interested in using

settled tameness to the sound, the C-05 was

several cartridges and tape decks, and don't

as free of fatigue or edginess as any preamp

want to bother changing phono boards or

Ihave heard. Only the return of the ML-7

inserting head amps. Personally, 1will con-

(now the ML-7A) reminded me that this

tinue to enjoy my Levinson ML-7A, but the
C-05 is definitely not abad product; just

tameness occasionally robbed certain orchestral passages of their dynamics. Iheard it
immediately in alistening comparison (non

not up with the best.

double-blind) between the two preamps.

ter value than some of the no-holds-barred

The Luxman's $1800 price makes it abet-

Where would Iplace the C-05 in terms of

preamps. Ilook forward to auditioning the

value? At $1800, it certainly undercuts the
$2795 Klyne SK-5 or the $5125 ML-7A in

new, excellent, low-priced preamps from
Adcom and PS Audio, reviewed in Vol.9

cost, and excels in numbers of features. But

No.7 by AHC.

CURCIO DIRECT DRIVE AMPLIFIER
Bill Sommerwerck
Modified Acoustat high-voltage vacuum-tube amplifier for transformerless connection to
electrostatic speakers, optimized for current Acoustat models. Price: $1200 to convert supplied amplifiers, $1800 complete. Warranty: 90 days tubes, 1year other parts. Source:
manufacturer's loan. MANUFACTURER: JJ Curcio. Tel: (814) 234 0966
Readers of The Audio Amateur are already

brought the electrostatic speaker into the hi-

familiar with Joe Curcio's designs, most

fi mainstream. ,

notably an impressive tube preamp named
for his son, Daniel. His direct-drive amplifier

Kinetic biformer (bass and midrange/treble

for Acoustats is an answer to the question
"What do we do with all those old Acoustat
amps that are lying around gathering dust?"
Acoustat's Jim Strickland wasn't happy
with the transformers available in the mid'70s, and decided that adirect-coupled integral amplifier, supplying both the polarizing and audio voltages, was the best way to
go with his first electrostatic design, the

The development of Acoustat's Magne transformers, joined with a crossover),
however, made possible aspeaker that could
be driven by awide range of amps, and eliminated (from the marketing point of view) the
need for adirect-drive amp. As customers
graduated to the new speakers, older models
wound up on used equipment shelves.
Acoustat's amp was not especially reliable
(a problem with all high-voltage amps), and

Acoustat X. Such an amp solves the problem

there were more than a few complaints

of driving the rather nasty load presented by

about the sound of the op-amp driver stage.

most electrostatics. This design decision
resulted in aline of electrostatic speakers that

Joe Curcio's mod replaces the op-amp with

were reliable and affordable (by high-end
standards). It's probably fair to say they

tubes, and adds regulation to the ±130V
supplies; there is also some mild EQ tailored
to current Acoustat designs. If you have the
old direct-drive amps, they don't have to be

1Idon't like footnoting that much, but surely Quad also
played apart in this process?
—JA
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in perfect working order. As long as the
chassis are intact, and the transformers work,
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the modification costs $1200. If not, it's no
more than $1800 (depending on the cost of
apair of used amps).

live orchestra sounds like (a bit distant and
airy), regardless of the source material. The
MAT's more prominent midrange tends to

Joe lives within areasonable driving dis-

rather cruelly expose whatever is artificial

tance, and he asked me to review the modi-

or mechanical-sounding in the recording.

fied amplifier. Iexplained that, though Iwas

On the other hand, the seemingly greater

more than alittle sensitive to amplifier differences, Iwas no amplifier maven, and didn't

upper-mid output of the CDD makes it less

feel Icould do aproper job. Joe pressed me.
Irealized that in my recent switch to the

Ioften found myself adjusting the CDD's
treble balance control, whereas the MAT

Moscode 600, Ihad an amp that not only
sounds good, but whose forward midrange

was pretty much aset-and-forget proposition. The best LPs (such as Wilson and Shef-

nicely complements the rather laidback
sound of most electrostatics. And the 600

set at design center (straight up), whereas

forgiving of added brightness or hardness.

field) sounded fine with the CDD's control

costs the same as Joe's amp. How would Joe

my own master tapes needed full boost to

feel about acomparative review? Joe found
it reasonable.

sound balanced. This shows just how much

(Note that this is acomparison of the Curcio direct-drive amp (CDD) and the Moscode
600 /Acoustat transformer combination
(MAT) when driving the Acoustat 6s. It isn't
areview of the 600; AHC performed that
task in Vol.8 No.5.)
Both amplifiers were auditioned with a
wide range of material, including
audiophile and non-audiophile LPs, some

distortion there is, even in the best commercial recordings.
The CDD has abroader, deeper soundstage and amore vivid presentation of the
recording's ambience. (The fact that the
CDD is two mono amps and the 600 a
single chassis may explain some of this difference.) The CDD's ambience and presentation are preferable on most recordings.
The exceptions (such as the Walter Pastoral,

decent CDs, and my own digital master
tapes. The CDD sits next to the speaker, and

which dissolves into asea of reverb) are

requires a long cable from the preamp. I

The CDD is noticeably more detailed than
the MAT. Inner voices are more readily iden-

had 20-foot lines made from Neumann
mike cable that Ihad to hand, and used
them with both amps.

rare.

tified and followed. It also has slightly better dynamics (no doubt due to the elimina-

This is apair of products that make things
easy on the reviewer. Both sound good.

make the Acoustats a match for the best

Their prices are the same (and not

dynamic speakers.

tion of the transformer), though it doesn't

outrageous, by today's standards). The

At the low end it was hard to choose. The

sonic differences are clear-cut, so Idon't
have to agonize over subtleties. And each's

CDD seemed to go abit lower, with somewhat better control and detail. (It sbould,

strengths are the other's weaknesses, so

considering that there is no transformer!)

there is no absolute best. All Ineed to do is

As Iwas finishing up this review, Ilearned

describe the sound, and let you decide.
The current Moscode 600 does not have

that my review samples (which were right
out of Joe's system) do not use the same
tubes as the "production" version. The

the heavy bass and slightly tipped-up top of
the original model. The MAT combo
sounds almost tonally neutral, except for a
slight loss in the top octave The overall
sound is abit sweet and rounded off, but
not dull.
By comparison, the CDD has asomewhat
recessed midrange which throws the upper

CDD is normally supplied with 6DJ8s,
whereas my unit had 6KN8s. Joe feels that
the 6DJ8 produces amidrange that is too
forward and clinical-sounding. (In other
words, more like the Moscode 600.) The
6KN8s are an extra-cost option. So you
have achoice. Though the more forward

midrange and top end into greater subjec-

quality of the 6DJ8s may alter ambience

tive prominence. The effect is to make the
CDD sound like what most people think a

and soundstage, it is unlikely that it will
reduce detail; Ihave never noticed any con-
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nection between perceived frequency

brand of electrostatic speaker? 'Scats are

balance and detail in any component. They

more alike than different with regard to

seem to be independent.

polarizing voltage, drive level, and capaci-

Despite my preamp being on one circuit

tance; the Acoustat amp should be able to

and the power amps on another, there were

drive most "full-range" models without
modification. Multi-way systems (such as
the original Quad, the KLH 9, or the Koss

no problems with hum pickup from the
long cables, nor did Irun into ground loops.
(Ground loops are usually cured by inserting athree-pin adapter between the amp's

One) cannot be driven directly, nor can the
ESL-63 (because of its delay line). Joe thinks

connects the ground pin, opening the loop.)

it likely that he would be able to modify the
amp, if required, should you change speakers.

There was, however, some mechanical
hum from the power transformers. Most

This is not aguarantee, however.
If you're not happy with the sound you're

power plug and the wall outlet. This dis-

audible during the early morning or late

getting from your Acoustats, these two

evening hours, with no background noise

amplifiers are worth auditioning. Unless

to mask it, it supplied an unwelcome basso

you live near an owner, the CDD is difficult

continuo to most music. The amps had to

to audition before purchase. If my description suggests that it's the amp you want, Joe

sit on the bases of my 6s, which gave good
(but unwanted!) mechanical coupling. In
Joe's house, the same pair of amps sat on
the carpet, and there was no noise. If you're

Curdo can put you in touch with some happy
owners. If you buy the amps and don't like
them, there's a20% restocking charge. Joe

having your own amps modified, be sure

says no-one has ever returned them, and

the hum level is acceptably low when you

since they would probably lose more
money selling them, tcan only assume this

and the amps sit in their usual positions.
What happens if you switch to another

means all his customers are happy.
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FANFARE PRELUDE
Thomas Norton
Two-way system with 61
2 "cone woofer, 3
/
4 "dome tweeter. Frequency response: +3dB, 55Hz
/
to 24kHZ. Nominal impedance: 6ohms. Dimensions: 14" H x8" D. Price: $275/pair Matching stands (optional): $125/pair. Manufacturer: Fanfare Acoustics, 4650 Arrow Highway, F-4,
Montclair, CA 91763. Tel: (714) 624-4020.

What will those folks at Fanfare Acoustics
come up with next? First they come out
with the (revised) Tempo, a $500 /pair
loudspeaker that, in the words of AHC
(Vol.7 No.4), "outperforms a number of
good British speakers that do cost $1000."
Then they go and saw (bat system in half
and produce the new Prelude at just over
half the price Not much need be said about
the mechanics of the new mini: single 6
/ -inch woofer in asmall ported box; dome
2
1
tweeter slightly offset (the pairs are not
mirror-imaged—at this price you want that
Fanfare Prelude
Stereophile

too?); attractive but unspectacular
cosmetics. Just another boring box, right?
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Those of us who have been involved in
audio for longer than we care to contemplate might be excused for thinking so.
After all, it's still not possible to match the
qualities of atop-grade pair of audiophile
speakers for anything like this kind of

They definitely do not sound small.
Then there's that low end. Objectively
they don't appear to go much below about
60Hz, but the sensation of low bass is there.
When it comes to low-end punch, these are

money. But there are probably plenty of

not anemic reproducers. Fanfare had not
appeared especially receptive to my offer to

readers out there just getting started in this

evaluate the Preludes with a subwoofer;

hobby for whom $1000, $2000, or $30001
pair is just out of the question for an initial
speaker investment, or for an investment
any time. For S275 /pair (add $100-$125 for
a strongly recommended pair of good
stands), the Tempos will do a more than
decent job of preventing an advanced case
of MULWS.,
Ihave to admit that Iwasn't bowled over
by the Preludes on first hearing, but then
my reference speakers (ProAc Studio 3s)
cost ten times as much. And even they don't
do everything right. In my room, the Preludes, using program sources and material
with a linear (i.e., non tipped-up) highfrequency response, were abit bland, tended
to hardness in the upper midrange (most
noticeable at higher levels), had atrace of
coloration in the vocal band, and didn't
rock the room with low bass. They were
also well short of the best in inner definition and detailing.
End of the bad news. So they're not Infinity RS1Bs, Martin Logan Monoliths, or
Snell 'Iype A Ms. If they were, there'd be a
lot of delirious audiophiles and bankrupt
manufacturers. What they are is the end
result of aset of intelligently selected compromises? that Ifound satisfying, in both
audiophile and in music-lover terms.
The Preludes present awide and deep
soundstage with fine imaging. They will
play at high levels—higher than you might
believe possible in alarge listening room.

they stated that they felt the balance to be
fine without low-end assistance. Inow have
to agree with them. Though subwoofing
(subwoofing?) would certainly extend the
low-frequency response the bass sans addons is tight (but not overdamped), punchy,
and not at all what you might expect from
a6-inch woofer. And they'll play that bass
at surprising levels without complaint or
premature bottoming of the woofers.
Before someone makes too much of this, a
word of caution: Any speaker can be overdriven. With asmall woofer, the cautious
owner will experiment with levels, working
up to alevel appropriate to his or her room
and system. The Preludes do not repeal the
laws of physics, they just appear to make
optimum use of avery good small woofer.
The longer Ilistened to the Preludes, the
more Iwanted to listen to them. A good
sign. Ifound myself wanting to listen to
whole sides of albums instead of favored
test excerpts. Inever forgot the flaws, never
confused them with the best of the competition. But Ifound it remarkably easy to
resist the temptation to switch back to the
Proacs.
A few words are in order about the slight
high HF blandness Inoticed. My first reaction to the Preludes had been of alack of
high-frequency detail. The longer Ilistened,
however, the less this bothered me. The initial listen had followed extended listening

Disco specials they are not, but they are for-

to my Studio Threes, which are almost
overly etched in the highs (in my estimation

ward in balance and dynamic to adegree
that demands involvement with the music.

their weakest area). Istill believe the

IMusic Lover Withdrawal Syndrome: the shock incurred
in listening to your system after alive concert. Inflicted on
mankind by Thomas A. Edison, categorized by JGH,
acronymized (?) by TJN who, will hereafter not admit to it.
2All speakers, regardless of size or price, are aset of compromises. How well those compromises fit a listener's
perception of accuracy determines the success of the
design—for that listener. How well it fits the perceptions
of alot of listeners determines its market success.
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Preludes to be abit soft at the very top—
they sounded their best with the slightly
rising high end of the typical moving-coil
(no bad thing in these days of high-output
moving-coils with just those characteristics). Fanfare uses Audioquest cartridges
into Audio Research electronics in its CES
demos, which produces a much livelier
sound than Iwas able to get with my solidStereophile

state electronics and Monster Alpha 2 looking, the CSS sturdier. Either will add
almost 50% to the cost of the speakers; you
(equalized for flatness through a Klyne
prearnp). Ihave to admit, though, that I can get along with temporary expedients
(concrete cinderblocks would work well
don't normally like this sort of system
cross-compensation, especially in this CD

for those numb to decor), but plan on ac-

era (apart from rolling off the highs, there's
not much you can do with aCD player's
response).

quiring agood set eventually.
The Preludes won't embarrass many of

Ihighly recommend the use of good

the better $1000/pair loudspeakers, but will
keep designers of $500/pair speakers on

attractive. Iused Chicago Speaker Stands'

their toes during the day and awake at night.
If you buy a pair of speakers anywhere

20" model (loaded down with sand and

close to this price range without audition-

lead shot). The Fanfare stand is better-

ing these, don't say Ididn't warn you. 111

stands. Fanfare's own are 20" high and very

ARCAM ALPHA TUNER
Don Scott

Arcam Alpha Tuner
FM stereo/AM, LW tuner with analog tuning. Usable sensitivity: 2uV/11.2dBf mono,
14uV/28dBf stereo. 50dB stereo quieting sensitivity: 32uV/35dBf without noise reduction.
Capture ratio: 1.5dB. Selectivity: 60dB alternate channel, 4dB adjacent channel. S/N ratio
at 65dBf: 80dB mono, 78dB stereo. Stereo THD: 0.07-0.2%. Stereo separation: 48dB. SCA
rejection: 40dB. AM suppression ratio: 40dB. 19 and 38kHz products: -60dB. Dimensions:
15.8" W x9.1" D x3.8" H. Weight: 4lbs. Price: $299. Serial No. 588. Manufacturer: A8,14
Cambridge. Distributor: Naiad Products. PO Box 1250, Falls Station, Niagara Falls, NY
1430a Tel: (413) 764-8958.
British-designed and -manufactured tuners

located on either side by other signals. The

are available in the US from A&R Cambridge, Cambridge Audio, Creek, Meridian,

Arcam is no exception, being agood lowpriced tuner for high-quality reception in
areas of sparsely placed stronger stations.

Mission-Cyrus, Naim, Quad, and QED.
Generally, the respective designs do not address the problems of receiving and
separating the FM spectrum in the States,

The Alpha is astraightforward LW, AM,
and FM analog tuner with switchable AFC,
and combined mono/stereo/muting func-

crowded as it is with 7,000 FM stations and

tions. There is no signal-level meter, dial

translators vs. about 300 signals in all the
British Isles! However, one thing these imports have in common is better than
average fidelity on strong stations not sufIBroadcasting. August IL 1986. Minn No 6. p.80. A
typical tX listener has achoice of no more than four BBC
stations and two independent stations on FM. separated
by up to 2M111z.

Stereophile

illumination, or noise reduction. There is a
center tuning indicator which turns from
red, through amber, to green when astation
is properly tuned. The cabinet is nicely styled
gray plastic with an aluminum rear panel.
Despite its lack of features, the tuner has
some merit: it sounds excellent and, con119

sidering the quality of the interior construc-

Cyrus tuners, but it does lack the irritating

tion, is not overpriced. It should last longer
than you or me.

graininess common to many others. Stereo

Specifications
The specifications are given in DIN and are
meaningless except for afew comparisons.
For example, Ifound S/N, THD, and stereo
separation figures to be understated: S/N
claimed at 68dB was arather quiet 78dB;

separation is exceptional, with mono
sources well centered in the soundstage.
There is good openness similar to, but not
quite up to, the near perfect stereo image
from the NEC-6E and Denon TU -767. In
brief, non-fatiguing sound is found at its
RCA jacks.

THD spec'd at 0.25% was amore respectable 0.07-0.2%; and stereo separation stated

LW and AM Sections

as amediocre 40dB was an excellent 48dB.
Although no winner in mono sensitivity, the

sold in Europe. Forget it. The AM section

Alpha is about 10% better than the typical
Japanese product in stereo sensitivity producing fairly quiet (50dB) stereo with 32uV/
35dBf signals. Other under-par specifications are found in the opening listing.

Long wave is included because the tuner is
had good sensitivity (175uV/m) and unmuffled clarity. However, quiet reception is
hindered by the nondirectional flat loop
antenna supplied. Idid find that placing the
loop antenna under adesk telephone coupled
the signals from its wiring, and Iwas able to

FM Sound Quality

receive many stations clearly.

The Alpha

Summary

Uses

extensive tittering of the

19kHz pilot tone and harmonically related
components to achieve low high-frequency
IM distortion and resulting smooth sound.
The Quad FM-4, the Creek 3040 (not the
3140), and the Mission-Cyrus (to aslightly
smaller degree), all share this tube-like
sweetness. The Arcam does not have the
quick, tight bass of the Quad and Mission-

Is this tuner better than the renowned digital
NEC T-6E ($229) or the analog/digital readout Bogen TP-100 ($179)? The NEC is the best
of the three RF -wise, and the trio all sound
topnotch. The Alpha will find its home with
someone wanting asweet-sounding analog
tuner without digital glitter, and, within its
RF limitations, can be recommended. 111

YAMAHA T-85 AM /FM TUNER
Don Scott

Yamaha T-85 AM/FM Tuner
FM stereo/AM tuner with digitally synthesized tuning. Usable sensitivity: 68uV/10.3dBf
mono, 4uV/17.3dBf stereo. 50dB stereo quieting sensitivity: 20uV/31.3dBf with noise reduction, 40uV/37.2dBf local and wide, 30uV/34.7dBf distant and super-narrow without noise
reduction. Capture ratio: 1.3dB. Selectivity: 90dB alternate channel, 28-32dB adjacent channel. S/N ratio at 65dBf: 88dB mono, 80dB stereo. Stereo THD: 0.02%. Stereo separation:
50dB. SCA rejection: 72dB. AM suppression ratio: 70dB. 19 and 38kHz products: -65dB.
Power consumption: 17W Dimensions: 17 1/
8"W by 14" D by 33
/
4"H. Weight: 11 lbs. Price:
$449. Serial number 201490. Manufacturer: Yamaha, 6600 Orangethorpe Ave., Buena Park,
CA 90620. Tel: (714) 522-9105.
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Yamaha's T-80 tuner was assailed in Vol.8
No.1 as being an ergonomic and electronic
mess. With some apparent redemptive guilt

the quietest tuners available. The Mac
MR-80 (now out of production again), Lux-

as incentive, Yamaha's engineers have come

man T-02, and Sansui TU-D99AMX are
2-3dB quieter. Stereo separation is claimed

up with afirst-rate tuner in the same basic

as 68dB in super-wide, amode that is too

enclosure.
The front panel is not elegant, but func-

wide to be practical in most reception areas.

tional. The left one-third contains 20 ran-

never measured more than 50dB, 45dB

dom presets with station memory-labeling,
and the power switch. The red, 5-segment,

being more typical. This is still good for a
subjectively precise stereo image, but not

frequency display is centered, with a24-

the best.

division signal-quality indicator to its left.
The indicator displays multipath and adja-

In the more practical bandwidth modes, I

FM Audio Quality

cent-channel intermodulation as rapid fluc-

How does it sound? Clean, but slightly

tuations in signal strength corresponding to
modulation variations. Below the displays

metallic and overly bright. However, the
extra brightness is cancelled when using the

are switches for auto stereo, mono, dynamic

sliding high-blend, and the overall audio is

(really sliding) high-blend, 4IF bandwidths
(an industry first), auto-manual tuning, and

fairly flat, which is better than the dulling
effect of other tuners. Also, it was found that

direct and normal (high and low sensitivity).

the slightly metallic highs can be tamed

Two large rockers for frequency change are

with interconnect experimentation. Bass
response is solid and extended. As mentioned
above, stereo separation is only good, lack-

on the upper left. The upper one changes
tuned frequency in 100kHz steps, the lower
in 10kHz steps for fine-tuning cable FM, or
as an aid in separating adjacent stations.
Memory on-off and FM-AM switches are
below the rockers.
The rear panel contains jacks for 500mV

ing the openness of the NEC T-6E. In the
high-blend mode, stereo separation
deteriorates to something just above mono.
BUT, BUT...the exceptional low noise,
lack of distortion, and any type of high-

and IV audio. Least distortion was noted on

frequency grundge or SCA birdies, make

the low output. Remote-control connec-

the tuner very musical to listen to in stereo

tions for use with the 85 system and an Ftype antenna connector are provided.

the Mac MR-78 and the Onkyo T-9090 can

Overall construction and feel are excellent.

pull that off any better.

Good Memory

AM Section

A feature worth noting is the tuner's
elaborate memory. Mono-stereo, IF bandwidth, blend, and sensitivity can be programmed along with the standard or finetuned frequency. While there are a few
tuners with mode memory programming,
the Marantz ST-74 and the no longer imported Dual CT-1260 are the only tuners I
have seen with fine-tuning memory.

with signal levels as low as 5uV. And only

The AM suffers from "who stole the highs,"
but has less distortion and better sensitivity than usual. 200uV/m was measured vs. a
typical 300uV/m. 250uV/m was the factory
spec.
AM reception can be enhanced by wrapping eight or nine turns of insulated bell
wire around the tuner end of the loop
antenna. Connect one end of the wire to
the AM ground terminal, the other to a40to 50-foot wire or grounded object.

FM Section
Iwill take issue with only two measurements;

To sum up:

the others can be found in the opening

My comment to Pat Hart of Yamaha sum-

paragraph and are exactly as stated by the
manufacturer. S/N ratio is claimed as 98dB

most things eloquently. The one flaw is that

in mono and 90dB in stereo. I'll shave 10dB
off those figures, but the T-85 is still one of
Stereophile

marizes my evaluation of the T-85: It does
the super-narrow mode has limited application; some splatter is still present in situa121

tions where ultimate selectivity is needed to
separate aweak station next to avery strong

that might limit reception): NEC T-6E ($229),
Quad FM-4 ($695), Bogen TP-101 ($179),

one. An additional 10-12dB selectivity, by
means of another ceramic filter or its

Denon TU -767 ($350—soon to be extinct),
Mission/Cyrus ($450), Magnum /Dynalab

equivalent circuit, would make the $449

FT-101, A&R Cambridge Arcam Alpha

T-85 equal to the $2600 Mac MR-80. The
additional parts would cost $0.20 to $3.00,

($400).

adding no more than $15 to the retail price.

I($299), Luxman T-02, and the ADS T-2
'Timers that offer the best compromise
between RF and audio considerations are

The Competition

the Onkyo T-9090 and T-4087, Luxman

The competitive products still in produc-

T-02, Accuphase T-107, Pioneer TX-V1160
($330—includes TV tuner section), Proton

tion having exceptional selectivity are listed
in order of preference: Onkyo T-9090
($659), Onkyo T-4087 ($380), Luxman
T-02 ($500), Magnum/Dynalab TX-101
($549), Accuphase T-107 ($925), and the

440 ($249), ADS T2, and the Altai AT-S7BK
($280).
Where does the latest Yamaha offering fit

Technics ST-G7 ($475).

in? Somewhere in the middle of categories
one and three, and in the middle of the

While I'm at it, listed in descending order are
my preferences for sound quality (this list

second. This means it is awinner and will
perform well for most purchasers. Recom-

does not take into account other parameters

mended.

TEKNIKA TVC-22 MIS TV TUNER
Don Scott

Teknika TVC-22 MTS TV Tuner
TV MIS and video tuner. 77 channel capability. 50dB stereo quieting sensitivity: 18uV. S/N
ratio at 65dBf: 75dB mono, 72dB stereo. Stereo total harmonic distortion: 0.1%. Stereo
separation: 25dB. Dimensions: 11 1/2" W by 71
2 "D by 3" H. Weight: 53 lbs. Serial number
/
60202001. Price: $169. Manufacturer: Teknika Electronics Corp., 353 Route 46 W., Fairfield,
NJ 07006.
The TVC-22 is a complete TV receiver

tion by memory of TV channels is not pro-

minus the tube and deflection circuits, and
is an economical means of receiving stereo

vided. There is, however, amemory func-

or SAP audio from TV broadcasts without
replacing your old receiver. Its basic functions are similar to the Pioneer TX-V1160
reviewed in Vol.8 No.7, except that preselec122

tion for fine-tuning each channel, amust
for correctly tuning nonstandard-frequency
cable channels.
It is a relatively small, smart unit. A
10-button channel selection keyboard is proStereophile

vided for standard VHF/UHF and mid-band

out over-essing.

cable channels (the company will soon have
a140-channel version available), and there are

One of the advantages of using the
TVC-22 over conventional tuners for TV

separate mono/stereo and SAP selector
switches, with corresponding indicators. The

audio is again in S/N, even on mono broadcast. This occurs because all audio is
detected and remodulated on channels 3or
4. Because the audio level control affects this

volume control affects the levels from the
headphone output, the left and right line-level
outputs (from RCA sockets), and the FM channel 3or 4sockets. (The lowest distortion was
NTSC 1V p-p video output and cable input

reprocessed audio, the TV audio can be increased to amuch higher level over what can
be heard from adirect air-signal. Therefore,

are via F type jacks; the UHF antenna ter-

any record or listening controls can be backed

minals are screw-type.

down—provided there is no overloading—

Performance
No specifications are available from the
manufacturer. An unusually high sensitivity
to a stereo subcarrier was noted, yielding
stereo from cable-converted channels that
were unusable with the Sharp 20J580 and
Toshiba MTS TVs. The picture quality —
bandwidth, color, and chrominance differences—was also better using the TVC-22 as
the RF tuner rather than using the built-in
tuners in three typical color sets Ihad on
hand. Audio and visual sensitivity also proved
to be about 10% better than on these same
sets. In short, Teknilca's sample product left
little to be desired in contributing to picture
quality.

Audio Quality
Noise levels are way down, thanks to the
dbx encoding-decoding process (these are
observations taken from ten off-the-air
stereo signals) and dbx tracking appeared to
be perfect, with punchy, full-bodied dynamics and no pumping. Distortion is very
low, well below 0.1%. Bass is well defined,
the midrange is especially clean, contributing
to clarity on voice, and treble is distinct with-

resulting in an increase in S/N. This positive
gain in S/N only occurs with mono, or stereo
audio heard as mono, because stereo audio
does not appear on the modulated video
output.
On the negative side, the SAP audio from
this unit is noisy, scratchy, and generally very
poor, when compared with that of the
Pioneer TX-V1160; Isuspect some misalignment of this particular function. In addition,
although the audio quality is as good as
anything I have heard from TV, stereo
separation was not as pronounced as with
the Pioneer tuner or the Sharp and Toshiba
sets previously mentioned. This is not to say
that the TVC-22 produces amono image:
there is still 25dB separation, compared with
the Pioneer TX-V1160's 45dB.
If you agree with me that low levels of
noise and distortion, along with an excellent
picture, are more important than widest
separation, the TVC-22 —usually discounted
from its $169 list—is worth serious consideration. It would be interesting to combine this unit with the superb Fosgate 3601
surround-sound processor reviewed in
Vol.9, No.4.

GC ELECTRONICS SUPERIOR TABLE-TOP
ANTENNA
Don Scott
Top-of-Set/Wall Mounting UHF/VHF/FM High Performance Indoor Antenna. 12-position
tuning switch for maximum clarity, 38", 4-section telescoping VHF dipoles. Can hang from
wall or rest on TV, in many different positions. 4-conductor wire and terminals for easy
hookup. Price: $29.95. MANUFACTURER: GC Electronics, PO Box 1209, Rockford, IL
61105-1209. Tel: (815) 968-9661.
The flimsy, flexible dipole antennas shipped

ficient, so I've been investigating some bet-

with FM receivers and tuners are most inef-

ter signal catchers. The cream of the non-
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amplified indoor antennas found to date is

lower than 30 ohms. To place the system

the GC "Superior" model 32-336 VHF-FM

beyond the reaches of the cables provided,

and UHF antenna system. It has 38" extendable dipoles, aseparately-adjustable UHF

31 1
2 "leads, then 75 ohm cable. Extending
/

ring with asquare reflector ring surround-

the matched length of 300 ohm wire

ing it, and separate 300 ohm, 31 /
2 "VHF1

detunes the system.

use a300/75 ohm transformer at the end of

FM and UHF connecting leads. A horizontal

Best results were obtained with the

bar supporting the antenna elements can be
tilted at 22.5 °increments relative to the

dipoles full-length, vertical, and tilted
22.5 °. The unit also worked well in an attic

case. This allows the antenna to be used

installation. Good VHF reception was

top-of-set or flush-mounted on awall or
window with a bracket or suction cups

noted, but the antenna was only fair with

(provided).

placed over a metal surface. The GC

A 12-position tuning section is the heart
of this unit, precisely matching the dipoles

Superior is available at many discount
stores for $21.95 or less, and afurther price

to frequency and the 300 ohm connecting

decrease of 10-15% was expected as we go
to press.

lead. There is far less circuit loss than with

UHF. In all cases, the antenna worked better

ordinary rabbit ears with impedances much

MONSTER CABLE /SOUNDEX STEREO
IMAGER
J. Gordon Holt
Stereo enhancer panel. Dimensions/Price: (all 18" W) x38" H $280, x49" H $300, x79"
H $330. Manufacturer: Monster Cable Products, Inc., 101 Townsend St, San Francisco, CA
94107. Tel: (415) 777-1355.
This odd-looking device—a flat, freestanding sound-absorption screen—is sup-

providing awider soundstage.

posed to improve the soundstaging perform-

swivel base, ahard-wired remote control,

ance of aspeaker system by modifying its

and amotor-driven roller at the bottom of
the free edge of the screen. The latter

The device comes equipped with a

radiation patterns.
Three versions are available, in different
heights, and one should use the size that

enables the listener to rotate the panel to lie
flat against the wall when not in use, thus

most closely matches (or somewhat ex-

preserving domestic harmony.

ceeds) the height of your speakers. Placed
midway between and slightly in front of the
speakers, with the thin edge pointing out

achieve almost exactly the same things this
device accomplishes by moving the speak-

into the room, the (about 75%) absorptive
panel is intended to catch inward-directed
signals from the speakers which would other-

With many loudspeakers, it is possible to

ers closer together and toeing them alittle
more outward (toward the side walls), or by
moving them farther apart and toeing them

wise reflect from the opposite side walls. (It

in more. Whether or not the best you can

has no effect on sounds which travel directly

do via these measures will equal what you

from the speaker to the listener.) By doing
so, it somewhat lessens the amount of

can get with this rather expensive gadget
will depend to agreat extent upon 1: your

opposite-channel interference in either ear.

speakers; 2: the acoustical properties of

The effects of the panel are slight but defin-

your listening room; and 3: your patience.

itely audible: Imaging of instruments located near the center of the soundstage is both

My advice would be to experiment with
what you have before deciding to sink the

tightened (made more specific) and stabil-

money in a Monster Stereo Imager. (You

ized, while overall spaciousness is increased,

could buy alot of records for $300!)
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DB SYSTEMS INPUT ATTENUATORS
J. Gordon Holt
In-line resistive attenuators for sensitivity reduction. Price: $12.95/pair plus $2.50 handling. (Custom values are $15.95/pair plus handling.) Manufacturer: DB Systems, Rindge, NH
03461. Tel: (603) 899-5121.
Iwas wondering how long it would be
before someone started making something
like these!
"These" are in-line interconnect inserts,
each containing a simple voltage-divider
network consisting of aseries 10k resistor
and ashunt 4k resistor to ground, providing
an approximate 12dB of signal attenuation.,
(They must connect at the device-Input

it's just about right for our case of the average 2V CD player, as 12dB would bring that
figure down to avery manageable 500mV,
an output of the order of that of tuners and
cassette decks (most amplifiers and receivers have a nominal 200mV sensitivity on
their line inputs). But with the normal range
of power amplifier gains and loudspeaker

end of the interconnecting cable, to prevent

sensitivities (excepting horns, which are
very efficient), 3-6dB would be a more

HF rolloff due to the cable capacitance.)

suitable attenuation value. Knocking down

Such attenuators could be used to match

that treble amplifier's sensitivity by 12dB,

the level of a high-output signal source

when only 3dB are needed, would require

(such as aCD player with its 2V nominal
output) to that of the other signal sources.

running the preamp at 9dB higher output
level than would otherwise be called for,
which could increase the distortion of

Or, they might be used in those biamplifying situations where only the bass channel
(for instance) has alevel adjust, but full-up
on that adjustment still doesn't provide
enough bass (and the treble amp has no
input-level adjustments).

many preamps.
The actual amount of attenuation introduced by these inserts will depend, to
some extent, on the input loading of the
device they feed, as that load will be con-

It's agreat idea. I've often encountered

nected in parallel with the lower (ground)

situations where Ineeded something like

leg of the attenuator network. Thus, a100k
load will provide the nominal 12dB, while

these and have had to kluge them together
myself. But I'm not so happy with DB Sys-

10k will produce about 13dB of attenuation.

tems' choice of 12dB as an appropriate amount
of attenuation for most requirements. Yes,

But both are just too much attenuation to be

IA change in deciBels is calculated by multiplying the
base-10 logarithm of the input/output voltage ratio by 20.
As aframe of reference: 1dB of attenuation is barely audible, 2dB is definitely so but not greatly. 3dB is moderate,
6dB is substantial, and 12 is about like turning your volume
control halfway down.

of value in amplifier applications.
Iwould like to see DB produce arange of
attenuators, the lowest being 3dB, for
amplifier matching, and the highest being
the 12dB reviewed here, which would be
just right for CD players.

THE CENTER-A-DISC
J. Gordon Holt
A device for eliminating pressing eccentricity from LPs. Price: $65. Manufacturer: HVH
Designs Company, 7647 Densmore Avenue, Van Nuys, CA 91406. Tel: (818) 785 2030.
While the discussion about the Compact
Disc's ability to render musical timbres and
hall ambience continues unabated, not even

that it is, for all intents and purposes, per-

the most passionate critics of CD will deny

varying data-stream rate is stabilized by the
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fectly free from speed variation. Even if the
CD itself is off-center on the player hub, the
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player's internal clock, which restores all
time-related data to a state of perfect
accuracy.
Analog discs, on the other hand, almost

center disc must be slid across the platter by
exactly the proper distance, and in exactly
the right direction, and even when rotating
the platter by hand, it is very difficult to

never exhibit perfect speed constancy. Most

eyeball the position of maximum off-center

are mastered on analog tape, the wow and
flutter of which is rarely below 0.02%, and

groove swing. The Center-a-Disc allows

one of the things that makes adirect-to-disc
recording sound so much more "solid" than
its tape-mastered counterpart is its lack of

you to do this quickly and easily, with much
greater precision than is otherwise possible.
Its operation is based on two facts: firstly,

flutter. A D-to-D master contains only wow,

the inner "locked" run-in groove on modern
discs always has the same (standardized)

and this rarely exceeds 0.01%, which is
completely inaudible.

diameter; and secondly, no matter how offcenter the grooved area, that run-in groove

But analog-disc playback is another matter altogether. 'typically, the speed variation

grooves. (Latter-day 78s and early LPs had

is always precisely concentric with the

here is much greater than any of these fig-

an intentionally eccentric run-in groove, to

ures would suggest, because an LP is almost

trip the change cycle on record changers

never perfectly concentric on the turntable
platter. Eccentricity can (and almost certain-

whose trip cue was an outward movement
of the tonearm.)

ly will) occur if the platter spindle is smaller
than the disc's center hole, but the major
source of wow from adisc is an off-center
pressing i.e., the center hole ain't deadcenter with respect to the grooves. Since the
linear velocity of the groove, relative to the
stylus, is adirect function of its distance
from the platter spindle, any change in this
distance will cause achange of groove speed
and aconsequent rise or fall in the pitch of
the reproduced sound.
Most of the time, the eccentricity is not
great enough for the wow to be conscious-

The Center-A-Disc looks like along, skinny tonearm with amagnifier at one end, a
pivoting base at the other, and an innergroove tracking "stylus" at its approximate
midpoint. When properly installed on the
turntable, and swung across the disc so that
its "stylus" is in the run-in groove, the magnifier lines up over aspecial sighting target
of parallel radial lines. When the disc is
rotated (by hand), any eccentricity at the
stylus is magnified by afactor of about four
(because the magnifier is twice as far from
the pivot as the stylus), and is then further
magnified several times by the viewing lens.

ly audible, but it can be subconsciously
perceived, at levels far below what is barely
"audible," as an impression of unsteadiness

tremes of eccentricity displacement, and to

or instability. At its lowest (usual) level,
analog wow is not noticed by most listeners

tell when the disc has been maneuvered to
its precise center position. (Rotation then

except by direct comparison with the same
recording on CD, but at its worst, eccentrici-

This makes it very easy to determine the ex-

causes no movement of the sighting lens.)
The run-in groove "stylus" is made of

ty wow can induce something akin to sea-

hard plastic, with arelatively well-polished

sickness in alistener bothered by it. (And
few listeners aren't.)

spherical tip whose radius is large enough

There's nothing we can do about flutter

above where apickup stylus would make

that's recorded on adisc except learn to live

contact. It causes no disc wear, even though
wear in the run-in groove is hardly anything

with it. Eccentricity wow, however, can be
held to below the threshold of perception
by the simple expedient of carefully centering the disc's grooves on the platter. This,
however, is easier said than done.

to keep it very high in the groove, well

to worry about anyway. (All run-in grooves
tend to be noisy at the outset.)
Installation of the Center-A-Disc is simple
and straightforward, the instructions are

Anyone who has ever taken the trouble to
enlarge an off-center disc's spindle hole, and

clear, and supplied shims plus vernier
(threaded) height adjustments allow installa-

then try to center it by trial and error, knows
what avirtual impossibility it is. The off-

tion on virtually any turntable.
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Obviously, though, in order to center
Stereophile

most discs, the disc's hole must provide
enough clearance around the spindle to
allow for the necessary positional adjustment. For this purpose, CAD provides ahole
reamer, which resembles alarge steel banjo
pick. To open up the hole, you insert the
tapered end of the reamer into the hole and
twist it afew times, from each side of the
disc. You then have room to center the disc.
In fact, the manufacturer of the C-A-D
recommends enlarging the spindle of every

shot about enlarging that center hole.
Obtain from your local hardware store a
4 -inch
/
1

diameter medium-tooth round

(
— rattail") metal file. From an office-supply
store, purchase a bright red (or orange)
"china-marking" grease pencil. Then, when
you encounter an off-center disc, use the CA-D to determine the direction in which the
disc must be moved to center it, and use the
pencil to mark the label with asmall arrow
pointing to the spindle hole on the side of

disc you own, whether it's off-center or not,

the hole that you need to shift the disc.

in order to prevent vibrations from "the

Remove the disc from the platter, and use

motor and spindle bearing" from being
transmitted via the platter spindle to the

the file to enlarge the hole toward the arrow
only. Note that you do NOT want to file in

disc. There may be some sonic benefits to

the direction the arrow points, but towards
the arrow. Use the fattest part of the tapered

be gained from doing this, depending on
your turntable (I couldn't hear any difference with my SOTA Sapphire), but before

file to do this, to maintain the necessary
width for the spindle, and remove just a

committing yourself to the prodigious task

small amount of record at atime, checking

of enlarging the centers of several hundred
or more discs, you should be aware that,

with C-A-D each time. The idea is to enlarge

from that time on and forever afterward,

the hole, in the proper direction, only as
much as is needed to center the record, and

you will have to use the C-A-D with every
disc you play, whether or not its grooves

no more.
When you finally get it centered, you will

were perfectly concentric to begin with.
As Itend to view every pre-play ritual as

not have to use the C-A-D with that record

an unwelcome inconvenience, to be avoid-

it as far as it will go in the direction of the ar-

again. Just put the disc on the platter, shove

ed unless absolutely necessary (1 dry-wipe

row, and it's centered. (If you must file in a

the disc with aStatibrush and alcohol-clean
the stylus, but that's all), this across-the-

different direction on the other side to get it
centered, the arrow will still show you

board hole enlargement represents an open-

which way to move the disc when you turn

ended commitment to inconvenience that I

it over.)
The C-A-D is an indispensable addition to

would not care to make, thank you very
much. However, Iwill happily take alittle
extra time to center abadly eccentric pressing, if this can be done with minimal fuss.
And it can in fact be done without even using the C-A-D, if one is alittle less scatter-

every audiophile's collection of fidelity
enhancers, and abargain at the price. But my
inclination would be to chuck the reamer
that comes with it. Or use it with any large
banjo you may have lying around.

APHEX TYPE C AURAL EXCITER
Bill Sommerwerck
Rack-mountable signal processor for adding or restoring mid- and high-frequency harmonics to any program material, to enhance brightness or clarity; intended for semipro or
consumer use. Size: 1.75" by 17" by 6". Price: $300. MANUFACTURER: Aphex Systems,
Saticoy, North Hollywood, CA 91605. Tel. (818) 765-2212. Source: manufacturer's loan.
Readers with long memories (or 25 bucks
for the first compilation issue) may remember a cartoon in Von No.8 (August '64,

April '73) that showed the chain of elec-

which means it was probably mailed around

strangely anticipated quad—the Automatic

Stereophile

tronics from mike to record. Among the
"sound-enhancing" devices was one that
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Dematrixing Obfuscater —and my own
favorite, the Dynamic Subtlety Suppressor.

the distortion, as well as its level. One would
set it at ahigher level for brass (which get

Semi-lost in this daisy-chain of distortion

blatty and hard-sounding when played loud)

was abox marked "Shrillness Generator."
Now, we all know that post-'60s Columbias

than for strings (which show less tonal variation with level).

didn't get their excruciating high-end simply

The distortion generator does not work on

because the engineers recorded on transistor
tape decks with Korean electronics. No.

the entire input signal. There is ahigh-pass
filter to limit the Drive to mid and high fre-

These recordings had been equalizedito

quencies. 'Rine adjusts its comer frequency,

sound good on what the producers thought
were average home systems.

which can range from around 10 kHz down

Though any and all types of signal processing are foisted on pop recordings as a

to well into the midrange, in effect altering
the bandwidth of the generated distortion.

rule (hell, arequirement!), the more blatant

This varies the enhancement from aslight
opening-up of the top end to alarge increase

forms of equalization seem to have disap-

in upper-midrange energy.

peared from classical recording. There really isn't any need for them when you have

clude more midrange signal increases the

Lowering the corner frequency to in-

something as sophisticated as the Aphex

drive level, and thus the percentage of har-

Aural Exciter.

monic distortion created. So Drive and 'Rine
interact, and must be adjusted together. The

If you know how the dbx Subharmonic
Synthesizer creates bass energy where there
was none, you will have an intuitive understanding of how Aural Excitement 2 works.

interaction is shown on the 3-color Drive
LED, which monitors the signal after the
Drive level control and the Mine high-pass

The input signal passes through aside chain

filter. It's supposed to flash green most of

that generates even-order harmonic distortion. These harmonics are then mixed with

the time, yellow on peaks, and red rarely or
not at all.

the original signal, to the listener's taste. The

Aphex says the distortion generator ex-

way this is done, and the flexibility provided
in doing it, make the Aphex Type C Aural

pands the positive part of the signal, and
compresses the negative. (It is this non-

Exciter (ATCAE) apotentially useful item,

symmetry which generates the even-order

even for the audiophile listener. No lciddin'.

distortion.) This makes the effect polarity-

Let's take amore detailed look at the ATCAE's operation. There are three controls

sensitive. If your preamp or mixer permits
phase inversion, Apex recommends experi-

for each channel: Drive, 'Rine, and Mix. Mix
is self-explanatory; it varies the amount of

mentation to find what sounds best with
particular program material.

processed signal injected back into the input.

The Type C has undergone several major

Drive and line need abit more explanation.

changes since its introduction. My first sam-

Drive varies the signal level to the distortion generator. Besides the non-linearity

ple had an overly-sensitive Drive control;
any level which constantly illuminated the

that creates the harmonics, the generator is
non-linear with level; stronger inputs pro-

Aphex noticed this, too, and traced it to

duce ahigher percentage of distortion. This

overload of the distortion generator! The

mimics the behavior of musical instruments,
which generate more harmonics as they're

updated version appeared in April '86.

played louder. Drive varies the character of
IIf Ambrose Bierce had lived to write a Devil's Dictionary of Audio, the "equalizer" entry would read:
EQUALIZER (from Latin equalie level, even, just): I. a
device which, by introducing gratuitous and excessive colorations, is capable of making any recording sound just as
bad as any other; 2. asignal processor invariably used for
an effect exactly contrary to that implied by its name; 3.
adevice which, as the etymology suggests, is justly blamed
for many of the ills of modern recordings.
2 It's not my fault that the only succinct description
sounds like apromo.
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green LED produced far too bright asound.

This version also introduced a major
change in the processing. The distortion
generator's time constants were altered to
make it more sensitive to transients than to
steady-state signals. This puts the processing where it is needed, and allows larger
amounts to be used without being obvious.
The "Russian Dance" from The Nutcracker
in which Tchaikovsky uses strings, tambourine, and brass, confirmed this. The ExStereophile

citer clearly had agreater effect on brass
and percussion than it did on the strings.
This new processing also exaggerated program noise less, which was sometimes a
problem with the older unit.
Unfortunately, in getting rid of the overload, the gain structure was so altered that
the ATCAE became excessively noisy. This
was not caught until after its release. Just as
Iwas about to complain, Aphex sent amod
kit that fixed the problem.
The various Aural Exciters (which include
several more complex pro models) are intended to correct the effects of excessive
signal processing. If you've ever heard a
master tape, and then the final mixdown,
after the signal has been subjected to heavy
signal processing and (perhaps) afew dubbing generations, you know how much life
and detail can be obliterated. 3 By adding
musically-related harmonics, the Exciter

Take some of the old Toscanini recordings. The Franklin Mint pressings are far
superior to the Victrolas, but are still rather
dark and dull, with aslight midrange honkiness. A gentle application of 'Type C "excitement" opens up the sound considerably,
and removes the nasality.
On the German RCA set of the Rubenstein Chopin performances, the piano
sounds dull and rather un-percussive. A
small amount of AE adds sparkle and impact.
Forgive me, Dave, but Ieven tried the
thing on some Wilson Audio recordings.
Just the slightest amount of processing gave
an increased sense of delicacy and air to the
top end. Accurate? Probably not. Pleasing?
Yes!
Another example: Philips sent BarclayCrocker master tapes with aseverely depressed upper-midrange. (The effect can
only be described as "sonic claustrophobia?')

restores those components whose removal
(or alteration) has degraded transient

The ATCAE restored most of the missing

response.
The way Aural Excitement is perceived,

shrillness. Ifound Icould listen to these
recordings straight through, without wan-

however, depends on the playback equip-

ting to turn off the Exciter.
This is an important point. Iam not anti-

ment. On mediocre systems, large amounts

brightness, without adding hardness or

of Aphex processing can be used, and the

equalizer, but as Ipointed out in Vol.6 No.5,

result is an apparent jump in detail, defini-

many errors that seem due to changes in

tion, and depth. Professionally, it's prob-

frequency response aren't; an equalizer

ably used more to enhance arecording's
sound on cheap systems 4 than to "correct"

cannot satisfactorily correct them. The

for any real or perceived deficiencies in the
recording process. But with good equipment, the amount of Aphex processing used

Aural Exciter directly addresses one of these
problems—poor transient response. Used
with discretion and taste, on recordings

on pop recordings sounds like agrotesque

needing it, the Exciter can add life without
drawing attention to itself. (On recordings

high-end boost. Why am Ieven bothering to discuss it? Well, the consumer units

that don't need enhancement, even asmall
amount of Excitement sounds unnatural.)

allow one to control the process. The range

You can also use the Exciter to process
recordings specifically for listening on

of harmonics generated, how they vary
with input level, and how much of them is

cheap equipment—your car stereo, say, or

injected into the main signal, are all under

Walkperson. Amateur recordists may find it

your control. The results can be pleasing

useful to brighten the cassette dubs they

and natural-sounding.

sell, which are usually played on pretty bad

3The fault is entire') che producer's; if recordings were
made properly. Aphex processing wouldn't be needed.
But record companies insist on chopping off their audio
legs, and Aphex is getting rich supplying prostheses.
4Iremember attending ademonstration oían early professional Exciter. The demonstrator first played anaturally
milced recording of an acoustic guitar to an audience of
recording engineers. General reaction was that the tonal
balance was dull, and that the image was DDO narrow—
had these guys ever heard areal guitar? The Aural Exciter
was switched in and it was smiles all round; the guitar
image was now buge, and wow, those highs!

Stereophile

equipment.
The Aphex Type C Aural Exciter is recommended for those who feel that some program material is unnaturally dull, or who
would like to process recordings for
playback on less-than-great equipment.
Those who spend more time worrying if
they own the best equipment, rather than
listening to music, may ignore it.
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WHY UPSCALE AUDIO
IS UNLIKE ANY OTHER
AUDIOPHILE SALON IN AMERICA.
Quite simply, Upscale Audio can offer you
better service and better lines because it has
something no other audiophile salon has:
Very successful parents.
figlaffliaggineiffluse»
Unlike any other audiophile
stereo store, Upscale Audio is a
division of one of America's
most respected audio/video
retailers, Rogersound Labs.
Its founders have always loved
high end audio. They wanted an
environment which they (as well
as you) could enjoy. A place where sales are secondary to musical enjoyment.
Upscale Audio has separate staff, separate lines and aseparate $50,000
dedicated listening room planned by anoted acoustical designer. But it also
has the stability and buying power that come from being part of a$30,000,000
retail operation. That frees it from many of the economic constraints which
can ultimately affect you, the potential patron, at smaller stereo stores.
Tired of hearing 'We'll have
to order that.'? Upscale Audio
has depth of stock unheard of
(excuse the pun) in the high
end stereo trade. For example,
they carry the largest inventory
of Acoustat speakers on the
West Coast. If not the entire
United States.
Tired of getting the proverbial hard sell? Michael Harvey
of Upscale Audio doesn't work
on commission. He doesn't have
quotas, sales goals or overhead.
All he has to do is assist you
in auditioning some of the
world's finest music reproduction
components. At your leisure.
Tired of having to wade through lesser brands? Upscale Audio needn't fluff out its
roster with mass market components just to pay the rent. It has the luxury of only selling
the best. (Yet Michael can also take you next door to view some of the world's finest video,
or audition surround sound components such as the Yamaha DSP-1, at Rogersound Labs.)
In addition, having a 'parent' with deep pockets enables us to work closely with top
manufacturers to pass along volume savings on selected models throughout the year.
If you live in Southern California, we urge you to visit Upscale Audio. By appointment or Thursdays through Mondays during business hours. If you live in other areas,
please feel free to call or write for more information. We may very well be worth the
journey wherever you reside.

10000001.

-41111111111.111MINIMILI

Featuring: Acoustat, Audio Research, Beveridge, Dunlop-Systemdek, Infinity
Reference, Koetsu, Luxman Brid, Monster/Alpha, New York Audio Labs, Nitty Gritty,
Oracle, Premier, Souther, Talisman/Alchemist, Well Tempered Laboratory, and more.

UPSCALE AUDIO
A T•ROGERSOUND•LABS

8381 Canoga Avenue, Canoga Park, CA 91304
Call Michael Harvey, (213) 873-3051 or (818) 882-4600
Open Thursday and Friday from Noon to 9 PM
Saturday from Noon to 6 PM and Sunday from 2 PM to 6 PM

FOLLOW-UP
NYAL MOSCODE SUPERIT
After reading GMG's comprehensive review
of the Superit in Vol. 9No. 6, Icouldn't resist
a second look at this significantly lowpriced product.
Ever want to add asecond phono input to
your preamplifier, have asecond hi-fi system
for phono only, want to add aphono input
to atape recorder, or simply have acheap
stereo system built around nothing but a
phono input? Well, now from the same
laboratory that first brought you Shostakovich with digital cannons comes the Superit!
If you are wondering if this is for real, it
is. The Superit is arelatively inexpensive
phono preamp unit which uses hybrid tube
and transistor technology pioneered by
New York Audio Laboratories. For $269,
you get asmall black box with one pair of
phono inputs and one pair of outputs.
There is no selector switch, but you do get
a volume and balance control. The only
other features are aphono ground, and DIP
switches in the rear of the unit which allow

tion is limited; when it occurs, the sound is
euphonic and romantic rather than fatiguing.
Granted, the overall result is not the sonic
equivalent of a$2000 phono front end, but
it is quite good; there are many head amps
that sound worse. If it cost $600, I'd say it
would be only marginally competitive. At
$269, the Superit is adamn good buy for the
money.
How many ways can you use it? Well, if
you are a legitimate analogophonodiscophiliac, buying the Superit could allow you
to put extra bucks into another component
while you waited for the perfect preamp—
and the perfect income to buy it with. The
Superit can also substitute for the second
phono input you lost when you went from
your Audio Research SP-10 to your SP-11.
The Superit works quite nicely as the core of
a high-quality college dorm system, is
suitable for high-quality disco and sound
reinforcement purposes, and is acheap and
very high quality way to provide adirect

you quickly to adjust impedance to match
virtually any moving-magnet or moving-

phono input to atape recorder.

coil cartridge. The power transformer is

Rosenberg has offered Stereophile $1 for
every unit sold over the first million for a

separate, and plugs directly into the AC
socket.
As for sound quality, the Superit is no rival
to today's best preamps, but does adecent
to very good job with any moving-magnet
cartridge and most moving-coils. There is a
bit too much noise at full gain for low-output moving-coils with low-impedance loads.
You need amoving-coil cartridge with at
least 0.4mV output, and a0.6 minimum is

Use your imagination! After all, Harvey

series of favorable reviews, and if we tell
you that no stereo system should be without
one. So, let me be the first to tell you—no
stereo system should be without one! (Let's
see now, if this recommendation sells only
500,000 more Superits to Americans, we'll
be in for acool million. If it sells aSuperit to
every Shostakovich fan in the Chinese People's Republic, we'll. ..)
—AHC

better. The Superit is relatively noise-free
on any cartridge with more output.
Overall transparency is good. There is just
atouch too much bass energy with atouch
too little control, and the Superit has a
slightly etched and overdramatic midrange.
Bass extension is good, the highs are gently
and musically present, and the soundstage
is reasonably large. Depth and imaging are
both good, though not outstanding. Some
low-level detail is missing, but the coloraStereophile

AKAI AT-S7BN
To date, approximately 40 tuners of various
kinds have been subject to the dangling test
leads and eagerly awaiting interconnects of
Stereopbile's ongoing evaluations. One of
the better units with exceptional receiving
power—due to having a five-section RF
front end instead of the usual four—was
Alcai's top-of-the-line, often discounted,
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SPEAKERS YOU CAN AFFORD
THAT SOUND LIKE YOU CAN'T
How often have you listened to apair of
loudspeakers and wished you could afford them?
Now you can make your wish come true.
The new line of Mirage loudspeakers gives
you the precise imaging, low colouration, wide
dynamic range and faithful sound reproduction
you'd expect from more expensive models. At a
price that's surprisingly modest.
From our Mirage 200 bookshelf speakers to
our mirror-imaged Mirage 750 three-way
speakers, the magic of Mirage is clearly evident.
You can actually see the music.
Visit your nearest Mirage dealer and see what
we mean. You'll find we have asound you can't
afford to do without.
Mirage Acoustics, 135 Torbay Road, Markham,
Ontario L3R 1G7 Canada (416) 475-0050

MIRAGE

allE=U

SEE TI-E MUSIC

ACOUSTICS

$280 AT-S7BN tuner. A second look at the

10-12dB adjacent channel selectivity —20-

product was prompted by the fact that it is

30dB would be more desirable for receiving

now available in black and silver (as the 'S7,
it was available in silver only), and nearly

closely-spaced stations (depending on
where you live and what stations you listen

two years in production should include

to, this may or may not be of crucial impor-

beneficial updates. Moreover, the addition
of $100 to the price tags of many competing

tance). Still, this tuner is adequate for the
semi-serious FM buff, especially when used

products now makes them questionable

with agood antenna.

dollar/performance values. (Alcafs increase

One of my original contentions still stands:

was just $30.)
Akai can strut its plumage on this one.

the stereo-muting level control (labeled VR2

The latest version was found to have lower

on the circuit board) should be set nearly
fully clockwise to take advantage of the

distortion (0.4%), better stereo imaging, and
exceptional multipath immunity. Overall, a

although slightly improved over the original

good product. For those not having access
to the original review (Vol.8 No.4), the AT-

and narrow-bandwidth selection.

S7BN outperforms many more-expensive
tuners: 80dB image rejection; 110dB IF rejec-

tuner's good weak-signal quieting. The AM,
test sample, is nothing special despite wideIn comparison with other low-priced

tion (a type of self-generated interference);
100dB spuriae rejection; 70dB subcarrier

tuners, the NEC T-6E ($229) has lower
distortion on the stronger stations, and better AM. On weak FM stations, the Alcai is the

suppression; and quiet stereo with low signal

better choice. The HH Scott 559-T (heavily

levels. It also has 20 random presets.

discounted from $250) is also aworthy com-

On the negative side, it measures only

petitor in the inexpensive category. —DS

ELECTROCOMPANIET

If music really matters
AUDIOPHILE

NEWS

RL LLETIN

#1:

Sophisticated

and

discriminating

music lovers who insist upon the very best components now have a clear first
choice. Electrocompaniet announces major design and circuit topology breakthroughs in its amplifiers — the »165, the A% 100 and the AW150 -- plus
the new EC-I Preamplifier. These state-of-the-art improvements enable music
lovers,

hether they are vacuum tube or solid state devotees, to put an end

to the fictitious notion that you must pay exorbitant prices for unexcelled
sonic performance.

COMING SOON: Electrocompaniet's Compact Disc Player
NAILiSi(* * * * *
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30 Snowflake Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

• (215) 357-7858
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The Ultimate audio salon
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twas eight years ago that Ifirst met
Aalt Jouk van den Hul. Iwas visiting
Ortofon in Denmark, and, with a

group of hi-fi journalists from all over
Europe, was traveling by bus to visit the cartridge-production facility in the far south of
that country. Bus journeys are not my ideal
way of passing time; naturally Igravitated to
the rear of the bus, where bottles of lliborg
were making their presence felt. One journalist, however—a pixieish fellow hailing
from The Low Countries—resisted the blandishments of the opened bottles. Producing
asheath of black-and-white glossies from
his briefcase, he announced that he had just
developed the ultimate stylus profile!
Naturally, beer and the boredom of the
Danish countryside were forgotten as we
clustered around to get our first sight of the
elegant van den Hul stylus.
The rest is history. AJ van den Hul's
stylus, the result of an extended computer
analysis at the University of Delft in Holland
(where he taught physics), is shaped to imitate the profile of the cutter stylus. Manufactured in two versions—#1 with 4um x
85um radii for best tracing, #2 for cartridges
with less accurate cantilever control, where
accurate alignment is less possible—it was
first adopted by the English company Goldring. It then appeared on aplethora of cartridges, from Adcom to Ortofon, gaining a
reputation for extraordinary recovery of recorded detail and, because of its extended
"footprint" on the groove wall, afinicky intolerance of poor setting-up. van den Hul
also rebuilds and modifies cartridges, focusing on the German EMT, and this activity
naturally led to the appearance of avan den
Hut-designed moving-coil cartridge, the
MC1000, manufactured by the Swiss company Empire.
Empire, however, was concerned to keep
the MC1000 affordable, so vdH established
his own brand of pickup cartridges, based
on the 1000 but hand-assembled in
Holland. The MCIO, reviewed favorably by

Stereophile
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Ai van den Hul talks
with John Atkinson

AHC in Vol.9 No.6, was the first vdH model
to appear, followed in the summer of '86 by

the power 16 (65,356) is alimited number. If

the MC One (reviewed by CB elsewhere in

higher number. When you want to take a

this issue). And it is rumored that an
"ultimate" model, the Grasshopper, will
one day make its debut. (vdH cartridges are
distributed in the US by Transparent Audio
Marketing.)
Imet with AJ at the English Hi -Fi Show in
September and asked him why he had
worked on the development of anew stylus
profile when the Compact Disc had already
been announced as the playback medium
of the future? (As much as possible, Ihave
left alone his Dutch/English usage to convey the true flavor of our conversation.)
AJvdH: Yes, it was nonsense so close to the
CD era to develop another tip. But, on the

we see what is available on LP, it's amuch
photograph of avery nice place with alot of
gray shades, CD is like Tri -X film, a high
grain film which reproduces the gray shades
with big steps between each one. But take a
very low-sensitivity film: as with analog, it
needs more attention to get everything out,
but now you get awonderful gray scale with
many, many, many steps. Analog gives you
much better resolution of the picture than
CD can give you, ever.
But many pictures today are taken with
Tri -X, as our eyes are very forgiving. Iam
afraid that in the future we will be forced to
live in aworld where we should be also very

other hand, the tip works. I'm not afraid of

forgiving with our ears, forced by commercial companies who want to do things dif-

CD because sonically I'm still very convinced
by LP, even in areas where Iknow the LP
has defects which do not exist any more in

process is much easier (although Itend not
to believe this because the reject rate is still

CD. But if you count up the positive effects
of CD—the easy handling and resistance to
scratches (if you handle the discs with
care)—and you count up the positive facts
of LP—very spacious reproduction, something that Iam always missing from CD—
then Ithink Ienjoy more LP than CD.
If you live in atown like London or New
York, everyone is watching you and using
you and pushing you and forcing you—you
need mental space to be free. With music,
people can close their eyes and imagine a
new world of space, something like acon-

ferent because they think the duplicating

rather high). But in aworld dominated by
photography, there's still painting, so Ibelieve that, while it may not be abig commercial success, there will still be the LP, because there will still be people in the world
discriminating enough to like what the LP
brings despite its lack of easy handling.
Iaccept, by the way, CD as amedium. I
am not against it at all. It is another sound
source, and there will be other sound
sources in the future. Every sound source
generated tries to convince everyone that it
is better than all other sound sources be-

cert hall. The main thing to concentrate on
in the future is this spacious reproduction,

ments: Every government is better than all

giving people the mental space to feel them-

governments before, even when the same

selves free. You can see this in Japan with
the introduction of all kinds of surroundsound systems. Ithink this demand for
spacious reproduction is much more relevant to reproduction than avery flat frequency response, or very low distortion.
There is agreater tendency to have depth
of image with the LP than I've ever heard,
even with the best recording techniques,

fore. But this is the same with all govern-

people sit in the government. The same
mixing consoles are used for CD as were used
for analog; the same engineers are used; the
same directors in charge of recording companies are there; the staff is not changed that
much; it's only the storage of information
that has changed somewhat.
However, Iwould find it apity if everything were to be digitized, because then we

from CD. One of the reasons why, Ithink, is

get away from the possibility of free choice.

that the resolution of CD is much lower than

Some records are now only produced in

the resolution of LP. There are just 2to the
power 16 steps if all bits work nicely without any recalculation. Let us say they all
work nice—I'm very forgiving—and 2 to
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CD, and Ithink that this is not an honest approach. It may be for commercial reasons,
but if only the money counts and not the
musical quality, then we are misusing cultur-
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al things for commercial purposes. And
that's another remark Iwould like to make.
At all these hi-fi shows, there's such alow
level of musical enjoyment in the reproduc-

have in three years' time? Does this show a
stable system? No sir!
Ithink there's adifferent way of thinking
between analog people and digital people.

Measurements, more than the listening, seem
tion that I'm afraid that we all misuse music
to be what convinces people when they
to sell equipment instead of selling equipment to enjoy music. The main concern I work digital. It's adifferent type of approach:
when the bits are working nice, then the
have at the moment, the main motive be-

recording should be working nice. But it

hind all my work, is that Ilike to bring some
thrill on my back, get, what do you call it,

doesn't tell you how sound should give you

the goosebumps on my arms, when Ilisten
to my own records at home. Nothing I've

the thrill, the goosebumps.
JA: And that is something that live acoustic

heard at this show gave me this feeling. Even
with the best sound reproduction systems,
something is missing. Maybe we are not in
the correct mood, maybe it's other things,
but we are all here nevertheless, and that's
the main concern Ihave—that we misuse
music to sell equipment instead of just the
opposite: use equipment to enjoy music.
JA: You say we should have freedom of
choice, but it's already too late with classical
orchestral or operatic recording, which is

music does very well.
AJvdH: One of the things that astonished
me mostly is that when you listen to real
music, it sounds mainly more harsh, more
aggressive, more overtoned, more distorted
even, than alot of hi-fi systems, where the
sound tends to be very smooth, very polished,
with all the sharp edges taken away so that it
does not hurt at all. That may be what hi-fi
lovers call "hi-fi," but Ithink that it is not a

99% recorded digitally whether it appears

realistic approach. If you listen to real music,
real sound, it's just the opposite; you should

on LP or CD. You only have small companies like Reference Recordings, Perform-

accept this because when you listen to
music as it is, you should accept the truth.

ance Recordings, Opus 3, and Wilson Audio
who are committed to recording in analog.

You should not change the world to be how
you like it. (Although on the other hand, as
aconsumer, you have the right to make any
changes you want to adapt things to your

Even though Sheffield Lab have just recorded the Moscow Philharmonic with Professor Johnson's analog recorder, these companies haven't the money or resources to
record the orchestral repertoire to any major extent.
AJvdH: That's abig limitation of these small
companies. On the other hand, if you are
serious about analog, Iwould say buy records from these small companies.
JA: Do you think the digital process will be

own way of listening.)
JA: As someone once said, it is then no
longer "hi-fi'", but "my -fi." But if you listen
to an orchestra playing, there isn't agreat
deal of high-frequency energy compared
with atypical hi-fi system, yet everything is
dramatically clean and clear, violins having
an astringent edge to their sweetness which
you almost never get from reproduced

improved significantly?
AJvdH: It cannot be very much improved.
It can only come up to the level it was in-

music What, therefore, do you think are the
most fragile aspects of live sound which are
most easily destroyed during the transfer to

tended to have at the beginning. The pro-

record?
AJvdH: Ithink it's the transient response.

motional activity was extremely good, but
the technology lagged behind, and the technology has to catch up with what is was supposed to be. We have had 14-bit single sampling, 14 -bit double sampling, 14-bit with
oversampling, we've had 16-bit single, 16bit double, 16-bit 4-times oversampling. We
have had analog filters, we have had digital
filters, we have had acombination of the
two. How many more variations will we
Stereophile

The transient response, the dynamics, is
somewhat different from what CD companies call dynamics. Let me explain this.
CD companies equate dynamics with the
signal/noise ratio which, theoretically for a
16-bit system, will be 16 times 6dB, i.e.,
96dB. Practically, it will be less than this,
90dB or 85dB, it doesn't matter so much.
But it takes acertain time to build up this
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85dB because each bit of 16 takes about
20us to switch. Therefore if you build up,

when it comes over apublic address system.
You know exactly when it's live and when

say, 100dB—I exaggerate, Imake CD better

it's not live. Everyone who says that the

than it really is—it will build up at 5dB/us.

phase relation is not important ignores this

If you take agood analog cartridge, it is faster

fact. It always amazes me when Iam able to
know "This is live" and when Iam able to

than 5us, but let us take its risetime as 5us. A
good analog record can easily reach 60dB,
giving aslew rate of 12dB/us. The build-up
of asignal is much faster in analog than it can
be in digital. CD may be better when it
comes to S/N ratio, therefore, but the
dynamics from an analog record, Iwill not
say are always better, but can certainly be
better, by afactor of 2.4.

know "This is reproduced." Partly it is because of the frequency range, but mainly, I
think, it is because of the phase relation.
And correct phase relation also implies very
fast risetimes. If speaker manufacturers want
to pay attention to this, they should reduce
cone mass any how, and improve stiffness.
If they do just the opposite, then they move

Another difference between real music

away. Bad floppy speakers with alot of mass

and reproduced music, Ithink, lies mainly

are not able to reproduce sound very well,
and these are mainly the speakers used in

in the phase relation between the harmonics
and the fundamentals in the total tonal structure. This is missing, or tends to be missing,
in alot of records because while the equalization curve for the cutter gives aperfectly
flat frequency response, so far Ihave only
heard of only one company in the whole
world who has cared about the phase relation. And that is the Island company's
Sound Clinic in London, who use equip-

public address systems. Ifeel that one cone
should do the whole frequency range, so we
should go down first to small cone speakers
with big excursions, low mass, and extremely high stiffness. This is the way, Ithink, to
continue in the future.
JA: What do you find so fascinating about
cartridges?
AJvdH: Like aloudspeaker, acartridge is a

ment designed by Tim de Paravicini. His
correction curve is much more neutral

kind of transducer: you have an input and an
output. A lot of attention has been paid to

sonically, especially in the midrange and the

one part of the input—the mechanical part.

high end, than I've ever found on any con-

To avoid dispersion of sound over the cantilever, and get avery fast pulse response,

ventional good pressing. What this means is
that we have already left the analog island

means using short cantilevers made from

and swum to the digital island without hav-

stiff materials like sapphire and diamond.

ing done all our homework. There is still a

What happens then is that the mechanical

lot of work to be done in analog. This is ex-

relation between the cantilever and the ar-

tremely important: please make not only a
correct frequency response but acorrect
phase response as well.

mature is somewhat troublesome, because
often the two are joined with adhesive rather than tied together. If you care about pulse

JA: In live acoustic music, you know the
phase response of the direct signal is cor-

involves the interface between one material

rect. All the harmonics of the instrumental
tone arrive at your ears at the same time as
their associated fundamentals, and yet, if

response from the beginning to the end, it
and another, so it is better to mount the coil
directly on the cantilever instead of using an

you look in such journals as theJAES, there

adhesive. Take an aluminum tube, put the
aluminum tube in an armature, and wind the

is much work published saying that departures from this behavior such as linear dis-

coil over the armature without any adhesive—
but if you use adhesive, please do not use a

tortion—timing errors—are not audible un-

very soft adhesive as do some manufacturers in order to damp vibration. Let there

less extreme. How does this tie in with what
you are saying?
AJvdH: Let me put it this way. If you walk

be one tight construction. When you solve
how to do this, you may have agood me-

around in atown and ajazz band is playing,

chanical system.

even at three or four streets' distance, you

However, then you come to the magnetic

know exactly it's live! And you know exactly

field modulator. This is another problem. I
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think many manufacturers are mechanical

nel separation in aroom, so you may ask

engineers, know how to wind acoil, know
how to make acantilever, but they do not
know how to modulate amagnetic field.

fort towards getting good electrical channel
separation? But electrical channel separa-

There must be amagnet, so they take a
magnet. There must be something that
moves, so they take an armature. The armature should be between the two poles of
amagnet, so they put the armature between
two poles. There is now aconstant flux over
the armature, but they don't care so much
about that. That thing is vital, however; you
should not have aconstant flux over the armature. The pole-pieces should be shaped

yourself why is it worth putting alot of ef-

tion involves adding distortion from one
channel to the other. If you look at the cartridge crosstalk signal when you run your
B&K test record, you see shifted signals,
very strange-shaped signals, alot of distortion. If you have an amplifier with adistortion level 20dB below the original signal,
you will never accept this amplifier. Never.
But as soon as it's acartridge, everyone is

to give alinear function between the angle

very forgiving.
Crosstalk is very interesting. Fundamen-

variation of the cantilever and the flux varia-

tally, it is an elliptical movement of the can-

tion in the gap.
One of the disadvantages of an MM car-

tilever. If Ihave signal just in the left channel, the motion is in aline. But when alittle

tridge compared with an MC is that an MM
cartridge, which has always aconstant flux

bit of that movement appears in the right

and alittle modulation of that flux, also has
stray fields within the cartridge body which

somewhat. The higher the frequency, the
more the ellipse turns into acircle, so the

channel, it opens the line into an ellipse

obscure the small variations due to the can-

higher you can keep that circle movement

tilever movement.
Finally, the coil winding is an electrical

above 20kHz, the better the channel separation will be. The lower the distortion in one

device. That gives three essential aspects of
acartridge: mechanical, magnetic, and electrical. If the magnetic design is wrong, then

channel, the nicer the sounds coming only
from the violin section in the left channel,

you never get the good electrical signal; it's

cello from the right section. This cross-

also wrong. So you need to pay alot of attention to the magnetic circuit before you
can achieve agood electrical signal.

intermodulation of the violins over the
cellos always makes recorded concert halls

JA: Are you saying, then, that in general this
is something to which cartridge manufac-

distortion from violins comes from the
other corner of the concert hall. It sounds
like there is abathroom-tile covered wall

turers haven't paid agreat deal of attention?
AJvdH: Iwouldn't say that. That's too rude.
But they have more or less put this number
two, or number three or four, on their list of
priorities, instead of number one. Maybe the
cosmetics were more important than having
agood modulator.
Three things are very important in cartridge design. Iwould say first to have very
low tracking force, so that you can retrieve
on the next play what you retrieved the
previous time. Second, to have very high
channel separation. And third, to have
enough output.
JA: When it comes to channel separation,
many papers have been published saying
that 20dB is enough.
AJvdH: It is not enough! Iwill tell you why.
You will never have 20dB of acoustical chanStereophile

the crosstalk not appearing as avery harsh

sound bright, because too much high-end

behind the cellos.
My idea is that acartridge should have a
minimum 35 to 40dB channel separation—I
have acartridge at home working with 43dB
separation. That is less than I% of the movement of one channel coming into the other.
JA: What made you venture into cartridge
design and manufacture?
AJvd11: The cartridge was the result of having done some work on tips, and some work
on winding coils for repair purposes. I
thought, why not make the whole unit
myself? Some parts are made in Switzerland,
but the whole unit is put together in Holland
and Irebuild it completely. That's the only
way how to do things well, to be honest.
The man who buys avan den Hul cartridge
knows that I've checked the whole unit.
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JA: After developing the stylus profile, you
introduced arange of cables. What are your

its own way to the hot tap but not the cold.
It doesn't happen: as soon as the informa-

feelings on cable design? It seems that every tion is mixed together, you need filters or
week, someone, somewhere, introduces a maybe devices non-invented up to now to
different kind of cable construction, or con- split them again.
ducting material, or dielectric. The lack of
Large-crystal copper is nice, but you
consensus suggests that there is still alot to
be learned.

should not bend any large-crystal wire because if you bend the large crystals, you

AJvdH: Firstly, Iwould say that designing a open the structure, oxidation takes place becable is somewhat more complicated than cause there is no protection against it, and,
designing an amplifier, because circuitry is when it is pushed back again, there is now
known: you can make amixture of part of abarrier inside. But awire is bending all the
circuit A, part of circuit B, and part of circuit
C which can be even better than Aor Bor C
on their own. Cable design, however, is an
art. It should be a mixture of chemistry,
mechanical engineering, physics, and the

time. You put it here, you take it out, you
put it there, you take it out, you solder it, it
is all the time bending. And as soon as it is
bent, it is finished with. So awire intended

joy of music If you are missing one of these

for consumers should not be so critical that
it should not be bent. My theory is that you

four, Ithink you just do your job half.

should have atype of structure inside the

Secondly, Ido not think so much about

wire that matches the crystals. The initials

the supposed super-quality of mono-crystal

MC in my wire do not fundamentally mean
Mono-Crystal, they mean much more

or large-crystal or any typical item of acable.
Ithink these are used partly for promotional
reasons. Ido care very much, however,
about how acable is made and how pure are
the ingredients. This is very vital. Typically,
it's not how the soup is cooked but the ingredients you have to buy before you can
even make the good soup. Ithink cable

Matched-Crystal. the crystals are matched
so that when you bend the wire, they do
not open immediately, oxidize, close again,
and introduce an oxide barrier.
Very careful production is extremely important. Wires, like cars, degrade after acertain time, thanks to chemical processes. A

manufacturers should pay more attention to

good cable should have perfect protection

the quality of the conductor. The quality of

against chemical alterations, but I'm afraid

American copper is not very high, alot of

that alot of cables do not have this protection. A Japanese-manufactured cable—I

impurities are involved, which means that
there can still be alot of inherent failures in
awire where an over-exaggerated attention

won't say which one but the first initial is

has been given to the design or layout. Maybe this sounds somewhat accusing—some-

Say that you took this morning ashower:

"Fr" —features oxygen-free copper wire.
you're fresh this morning; certainly you are

one else may have adifferent opinion. Iwill

somewhat fresh this afternoon; you may
not accuse anyone for doing his work, but I even be fresh tomorrow; but you will certhink Ishould say what Ithink about it.
tainly not be fresh the day after tomorrow.
You don't need to have three or four dif-

ferent windings made from different materials like the Japanese, or several differentdiameter wires, one for the low frequencies,
one for the mid and one for the high, like
some companies in the United States. That
Ido not believe, because no-one tells the
wire that it is not allowed to transport low

Similarly, if you produce cable that you call
oxygen-free, it's certainly oxygen-free at the
moment that it is made, but definitely not so
in three or four months. In ayear it will certainly be oxidized, and we all agree that copper oxide is not the most perfect conductor.
So you must protect your conductor wire
against oxidation. All my copper wires, for

frequencies through the thin wire, or high

example, have at minimum a very dense

frequencies through the thick wire. It just

coating of silver. Any cable manufacturer
working without agood protection against

assumes that that will happen. But that is the
same as putting lemonade in ahouse's water
system and expecting the lemonade to find
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oxidation is working with acable he hopes
next year to sell again to the same client
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because by then it sounds awful.

and runs flat up to 22GHz! And it's just a

I'm especially aware of the effect of
deterioration because Iused to live in Delft.

multi-strand wire with asingle line in the
center in abraiding. People working with

There is so much rubbish coming from the
chemical plants close to Rotterdam, sulphur

this wire have said this is the very best they

and nitrogen oxides and mercaptans, that
the air in Delft is extremely polluted. The

in audio. It is very expensive to make but on
the other hand Iam quite sure that when
you get this wire, in 10 years you will not

zinc on our roof had to be changed every
four years, my car rusted very quickly, my
Apple computer had alot of contact problems—I would clean the slots but in several
weeks they were green again.
Consider awire: every day it warms up,
forcing air out; in the evening, the air comes
in again. The cable works as a thermal

have ever auditioned. This is anew standard

have abetter wire. It will keep its quality
over all that time.
One of the things Ithink associated with
good quality is to use abalanced, rather than
acoaxial, line. Cheap wires are always coaxial and we learn to live with it, but coax has
one negative aspect: the signal-up line is dif-

pump, pumping clean air out and impurities

ferent from the signal-down line, which has

in which become chemically bound. The

two functions: shielding and transport. And

wire should not, therefore, be uncoated, uncovered. You protect yourself, why not protect a wire? In my cables Ihave first a

signal transport and shielding should be
kept separate. If you want to do two jobs
with one thing, one is always not done very

migration-free jacket, so that nothing can be

well. Coax may be asimple way of connect-

transported through the jacket. Then there's

ing sources to loads but the better way is to

adouble braiding—a woven braiding with

do it all balanced. Iwould like to see the
whole audio industry move towards balanced

avery dense silver coating, inside an aluminum braiding—covered with aMylar film,
so that even when the outer jacket is broken,
the Mylar film will protect the conductor.
Then there's avery high-density polyethy-

working. A cartridge is abalanced device, a
microphone can be abalanced device, amplifiers can be symmetrical, can be bridged,
the speaker is more or less abalanced de-

lene dielectric, which also means there will

vice—so let us work completely balanced.

be no penetration, with artificial fibers inside so that there is no humidity transporta-

JA: How do you recommend people to

tion. This high-density polyethylene is so
dense around the wire that the wire is really forced together and the thermal pump effect does not exist so much. The high-density polyethylene also copes with soldering:
the solder runs inside and closes the wire for
ever.
JA: Is the choice of dielectric material

listen to subtle differences in sound quality?
AJvdH: Here is aDIY course to upgrade
your listening. You should take arecord you
like most and first just listen to the dynamics. Forget the thrill of the music; just train
your ear to concentrate on the dynamics, on
the high peaks. Second, listen again but now
to all the detail, the very low-level signals.
Third, listen to the overall sound and try to

important?

find in the music the reverberation, the

AJvdH: The dielectric material is critical in

depth in the music. That is, if there is any

that it should not have any energy storage or

depth in your system, because alot of hi-fi

microphony. Polyethylene is good stuff to
work with, certainly, but Iprefer to work

systems do not have any depth of image
even if they do have good stereo—left-

with Teflon. Teflon, however, is rather stiff

right —imaging, they are like flat wallpaper.

so the flexibility of the wire is low; it can
have some microphony; and it is expensive,

Fourth, listen to the definition of sound.
How well is an instrument transferred? Is an

costing about 40-50 guilders/kilo compared
with polyethylene at about 2guilders/kilo.

oboe not sounding like aclarinet when it's
playing loud? And lastly, concentrate on

For flexible consumer cables, therefore, I
have to do things somewhat differently.

timbre.
Play the record you like most five times

My best wire, MC Silver, has three dif-

and listen to all these things on their own.
Then play it again and listen to dynamics

ferent layers of Teflon film around the wire
Stereophile
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and depth of image, or dynamics and detail.

enjoy live music Listen all the day to sound.

If you do this one evening with one record,
you will then know exactly what you are

Don't just do it at home. Two hours aday,

listening for, what is agood record, what is

locate sounds, try to find out what instru-

abad record. When you listen to someone

ments are there, or how things are going.

else's system, or to equipment set up in a

Listening with eyes closed is very good
training in enjoying music much more.

hotel like this, you will know exactly what
you are missing, because you now know
what is in the music.

train your ears, try to close your eyes, try to

Don't forget to buy the printed music If
you really like music, invest in music, not

It's like trying to find the ingredients used
for a Chinese dish. Many people eat just
what's on the dish, but when you know the
different spices, you know how to balance
flavors when you eat the same dish in
another restaurant. You take the whole picture in parts and pieces, then build it up
again, knowing the constructing parts,
knowing what makes sound more valuable,
rather than just absorbing sound like a
sponge without knowing what you are
listening to.
Very helpful in this process is to go to real
music. Forget tweaking around with equip-

only in equipment. Try to read the music
along with the performance or to listen to an
opera with avocal score. Make astudy of instruments. Go into amuseum where they
have all the old instruments. Buy agood
book about instruments and try to find out
how instruments work. Go to an instrument
builder and ask him what he does for his job
and how things sounds. Set up alistening
society.
Do something active with music rather
than just consuming it. Just producing cone
movements is the most poor way how to enjoy music.

ment and enjoy music. Go to aconcert and

The new Classé Audio
DR-3-VHC
is aVery High Current
version of the DR-3.
Offering increased power with
twice the FtMS current, it is
ideal for driving the most
difficult loads, including
bridged operation into one ohm.

New address:

Classé Audio Inc.
9414 Cote de Liesse Rd.
Lachine, Quebec H8T 1A1
Tel.: (514) 636-6384
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Dealers interested in selling Stereo phile should telephone Gail Anderson at 505 982-2366.
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Los Angeles
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646 North Robertson
Menlo Park
Classical Wax
827 El Camino
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Videolaser
28451 Marguerite Parkway
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Hi -Fi Sales
810 West Main Street
Phoenix
Two Jeffreys Audio
527 W Butler Drive

Mountain View
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Road

Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
8672 E. Edgemont SE

Northridge
Northridge Audio Center
9054 Tampa Ave

Tubac
Tortuga Books
190 Tubac Road

Oakland
Pro Audio
383 40th Street

Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd.
2440 E Broadway

Orange
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1232 N. Tustin
Palo Alto
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real

CALIFORNIA
Artcata
Northtown Books
957 H Street
Berkeley
DB Audio
2578 Shattuck
Canoga Park
The Laser's Edge
22021 Sherman Way
Upscale Audio
8381 Canoga Ave
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Claremont
Audio Basics
976 W Foothill a139
Diamond Bar
Audio Best
22204 East Croit Court
Encino
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Fair Oaks
Pinkerton Audio
6716 Madison Ave
Fairfield
C&M Stereo Unlimited
2020 North Texas
Foster City
Digital Sonics Inc.
999F Edgewater Blvd
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
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Newport Beach
Newport Audio
1000 Bristol St. North

Santa Rosa
Sawyer's News Inc.
733 Fourth Street
Sausalito
Music by Design
107 Caledonia Street
Scotts Valley
Roberts Audio
221-A Mount Hermon Rd
Stockton
Private Line
Home Entertainment
88 West Castle Street
Westminster
Audio Today
14306 Beach Blvd
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
22512 Ventura Blvd
Sound Center
20044 Ventura Blvd

COLORADO

Pasadena
GNP Showcase
1244 E Colorado Blvd

Boulder
Listen Up
2034 E Arapahoe

Riverside
SpeakerCraft
3615 Presley Avenue
San Clemente
Audio Exposure
629 Camino de los
Mares #305
San Diego
Stereo Design
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
San Francisco
Bonanza Inn Book Shop
650 Market Street
Civic Center Books
360 Golden Gate Ave
Laser World
533 Second Street
Sounds Alive
731 Florida Street

Cherry Creek
U.S Tech
248 Detroit St.

San Jose
Books Inc.
420 Town & Country Village
Presto Audio
3125 Williamsburg Drive
San Louis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
1130 Garden St, Suite A
San Mateo
Audio Venture

Denver
Sound Hounds
1575 S Pearl
Fort Collins
Audio Junction
2727 S College Ave

CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
178 Main Street
Greenwich
Aud-Vid Inc
79 East Putnam Ave
Manchester
Sound Advice
226 Spencer St

DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA
Serenade Records
1800 M Street NW
FLORIDA
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BUILDING A LIBRARY
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Christopher Breunig 1
The BBC has arecord review program on

pointment expressed over the substance of

Radio 3 where the "Building a Library"

Hogwood's readings. The open, bracing tex-

feature isolates asingle best version of a

tures of the original instruments were all

work. It's something ola guessing game for

very well, but where were the ideas about

the informed listener as, one by one, record-

the music? There were, too, sudden lurch-

ings are eliminated in ten-pin bowling

ings into expressive realms foreign to the

fashion.

general approach.

With around 40 Eroicas at my disposal, I

Hogwood's Eroica (CD: L'Oiseau Lyre 417

would not want to make such a choice,

235-2; LP: 417 235-1), recorded at Waltham-

though Imight be able to advance specious

stow Assembly Hall near London last year, is

arguments to arrive at one Interestingly, two

certainly more distinguished. Arguably, this

new versions have been released which

is how the Third Symphony might have

could not be furtber apart interpretatively,
though both deserve acclaim.

been presented in Beethoven's own time in
Vienna, not just as amatter of authentic or-

When Christopher Hogwood and the

chestral forces and timbres, but also concern-

Academy of Ancient Music began their

ing pacing, dynamics, and (above all) ex-

Beethoven Symphony cycle on L'Oiseau

pressive scale. The opening allegro, for ex-

Lyre with Nos.! & 2, Ishared in the disap-

ample, moves forward at acomfortable yet
not undramatic rate, and the accents are
naturally restrained by the mechanics of the

IChristopher Breunig is Music Editor of the UK magazine
Hi-Fi News .5 Record Review
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Building on Success
..Everything considered. Ifeel the SPI is
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$950/PAIR
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Tweak Your System ... see what it can do.
The Ultimate In Audio Cable Engineering. Introducing Esoteric Audio USA Inc.—the world's
largest, most sophisticated audio cable specially manufacturer...dedicated to achieving perfection in audio cable systems design.
Perfection Through Innovation And Material Qualify. With a combination of state of the art
design and utilization of the most superior inner component materials, Esoteric Audio USA creates
high definition cable systems that are sonically and technologically unsurpassed.
These advanced innovations and highest-quality materials include oxygen-free high conductivity copper windings, state of the art electro magnetic geometries, enamel coated lib wires.
tenon "virgin litz" wires, tetion* dielectrics, ultimate air dielectrics, superior copper connectors
with teflon dielectrics. special 5% silver solder, and much more
Cables That Approach The Qualify Of Direct Coupling. From Esoteric Audio USA's new era of
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Make A Sound Decision.
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Replace your inter-connect
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and speaker cables with a
Winder, GeOrgia 30680
new set of high definition
Phone (404) 867-6300
Esoteric Cables.Tweak your
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system—and achieve sonic
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period-copy instruments. A certain elegance

onds separate their movement timings!—

and formality reflect the Hogwood style;
there is freshness and taste Yet, as the move-

and though the orchestra is modern, the
sharp timpani attack in sforzandi is certain-

ment is hurried to the coda, Iask, "What
journey have Itaken?". The answer seems to

ly authentic in spirit.
But the principal difference is that the

be that the listener hasn't really experienced

music lives, breathes, has dramatic flow and

the music at all, that there is ahollow core to

ebb. Fiery and proud, Wand's conducting is

this reading. The horns in the scherzo's trio

like a breathtaking amalgam of the best
facets of the anti-type Beethoven inter-

dance nicely, but the woodwind responses
are often sluggish and without wit: it's
almost aKlemperer-like view imposed here.

preters Toscanini and Klemperer —just sam-

It comes as no surprise that Hogwood's

ple the way the lead-in to the exposition
repeat sidles past. Magical! The way the

finale opens without much humor, either. It

lyrical wind phrases expand, and are abrupt-

follows the scherzo without abreak, as in

ly cut by stabbing sforzandi, betoken a

Jochum's Beethoven readings; the accents

figure of real authority in Beethoven perform-

have punch, but the architecture is not quite
as polished as one would want. Idon't sense

ance. Here those trudging strings after the

tions are the fine, airy textures in the first

climax of the development section are still
tense! The contrast between descending
wind phrases and ascending staccatto

contrapuntal episode. Hogwood takes the

strings at the beginning of Beethoven's

the absolute control necessary. Compensa-

"country dance" that leads to arestatement

development is adetail typical of the clarity

of the finale theme (further counterpoint

of exposition; the lack of compromise in the

ensues) briskly—without the charm that is

long lines of accented chords, and, moments later, the music's gentle flow in lyrical

so winning afeature of Bruno Walter's Columbia SO Eroica.
As the threads of the music are gathered
up, the fanfaring horns have asomewhat
lethargic character (though the bubbling

voice—again, Ifind these arevelation. It is
as if awealth of detail is constantly sifted and
exposed, yet, all the while, the momentum
is inexorably forward.

ritard six or seven bars before Letter G. The

This consistency of pulse gives the Funeral
March its imposing strength: rugged and
powerful in the fugato. But Ithink alittle

finale does not emerge as an organic whole.

more expansiveness here and there would

Ijust wish the real interpretative problems
were persuasively addressed here: just listen

have made for even greater eloquence. (I
remember Kubelik's Berlin Eroica second

to the spirit of the concluding fortissimi

movement as the most poetic achievement

(really Sze11-like!)—but ask "How do they

in the whole of his DG series.) The very fine
oboe principal dominates the wind playing

wind figures are adelight), and Hogwood
introduces an incongruous and puzzling

connect?"
Ithink all one could wish for musically
from arecorded Eroica comes in the German Harmonia Mundi CD, with Gunter
Wand directing the Norddeutscher Radio

here. In the scherzo, the NDR strings haven't
the motor-like precision of Karajan's
Berliners (in the latest DG/Itlemondial ver-

Orchestra (16 9453 2). This is the start of a

sion almost disembodied in pianissimo, an
absurdly over-engineered production; con-

series with the septuagenarian conductor,

trast the bloated and saturated textures

now enjoying belated acclaim in England

there, at the opening of the finale, trumpets

for his concerts with the BBC Symphony

blasting out, with the sensibly balanced

Orchestra. On records, his Schubert 9,
Brahms 1& 3, and Bruckner 8, are outstand-

Harmonia Mundi CD). Wand gives the

ing. Unlike Karajan (almost his contem-

allegro molto speedy impulse, with thrusting timpani; the Prometheus theme unfolds

porary), Wand observes the important ex-

swiftly, but not unfeelingly. The counter-

position repeat in the first movement. His

point at Letter A exposes the woodwind
qualities of this orchestra as not really world-

tempo is atrue con brio, with amore apparent urgency in the eighth-note figures
than Hogwood's —in reality, only four secStereophile

class, but that seems not especially relevant
to the whole.
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VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977
with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of pride, love, and personal
satisfaction involved in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling amusically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out.
Write or call for abrochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.

e
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VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 WEST FOURTH STREET
HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA
(209) 582-0324

"Not as good as the SOTA"
America's most critical reviewers have scrutinized the SOTA against all turntables. Virtually every review concludes, however
excellent are the other turntables, none is
"as good as the SOJA"
Amazing Extra Clarity
Ed Long (Audio, June .86). "The sound from
SOTA with its vacuum was more real than
that from the reference system, and in avery
convincing way _If you are seeking the
most realistic reproduction of sound from
analog records, you will like the extra clarity
afforded by the vacuum clamping system."
Nothing Even Comes Close
Julian Hirsch (Stereo Review. December,
'85): "Our best estimate is that the [vacuum]
Star Sapphire's isolation from baseconducted isolation in the audio range is at
least 40dB better than the best we have previously measured! Nothing else Ihave ever
seen comes even close to matching the
SOTA's solidity and immunity to external
influences."

SOTA Black lacquet STAR
The Only Class ATurntable:
Tony Cordesman (Stereophile, Vol 9, No
4): "Combining the SOTA Star Sapphire's
vacuum record damping with the new
acrylic 'Supermat' has produced aturntable
which is more neutral on more records than
any other turntable I've tried at any price ...
even those costing over 510.000."
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Wand's conception of the dance se-

variously convincing. The most extreme

quence at Letter C is one of abstraction; the
wind-swirls and quick tempo suggest an in-

reading is surely Giulini's, which at 20m 30s
is more than 20% longer than Erich Kleiber's

cident in the fabric of the whole; the

first mono LP with the VP0 in 1959, which

resumption of the theme and its quick 16th-

included the first-movement repeat (though

note patter mean more to this conductor
than episodes. Even so, the poco andante is

for technical reasons, that was not approved

very measured, cloudily reflective in tex-

by the conductor). Digital remastering has
not helped the sound of the 'Gaper, but hap-

ture, the clarinet triplet figures then an

pily astraight mono transfer was available on

awakening: you feel the cumulativeness, as

LP from French Decca (Classiques 592113) at

the horns join in at Letter F, and timpani rolls

the end of last year. Ido, however, prefer

are given prominence (no flagging rttard
here!). That these are preparatory pages to

Kleiber's alternative version (no repeat

the culmination of the movement is made
abundantly clear. The truth is that this ver-

the timbres of the Concertgebouw, in
there), but recommend the mono VPO to
anyone unfamiliar with Kleiber's purpose-

sion deserves to be to the late '80s what

ful Beethoven—if only Carlos Kleiber

Klemperer's classic Philharmonia Eroica

could be persuaded to do the Pastoral and

was to the late '50s. It has in common a

the Eroica!

freshness that tempts one to listen through

Karajan's refinement of approach has led,

it more than once at asitting. There aren't

in his fourth commercial recording referred
to earlier (CD: DG 415 506-2; LP: 415

many modem symphonic recordings which
encourage that.

506-1), to afast speed which seems to me to

Ihave slight technical reservations about

have quite lost touch with the essence of

this CD, although Ifinally achieved good
results with it on aMeridian PRO, using the

NBC (RCA VICS-1655E) shares almost exactly

excellent Mod-Squad damper accessory,
and Siltech cables (a fine match for the tonal

the music. Curiously, the 1953 Toscanini/
the timing for (i) yet, subjectively, seems
more spacious. The Karajan reading con-

balance preferred by Meridian). Taking the

tains one unexpected spontaneous gesture

strings as areference, the image is rather nar-

five bars before the return to minor key in

row and distant, i.e., as if from acentre seat
some way back in the hall. Winds and brass

that, as the years pass, he has got further

are well balanced—the forwardness sounding perfectly natural—though the overall

the slow movement. It seems to underline
from the score than ever.
Other masterly readings on CD come

sound is inclined to roughness as the levels

from Walter (CBS MK 42010)—a little patchy,

increase.
What of the extant recordings of the

but affectionate and sweetly expressive—
and Furtwangler (Japanese EMI). Of his var-

Eroica? The extraordinary thing about the

ious and flexible readings, the 1952 VP0

symphony's first movement is that it has at-

studio recording offers the best compro-

tracted an exceptional range of speeds,

mise between sonics and intensity.
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BOOK REVIEWS
The Penguin Guide to Compact Discs,
Cassettes, and LPs by Edward Greenfield, Robert Layton, and Ivan March.
$14.95. 1217 pp. Soft covers. Published by
Viking Penguin, Inc., 40 West 23rd Street,
New York, NY 10010.

logue numbers are given.
The quality of the writing is often mundane and repetitive. At best—in, say, the
West Side Story assessment, or in some of
the Sibelius reviews—the reader catches
some of the contributor's real enthusiasm
for the music But, increasingly, the problem

The world has changed since Desmond
Shawe-Taylor and Edward Sackville -West,
assisted by ayouthful Andrew Porter, wrote

of conveying feelings from the language of
music to the written word strikes me as
almost impossible to solve!

—CB

the classic Record Guide volumes of the
1950s. The main criticism, perhaps, of this
latest Penguin is that its authors are all too
well-attuned to the commercial pressures of

Stereophonic Techniques compiled and
edited by John Eargle. $27 (AES Members),
$30 (Nonmembers), Audio Engineering

1980s-style record merchandising. The LP
is relegated to third position, and the newer,
much promoted, controversial talents of

Society, 60 East 42nd Street, New York, NY

Sinopoli, Peklca-Salonen, and Pogorelich are
prominent. My reservations reflect the prej-

When deeply immersed in discussion of imaging, sour Istaging, depth, and stereo, it is

dices of acollector unhappy with analog-to-

easy to forget that the whole business of us-

digital transfers generally, with long DMM

10165-0075.

ing two-channel reproduction to re-create

sides, and with the compact disc itself. (Or
with the players???)
This volume does represent an enormous

asolid image is based on apyschoacoustic

amount of work, even if much of it is

hear the sound from both speakers, the

transferred from the 1984 Guide, and ver-

brain is able to decode which signal is intended for each ear and reconstruct asolid

batim from reviews in Gramophone
(notably RUs Strauss Heldenleben comparisons). Contents are remarkably up-tote—UK publication was mid-September—
even though, with the increase in worldwide pressing capacity, the CD catalogue is

trick. The listener sits on the center-line of
two loudspeakers and although both ears

two-dimensional image between and beyond the speakers. Forget the naive technobabble published by the likes of Polk Audio
and Bose to sell more of their speakers; for
95% of listeners, conventional loudspeakers

now expanding at avast rate. At the same
time, the equivalent LPs are becoming in-

are all that is needed to work the stereo trick.

creasingly vulnerable to deletion: agreat

The answer is contained in this invaluable,

loss.
As with previous Guides, a rosette in-

386-page, large-format, collection of papers,
covering every aspect of stereophonic repro-

dicates performances of exceptional quali-

duction and imagery, including adescrip-

ty; the technical awards (a "half-CD" motif)

tion of the first (inadvertent) stereo transmission from the stage of the Paris Opera in
1881. The editor is John Eargle of JBL,

are more discriminating than before; and in
standard works agood balance is struck between newer digital productions and historic

So how does the stereo illusion work?

author of the excellent Microphone Hand-

transfers, e.g., for the "Choral" the older

book and an informed recording engineer in

recordings of Furtwangler, Toscanini, Walter,

his own right, and the authors include

Ansermet, and Bernstein are considered.

Bauer, Blumlein, Gerzon, Moir, Snow, von
Recklinghausen, Klipsch, and Eargle himself.

With its 155-page coverage of miscellaneous
tus of classical music on disc (and cassette)

As well as acomprehensive selection of
AES papers, for the first time an AES An-

as is reasonable to expect. Naturally, US cata-

thology contains papers published in jour-

recital collections, this is as wide aconspec-
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LINE DRIVE
Less Signal Processing = More Natural Music
LINE DRIVE — asystem control center designed specifically for your line level
components: CD players, tape decks, tuners. VCR audio.
LINE DRIVE —the flexibility of a preamplifier without the inherent colorations. Compare it with the best preamplifier you can find and be thrilled with
how clean and accurate the Line Drive sounds.
Available from Mod Squad Dealers everywhere. Or direct from The Mod
Squad, Dept. S, 542 Coast Highway 101, Leucadia,
CA 92024, (619) 436-7666. For acomplete catalog
send $2 (refundable with order). Ask about our
2-week money-back guarantee.

The Best Deserves the Best
It should come as no surprise that these
two thoroughbreds work so well together.
When we saw SME's remarkable achievement of rigidity, non-resonance and
neutrality, we set about creating a phono
cartridge designed to the same parameters.
Separately, each is recognized as the
state-of-the-art in its genre. And, of course,
the SME V will bring out the best in
whichever phono cartridge you decide to
use, just as the Virtuoso will perform
superbly in other tonearms.
Together they are the single most faithful
instrument for reproducing recorded
music. Once you've listened to this combination, we think you'll agree. Call us at
(415) 843-4500 and we'll rush literature to
you and give the name of an audio specialist
who can demonstrate our best playing your
best.

~Ms
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Talisman Virtuoso DTi
..."The best high output MC on the
market and one of the best cartridges
available regardless of type or price."
—Stereophile Magazine Vol 9, #4

SME Series V
"The Best Tonearm in the World."
P.O. Box 5046, Berkeley, CA 94705
415-843-4500
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nais other than theJAES. Some of these are

ORCHESTRAL
SOUND
FROM AGREAT
DUET.
The new Motel MLP2062-way loudspeakers
deliver smooth response and open, &len.
sional sound big enough to fill aconcert hall.
Their drivers, manufactured to the strictest
tolerances in our own factories, incorporate
many notable technological advances.
Hexagonal voice-coil wire, magnets with no
stray magnetic fields, and special adhesives
and coatings endow them with exceptional
rise-time and coherence. The oversize (3")
voice coil in the woofer, and the ferrolluid
tweeter, enable these loudspeakers to handle
the wide dynamic range ol your digital
recordings with plenty of room to spare.
Morel has designed and bull outstanding
speakers and driver units in Israel for more
than eight years. With its new factory in
England, Morel doubles its production
capability for even faster, more responsive
service.
Please call or write for further details.
Morel Acoustics USA
414 Harvard Street, Brooktine, MA 02146
tel. (617) 2776663 telex 650-2499475
Morel (U.K.) Ltd.
11 Foxtail Road, Ransomes Indus. Estate
Ipswich IP3 9RT, England
tel. (0473)719212 telex 987601 Morel G
Morel Acoustics Ltd.
Industrial Area B, RO. Box 140. Ness ligna
70 451 Israel

morel

of historical importance, such as the 1934
Snow and Steinberg paper from the Journal
of the SMPTE and the text of the 1931 British
Patent awarded to Alan Dower Blumlein.
The latter, as well as outlining the 45/45
groove configuration for astereo disc 25
years before it came into use, and opening
up avenues for investigation which are still
being explored today, sums up the whole
theoretical basis for stereo reproduction in
one short sentence: "It will be clear that
obliquity of the direction of sound wave
propagation relative to the microphones ...
will produce differences of intensity at the
loud speakers [sic] so as to give an impression
to an observer of oblique sound incidence."
A book to be wholeheartedly recommended to, and perhaps mandatory for,
anyone involved both in making recordings or in writing about them.

—
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TRUST THEM!
J. GORDON HOLT, STEREOPHILE,
VOL. 7NO. 7
" SONICALLY, THE SOUTHER IS
ONE OF THE CLEANEST, MOST
OPEN SOUNDING TONEARMS 1
HAVE
HEARD,
WITH
SUPERB
IMAGING,
BROAD
AND
DEEP
SOUNDSTAGE PRESENTATION, AND
GENERALLY IMPECCABLE BASS
PERFORMANCE. LOWS HAVE A
DEGREE OF DETAIL AND IMPACT I
HAVE NOT HEARD SURPASSED BY
ANY OTHER ARM
."
KLAUS RENNER, DAS OHR,
DEC. 1965
.IT IS, SIMPLY PUT, OUTSTANDING, DELICATE, PRECISE, WITH A
TREMENDOUS PUNCH AND A
BLEND OF TENDERNESS AND
TRANSPARENCY, THAT MAKES YOU
THINK IT'S REAL. LOU SOUTHER
HAS GIVEN A TREMENDOUS GIFT
TO THE AUDIOPHILE WORLD"
(DAS OHR REPRINTS AVAILABLE)

t
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•
CONVERGENT
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

SL-1

SL-1 VALVE PREAMPLIFIER
- compare for yourself and discover why C.A.T. is the
fastest growing high-end electronics manufacturer.
- call or write for the name of your local dealer.

CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, INC.
24 Falcon Drive • W. Henrietta, N.Y. 14586 • 716-359-2700

Rarely have Science and Art served
Music so well.

Amethyst 10

There comes atime in the development of
an art or science when advances within the
field coupled with new concepts and
unique understandings result in the
realization of aproduct that represents
significantly more than just the sum of the
parts. These products are called
statements. It is our pleasure to introduce
you to one such product, the Essence
Amethyst 30.
The Amethyst 30 is the distillation of the
advances that Essence pioneered in the
Amethyst 10 loudspeaker. It represents
the same concepts and attention to detail
that set our reference systems apart from
other dynamic speaker designs.
Write for our free full color information
packet.

essence
Amethyst 30

.......±ssence

1918 South 33rd St.

Lincoln, NE 68506

402/477-0600
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RECORD REVIEWS
TWO OUT OF CHARACTER

Get this record—either the CD or the

REFLECTIONS
Jim Walker, flute, Mike Garson, piano

analog release, it doesn't matter—for those

Reference Recordings CD RR-18CD.
DEBUSSY
Quartet in g
RAVEL
Quartet in F
The Cleveland Quartet
Telarc CD-8011I.

moments when all you want is some P&Q,
and perhaps ataste of what the world was
like before time became the master and man
its slave.
The Debussy and Ravel Quartets are invariably coupled on the same disc (the Delos
CD of the Ravel being the only exception
that comes to mind), because they are the

What do you listen to when you've heard

only quartets written by the two leading

Reference Recordings' Symphonie Fantasti-

composers of the French Impressionist

que, Telarc's 1812 Overture, and Sheffield's

school. Each represented alandmark of sorts
in its composer's musical career, but they are
otherwise as different in mood as candles

Firebird, the last of your audiophile guests
have gone home, and tomorrow's aworkday
but you're too hyped up to go to bed?
These.
Both are from record companies whose

and Coleman lamps.

reputations were built on sonic blockbusters,

brilliant color with contrasting passages of ex-

but the subjects of this review are about as

quisite gentleness. The Ravel is more forthright, upbeat, and cohesive. Both are sub-

true to expectation as Mr. T flouncing about
with alimp wrist.
Reflections is aprogram of short works for

The Debussy is arather brooding, introspective work, alternating outbursts of

limely lovely works, and the performances
here are as satisfying as any Ihave heard.

flute and piano. It's quiet, restful, and, in an

Astring quartet is very difficult to record,

age when it seems that nothing is worth
listening to unless it's high-powered or

because the close miking appropriate to

"significant," this laidback program is a
delightful change of pace.
Forget that Dr. Keith Johnson did the tap-

chamber music—literally, music to be played
in aroom rather than alarge concert recital
hall—mercilessly exposes any raw edges in
the playing as well as in the sound of the in-

ing, and that the sound is lovely and the
performances hypnotic. After afew minutes,

struments and the microphones. The playing
here is impassioned and technically impec-

you don't think about any of those things.
You begin to loosen up and slide down into

cable, the instruments all Stradivariuses
(from Nicolai Paganini's own collection), and
the recording engineers were Joanna

the sofa cushions, and, from then on, just
wallow in the simplicity and melting beauty
of the music. All but one are .
duets—easy-

Nicicrenz and Marc Aubort. The microphones?
About 10 years ago, a friend of mine

listening, soft-rock, gentle jazz, they're really

brought over a15ips tape he had made of

almost impossible to classify. The one solo is
Debussy's Syrinx, which is done better here

solo violin, using a pair of (used) microphones he was thinking of buying. My first

than Ihave ever heard it done before. None
of the others are familiar themes—all but

reaction to the sound was that the mikes
were extremely close to the instrument.

Syrinx were composed by Mike Garson

You could hear every movement of the

(Mike Who?)—but all are instantly accessible

player's fingers on the strings, and could
even catch the tiny click each time astring

and sheer, unalloyed pleasure to listen to.
This isn't the kind of music that could ever
justify astate-of-the-art audio system, but it's
what music itself is all about. It will soothe
the savage breast like no other recorded program I've heard for many years.
Stereophile

was pressed sharply against the finger
board. But what was truly amazing about
the sound of that tape was that there was no
stridency. Usually, very close miking gives
violin sound ateeth-setting steeliness, but
157

in this case it just sounded like avery close
violin—excessively detailed and gutty, but

LOWER
SUBWOOFER
DISTORTION

otherwise the sound of areal fiddle. The
microphones Iwas listening to were Schoeps
221Bs— tubed condenser microphones,
now long-since dropped from the Schoeps
line; and the same mikes used for this recording.
This is the best-sounding recording of a
string quartet Ihave heard, and very possibly
the best ever made. What distinguishes it
from all others is its rendering of the body
sounds of the instruments: the warmth and
richness of the wooden parts of the in-

The Original VMPS Subwoofer ($299ea
kit, $375ea assem) is one of three highperformance, low-cost Subwoofers designed
to fulfill every audiophile's particular
requirements for bass extension, physical size
and first-octave output levels.
The Smeller VMPS Subwoofer ($229ea
kit, $299 assem) achieves THO below 1.5%,
and a -3c113 point of 28Hz. in a compact
enclosure of only 3.5ft. 3 The Original
Subwoofer provides very low THD (0.5%!
1W drive), high 94dB/1W/1m sensitivity, and
a 19Hz -3dB point in acabinet of only 5.6ft 3
total volume. The 8.25ft 3 Larger Subwoofer
($439ea kit, $549ea assem) features
performance specifications unsurpassed by
any competitor, and not even approached by all
but one or two regardless of price (-3dB, 17Hz
and 250Hz; 0.4%THD/1W drive, 95dB/
1W/1m sensitivity). All Subwoofers operate
either with our 100Hz Passive Crossover
($30ea kit, $40ea assem) or John Curl's allout Electronic Crossover (Model TPC-1,
$4491.
Write for repnnts of Stereophile's rave
reviews of our Original Subwoofer (Vol 8/4
Aug 85) and the Super Tower 11a/R (Vol 9/3
Ap 861, plus brochures and test reports, or
hear VMPS at the dealers listed below. Other
models include the MiniTower II ($329ea kit,
$439ea assem). Tower II ($439ea kit,
$599ea assem), Super Tower/R ($699ea
kit, $969ea assem) and the 76", 3001b Super
Tower laiR ($1099-1299ea kit, $14991699ea assem). Kits are supplied with fully
assembled cabinets and all prices include free
shipping in USA.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div ltone Audio
3412 Eric Ct. El Sobrante CA 94803(415)222-4275
Hear VMPS at The Listening Studio, Boston: Dynamic
Sound, Washington OC: Par-Troy Sound. Parsippany NJ;
The Long Ear. Coeur d'Alene Id; Sound Stage. Syracuse Ut;
Shadow Creek Ltd. Minneapolis Mn; Mountaineer
Telephone. Beckley W Va: Arthur Morgan, Altamonte
Springs FI, Efficient Stereo. Torrance Ca: Sounds Unique.
San Jose Ca, Digital Sores. Foster City Ca: Irene Audio. El
Sobrante Ca, Eclecbc Audio. Livermore Ca.
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struments which contribute most of the differences we hear between the live sound of
ageneric violin, viola, or cello, and that of
pedigreed varieties of instrument such as
were used for this recording. The cello, in
particular, is simply gorgeous on this recording; it almost glows! (The closest competition to this recording in terms of sound is
Sheffield's Italian Pleasures, with guitarist
Michael Newman, which has inadequate
separation and doesn't capture as much of
the instrumental body sounds of this 'Marc.
That still does not prevent it from being one
of my favorite recordings.)
A lot of people who like classical music
profess to dislike recordings of "chamber
music" because they "sound so thin and
shrill." Icannot disagree with that. But this
one is different. Not only does it not sound
thin, it gives equal weight to the instruments
(instead of favoring the fiddles over the
others, as is usually the case), places them in
their proper locations on the soundstage,
and surrounds them with just enough ambience to provide exactly the right feeling
of alive but small performing space. (It was,
in fact, recorded in alarge space—a church
in upstate New York—but the reverb was
held down by covering the pews with blankets borrowed from the local Red Cross
chapter. Real small rooms are impossible to
record in, regardless of how well suited
they may be for chamber recitals.)
My advice, regardless of how you feel
IProfessional recordists reading this might be interested
to learn that the Schoeps Importer, Posthom Recordings
(of New York City), has recently taken delivery of what
will probably be the last batch of 221Bs ever to be
available, unless Herr Schoeps can be persuaded to put
them back into production. (Can God be persuaded to put
the stegosaur hack on earth?)

Stereophile

about chamber music recordings in general,

Okay, it's still multi-miked, abit veiled,

is: 117 this one when you have aneed to unwind rather than be stimulated.
—JGH

and EQ'd unmercifully, but what was
formerly strident is now merely bright in

TWO CBS LOSERS,
RECONSIDERED

bright. What changed in the interim? The

the same way that live massed violins are

PROKOFIEV
Symphony No.5
Israel Philharmonic/Leonard Bernstein

CD players, of course!
The sound is not of audiophile caliber
(although after having heard Reference
Recordings' Cburcb Windows CD, Iam hav-

CBS CD MK-35877

ing second thoughts about the use of that

BEETHOVEN

term), but is good enough now that it

Symphony No.5 in c

doesn't stand in the way of the music. And
Bernstein's interpretation of this grows on

SCHUBERT
Symphony No.8 in g("Unfinished")

one. Comparing it with the competition, I

NYPO/Lorin Maazel

must conclude that it's the best Prokofiev

CBS CD MK-36711

5th on record!
The Beethoven/Schubert Symphonies
disc was reviewed in the same issue as the

While castigation of the major record companies by audiophiles has become aknee-jerk
reflex, no one can argue that they haven't
earned their reputation for musical
mayhem. CBS, RCA, DG, and (at times) Lon-

Prokofiev 5th, and in rereading that review,
Imust say it was pretty much on the beam
except for a comment about the lack of

don and EMI have worked long and hard
with their myriad microphones, muddy
mixers, and philistine philosophies of

depth. Inow hear from it what actually
sounds like anatural hall ambience, and am

recording to gain our collective confidence

multi-miked. It was not produced by any

in their total ineptitude. So it is that, when
Ihear mud, steeliness, and audible evidence
of flagrant mixer manipulations from one of

not at all certain the recording was even
member of CBS's stable of high-paid hacks.
In fact, according to the jacket citations, all

their recordings, Ijust sigh, report what I
hear as though it's really news, and set the

of the crew but one was Japanese (the exception being Steven Epstein, who has
taken Andrew Kazdin's place at CBS as head

record aside, usually indefinitely.
Such was the case with this Bernstein/

of classical production).
As noted in that first review, the sound

Prokofiev CD, whose steeliness and lack of

has marvelous body and heft, with some

soundstage depth, when Ifirst reviewed it

grand sounds coming from the cellos and

in Vol.6 No.5, almost prompted me to consign it to the trash basket. But CD was new

basses. In other words, even though this is
on the CBS label, it is not a typical CBS

then, the discs as scarce as honest pois, so

recording!
Both works were taped at live perfor-

Igave it abrief review with high marks for
(but some reservations about) performance
and a middling score for sound. It then
went into my then-small CD collection and
was promptly forgotten.
Three years passed, as did my original
Sony CDP-101 player and a seemingly
endless parade of newer CD players, each
one sounding better than the last. In the interim, Ialso heard a number of different
performances of this work over FM, and
found them strangely unsatisfying. Finally,
just this week, Idisinterred the old Bernstein recording and took alisten.
Well, Sir...this time Ihad quite a different reaction.
Stereophile

mances, and there's actually applause at the
end of each, which Ifound added agreat
deal to the emotional impact of the performances (although the audience reaction to
the Schubert seemed unjustifiably restrained).
The audience and orchestra ambience—
coughs, rustlings, and amuted babble of
conversation—even continues between the
two works on this disc, giving it an uncommonly convincing feeling of alive performance as you might hear it over FM, but
IThis is the recording Imentioned in afootnote to -As We
See It" in Vol.9 No.6 as featuring high levels of classic
quantization distortion. Iam afraid that, no matter what
virtues the performance has, Iwill have to disagree with
jG Ws recommendation on this one.
—JA
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without commercials and intermission commentary.
These are excellent performances—particularly the Schubert—of two warhorses,

Jon Kimura Parker/RPO/Andre Previn
Telarc CD-80124
In Vol.7 No.6, Ireviewed some CDs of short

imbued here with afreshness that's almost
like hearing them for the first time. And the

orchestral works played by the Philhar-

sound is about as realistic as one is likely to

Rozsnyai on the M&K Realtime label. While
Ifound the sound generally to be very good

hear from any non-audiophile record
company.
Both discs are highly recommended,
despite their dubious origin.

—JGH

TWO PROKOFIEV THIRDS
FOR WIDE PIANO

monia Hungarica conducted by Zoltan

(with the best massed-violin sound of any
symphonic discs up until that time), Iwas
appalled by the sloppiness of the playing.
Perpetua is the new name of M&K's
recording division, and their latest releases
feature, once again, Mr. Rozsnyai and the

PROKOFIEV

PH. Both have come along way since first

Concerto No.3 In C

Iheard them. Despite moments of imperfect ensemble, they play well enough now

RACHMANINOV
Rbapsody on a Tbeme of Paganini
Tedd Joselson/Philharmonia Hungarica/
Zoltan Rozsnyai

that it makes sense to assess their performances on an equal basis with those of the

Perpetua PR-7006

competition when it comes to suaveness of

PROKOFIEV

execution: The differences between the

Concerto No.3 in C
TCHAIKOVSKY
Concerto No.1

better-known orchestras. There's still no

in

•Hungarica and, say, the Berlin Philharmonic
b-flat

("The

Chestnut")

or the Boston Symphony are still great. But
offsetting this in most cases is the boredom
that most members of world-class or-

SIMPLY WONDERFUL
Cascade Basic Preamplifier — $599
NEW FOR 1986 H-1 Hybrid Amplifier — $1599 Ablissful marriage of tube and
solid state technology. Drives difficult speaker loads with effortless
competence. Can be easily switched from fully differential mono-mode to
stereo-mode and run as either Class Aor Class AB in either mode.
MC-1 Tube Moving Coll Step-Up — $599 Surprisingly quiet ... and it doesn't
degrade the sound.
Call or write for your local dealer and product information.
dealer inquiries invited.

11AZXJS
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Lazarus Electronics
15046 Friar St. Van Nuys, CA 91411
(818)242-1215
Stereophile

chestras bring to recording sessions. The

brings entirely too much introspection to

so-called second- and third-rate orchestras
often turn in much more exciting perfor-

what is essentially a bravura work—a
showstopper intended to bring an audience

mances on record than the Big Names. Un-

to its feet with aroar of hysterical applause.

fortunately, that isn't the case with this Prokofiev Third.
If there is one thing that should characterize aperformance of this work, it is tart-

only polite applause.

ness. It is not sweepingly expansive, romantic music; it is ironic, almost cynical in its
driving rhythms and derisive jazziness.
Like the works of Stravinsky, Prokofiev's

Bravos, and throwings of hats, programs,
and posies. This performance would rate
Which brings me to the other thing these
recordings have in common. In both, the
piano seems to span almost two-thirds the
width of the stage, with the bass strings at

early compositions demand atightness of

one side and the treble at the other. The
mental picture of those pianists, playing

ensemble and conciseness of phrasing (and
generally adrier acoustical envelope) than

both ends of that humongous keyboard at
once, conjures images of aman with the

do Romantic works. All are missing from

arms of agibbon!
Otherwise, the sound of these recordings

this recording. Interestingly, the tempos are
correct; yet, because there is more legato

is surprisingly similar. The Perpetua

than staccato, even the fast sections seem to

resembles their previous symphonic recor-

move at asnail's pace. The result makes this
music sound more like Kodaly than Pro-

dings (which is to say, superbly natural), but
is more liquidly transparent. Telarc's has the

kofiev. It doesn't come off at all.
Previn and Parker give amuch more satisfying account, but again, the phrasing is too

most natural massed-violin sound they
have ever committed to adisc, and both

broad to give this performance the
rhythmic drive it needs. Overall, one gets
the impression that neither performer was
really enjoying the music all that much, and
rather wished they could get it all over with

have the kind of richness and smoothness
that CD's critics have claimed all along
could not be achieved from CD. (M&K/
Perpetua has been achieving it routinely
from their first releases.) Both recordings,
though, have aslight overall darkness that

launch into an extended diatribe about

makes them sound quite rich and warm,
but I'm not sure it isn't abit too much of a

what ails classical recording these days, but
Iwon't.) Suffice it to say that this is acom-

good thing.
But Iam coming to the conclusion that

and go home. (I am tempted at this point to

petent performance, but no more.
Perpetua mates their Prokofiev Third
with Rachmaninov's popular Paganini
Variations, awork obviously much closer
to Rozsnyai's musical sensibilities. The
result is almost—but hot quite—the most
satisfying performance of this I've heard on
CD. (The Rubinstein/Chicago collaboration

no living conductor knows how to do this
kind of music any more. Neither of these
performances even begins to approach the
monumental one that Byron Janis recorded
with the Moscow Philharmonic under Kyril
Kondrashin, shortly after an enthusiastically
acclaimed (by the Soviet audience) live performance in 1960. My mentioning it at all

is agreat performance, but the recording

borders on an act of meanness; it's no

falls short of Perpetua's; the Davidovich/

longer in the catalog. Originally released on
Mercury Living Presence SR-90300, it may
still be found in used-record bins and, oc-

Jarvi on Philips is, overall, the best CD of
this Iknow. On LP, Ifelt the old Katchen/
Boult, on London, to be the best to date,
followed closely by the Davidovich/Jarvi.)
Têlarc pairs their Prokofiev with the hackneyed Tchaikovsky concerto, so it comes as

casionally, from small buyers of private collections. If Polygram has any sense, they'll
re-release it, maybe even on CD. The sound

little surprise that the performance must

isn't up to modern standards (it's abit too
aggressively forward), but the performance

take its place among the myriad others on
record which are thoroughly slick, noteperfect, and ultimately abit boring. Parker

for re-release.
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is probably unsurpassable. Imight even
recommend that they EQ it—tastefully —
—JGH
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SIMPLY, THE BEST.
The BEST Audio Equipment.
•AR •Acoustat •Adcom
•Alphason •Apogee
•Audible Illusions •Audio Research
•Bang & Olufsen •B&K •B&W
•Counterpoint •Dahlquist
•Eminent Technology •Grado
•Hailer •Janis •Koetsu •Live Wire
•Magnavox •Monster/Alpha
•NAD •Nakamichi •NEC
•Polk Audio •PS Audio
•Shure/Ultra •Signet •Spendor
•Stax •Straight Wire •Systemdex
•Thorens •Ultra •VP? •Yamaha
The BEST Video Equipment.
•NEC •Canon •Kloss NovaBeam
•Sony •Pioneer •NAD •Proton
•Magnavox •Shure •Yamaha
The BEST Service.
Delivery and custom installation

available from all three stores.
Technician on premises in New York
City location.
The BEST Advice.
Our personable staff is not composed
of -Sales People," but of long time
"Audiophiles" who love MUSIC as
much as you do.
The BEST Locations.
199 Amsterdam Ave.
New York City 2 -',95 -7157
1534 Northern Blvd.
Manhasset ')16-627-7333
129 Route 110
Huntington Sta. 516 -423 -7755
All locations open late Monday,
Thursday, Friday, all day Sunday.

Audio Breakthroughs

We tame the beast!

At Audlovislon of New England, well show you how to keep your music system
under control, no matter how high your budget. Whether you've got $500 or
$50,000 to spend, you still only have so much time and so much space, so we want
to see you get things right the first time. Call or visit today and see the only
selection of equipment that promises the highest fidelity you can afford, every

timel

AUDIO
'Ef

-

Adcom +Apogee +AR +Audloquest +Belles
Carnegie +C-J +CIVD +ET +FMS +Infinity KSI b +Jadis
JSE +Krell +Kyocera +Magnum +Meitner +Melos
Meridian + MIT +Mod Squad +Motif +NEC +Pro Ac
SME V +Spendor +Superphon +Souther +Spica
Sumiko + Ventas +VPI +Finial Technology +Tempest.

=."
—
1060 Massachusetts Avenue, Arlington, MA 02174 Tue -Sat
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MANUFACTURER'S COMMENTS
B&O CDX CD player
Editor:
We would like to make one or two revisions
to JGH's review of the Bang and Olufsen

forced ADS to raise the price of the CD3.
We Introduced the CD3 over ayear ago at
$895, a price based on what was then a
more attractive exchange rate, because aCD

Beogram CDX Compact Disc Player. The

player from ADS had no market history. We

sloping operating cover is indeed glass and

felt the need to make the CD3 as accessible

thus scratch resistant, and there are no
operating controls under the pop-up panel.

as possible to dealer and consumer alike.
The current suggested retail price of the

Bang & Olufsen's address is listed on the
warranty card.
To terminate Play, touch Stop for approx-

CD3 is $1250. lb help hold the price down
as much as we can, we are including an RC1

imately two seconds. Pause is activated by
a brief touch on Stop. After the disc has

December 31st.

been placed on the tray, aprolonged touch
of Stop will lower the tray and close the
cover. The disc will spin for afew seconds
to allow readout of content and then stop.
Programming or Play may now take place.
KeId Hansson
B&O

ADS CD3 CD player
Editor:
We are pleased by the overall fine review
which Mr. Holt gives the CD3, but we would
like to comment on several points. Mr. Holt
says that the CD3 looks suspiciously like a

remote control free with each CD3 until
As afurther attempt to make ADS technology accessible, we introduced the CD4
in October 1986. This machine retains the
signal processing circuitry and sonic performance of the CD3, while offering fewer
remote control features. For additional cost
savings, the CD4 has fewer circuit boards
than the CD3 and asimpler mechanical arrangement of the displays and secondary
control functions. The CD4 shares the same
overall design as the CD3 (and the other
Atelier components) and sells for a suggested retail price of $900, not including
the RC1.
Dick Moore
Wilmington, MA

Sony. While several of the parts and ICs used in the CD3 are Sony-made, the design of
the CD3 is ADS's. The transport assembly

Ortofon cartridges

(including the laser transport), the controll-

Editor:
Thank you for the Audio Cheapskate's com-

ing software and algorithms (including
linear interpolation), the digital and analog
circuitry, and the mechanical design are the
result of a joint effort by ADS, our sister
company Braun Electronic in Frankfurt,

ments on our X3 -MC, 0M-40, and MC-20
Super cartridges.
First Iwould like to comment to readers
of Stereopbile that our "It's not how high

and the Japanese OEM manufacturer of the
CD3. This machine is not aSony, Philips,

you get it, it's how you get it high" slogan
was used in conjunction with apress kit

Toshiba, or Daewoo with achange of cos-

containing asample of the cartridge, ashot
glass, and abottle of "Ganunel Dansk" (old

metics. The RC1 hand-held remote control
transmitter is also aproprietary ADS design.
The "Atelier" appellation results from the

Danish) aperitif. The innuendo was never
intended to be sexual.

fact that the overall package design for this
series was developed in the atelier of Dieter

Second, our "Better Sound Guarantee"
on the new high-output moving-coil car-

Rams, awell-known industrial designer of
products for Braun, AG.
Because the CD3 is built in Japan, the

tridges is hardly a"desperate" move on our
part. It is merely an extension of our normal
policy on high-price moving-coils to these

currently unfavorably dollar/yen ratio has

new, lower-cost units. We have always ac-
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cepted back for return any Ortofon mov-

more impressed with our new MC-30

ing-coil cartridge which fails to satisfy its

Super, but at $450 retail it is hardly for
"Cheapskates."

user (the normal requirements of being
returned in original condition, of course,

To conclude, again Ithank you for your

apply). We do think the X3-MC is terrific.

honest and (mostly) accurate assessment of

We suspect it will allow many listeners to

our three latest cartridges. We at Ortofon remain committed to continuing to develop

enjoy true moving-coil performance for the
first time.

and produce the world's finest phono car-

Third, several months ago, while rum-

tridges despite "tough times in the cartridge
patch."

maging through the warehouse in Denmark, Idiscovered a large quantity of
wooden boxes originally produced for a

Kevin Byrne
Plainview, NY

special moving-coil model produced for

NYAL Moscode SuperIt
Editor:

the West German market, whose sales success had been less than spectacular. Since
the 0M-40 fits nicely into this package, we

Your institution is quite right. There is a

decided to use this package for US versions

mystery lurking behind AHC's review of the

of the 0M-40 only. They cost us nothing
extra, so why not? (Grey-market buyers

Moscode SuperIt. The following clues will
be helpful to your readers.

beware: your 0M-40 is a non-calibrated

Clue #1: AHC and HR are having arunning skirmish over the importance of

version in astandard plastic box).
Fourth, Iam surprised at Sam 'ItBig's mild

modern Russian music (including that by

enthusiasm for the MC-20 Super as this mo-

Prokofiev). How could there be agreement

del is receiving rave reviews everywhere, including from your own Anthony Condesman

when HR is an incurable romantic with peasant roots in 19th-century mother Russia,

in Vol.9 No.6. Perhaps Sam 1llig would be

and AHC wears thick-soled cordovan

HAVE YOU HEARD?

The Mod Squad has expanded services at

MUSIC
k Ilk

• Acoustic Science
• Athena Audio
• Audioquest
• Counterpoint
• Eminent Technology

Please come and visit our
unconventional audio salon,
located between Los Angeles
and San Diego. The Mod
Squad's tremendous growth
plus new personnel now make
it possible•for Music by the Sea
to meet all your music needs.

• Grado Labs
• Harman/Kardon
• Koetsu
• Mirage
• MIT Cables

• Nitty Gritty
• Oracle
• Perfectionist Eng.
• Randall Research
• Rauna

• Spica
• Superphon
• Systemdek
• Vandersteen
• VPI

542 Coast Highway 101 • Leucadia, CA 92024
(619) 436-7692
Tuesday-Saturday 11 am to 6 pm • Auditions by Appointment
Call for your new Music by the Sea newsletter

ii +
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shoes, bow ties, and looks exactly like Clark
Kent? Can you imagine an all-American

in the home. We also design our units to be

yuppie and aBolshevik agreeing on music?
Clue #2: Iam considering running for the

sistent from unit to unit as they can be. We
are pleasantly reassured by JGH's apparent

as beautiful, reliable, long-lasting and con-

Presidency in '88 on the Palpable Liquidity agreement in his review of our ML-7A
for (be Masses Ticket! The SuperIt is our prearnp (Vol.9 No.5) that we have achieved
way of proving that you don't have to be a these goals.
We are quite aware that we are building a
megabuck audiophile to have the musical
benefits of the new tube/MOSFET hybrid
technology. Quite frankly, Iwant the votes
of the millions of music lovers who own

perfectionist product. Although we scrupulously avoid wasting money (on such things,
for example, as film resistors outside of the

solid-state preamps or receivers. My fellow
countrymen will audition the SuperIt and join

signal path where they have no effect on
sound quality), if there is away to improve

the Palpable Liquidity Party, and together

our products, we will do so without prejudging acomponent or technique because

we will stamp out midrange mediocrity!
Thanks for the swell review. The check is
in the mail. See you in Washington in '88.
Harvey Rosenfeld
Elmsford, NY

of its cost. Moreover, we consider improvements in reliability, longevity, physical beauty,
and consistency to be very important, even
though they are not as important as sound
quality. Icannot think of any product that

preamplifier

is simultaneously abest buy and the best,
period. When you comment to the effect

Editor:
The design goal for Mark Levinson products

that aconsumer may purchase other products that are very nearly as good for a

is to make the most neutral electronics cur-

substantially lower price, Iagree.
To make asmall correction, our five-year

Mark Levinson ML-7A

rently possible for the recreation of music

Rogers
LEGENDARY ACCLAIM
RAVE REVIEWS Year after year. in audio ioornals and magazines
throughout the world. Rogers loudspeakers get consistently
positive reviews. Why? Because something overwhelming
happens when you connect with the emotional heart of the MUSIC.
Make the connection
Rogers. Legendary Acclaim
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.
OUR NEW FLAT

CABLE WITH 100%

TEFLON INSULATION

SUITABLE FOR UNDER

THE CARPET INSTALLATION.

• (LS-2) vocals were remarkably clear and open. voth no trace of
edginess 0, hardness." HoFe Heretic. 1985 (US

• "The LS 6was found to be very well balanced with atransparent.
informative mod, and an open. airy nature "Her Gnome i985 (UAI
• "The LS 3/5A es areal monitor speaker, the sound is lust amazing. The stereo itriage is lust wonderful New Net Sound. 1985 (UK)
• The Rogers Studio Iwas awarded lust as many points as mir
reference system which is over 7 times the pnce Elecironec
Sound. 198 ttCseemanyi
• The LS7 in its latest form is a really excellent speaker which
seems virtually transparent in its reproduction of music 'rid r
for Pleasure. 1988 (UK)

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

naiao

BOX 1840 BRANTFORD ONTARIO CANADA N3T 5W4
BOX 1250 FALLS STA NIAGARA FALLS NY USA 1d303-0260
(519) 756-4860
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MUSICAL •ACCURATE •FLAT
DYNAMIC •FLEXIBLE •STABLE
VALUABLE (but not too expensive)
4PR-$1 /ft. 4VS-$1.80/ft. 4TC-$4/ft.
Dealer inquiries welcome.
KIMBER KABLE
2675 Industrial Drive
Ogden, Utah 84401
(801) 621-5530
Telex 286 229 "KIMBERKABLE -

warranty is given to any owner of the product within that period, not just to the
original owner. A secondhand purchaser
will have greater confidence in aproduct
that continues to have afactory warranty.
The entire staff here in Connecticut,
many of whom have been involved in the
design and production of Mark Levinson
products since they first grew beyond a
hobbyist operation nine years ago, wish to
thank JGH for his interest in our work and
the time and effort he took to evaluate our
product.

J. Michael Wesley
Middletown, CT

Electrocompaniet Atnpliwire
Editor:
We would like to comment on Stereophile's
review of the Ampliwire 100 and the Preampliwire IA which appeared in Vol.9 No.l.
Although we are generally happy about

0 .7...C.46
-

DM-3f

The sound was exception•
ally good, especially at high
levels, where the tweeter
refused to break up. distort,
or get fuzzy-sounding."
BILL SOMMERWERCK
STEREOPHI LE
CES REPORT VOL 8, NO 3

"Anyway, these were some of
the best sounding little boxes
Iheard, with good imaging
and spaciousness, excellent
balance, and unusual freedom from boxiness."
J. GORDON HOLT
STEROPHILE
CES REPORT -VOL 8. NO 4

VISIT YOUR DEALER
AND "HEAR THE DIFFERENCE"

the review, we must admit that we find
parts of it slightly enigmatic, i.e. hard to get
to the core of what has been written and its
relevance to the performance of the amplifiers.

TY
le/
la
n

CORPORATION

5412 W. BURNHAM STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53219

41 4 /546-4537

We do not mind AHC's statement that
there are "very real differences between the
Electrocompaniet preamp and amplifiers
and most other electronics." For quite afew
years Electrocompaniet has been developing amplifiers through adifferent process
and circuit technique than most other companies. Apart from Bill Johnson of Audio
Research and the late Stewart Hegeman
(then of Harman Kardon's Citation division), Electrocompaniet must have been
one of the first companies to develop electronics through cross-correlation of subjective and objective criteria, and Electrocompaniet certainly was the first manufacturer
to build amplifiers aimed at acommercial
market according to Matti Otala's theories.
Although we fully appreciate the diffi-

DISC CLEANING
pegfeeTED
Nitty Gritty Record Care Products
manufactures unique cleaning systems
that are 100% effective in eliminating
dust, grease and static electricity from
records and compact discs. Records
and cd's that have been cleaned by a
Nitty Gritty sound more like live music
They have extended high frequency response. improved imaging, more
acoustical space, and less noise. Everyone can hear the obvious improvement
that a Nifty Gritty cleaning makes

culties of applying asubjective language to
describe sound qualities (pioneered by JGH
in the early issues of Stereophile) there are
afew points in this review that we would
like to stress.
As far as we are able to comprehend, the

NITTY GRITTY
RECORD CARF PRODUCTS. INC

review, in acompressed form reads like this:
If the Electrocompaniet electronics are used
with the very best associated components,
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4650 Arrow Hwy . SF4, Montclair, CA 91763
(714) 625-5525
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Le. Koetsu or Kiseki cartridges, MIT inter-

The Center-A-Disc

connects, Infinity RS 1B, Apogee, Quad or
Acoustat speakers, they will provide excel-

Editor:
Iwould like to comment on one aspect of

lent sonic results.
Fine with us.
We would be worried if the review read
that the amplifiers would provide excellent

the Center-A-Disc which was addressed in
the review. JGH rightly discussed the fact

results with less than state-of-the-art com-

nient commitment to repositioning the record (correctly) before playing.

ponents hooked up. In that case we would
stick to one of the local slogans at Electrocompaniet: "If it sounds right there must

that a"scatter-shot" enlarging of the record
hole would mean from then on an inconve-

Fortunately the manufacturer of CenterA-Disc has already solved the problem by
introducing arecord-centering clamp (which

be something wrong."
Our goal has always been to provide the

JGH did not have during his review). The

critical music listener with electronics that

special clamp is an integral part of Center-

would give the best possible results, while

A-Disc and will be sold with the product as

at the same time providing just the neces-

aset. Once arecord is accurately centered

sary knobs and flexibility. At some points in
our history we may have been alittle too

using the C-A-D,- the record-centering

careful, but generally it seems that our pro-

clamp installs aspecial adaptor ring on the
record label area, which is used in connec-

ducts have found the market for which they
were intended—critical music lovers.

tion with the record clamp to reposition the
record every time in the same precise con-

From this it follows that we have been

centric manner. In the light of the record-

rather hesitant to product lots of technical
information for the user, simply because

centering clamp, an outright enlargement of
the record hole now makes perfect sense

the amplifiers have been aimed at plug-inand-play, not for the art of specification-

and will not be an invitation to inconve-

exhibitionism.
However, if Stereopbile suggests that the
general hi-fi market is turning more

the need for the file and method of enlarg-

technically oriented, and that users might

nience. This clamp completely eliminates
ing record hole as described in the review.
The Center-A-Disc's record clamp provides added sound improvements through

like more technical details, it is no problem
for us to supply the technology that goes in-

damping of record vibrations; the improve-

to the amplifiers.

reproduction are impressive With the addi-

ments in the area of ambience and imaging

P. Abrahamsen
Skarer, Norway

tion of the record-centering clamp, CenterA-Disc is not meant to be used just for some

Electrocompaniet products are now being
distributed in tbe USA by Music & Sound

records. The introductory price of Center-

- badly

Imports, 30 Snowflake Road, Huntingdon
Valley, PA 19006

ProAc

eccentric records," but for all

A-Disc, along with the clamp is $65.
H. Hannan'
Van Nuys, CA

ProAc Loudspeakers are used in the Royal Opera House London
England for live performance sound reinforcement and at the Teldec
Recording Co in West Germany for monitoring purposes ProAc
Loudspeakers can be found in many sound studios and in the homes ot
literally thousands of music lovers worldwide
ProAc Super Tablette — our new version of the original Tablette well
known for its precise image and power handling A superb quality
mini-monitor
ProAc Studio One — our new compact monitor with a high-tech
titanium tweeter and precision seven inch woofer tricredible bass punch
and super sound stage

For more information call or write
Prone Loudspeakers 2888 Bluff Suite 210
Boulder Colo 80301 303-449-1440 Dealer inquiries invited.
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BACK ISSUES WHILE THEY LAST!
VOLUME II, Issues 1through 12
1966-1972 (a reprint in one volume)

25.00

VOLUME III, 1972-1976
Issues 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12
Issues 1, 2, 4, 8, 10

5.00
7.50'

VOLUME IV, 1977-1981
Issues 1, 3, 5, 6, 10
Issues 2, 4, 7, 8,9

500
7.50*

VOLUME V, 1982
Issues 1through 10

5.00

VOLUME VI, 1983
Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6
Issue 3

5.00
7.50*

VOLUME VII, 1984
Issues 3, 5, 7, 8
Issues 1, 2, 4. 6

5.00
750"

VOLUME VIII, 1985
Issues 1through 8

5.00

EVERYTHING ABOVE NEATLY PACKAGED

$275.00

*Photocopies
1

ORDER NOW, ORIGINAL COPIES ARE LIMITED
Send me the following back issues.
Original copies at $5.00 each•
Photocopies at $7.50 each .
Volume Il at $25.00 each .
EVERYTHING ABOVE!!!

$275.00
TOTAL

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

Ill
NO.

CHECK

STATE

0

MC

ZIP

E

VISA

EXP. DATE

RETURN THIS FORM TO STEREOPH1LE, P.O. BOX 5529, SANTA FE, NM 87502
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AUDIO MART
Rates: Private, 50 cents per word no minimum; Commercial $1.25 per nord. $45.00 minimum. Multiple insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill for Audio Mart. Visa or MasterCard
accepted; send card number and expire date with ad. Send classified ads to: Stereophile,
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502. Ads must be received for
Volume 10 Number 1by December 1, 1986; for Volume 10 Number 2 by January 28, 1987.

FOR SALE
NEW REVOLUTIONARY RECORD CLEANER,
$145. Equals Nitty Gritty/VPI. Powerful vacuum,
guaranteed results, 15 day trial. New steel bricks,
audio spikes, and record sleeves. Factory direct pricing. No dealers. Record Doctor; 1313 Nord; Grand
#388, Walnut, CA 91789.
AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNARDINO
area, California. Acoustat, Conrad-Johnson, PS
Audio, Adcom, Audible Illusion, Superphon,
B&K, Moscodes, VPI, Well-Tempered Lab
Sonographe, Systemdek, MMT, Grado, Alphason,
MIT, Monster, Audioquest, Randall, Straight Wire,
Spica, Spectrum, Rauna, Soundlab, and more.

ices, Danville, VA 24541 (804)792-6946.
STEREOPHILE, 39 issues from Vol.4 No.8 (one
missing). Absolute Sound, Nos. 2,3, 5-42. Sensible
Sound, Nos. 12-27. Buying guides 1974-. Best
offer. (301)654-4675.
MAPLEKNOLL AIR BEARING TURNTABLE with
air bearing arm, see Stereophile Vol.9 No.2. $1000
value with lead platter now $795. Hi End Audio,
1311Juliet, St. Paul, MN. (612)698-2949.
SEALED SHEFFIELDS-Grusin, Thelma, Linc.
Out of print half-speeds. Direct to discs, also
UHQRs. Big selection. Bill, 1331 Cessna, New

(7/4)86/-54/3, appointment.

Brighton, MN 55112 (612)639-0119.

AMBER 70, $289. Counterpoint SA7, $249. Nairn
preamp, $179. Rotel 870, $279. NAD amp, $119,
JSE One, $699. Spectrum 208, $269. Magneplanar MG2B, $749. Conrad-Johnson PV-6,
$499. Audio Research SP-6C, $599. Linn & arm,
$549. Audio Interface transformer, $159.
Vandersteen 2C, $699. PS CD-1A, 200C, Acoustat, Adcom 555, Superphon, B&K, Audible Illusions. (714)861-4830, evenings.

AUDIOCOMPONENTS BY Adcom, Berning,
Classe Audio, Clearaudio, Counterpoint, Decca,
Distech, Dynavector, Electron Kinetics, Entec,
Grado, JSE, Kindel, Koetsu, Kimber, MIT, Moore
Franklin, Premier, Regs, Shinon, Souther, Spica,
Straight Wire, Stax, Superphon, VPI, WellTempered Lab. Greenfield Equipment, 7805
Greenfield Street, River Forest, IL 60305. (312)
771 -4660. MC/Visa. Auditions by appointment.
Shipping and export facilities.

OUT-OF-PRINT CLASSICAL open-reel tapes and
LPs. Large selection including early Mercuries and
RCAs; 78s also. Free catalog: Polyphony, Box
3535C, Oak Park, Illinois 60303.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO -LOS ANGELES: Linn,
Naim, Rep, Conrad-Johnson, Thorens, Spendor,
Energy, British Fidelity, Creek, Rotel, Beier,
Onix, Mordaunt-Short, Nitty Gritty, Goldring, &
others. (213) 283-0001.
WE ARE AMAZING!!! Amazing offers on hi-fi,
video, and car stereo. Choose from: Yamaha,
Sony, Alpine, Kenwood, Infinity, JBL, Meridian,
Carver, Nakamichi, Canton, Mission, PS Audio,
Apogee, Hafier, Stax, much more. We have no
competitors. If you're serious or curious, you cannot afford to vnit. For alook at the future of electronics retailing, call or write today: Amazing
Sight & Sound, Inc, Dept. 25, 1323 South
4tb Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106. (215)
969- 1166.
EAGLE 2A, 3 mo. old, perfect. $850. (617)
435-6544.
SOUNDS FOR THE SEASON: The Merrill turntable, Moore, Frankland, Associates, Siefert
Research, Kindel, Peterson Emerald [IMI, lumber
Kahle [TMI, Lazarus, Stax, Eminent ltchnology,
Well-Tempered, Garrott Brothers, Audioquest,
Sumac°. lb be heard at Aeolian Products & Serv-

Stereophile

EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS-Adcom, AR, Arcam, Audioquest, Audire,
British Fidelity, Chicago, Creek, Dual, Grace,
Grado & Signature, Goldring, Fried, Heybrook,
Kyocera, Linn, Logic, MAS, Mordaunt-Short, Nitty
Gritty, Premier, QED, RATA, Rega, Rotel, Shinon,
Spectrum, Superphon, Supex, Talisman, Target
and more.EARS, PO. Box 658-S, W Covina, CA
91790. (818)961-6158. Evenings, weekends. MC/
Visa, monthly specials.
LOOSE WIRES! Two 11 ft. pairs of Kimber wrc
speaker cable (their top of line) with Pomona
banana plugs, $75. Two 7- V2 ft. pairs of Monster
speaker cable, $20. Two 9 ft. pairs of Monster
speaker cable (Powerline) with pin connectors,
$25. One 29 ft. pair of Monster High Resolution
Litz interconnect w /Monster phono plugs both
ends, $30. Box 1621, Ross, CA 94957. (415)
457-2741.
APT-HOLMAN HP stereo preamp with latest factory mod., perfect condition, $350. Carver TX-11
FM Timer, ex. condition, original box, $350.
Kinergetics KMP-1 mag. cartridge processor
(achieves MC-like sonics with MM cartridges),
$50. Box 1621, Ross, CA 94957. (415)457-2741.
ACOUSTAT 4 SPEAKERS, teak base, black cloth,
perfect, $950 FOB Salt Lake City. (801)969-2867.
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Known by the company we keep.
MAJOR AUDIO
ADS
Bryston
Counterpoint
CWD
DBX
DCM
Eagle
Eminent Technology

Grado Signature
Magnepan
Martin -Logan
Meitner Audio
Meridian
Mission
MIT
Monster/Alpha
NAD

Nakarnichi
Nelson -Reed
Oracle
SME
Signet
Sonographe
Snell
SOTA
Spica

Stair
Sumiko
Talisman
Tandberg
Thiel
Thorens
Threshold
VPI
Vandersteen

Velodyne
Yamaha
VIDEO
NAD
NEC
Nova Beam
Pioneer
Sony
Yamaha

Modern Demo Facility, Specialty Accessories, Records and CDs
In-store Service, Custom Design Service, No Mail Orders Please

-.
105 Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT 06510
MC/VISA/AMEX/TAKE 5Charge

Speaker Builder
the quarterly enabling ordinary mortals to
build extraordinary Loudspeaker Systems
$15 /year

$25 /2 years

SPEAKER BUILDER MAGAZINE
PO Box 494, Dept. K24
Peterborough, New Hampshire 03458 USA
CHARGE CARD ORDERS: (603) 924-9464

1- 0
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EMINENT TECHNOLOGY ET-II w /Mod Squad
Van den Hul wire installed w /air pump, $495.

HEYBROOK TT2, 100 hrs, black, Linn Basik LVX
arm, $400. (305)361-8566 (b), (305) 536-5413

813-962-8555.

(w).

BRISSON INTERCONNECTS, customized Athena
PolyPhasors, MI-330 in any configuration, including tonearm sets and Camac terminations for
Goldmund and lrvinson. Brisson hookup wire
for audio constructors. MIT wiring harness for Infinity RS-1, custom threaded Tiptoes for any component, ASC itibe 'flaps, Wonder Caps & solder,
Resistas, connectors, etc., $1.00 catalog. Michael
Perry, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937. (415)
669-7181.

SOUND HOUNDS, Denver's Audio Alternative.
NYAL Moscode, Conrad-Johnson, ProAc,
Sonographe, Straight Wire, Wharfedale, Roger
West Sound Labs, Grado Signature, Grado, Tweek,
Mod Squad, Target, Spica, Beard Class-A Valve
Amplifier, VPI, Fried, Electron-Kinetics Eagle 2,
and more. In addition we buy, sell and consign
quality audio components. (303) 722- 3200.

ARC SP-8 MI, $1000; ARC D90B, $2000; ACOILS121
1+ 1w/subwoofer, 8950. (419)882-4527 eve.
ARC SP-10 MkII, silver; Ortofon MC-2000 w/T2000 transformer, 5his use; Magnum tuner silver;
all mint w /box and papers. Cost $5750, sell
83400, may separate. (505)268-4050 evenings.
PRECISION FIDELITY C-8 Hybrid-Cascode preamp, an American classic, mint, $425. PS Audio
ST-1 FM tuner, gorgeous, $275. (803) 327-4849.
ACOUSTAT ONE +ONE =BEST BUY speakers at
Audio Best, LA area. (714)861-5413.
MCINTOSH MR-74 AM/FM tuner, excellent condition, walnut case, panlocs, $400. Mitchell, (415)
525-6861.
CREEK AUDIO AT A DISCOUNT: Music & Sound
Imports is no longer distributing the products of
Creek Audio Systems Ltd. of England. We have on
hand alimited supply of Creek CAS 4040 and CAS
4140 integrated amplifiers. We are offering these
units direct to consumers on afirst-come, first
serve basis at greatly reduced prices while supplies last. Creek CAS 4040s, suggested retail $325,
now $210. Creek CAS 4140s, suggested retail
8400, now $260. These units are brand new in
factory-sealed cartons and are fully warranteed
by Creek Audio. Music & Sound Imports, 30
Snowflake Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006.
(215) 357-7858. Visa and Mastercard accepted.

AUDIOPHILES: Learn what our members from
around the world think about high end equipment and find out about new modifications. Join
The liveak Club, PO. Box 831, Southport, CT
06490-9998. One year membership $10.
ATTENTION PREAMP BEST BUYS =Conrad Johnson PV7 (8695)/Audible Illusions 2B/PS/Superphon at Audio Best in LA, Orange County, San Bernardino area, California. (714)861-5413,
appointment.
REVOX A-77 TAPE DECK, $495; Sixty 10 Scotch
tapes, $450; Mission tonearm with Mod Squad update, $295. (412)831-7751.
BUYING PRECISION MATCHED TUBES is usually considered asound concept, and when acompany offers not only matching in aconventional
sense, but tube characteristic curve tracing and a
30-day return for full refund, this company takes
tubing seriously and our prices will surprise you.
We are Audio Resource, #1 Metairie Court,
Metairie, LA 70001. Catalog (504) 833-6942.
Visa/MC.
PIONEER SX 1980 receiver, $390; CTF 1000 deck,
$200; ADC 1700 D turntable, $95. AU in excellent
condition. Call Michael at (201) 765-9830
evenings.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-10 preamp, 2 years old,
$1800; Klyne SIC-4 preamp, $1200; Counterpoint
SA-2 headamp, $400; Thiel CS-3 speakers, teak
finish, $1200. Gary (419)241-9564 anytime

VMPS •Scan-Speak •Dynaudio •The Dahlia
Just Speakers •Nelson-Reed .Jordan
Focal •SEAS •Euphonic Audio •Falcon

A&S SPEAKERS
Mail order source for high fidelity loudspeakers, speaker kits and drivers.

Free literature:
Box 7462 P, Denver, CO 80207, (303) 399-8609
Dealers invited to WCES: Riveria 446,448
Stereoptille
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R NNELSON-REED

LOUDSPEAKERS

AUDIOPHILE
ACCESSORIES
1).
2).
3).
4).

Audioquest New "Superclamp"
Audicquest Profile Auto Armlitt
Audioquest Sorbothene Mat
Audicquest Sorbothene Foot
Set of Four
5). Audioquest Sorbothene Sheet
6). Surniko HS-12 Headshell
7). Sumlko Fluxbuster FB-1
8). Sumiko Tweek
9). Tip Toes /Counter Feet
10). Mod-Squad CD Damper
11). Interconnects & Speaker Cables
For AR ES-1 Turntables
12). Predrilled Aluminum Armboards
for MMT, LVX. AR arms
13). Hum-shielding for AR Planers
Shipping one item
Shipping 2-4 items

oudio
adviscc inc.

S 70
S 40
S 35
S 9
S 35
S 14
S 30
S119
S 14
CALL
S 23 50
CALL

S 30
S 39
S 3
5 4

15810 Blossom Hill Rd.
225 Oakes SW

Grand Rapids, MI 49503
(616) 451-3868
VISA/MC/AMEX

NOW

Place your
speakers closer to I
the wall without the
usual ill effects.
Echo-Muffs*
Echo-Muffs eliminate rear wall
reflections (from both box and
dipolar speakers) and unlike wall
treatment, they do not disrupt your
room decor. Your music takes on
a new dimension in clarity,
resolution and imaging.
Echo-Muffs—the greatest
improvement per dollar you can
make in your system.
At your dealer or contact

Watkins Engineering

patented
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EXCELLENCE REALIZED

1019 E. Center St.
Kingsport, TN 37660
(615) 246-3701

Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 356-3633

i
ieí

DALLAS
WON'T
RELIEVE
THEIR EARS
li

—f=t-POGEE-1=ICOUSTICS
IT

P
RESTON TRAIL AUDIO

WE ALSO REPRESENT THESE
FINE PROD! CT LINE&
KRELL -SOTA - ri• KOMI ,-SYRINX
MARK LEVINSON -CONRAD-JOHNSON
MEITNER -SILTECH -CANTON -CWD
CiRS ER -DENON-LEXMAN- RIFLER- AR

P
RESTON TRAIL AUDIO
17390 PRESTON RD. Si ITE 320
MIAS. TF:XAS 75252 12111 24s-9101

Stereophile

AUDIO CONCEPTS, the leading manufacturer of
high-performance speaker kits in the U.S. for
three reasons: quality, sonics and value. You must
be satisfied or we'll give your money back! Also
distributor for Dynaudio, Morel, Seas, Focal,
Shadow, IAR /Wonder Cap and AC acoustic foam.
Catalog $2 (refundable). Catalog plus Designer
Series Manual $15. Dept. Sf! 1631 Caledonia St.,
LaCrosse, WI 54602. (608)781-2110.

PREMIER VTA- 16, vertical tracking angle adjustment for Premier MMT tonearm. Never used,
original packing, $65 firm. Call (616) 375-7645.

WINTER SALE-10 TO 50% OFF! All audiophile
equipment in the store goes! SAEC, Highphonic
cartridges, Micro Seiki, Sony Esprit, PS Audio,
Luxman, and much, much more! Call (213)
829-3429 lkesday through Saturday, 10-6 p.m.

THRESHOLD S300 series II, perfect condition, 20

Pacific Audio Gallery.
THIEL 03A SPEAKERS, $700; Technics SV100
digital processer (for digital recording), $500.
Brian, (212)866-1099
PS AUDIO 200C, perfect condition, must sell,
$995 firm. (813)962-8555.
RM 4-B, mint, wart, $250; Holman, mint, $275.
(415)326-1353 Pacific 7-9 p.m.
CHRISTMAS SALE—SOUND ADVICE. Third an
nual, backbreaking prices: Mobile Fidelity, Sheffield Lab, Nautilus. We proudly wekome these additional labels: Reference Recordings and Wilson
Audio. UHQRs, out-of-prints, collections, original
masters. Lightning fast, dependable service. Visa/
Mastercard. Call Sound Advice, thefinal word in
audiophile recordings, (816)361-2713.

MEWS PREAMP, perfect condition, $795. (
813)
962-8555.
VMPS SUPER TOWER II a/R loudspeakers, see
AHC's review; black finish, $1300. Evenings (206)
453-7171.
months old, warranty through March
$1500. (602)886-2914.

1988,

SIDEREALKAR NOT JUST ANOTHER GENERIC
capacitor with awonderful name, the SidereallCap
was designed from its inception to be the finest
sounding capacitor available for audio today. Find
out what the music lover's capacitor doesn't
sound like. Call (619)722-7707 or write to Sidereal Akusti 1969 Outrigger Way, Oceanside, CA
92054. Free literature and information upon request. Dealer inquiries invited.
AUDIOPHILES: Write your own audio equipment
reviews. Join The Tweak Club. (203) 254-8173.
FREE HIGH END KIT CATALOG. Power amplifiers,
preamps (tube/ic/JFET), active crossovers (tube/ic).
Resista ±1% MF Resistors, Gold RCA connectors,
Mogami cables. Old Colony Sound, Box 2435,
Peterborough, NH 03458.
FLASH! CURE FOR AUDIOPHILIA DISCOVERED!
Our 115 page catalog of audiophile accessories

ELECTRON KINETICS

EAGLE 7A OWNERS

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA

Increase your Eagle 7A to
the standard and value of
an Eagle 7B. The upgrade
is now available. The cost
is $1800 and worth it.

"Central PA's high end audio shop

for the discriminating listener."
VANDERSTEEN conrad Johnson

Threshold

NAD

PS AUDIO sr:bun-ma

... Phone for evening appointment.

THE

21 N.

John Iverson

SI—PPE

ELECTRON KINETICS
1055 C EMPIRE DR

Inc

LAKE ei.1Su COY 1.1 16403

i601, 443 2949

M.oke, St.....1,n,yrow., PA • 717.374.01W
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AUDIO ADVISORS
OF NEW YORK
Featuring
Products of the Month
Celestion SL6000 Subwoofer —Now on display
Bass to 20Hz allows SL600 to handle frequencies
greater than 100Hz with greater transparency,
Syrinx 1E2—If it were 6800 it would be acontender
for the best tonearm in its price class At $400, its a
steal
TURNTABLES:
SOTA Michell Systemdek
TONEARMS:
SME V, Syrinx, Premier
CARTRIDGES:
Koetsu. Alchemist, Premier,
Andante
ELECTRONICS:
Meitner, Bel, Electron
Kinetics, Superphon,
Audiolabs, Quicksilver
CO:
Distech
TUNER:
Magnum FT101
SPEAKERS:
Call about our fine line of
English speakers
CABLES:
Siltech, Straightwire
ALSO:
Tweek, Sormse. Talwar.
call for prices
or an appointment
718-631-8074.
Mai'orders accepted

The Best of
Analog and Digital
Under One Roof
The new SOTA SAPPHIRE Mk. Ill and
STAR SAPPHIRE Mk. III equipped with
the EMINENT TECHNOLOGY air bearing
tonearm bring analog record playback
to breathtaking heights, while the
PS AUDIO CD-1A offers compact disc
playback that will truly startle you.
Which is better? Come hear them both
and find out for yourself.

WE SPECIALIZE IN
TREATING PEOPLE RIGHT!
Alphason • Argent • Audioguest • BEL
B & K • CJ Walker • Counterpoint
Dayton Wright • Eminent Technology • Fried
Grace • JSE • Kimber Kable • Klyne • Melos
Meridian • Merlin • MIT • Monster Cable/Alpha
Nitty Gritty • Premier • PS Audio • Rauna
Robertson • Rotel • Rowland Research
Shure Ultra • Sota • Spectrum • Stax
Systemdek • Talisman • Van Den Hul
Vendetta Research

AUDIO NEXUS
201-464-8238
Berkeley Heights. NJ

Audipmmt
Cdnnection
TURNTABLES:

Basis, Goldmund, Heybrook,
Merral, Well Tempered

TONEARMS:

Enfinent Tech

Goldmund, Well

Tempered
CARTRIDGES:

Decca, Garrott P-77. Grado,
vdH Mc-10

ELECTRONICS:

(sold state) Belles. BrItIsh
FIdellty. FM AcoustIcs. Jordan,
Leach. Magnum Dynalab
(tube) Auchble Illus)ons, Melos,
MFA ILumnescence) Mus)c
Reference, GluocksIlver

CO PLAYERS:
SPEAKERS:

Melos Audlo. Harman Kardon
PrInceton AcoustIcs,
Heybrook. Rauna, Spendor.
Vandersteen

ACCESSORIES:

AucboOuest, ChIcago Sp Stand.
Goldrnund, Lorevere. Klmber
Kable. MIT. RAM tubes. Suns
kfit) Sones. Tptoes, Torufluid.
ASC Tube Traps. Tweek
201-23S-17n

615 Bloomfield Ave. Verona, NJ 07044
Also for sale
occas)onal ciose-outs, used eguoment
Hours Mon. Tues, Fr) 12-7, Thurs 12-9. Sat 11-6
Closed Sun, Wed, Please call for an appo.ntment ,

Don't you need
CDS
for your new
CD player?

CALL US NOW!
FOR ALL YOUR COMPACT
DISCS & ACCESSORIES

1-800-CDS-4-EVR
(1-800-237-4387)

FIA: 305.6515666
7DAYS M-F 11 AM-9PM EST
SAT 9AM-4PM
SUN 9AM -1PM

Your CD Supplier ...

Régc RMusic Enterprises
P.O. Box 69-4681
Miami, FL 33269

Stereophile

(beer budget to lunatic fringe) is guaranteed to
satisfy those "High End" cravings and restore your
system to the pink-noise of health. Temporary
side effects include: sleepless nights, bleary eyes
and occasional peals of laughter. Covers all known
forms of the disease: Esoterica Gravis, Itveakaholism, Upgrades Syndrome and Hienditis. No prescription required. Just send $4 to The Tiveak
Shop, 3700 Montecito Ave, Santa Rosa, CA
95404. (707) 575-8626.

Conrad-Johnson, Goldmund, New York Audio
Labs, Quicksilver, Koetsu, Merrill, Superphon,
Nestorovic, Jadis, MIT, SME, Kiseki, Sonog,raphe,
Talisman, Synthesis, Distech, JSE, Ibbe Traps,
Lazarus, Enterprise, Straight Wire, Kindel, Nitty
Gritty, Stax, Grado, Melos, Berning, Fried, Classe,
GSI, Kinergetics, CAT, Souther, Kimber, Audioquest, B&K, Mod Squad, Polyphasors, Sumiko,
MEA, Posgate, Piasmatronics, and more. Audio
Classics Inc. Call (405)842-3033.

DB SYSTEMS OFFERS A NEW PREAMPLIFIER optimized for line level sources. No phono section,
five high level inputs, exceptional performance.
$375 with power supply. Optional features
available. Dealers invited to request complete information on letterhead. DB Systems, Rind" NH
03461. (603)899-5121.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS: RR, Sheffield,
Chesky, Opus 3, Wilson Audio, EMI, Decca, Lyrita,
Proprius, Lyrinx and more. Lytec Records, (408)
374-0292, San Jose, CA.

CROSBY MOD STRAD; reference speaker system.
The Strad is the only speaker designed as amusical instrument. This side of the design greatly effects the "harmonic detail" and coloration. Speakers today are designed as simply mechanical
devices. They are veiled, highly colored and lack
harmonic information. The Strad is the highest
resolution speaker ever made. Why it works cannot be found in text, so it must be considered art.
Literature cxplains: introductory price $2400 with
Fluid dampened steel and oak stands. Owner
communication, sonic guarantee. 2701 N. Ro.14
Hobbs, NM 88240. (505)392-4781.
BEST TRADES, FREE SHIPPING, used, demo list!

Audio
Exposure
Where Hearing Is Believing
Counterpoint -Belles -Live Wire
VPI -Belles -AudioQuest -FMS
Vandersteen -Audible Illusions
Eminent Technology -Nestorovic
Spica -McLaren -Luxman -B&W

by appointment

714-240-0742

RECORDS: IDENTIFY THE GREAT RCA SHADED
DOG records. Send for 34p paper with listing and
description of all RCA classical stereo recordings
of the "Golden Era." Contains history, meaning of
labels and numbers, sound quality evaluations of
500 RCA records. $10. J. Mitchell, Box 843,
Kingsport, TN 37662.
AUDIO RESOURCE is an authorized McIntosh
dealer and service agent utilizing five technicians,
each specialists in their own field, including two
local professors who are PhDs in electrical
engineering. We have access to consulting with
all McIntosh Laboratory engineers and a
laboratory facility with over $100,000 of
sophisticated diagnostic and analyzing equipment. We offer refurbishing or modification on
almost all tube electronics, from "vintage" Mcln-

r

C.F: AUDIO

AUTHORIZE°
DEALER FOR:
ALPHASON

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
COUNTERPOINT
ENTRE'
FRIED
GRADO SIGNATURE

QUALITY EQUIPMENT
QUALITY SERVICE

HIGH PHONIC

FAST SHIPMENTS
WE SHIP—VISA. MC. COD

HITACHI LINEAR

FREE LITERATURE.

ORSONIC

CRYSTAL WIRE
MICRO SEIKI

PLEASE BE SPECIFIC

QUAD

P.O. BOX 2305. 90632-2305
415 W. IMPERIAL HWY.

SHINON

SAEC
SOUTHER

LA HABRA, CA 90631

SUPERPHON

12131691-0967

TWEEK

17141 671-5670

MILITARY TUBES

MICRO SEIKI/SAEC COMBINATION
Worlds finest turntables.
MICRO SEIKI RX-1500VG It.

629 Camino de los Mares #305

San Clemente, CA 92672

$125

MICRO AX-8G armboard
SAEC WE-107/23 tonearm

$695

SHINON RED HI-OUTPUT cartridge

$659

TOTAL SYSTEM
•o«m,..M1».41•

Stereophile

List
$1995

$3474

1•
40»..M14 MIM.
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EUPHONIC M

i

technology

Experience anew era in compact disc player musicality
and imaging!
Euphonic Technology 16-bit CD
Players are now available.., or
we will upgrade your Magnavox
or Mission player to state-ofthe-art performance.
"...[they] will turn your 1040 into a
super player...the difference is
night and day.. .1 love the results..."
Stereophile, Oct. 1986

Euphonic Technology
207 Mountain Road
Wilton, CT 06897
203 834-2468
Available direct or through selected dealers

MUSIC
CUSTOM

Classic Audio
Components Rebuilt
and Repaired
Ever wonder what your equipment would
sound like if it were brought up to current
standards? We have developed unique concepts for updating the performance of older
quality equipment Mods now available for
GAS. ARC. Threshold. McIntosh plus others

BY

DESIGN

HOME

STEREO

WHEN YOU'RE READY
TO OWN THE BEST
The most exciting and revolutionary
components in the world. Featuring'
Audio Research •Vandersteen
Oracle •Apogee •Krell •Rowland
Counterpoint •PS •Spica
Audible Illusions •Athena
Koetsu •New York Audio Lab
and many others

5563 Kendall. Boise, ID 83706
12081323-0861

mi•bi I
Aorif

(415) 332-2142

107 Caledona Street
Sausalito, California 94965

Stereophde

tosh, Marantz, Citation, Fisher, etc. to modifications that will suppress the maintenance appetite
of even the hungriest ARC or CJs. We can quiet a
noisy solid state amp or preamp or provide optimized FM alignment. Performed by Dr. Terry
Reimer, this procedure will yield results far surpassing performance limits regarding sensitivity,
selectivity, and THD set forth by their manufacturers. All work is guaranteed. Audio Resource, #1
Metairie Cf., Metairie, LA 70001. Catalog
(504)833-6942. Visa/MC.
AUDIOPHILE AND COLLECTORS LPS: direct
disk, half-speed, imports, classical, 12". Many out
of prints: Toshiba, Sheffield, Mobile Fidelity,
"Super Discs," etc. Low prices. Free catalog.
Navarak Records, 8819 Cleary Blvd., Plantation,
FL 33324.

WANTED
MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, PARAGON TUBE AMPS,
Western Electric equipment. Old speaker systems,
raw components from RCA, Jensen, Muinoy, Altec,
JBL, lhisonic, University. Tel: (8/8) 576-2642.
David, Pa Box 832, Monterey Park, CA 91754.
BURWEN TRANSIENT NOISE ELIMINATOR(S).
Also Burwen Hiss filter, mint working condition.
Ellen, (415)526-5986 California.
MCINTOSH

Aubin 011annits

l'Oil 176S

PRCI-IBURfl

AUDIO
NOISE SUPPRESSOR

TM chalet of recording industry. archives and collectors
around the world

»nu processors for reduction of transient and steady state
noises Plus special features tor optimum reproduction of old
records, lateral or vertical

Model 323A: $2,650
Weds for literature lo
P.O. Box 335. Dewitt, NY USA 13214-0335
Tei.: (3151 472-5644

"...the first CD player
to crack the Class 1
sound barrier"
- International

Audio Review "
J. Peter Moncneff

Aglinailikmmiammt
waniuromians
-

KINERGETICS KCD-20
Gold Series
Compact Disc Player
Audition this technological
breakthrough at your
Kinergetics Dealer.

-e>iSR
6029 ReSecla

Stereophile

isa
rde

KINERGETICS
INCORPORATED

Blvd •Tarzana, CA 91356 •18181 345-2851

MARANTZ (tube)

and other
PRECISION AUDIO COMPONENTS
Bought-Sold-Traded
FREE Catalogue
RAM-5PM EST Mon.-Fri.
‘5,

alto!). NY 13856 607-865-7200

Now, at last, there's amagazine for videophiles!

VIDEOFAX
is like "Stereophile," but the
subject is Video, and the
object is the best picture
quality attainable. Published
by JGH, Editor of "Stereophile," and edited by Marc
Wielage, America's bestknown video writer, VIDEOFAX features candid, indepth component reports,
brand-by-brand and modelby -model comparisons,
coverage of video-related
audio products, lists of recommended & un -recommended components, LV
disc reviews, industry dirt, a
column for TVROers, and
much, much more. $20 a
year, ALL refunded if not
ecstatic! PO Box 9480,
Santa Fe, NM 87504.

THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS

Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowlingly accepted
If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write Nelson 8,
Associates, 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
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Anyone can build arevolutionary speaker. But try and find one that sounds like music. You'll end
up listening to the MGC-1 from Acoustic Research. We're the company responsible for most of the
principles that define amodern loudspeaker: Acoustic Suspension bass loading, the dome tweeter,
and the long-throw woofer.
The MGC-1 takes this technology one step further. Angled away from the listener,
asecond set of drivers produces electronically time-delayed ambience. Does it work?
Ask Stereophile's Anthony H. Cordesman, He called it "the most musically
convincing illusion of the ambience of alive performance of any speaker to date:'
ACOUSTIC
And we couldn't agree more with his conclusion: "any audiophile owes it to
RESEARCH
him or herself to hear it:' To hear it for yourself, write to us.
Research Series

111

11. TELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
330 Turnplke Street, Canton. MA 02021

'Vol 8.16

The ONKYO M-510
the M stands for Magic.

The Onlcyo Grand Integra M-510 was created for the ultimate
reproduction of music. It combines transparency, natural imaging and
musicality with sufficient power to drive any loudspeaker system,
regardless of impedance or efficiency. Onkyob Real Phase Technology
is employed to eliminate phase shift between charging voltage and
current that occurs with reactive loudspeaker systems, maintaining
phase accuracy for precise stereo imaging.
Conservatively rated at 300 watts per channel, the M-510
offers tremendous power reserves—stable down to six tenths
of 1ohm, with amaximum IHF dynamic power output per
channel of 2.1 kilowatts!
State of the art amplification redefined
The Onkyo Grand Integra M-510.
Artistry in Sound

ONKY0e

200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ. 07446 •(201) 825-7950

